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ABSTRACT 

The focus of investigation in this study was the online reading behavior of 

intermediate learners of French as they read a hypertext with LI and L2 lexical glosses 

and their comprehension. By design, access to the L2 translations was constrained by 

access to the LI gloss information first. This prescribed path of support was meant to 

maximize target language input, and to prompt cognitive and metacognitive processes 

toward the goal of increased comprehension. Comprehension was measured through 

multiple choice and recall tasks, and questionnaires were used to gather demographic 

data and learner perceptual variables. The study provides evidence that comprehension is 

increased with access to the hypertext glosses among readers who accessed both French 

and English language glosses, regardless of prior ability. Accessing only French glosses 

was not linked to greater comprehension, and no access to glosses reduced a 

comprehension factor score. Prior ability, as measured by a standardized FL placement 

exam, was not related to gloss access or time on task. L2 readers' preference for LI 

language glosses in also reaffirmed to some extent, though French language glosses seem 

to have some appeal. Gender also played a role in the extent to which the text was 

enjoyed by L2 readers, and there is suggestive evidence for the roles of background 

schema and formal schema based on a qualitative analysis of recall. Questionnaire data 

reveal insights on readers' perceptions of FLL, reading, their abilities, and reading online, 

findings which are related in a variety of ways to other factors in this study. Pedagogical 

implications are considered, as well as directions for future research. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Background of the Study 

Second language reading 

Reading is an integral part of instructed second language (L2) learning, and it is 

the frequent focus of investigation. Reading provides a means to observe and explore, to 

ideate and create. It is a typically silent, individual activity, in which a reader interacts 

with a text to find both textual and extratextual meaning. It is an essential skill, important 

language model, source of language input, and source of knowledge, both linguistic and 

cultural (Swaffar et al, 1991). A target language (TL) text can also be used as an 

opportunity to promote key reading strategies and to exploit other modalities of 

communication, such as listening, speaking, and writing, and language subskills 

(Wallace, 1992). Reading skills and experience become increasingly important in the 

progression of a basic language curriculum, and essential for students at advanced levels 

of study in French. 

Rusciolelli (1995) explains the reading process in this way: "a complex skill 

involving the simultaneous coordination of attention, memory, and perception, along with 

comprehension operations of testing hypotheses, deducing meaning, separating main 

ideas from details, searching for cohesive elements, and contextual guessing" (262). In 

more basic terms, reading is "the construction of meaning from a printed or written 

message" (Day & Bamford, 1998: 12). This is likely the view shared by most basic FL 

practitioners, as the expectation for reading comprehension at the basic levels is to 
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understand the main ideas and the gist of target language texts. Readers are encouraged 

to construct global meaning from the text, and not focus on the meaning of every word. 

Typical reading strategies employed by beginning students are, for example, accessing 

background schema through pre-reading activities, identifying cognates, if applicable, 

and decoding seemingly important vocabulary items (Wallace, 1992). The reading of one 

text will yield infinite interpretations and successes, as reading strategies and 

comprehension will indeed vary among L2 readers. The variation is attributed to any 

number of reader and text factors. Textual meaning is as unique as the readers 

themselves. FL texts present a new set of challenges for readers, only minimally 

identified and understood by L2 researchers, teachers, and readers themselves. 

"It has been consistently demonstrated that reading comprehension is strongly 

related to vocabulary knowledge, more strongly than to the other components of reading" 

(Laufer, 1997: 20). In a discussion on the 'lexical plight' of L2 readers, Laufer identifies 

three obstacles for reader comprehension: insufficient vocabulary, misinterpretations of 

'pseudofamiliar' words, and unsuccessful lexical guessing. The lack of sight vocabulary, 

she asserts, is by far the greatest obstacle, contributing as well to the occurrence of the 

other two obstacles identified. When the reading process fails to result in comprehension 

at any point due to vocabulary knowledge, readers can engage in cognitive compensatory 

strategies, and/or refer to external resources, such as annotations or a dictionary. The 

inner workings of the comprehension processes are internal, unobservable, and to a large 

extent not yet understood. However, marginal glosses are a regular feature of L2 reading 

materials (Lyman-Hagar, Davis, 1996; Bell & LeBlanc, 2000). Why? "To produce 
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independent readers" (Stewart & Cross, 1991: 11). Glossing is one form of textual 

adaptation to render a text more comprehensible to a reader. Moreover, given 

pedagogical practices using annotated texts, readers have come to expect glosses or some 

form of aid for L2 reading comprehension within the context of formal language learning. 

Despite efforts to facilitate reading through annotated texts, reading strategy 

training, and so forth, experienced FL students report difficulty and even a dislike of 

reading in the FL (Lyman-Hagar & Davis, 1996; Lyman-Hager & Burnett, 1999). It is 

true that, as Goodman (1976) suggests, readers will not continue reading if there is no 

"payoff in terms of comprehension (484). hi the continuing endeavor to facilitate 

reading, a relatively new resource and medium of interest is computer technology. The 

computer has changed how and what we read. The term "hypertext" is attributed to 

Nelson (1988), who explained it as text that was accessible in a nonsequential manner, hi 

its simplest form, a hypertext allows annotations to on-screen text to be displayed upon 

request. 

Options for annotations increase exponentially with multimedia reading 

environments: visual & auditory features; hyperlinks to anything imaginable on the 

internet; pathways to reference databases or background information. These hypertext 

annotations are textual enrichments in the reading experience and/or compensatory 

strategy options to repair or confirm comprehension. It is argued that glosses have a 

"focusing effect" as well (Stewart & Cross, 1991). The computerized language learning 

environment has the potential "to control and orchestrate various modalities/media (e.g., 

static pictures, sound, animation, video) while affording critical human interaction 
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features such as reader control, immediacy of access, and absence of interruption, 

[which] has not been attainable through any other conventional instructional medium" 

(Al-Seghayer, 2001: 4). 

Computer-assisted language learning (CALL) and computer-mediated reading 

have been embraced by the profession, despite the considerable unknowns (Chapelle, 

1990; Warschauer & Healey, 1998). There has been increasing discussion about how the 

hypermedia texts alter and/or facilitate the reading experience and comprehension. To 

what extent do hypertexts and/or digital glossing improve upon traditional practices of 

marginal glossing? Is the evidence empirical, or is effectiveness simply perceptual? In a 

review of literature, Lomicka (1998) finds that research on the effectiveness of glossing 

in the computer-mediated reading environment is inconclusive. Education professionals 

have been lead to believe that technology provides a new and improved medium for 

reading, yet questions of efficacy persist. One dilemma is that good materials are needed 

to do the research in CALL, and pedagogically sound materials are difficult to design 

without more research (Dougherty, 1987). Another area of research in its infancy is 

nonlinear text processing, or "curvilinear" processing, as proposed by Roby (1999). The 

hypertext "creates the possibility for multiple entry points and more divergent approaches 

to reading, understanding, and learning" (Goldman, 1996: 7). This new "form of 

presentation challenges the assumptions of the theory of text comprehension and learning 

from texts" (van Oostendorp & de Mul, 1996: 3). The hypertext reading environment has 

expanded, perhaps redefined the notion of reader-text interaction. Likewise, the 
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pedagogical practice of facilitating reading and comprehension in this environment 

necessitates appropriate research. 

Formative notions of reading 

An essential point of departure for the reading research proposal that follows is an 

overview of reading and comprehension theories. Over recent decades, essential strides 

can be noted in LI and L2 reading research. In 1938, Rosenblatt made a critical 

distinction with respect to the reader's role in LI textual comprehension in her Reader 

Response Theory. This reader-focused theory asserts that textual understanding and 

interpretation is unique to each reader as he/she interacts with the text, attending to it at 

various levels. This transaction between reader and text, and the personal reaction of the 

reader (or, response) depends on many factors, including personal history, mood at the 

time of reading, and so forth. In great contrast to the predominant view of the time of 

texts 'written in stone', so to speak, Reader Response Theory fronts the reader's 

transactive experience with a text, and emphasizes individual interpretation. More than 

intellectual skill, reading is in essence an engaging and emotive process, with an outcome 

as unpredictable as the readers themselves. 

Of considerable importance to our understanding of reading today is schema. 

Barlett (1932) refers to this concept as the organization of past experiences in 

understanding and recall. Schema theorists relate reading to readers' prior knowledge or 

background knowledge. Schema theory is constructive in nature, and presumes an 

interaction between reader background knowledge and text in the creation of meaning. 
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"Schema theory provided new and exciting developments in the field of cognitive 

psychology. The theory was used to explain and interpret a host of cognitive processes, 

such as inferencing, remembering, reasoning, and problem solving, and served as an 

impetus for a large volume of experimental research in leaming, comprehension, and 

memory" (Nassaji, 2002: 440). Although uncertainties persist as to the 

conceptualization of schema and the relationship between reading comprehension and 

schema, "few would dispute the observation that background knowledge is critical to 

comprehension" (Nassaji, 2002: 441 ). 

LI and L2 reading theory have also been widely influenced by conceptualizations 

of interactive cognitive processes. This interaction is viewed as a coordination of top-

down and bottom-up reading comprehension processes (Carrell et al, 1988; Grabe, 1988; 

Rummelhart, 1977; Samuels & Kamil, 1984). Generally, top-down processes refer to 

how readers utilize their own experience and knowledge, or, schemata to understand a 

text. These processes are conceptually driven, and are also referred to as "upper-level 

processes." Top-down processes involve, for example, employing linguistic, discourse, 

and world knowledge, making predictions, interpreting assumptions, and drawing 

inferences. These processes give perspective to a text, unique for each reader, and makes 

use of all that the reader brings to the text, including information, ideas, and beliefs. The 

complementary cognitive processes are bottom-up or "lower-level", which are text- or 

data-driven. In this case, the reader builds meaning from a text by processing the written 

symbols, starting from the smaller segments, individual letters, syllables and words, and 

working to the larger units of clauses, sentences and paragraphs. Information is gathered 
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from the text, and meaning can be extracted as a result of these lower-level processes. 

Bottom-up processes interact with the top-down processes in the creation of textual 

meaning. Comprehension results from the successful coordination of these processes. 

This conceptualization of reading perhaps oversimplifies the phenomenally complex 

process that is reading, but the framework has been valuable reference point for research. 

Grabe (1988&1991) clarifies two notions of interactive approaches to reading 

used in the profession. The general interaction between reader and texts is defined in this 

way: "the reader (re) constructs the text information based in part on the knowledge 

drawn from the text and in part from the prior knowledge available to the reader" (1991: 

383). The second conceptualization is the interaction of the component skills, as 

described, for example, in the previous paragraph. Both interactive conceptions have 

greatly influenced our understanding of reading, and continue to guide reading theory and 

comprehension research. 

Current L2 reading models 

Interactive models of L2 reading have been the prevailing type over the last 

decade or so. hi the "Procedural Model of Integrative Reading," Swaffar et al (1991) 

make use of available research to identify these important top-down and bottom-up text 

and reader factors: reader background, reader perspective, text schema, structure, 

episodic sequence, illustrative detail, the surface language features of the text in letters, 

words, and individual sentences, reader language proficiency. This model assumes 

simultaneous and complete parallelism in the processing of multiple types and levels of 
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information. The model components include semantic subsystems and syntactic 

subsystems, each containing six hierarchical layers of text and reader interaction (Figure 

1.1).  

Figure 1.1. Semantic and Syntactic Subsystems (Swaffar, 1991: 77) 

Semantic subsystems 
(1) predictive semantic reader associations 
(2) semantic realizations at the word level 
(3) semantic coherence/cohesion at the sentence and intersentential 
(4) implicif explicit connections at the paragraph or episode level 
(5) the relationship between context and information in a chapter or article 
(6) the relationship between word fields in the real world and text vocabulary (book length or 
longer finished work) 

Syntactic subsystems 
(1) predictive syntactic reader associations 
(2) syntactic realizations at the word level 
(3) syntactic coherence/cohesion at the sentence level or between two sentences or propositions 
(4) implicit/exphcit connections at the intersentential or episode level 
(5) the relationship between intent and language usage in a chapter or article 
(6) discourse structures/discourse markers 

Comprehension results from the processing of these layers and a breakdown in any of the 

areas can thus explain comprehension difficulties. 

This reading model and pedagogical approach to 

sequential, and the procedural stages are depicted below 

Figure 1.2 Procedural Stages (Swaffar, 1991: 78) 

Stage 1: Students preview work to establish the content and logical orientation of the text 
Stage 2: Students identify middle-level or episodic structure 
Stage 3: Students read for detail - beyond gist or global comprehension 
Stage 4: Comparison of word- and phrase-level reconstruction of textual information in matrices 
Stage 5: Sentence-level reconstruction of textual information 
Stage 6: Supersentential construction of reader's opinion about textual information 

reading is best described as 

(Figure 1.2). 

These stages are designed to promote three types of cognitive processes in the reader: 
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1) processes that identify global features of the text as a message system, 2) processes 

that link global features to their illustrative detail, and 3) processes that enable the reader 

to establish implicitly- as well as explicitly-stated messages of the text. This model is an 

interactive account of the reading process, and it is meant to have direct pedagogical 

application. 

Bernhardt (1991) presents the "Developmental Model of Reading Proficiency" 

(Figure 1.3). Bernhardt first reviews a database in L2 reading and finds an abundance of 

supportive evidence on nine areas of research; word recognition, background, text 

structure, oral-aural factors, syntactic factors, cross-linguistic processing strategies, 

metacognitive and affective factors, testing, and instruction. 

Figure 1.3. Developmental Model of Reading Proficiency (Bernhardt, 1991) 

High 
Word Recognition 

Syntax 

Background Knowledge 

Perceptions 
Phono-graphenic 
Features 

(D 

O 

Low 

Low Proficiency High 

She concludes from her review that factors with an outstanding facilitating effect on FL 

reading comprehension include fluent word recognition, familiar text structure, and 
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relevant and appropriately used background knowledge. Studies on the other factors 

reveal no clear relationship to comprehension, or were too few or problematic to provide 

a basis for judgment. Bemhardt's model of the development of reading proficiency 

includes two additional factors: syntactic knowledge and phonographemic features. 

Based on her professional expertise, she believes these factors are necessary to reading, 

despite the sparse supporting evidence. 

Bemhardt's model assumes interaction among these five factors throughout the 

development of FL reading proficiency. A hypothetical error rate for each factor is 

plotted throughout development to demonstrate the changing nature of the interaction 

among the factors of reading over time. Metacognition is also considered important to 

Bemhardt's model as an individual leamer characteristic. This refers to the extent to 

which a reader is thinking about or reflecting on what is being read; being aware of 

reading purpose, how to achieve that purpose, and how to regulate one's progress in 

achieving that purpose through comprehension monitoring (McNeil, 1984). 

Metacognition is recognized as different from the other factors, however, because it is 

present in all the levels of factors, and the error rate is not an applicable or valid concept 

to metacognitive strategies employed or not employed by readers. Well-supported and 

conceptually-sound, Bemhardt's model provides a proficiency-oriented view of reading 

development. 

Kem (1988) emphasizes the different, additional cognitive demands for L2 

reading versus LI reading. He views L2 reading in terms of linguistic, cognitive and 

affective factors influencing comprehension in an interactive manner. In his "Model of 
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Schema Structure and the Interaction in the Reading Process," Kern (1992) classifies 

schemata into three interactive levels (Figure 1.4). 

Figure 1.4. Model of Schema Structure and the Interaction in the Reading Process (Kern, 
1992) 

INFORMATION PROCESSING 

Level 2 schemata (content, meaning) 

higher level processes 
(synthesis, analysis, inference) 

Level 1 schemata (form) 

lower level processes 
(word recognition, etc.) 

GOAL SETTING AND MONITORING 

Level 3 schemata (executive control) 
1). set purposes (goals) 
2). implement goals (strategies) 
3). confirm effectiveness (monitoring 

comprehension) 

COMPREHENSION 
serves as feedback to goal conponent 

All three schematic components are 
constrained bv affective factors 

Level 1 schemata refers to the lower level processing of input in terms of form, such as 

recognition of letters, words and phrasal units. Level 2 schemata are the higher-order 

processes, such as analysis, synthesis, and inference. Level 1 and Level 2 interact, 

integrating the data-level schemata into a semantic network, yielding meaning and 

comprehension. The flow between these levels is bidirectional, with an upward 

movement of information representing bottom-up processes and the downward 

movement represents top-down processes. Kern calls this interaction "information 

processing." 

The third level described is the "executive control," or the metacognitive 

components of the reading process. Level 3 schema give purpose, set goals, and provide 

appropriate strategies for achieving goals. The direct allocation of cognitive resources, 
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such as short-term memory, is also a function of Level 3. Schemata at this level do not 

process meaning per se. Rather, they interact with information-processing components in 

two ways: 1) they determine an appropriate balance between processes of Level 1 and 

Level 2, affecting the nature of the interaction, and 2) they evaluate the effectiveness of 

activated strategies by monitoring comprehension and adjusting goals and strategies 

needed. The metacognitive component serves to facilitate comprehension through the 

appropriate reorganization of cognitive structures, thus giving flexibility to the processing 

of information. Kern notes that all three schematic components are constrained by 

affective factors, including anxiety, self-confidence, motivation and attitude. 

Also within the realm of schema-theoretic principles, Lee & Van Patten (1995) 

present an Interactive Model of Reading with six interactive knowledge sources: feature 

analysis, letter analysis, letter cluster analysis, syntactic analysis, lexical knowledge, and 

semantic knowledge (Figure 1.5). 

Figure 1.5. hiteractive Model of Reading (Lee & Van Patten, 1995) 
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Briefly, "feature analysis refers to the act of recognizing a loop in a letter and the 

direction of that loop (p), whereas letter analysis is recognizing that the loops make a 

specific letter (p versus d versus b)" (191; italics theirs). Letter clusters refers to the way 

in which clusters syllabify, such as the "th" cluster in English. Syntactic knowledge is 

the order of words in a language, and lexical knowledge is individual word properties and 

meanings. Semantic knowledge presides over meaning at all levels, including words, 

phrases, clauses, sentences, paragraphs. Comprehension is "built up or constructed from 

knowledge sources interacting with each other on the input from the written page" (191). 

The new or incoming information is related to information already stored in the reader's 

memory, and integrated into the readers' knowledge base. 

After the presentation of this model, Lee & Van Patten follow up with an 

important discussion concerning the roles of reader and text in comprehension. First, 

they make a clear distinction between text and reader with respect to meaning. The text 

does not contain meaning; it is the reader who assigns meaning to the text. The reader's 

contribution to comprehension is schemata, which "function to constrain the 

interpretation of incoming information" (193). During reading the schemata 

disambiguate, elaborate, filter, and compensate incoming information from the text. 

Readers' schemata direct and create meaning. Likewise, the effects of text on reading 

comprehension are considerable. Lee & Van Patten address authentic versus simplified 

texts, the role lexical items (transparent vs. opaque), and discourse features both global 

and local. They conclude with the assertion that reading requires language knowledge, 

but "you cannot comprehend much, in either a first or a second language, unless you can 
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bring more to the task of reading than just linguistic knowledge (199; citing supportive 

evidence from Mohammed & Swales, 1984). 

These four L2 models of reading capture the complexity of the reading process in 

similar yet distinct ways. Swaffar et al's procedural model is aimed at providing a 

pedagogical framework for instruction. The model for reading comprehension is a 

prescribed path from text-based to reader-based. This initial text-based perspective is 

taken "to forestall the misreading or inferior comprehension that results when students 

read reactively rather than interactively" (90). Bernhardt proposes a theory of reading, 

where by reading is viewed as a developmental phenomenon in relationship to 

proficiency and error rate. The formulation of this theory is empirically-based, using an 

inductive approach. 

The models of Kern and Lee & Van Patten use a schema framework to explain 

reading. Kern's schema-interactive model is grounded in cognitive theory, and it 

includes metacognition and affective factors as integral factors in the reading process. 

Kern's model does not capture a sense of developing reading competence, as do Swaffar 

and Bemhardt's models. Unique to Kern's model is its acknowledgement of the 

constraining affective factors in the reading process. Lee & Van Patten's model is also 

grounded in schema. There is interaction between all components, as depicted in the 

model, but semantic knowledge has a unique governing role over meaning at all levels. 

Like Kern, Lee & Van Patten's model is constrained, but the constraints here are again 

schemata-based. 
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For Kern and Bernhardt, the essential role of metacognition in L2 reading in 

controlling and evaluating the flow of the entire process underscores the inclusion of 

more general cognitive skills necessary to successful comprehension. Common to all 

four of the models is an interactive and multifaceted view of L2 reading and 

comprehension. To be certain, other conceptions of reading exist, but the models 

reviewed in this section have provided great descriptive and explanatory power for the L2 

reading research and practices (McLaughlin, 1987). 

New initiatives in reading theory and research 

hi a recent review. Brown (1998) claims that L2 reading theories provide a 

framework, but fail in answering the "many questions about the inner workings of the 

comprehension process" (192). She cites a gap in LI and L2 research, and asserts that L2 

research stands to benefit greatly by advances made in LI reading comprehension, more 

specifically, in the areas of levels of representation, the role of memory, content of 

knowledge structures, inferencing, and the explanation-based theory of text 

comprehension. Brown describes briefly the research that has been conducted in each of 

the areas, then suggests implications for L2 research and instruction. For example, she 

suggests that "individual differences in working memory capacity may explain why many 

nonfluent L2 students cannot perform higher-level interactive processing, such as 

inferencing or use of context to determine word meaning, and why others can" (199). 

Nassaji (2002) believes that the "static and inflexible" schema-theoretic principles 

on which L2 models are currently are based are "at variance with the dynamic nature of 
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knowledge in human cognition" (444). Like Brown (1998), he observes that L2 

researchers have minimally applied current LI models, such as Kintsch's well-researched 

"Construction-Integration Model of Text Comprehension" (1988, 1998). This model is 

influenced by research on human memory and recall. The two cognitive processes 

central to this model of comprehension are 1) the construction process, which forms the 

textbase representation, and 2) the integration process, which forms the mental 

representation. Both are processes that depend on reader knowledge. Nassaji notes that 

knowledge in this constructionist model "emerges in the context of the task, and is 

relatively unstructured as opposed to the highly structured knowledge representations 

suggested by semantic theories such as schema theory" (453, citing Kinsch, 1998). He 

continues, "construction is in the form of an associative network of propositions, which 

are generated in a bottom-up manner by the textual data" (453). With Kinsch's model, 

varying degrees of success in comprehension can be attributed to the fluency and 

automaticity of the textbase processing, which in turn influences the allocation of 

cognitive resources for the contraction of the mental representations. 

Nassaji believes the construction-integration model provides a useful framework 

for future L2 reading, and goes so far as to offer alternative interpretations of previous L2 

research results using this model. Further, he suggests some areas of inquiry for L2 

reading research and theory, including 1) the different levels of meaning representations 

and the procedures involved generating them, 2) differential effects of different sources 

of knowledge and processes involved, and 3) extent to which knowledge in terms of 

explicit awareness is required for L2 text processing. Nassaji argues that the "system of 
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rules and mechanisms for how texts are processed, understood, and recalled" has 

application in L2 reading research (468). The reviews by Nassaji (2002) and Brown 

(1998) presented above serve not to critique L2 reading models, but rather to illustrate the 

direction in reading research toward identifying more specifically the interaction and 

manifestation of higher-level meaning-based processes and lower-level linguistic 

processes, hi "Second language reading research: Problems and possibilities," Koda 

(1994) cautions against direct application of LI reading theories without "due regard for 

the unique demands posed by L2 reading," citing these essential differences between the 

two: 1) prior reading experience; 2) cross-linguistic factors; and 3) limited linguistic 

knowledge in L2 reading, specifically, inadequate oral proficiency. 

Reading processes and metacognition 

As the L2 models propose, one perception of proficient reading is that it involves 

the masterful coordination of cognitive processes. One difference between proficient 

reading and less proficient reading is viewed in terms of controlled and automatic 

processes (Walczyk, 2000). Those more proficient in reading or any other cognitive 

activity engage in more automatic processes. Controlled processes are mediated by other 

factors. Just & Carpenter (1992) address the restricted capacity of the working memory, 

noting the need for highly automatic bottom-up processes for skilled reading. Without 

the requisite degree of automaticity, the working memory can become overburdened, 

leaving less capacity for the efficient use of upper-level processes. 
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One controlling cognitive process is metacognition. Bernhardt and Kern both 

incorporate this thinking skill into their models of L2 reading. Devine (1993) divides L2 

metacognition into two broad areas: 1) metacognitive knowledge (what readers know 

about reading, reading skills, and employing reading skills) and 2) metacognitive 

strategies (cognitive monitoring strategies during reading). "Learners who are 

metacognitively aware know what to do when they don't know what to do; that is, they 

have strategies for finding out or figuring out what they need to do. The use of 

metacognitive strategies ignites one's thinking and can lead to more profound learning 

and improved performance, especially among learners who are struggling" Anderson 

(2002: 1). Metacognition plays a key role in directing the reading process, through its 

successes and failures. Carrell (1989) advocates raising awareness of about the benefits 

of metacognitive strategies through instruction. "Too often students in second language 

reading programs, who receive instruction only in the skills or strategies, fail to use them 

intelligently and on their own volition because they do not appreciate the reasons why 

such strategies are useful nor do they understand where and when to use them" (129). 

The lexicon and L2 reading 

The profession has long accepted that vocabulary knowledge is instrumental and 

essential in reading comprehension and reading skills development (Alderson, 2000; 

Anderson & Freebody, 1981; Chall, 1987; Gass, 1987; Quin, 2002). Stanovich (1991) 

observes the following: 

As the evidence linking word recognition to reading ability became more and 
more overwhelming, the debate about how to conceptualize word recognition in 
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reading shifted from questioning the linkage itself to a dispute about what 
psychological mechanisms were responsible for the superior word recognition 
skill of the better reader. This dispute evolved into the famous top-down versus 
bottom-up debate in reading theory. The debate boiled down to the question of 
whether the superior word recognition efficiency is due to skill at bottom-up 
processes of spelling-to-sound decoding and direct visual recognition or whether 
it was due to superior top-down processes of expectancy generation and 
contextual prediction. Evidence is now strongly on the side of the former view 
(19-20). 

Koda (1996) cites renewed and well-founded interest in both LI and L2 research 

for visual information processing, or, the decoding of vocabulary in the context of 

reading comprehension. One tentative conclusion Koda draws from his review of recent 

L2 word recognition studies is that "word recognition efficiency plays a far more 

significant role in L2 reading comprehension than previously assumed" (458). Word 

recognition efficiency is inextricably linked to vocabulary knowledge, and "virtually all 

L2 reading researchers agree that vocabulary development is a critical component of 

reading comprehension" (Grabe, 1991:395). Getty et al (2001) argue that empirical data 

from L2 reading research supports the contention that the lexicon plays the principal role 

compared with other aspects of the language. Other factors, though, clearly play a role in 

reading, such as syntax, semantics, and pragmatics, all of which also interact with 

vocabulary in the construction of meaning. 

Upon encountering unfamiliar or unknown vocabulary items while reading, L2 

learners rely on strategies, such as inferring or guessing word meanings, or ignoring 

particular words based on perceived relevance (Hulstijn, 1993). Such strategies are 

referred to by many as compensatory strategies. It has been demonstrated that even 

beginning readers transfer such reading strategies from other LI reading experiences 
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(Gascoigne, 2002). Lexical compensatory strategies are not without their own problems, 

as exemplified in these two article titles "Patterns and Perils of Guessing in Second 

Language Reading" by Haynes (1993), and "The lexical plight in second language 

reading: words you don't know, words you think you know, and words you can't guess" 

by Laufer (1997). Both authors conclude that vocabulary knowledge is paramount to 

successful reading. In a review LI and L2 studies on gleaning word meaning from 

context, Knight (1994) cites conflicting findings. 

An extra-textual resource for lexical deficiencies is the dictionary. This 

compensatory strategy is frequently employed by foreign language learners, from 

beginners to advanced. Atkins (1998) describes a dictionary as "a complex assembly of 

interwoven facts, often presented in semi-sentences, difficult to understand, and larded 

with abbreviations and references to concepts (transitive verb, colloquial, obsolete...) 

unfamiliar to the majority of its users" (1). "Dictionaries are unpredictable" is an article 

mirroring the same observation (Amritavalli, 1999). Luppescu & Day (1995) note that 

research on the effect of dictionary use for vocabulary learning is scant. In their study 

they found that the dictionary users scored significantly better on vocabulary measures 

than readers without a dictionary. In a reading comprehension study focusing on 

bilingual dictionary use, Bensoussan et al (1984) found no effect for dictionary use on 

comprehension. In another study, Hulstijn et al (1996) claim that the dictionary interferes 

with process of constructing a mental representation of textual meaning. Atkins (1998) 

addresses the lack of dictionary training in FLL which leads to its unsuccessfiil use. 
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Readers' comprehension can be enhanced or at least changed through changes to 

the reading passage. Young (1999) reviews different methods to simplification, linguistic 

simplification, shortening texts, creating simpler accounts, cognitive processing 

modifications, and elaborative modifications, and "resorting to glossing" (352). Glossing 

is in fact a widely practiced form of L2 textual enhancement. "When the reader lacks the 

prerequisite information necessary to benefit fi-om reinspection activities (i.e., rereading), 

lookups [author's emphasis] could serve as an effective final effort to gain meaning fi-om 

the text" (Blohm, 1987: 79). Access to glosses is a strategy for readers wanting to repair 

comprehension or simply confirm or learn vocabulary. Unlike dictionaries, glosses are 

usually contextualized, thus lessening the burden of disambiguating the supportive 

information. Poor readers, it is reported, rely on glosses as a primary reading strategy 

(Hosenfeld, 1979). 

Stewart & Cross (1991) address the interactive processing of text with marginal 

glosses in this way: ".. .To respond effectively to glosses, readers must take an active 

stance in their reading. The active stance promotes comprehension monitoring, a 

metacognitive behavior. Specifically, glosses help readers monitor the construction of 

meaning.. .Because of the concurrent processing of text and gloss, the outcome is greater 

elaboration of the text, which results in deeper, longer lasting memory" (5). Glossing 

provides yet another dimension with which L2 readers interact with texts. 

L2 reading and hypertext 

Technology has changed texts and the reading experience. Nelson (1998) first 

used the term "hypertext" to refer a nonsequential manner in which text could be 
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accessed. With the advent of the hypertext, the term interactive takes on new 

significance. Hypertext and electronic learning environments in general allow readers to 

"actively manipulate the nature of the information they encounter as they navigate 

through flexibly structured resources in an attempt to construct meaning" (Leu, 1996: 

44). Hypertext is a broad concept to characterize an online text. A glossed text with 

hyperlinks is one derivation of the concept. Gettys et al (2001) assert "on-line glosses 

allow teachers to increase students' exposure to authentic learning materials that are 

beyond the learners' linguistic level, thus challenging students to read authentic, 

unabridged texts" (91). The reading process and product has been forever changed. 

hi a review of the origin of the technique of glossing Hullen (1989) cites three 

types: synonyms, encyclopedic comments, and grammatical notes. Annotation types in 

the multimedia reading environment include vocabulary glosses (TL and NL), 

restatements, elaborations, sentence-level translations, grammatical information, and, in a 

multimedia environment, internet hyperlinks, and visual, audio and video feature, hi a 

recent effort to characterize hypermedia glosses, Roby (1999) presents a "Taxonomy of 

Glosses." With technology in the equation, glosses are characterized by their authorship, 

presentations, functions, focus, language, and form. With technology, L2 reading 

becomes hyper-complex. 
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Purpose of the Study 

The most authentic reading experience is between reader and text, unaided and 

unprompted. An authentic reading of an authentic foreign language passage presents 

challenges and problems for the FL learner. Many possibilities exist to guide or help 

comprehension of a FL text. Research on the most frequently available help, text 

glossing, has resulted in inconsistent findings regarding benefits to comprehension 

(Lomicka, 1998; Young, 1999). Empirical evidence has been provided to support the 

glossed texts for greater comprehension (Davis, 1989; Hong, 1997; Hulstijn et al, 1996; 

Knight, 1994; Leffa, 1992; Rott et al, 2002; Stakhnevich, 2002; Wantanabe, 1997), and 

evidence to the contrary has also been proffered (Aust et al, 1993; Bell & LeBlanc, 2000; 

Davis & Lyman-Hager, 1997; Ercetin, 2003; Jacobs et al, 1994). Findings for the 

incidental learning of vocabulary via hypertext are generally supportive, though there is 

considerably variability for findings with respect to the influence of gloss type (Gettys et 

al, 2001; Grace, 1998; Laufer & Hill, 2000; Nagata, 1999; Rott et al, 2002). 

The main purpose of this study is to explore the use of lexical glosses in the 

hypertext environment, and to examine the effects of their consultation on reading 

comprehension. When knowledge and/or the reading strategy of inferring lexical and 

textual meaning fi-om context fail or are perceived as inadequate, a click of the mouse has 

the potential to repair or enhance reader comprehension. Does it? 

Research to date regarding vocabulary and reading has focused primarily on 

incidental vocabulary learning/acquisition as an outcome of reading, with far less 

attention being devoted to reading comprehension. While vocabulary acquisition is an 
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objective of foreign language study, reading, too, has considerable importance in terms of 

pedagogical goals. The present study relies on available technology to track reader-text 

interaction of hyperlinks, in an attempt to observe unobtrusively online cognitive 

processes at work during comprehension. Reader decisions to access the target language 

annotations, English annotations, or no annotations at all reflects to some degree 

metacognitive skills of comprehension monitoring, and is suggestive of lexical 

deficiencies. This explores the pedagogical hope that providing lexical assistance will 

result in greater comprehension. Or, can varying degrees of success in comprehension be 

attributed in an observably way to other well-established factors, such as general 

language skill, or proficiency? 

Overview and Signiflcance of the Study 

The possibilities for hypertext research are clearly many. Readers in this study 

will have an opportunity to interact with a hypertext to negotiate textual meaning, with 

supportive lexical information expedited by the computer. Although the inner workings 

of the brain and the cognitive processes therein are unobservable, software tracking 

techniques do allow us to gain insight on readers' comprehension monitoring processes 

as they seek support through the hypertext. This reader-text interaction or behavior will 

reflect individual choices for supportive information when readers want to repair, clarify 

or enhancement their comprehension. It is reasonable to expect that comprehension will 

be affected in some way by gloss access, but benefits of the online reading environment 

are not confidently supported through previous research. The study will also examine the 
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extent to which intermediate level readers of varying proficiency negotiate their 

comprehension by accessing the annotations in French and/or English, and how this 

behavior relates to comprehension. 

Several questions will be answered through this study. What relationships can be 

observed between reading behavior and reading comprehension in a lexically enhanced 

hypertext environment? Specifically, how does reading time relate to responses to 

performance on multiple choice questions and the quantity or quality of recall? And, 

how does gloss access, in terms of number and time, relate to responses to performance 

on multiple choice questions and the quantity or quality of recall? Regarding general FL 

skill, what relationships can be observed among the variables of FL proficiency and 

reading behavior and reading comprehension? To further illuminate the results of the 

reading experience, the study also explores factors of individual difference, including 

gender, prior experience, skills, preferences, and opinions. Brantmeier (2003) provides a 

summary of research and variables for individual language learners, but finds cited 

studies do not examine L2 reading comprehension (35). This study will consider the 

learners as readers and as individuals. 

Specifically, the following research questions are posed: 

1. How does access to French and/or English lexical glosses in a hypertext environment 

relate to comprehension among intermediate readers of French? 

2) How do readers' scores on a standardized FL test used to measure prior ability relate to 

reading behavior and comprehension? 
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3) How do readers' individual and perceptual variables relate to reading behavior, 

comprehension, and prior ability? 

a. How do gender and self-assessed skills relate to reading behavior, comprehension, and 

prior ability? 

b. How do readers' attitudes toward FLL, their attitudes toward reading, and their 

perceptions of top-down and bottom-up reading strategies relate to reading behavior, 

comprehension, and prior ability? 

c. How do readers' reactions to the hypertext reading, preferences for glossing, and post-

reading self-assessments relate to reading behavior, comprehension, and prior ability? 

Chapelle (1990) cites Long's (1983) belief that the SLA research cycle ideally 

moves from descriptive to correlational to experimental, and, applied to CALL, suggests 

the descriptive phase has hardly begun. In addition, while it is perceived as a more 

independently-oriented learning envirormient, the optimal degree of control over CALL 

continues to be unknown (Chappelle & Mizuno, 1986). "By looking carefully at the 

interactions between students and electronic learning environments we will be able to 

develop better explanations for how outcomes are achieved in these environments, 

something that is fundamental for both theory development and the design of more 

supportive learning environments" (Leu & Reinking, 1996: 47). The potential for 

documenting this interaction via the computer has obvious potential (Blake, 1992). 

Hulstijn (2000) reports on the enormous impact computers, computer software, and 

computer-assisted data elicitation tasks have already had on empirical L2 reading 

research. With these tools, "researchers have the means to get closer to the processes of 
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language acquisition and use" (11). Computer technology in this study is both research 

tool and reading environment, and it aims at exploring both. 

Structure of the Dissertation 

This dissertation is divided into five chapters. This chapter presented pertinent 

background information for the study, including reading theory, related vocabulary and 

glossing considerations, and a brief review^ of hypertext research. This is followed by the 

purpose of the study, an overview and the significance of the study, as well an outline for 

this dissertation. In Chapter 2, the results of related empirical research are presented and 

discussed. The broad areas included are textual glossing, online dictionaries, hypertexts, 

multimedia hypertexts, and language learner factors. Chapter 3 contains the 

methodology employed in the present study. It is comprised of the following; research 

questions, materials development, research site and participants, research design, 

variables and instrumentation, data collection procedures, and data analysis. Chapter 4 

reports the findings from this study as a result of analyses conducted. Each research 

question is addressed specifically, with supportive tables. Finally, Chapter 5 reviews and 

discusses the results as they relate to previous studies of reading and comprehension in 

the hypertext environment. This chapter addresses the limitations of the study, and 

concludes with pedagogical implications and suggestions for future L2 reading research. 
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF EMPIRICAL LITERATURE 

Introduction 

The review of studies in this chapter is selective, and limited to reading research 

that illuminates issues addressed in the present reading study. As discussed in Chapter 1, 

vocabulary is a considerable factor in reading comprehension, and evidence in support of 

this claim is exhaustive and well documented. The empirical studies included in this 

review consider a number of topics and variables, each with varying degrees of relevance 

to the present study. Certain details of the studies reviewed are included while others are 

omitted, due to their importance and space. There are, for example, several studies which 

focus on vocabulary learning/acquisition through L2 reading, with little if any expressed 

findings reported for comprehension. The studies do, however, contribute to the broader 

presentation of related research in terms of context and methodology, and lend support to 

the argument that further L2 reading research dedicated to comprehension is needed. 

The section titles are organizational points of departures, and the studies within 

them should not be viewed as mutually exclusive. The sections focus on 1) traditional 

glossing, 2) online dictionaries, 3) hypertext, 4) multimedia, and 5) language learners. 

Each section includes a summary of the main points and findings. The chapter concludes 

with the specific reading research issues to be addressed in the present study. 
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L2 reading and textual glossing 

The effectiveness of glosses for improving comprehension and/or language 

acquisition is the focus of many reading studies. Johnson (1982) reports on a study of 

reading comprehension concerned primarily with ESL students' background knowledge 

and understanding of Halloween within differing gloss conditions. The researcher-

constructed experimental passage contained two sections of information: aspects 

presumed known or familiar (paragraphs 1, 2 and 5), and aspects presumed unknown or 

unfamiliar to the ESL students (paragraphs 3 and 4). This variable of content familiarity 

is juxtaposed with the availability of textual glosses. Both sections of the text were 

constructed with low-frequency words. Although a list of the target items and 

definitional glosses is not presented in the article, it is assumed that definitional glosses 

were in English. The subjects' knowledge of the target words was pretested, and words 

known by 25% or more of subjects were discarded. 

Participants were seventy-two (72) ESL students of various nationalities enrolled 

in an advanced university-level reading class. The researcher notes, however, that 

subjects' "English proficiency was below the level usually recommended for fiilltime 

academic work" (506). All but two (2) subjects were reportedly familiar with Halloween, 

having recently participated in a city-wide celebration, a "real experience in the foreign 

culture" (514). The glossing conditions included: Group 1, the control group, had no 

glosses; Group 2 had definitions to study before reading, then unavailable during reading; 

Group 3 had definitional glosses available during reading only; and Group 4 had before 

and during glosses available for reference. Following the reading, subjects were asked to 
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recall the passage in English, to demonstrate comprehension. Recall was assessed based 

on propositions generated and relations between propositions found in the recall. 

Propositions counted were verbatim or expressed the gist of a proposition in the text. 

Compatible inferences and incompatible inferences in the recall were also tabulated for 

each group. A second task, described as "recognition of sentences containing true 

information from the text" was used to measure vocabulary knowledge from both 

familiar and unfamiliar sections of the passage. A delayed cloze test was taken two 

weeks later to measure vocabulary retention. 

The results of this study highlight the influence of familiarity on reading 

comprehension. Subjects recalled significantly more familiar information on four of the 

eleven recall variables (number of sentences and propositions) based on an analysis of 

variance. No significant differences were found for recall variables associated with the 

unfamiliar section. Dependent T-tests show that subjects in all four groups recalled 

significantly more familiar information on eight variables when compared to variables of 

unfamiliar information. Analyses of the sentence recognition task reveal similar findings: 

sentences containing more familiar information were recognized more frequently than 

those stemming from unfamiliar information, although significance was only established 

for Groups 1,2, and 4. 

Concerning the glossing conditions, there were no differences found in the recall 

for readers without glosses in comparison to readers with glosses. A difference was 

detected, however, for the recall of familiar information between groups with glosses: 

subjects in Group 2, with glosses before reading, recalled more accurately propositions 



from the text than Group 4 readers, with glosses before and during reading. The 

researcher explains, "the emphasis on vocabulary words for Group 4 subjects might have 

resulted in word-by-word reading which may have been detrimental to the general 

comprehension of the passage," as well as perhaps other factors (514). The analyses of 

the vocabulary-centered tests yielded no significant differences between the groups on 

vocabulary knowledge. According to Johnson, the high correlation between vocabulary 

knowledge and reading comprehension, as widely accepted, is not demonstrated through 

this study. Furthermore, the inclusion of glosses did not result in improved 

comprehension. It is suggested that "familiarity with the topic of the passage and general 

background knowledge of the theme may allow the reader to construct highly plausible 

meanings for unfamiliar vocabulary" (514), perhaps rendering the glosses superfluous. 

Jacobs, Dufon & Cheng Hong (1995) studied the effect of gloss language on 

comprehension and vocabulary knowledge, as well as student attitudes toward glosses. 

Eighty-five students of Spanish participated in the study. There treatment groups were: 

Ll/English gloss, L2/Spanish gloss, and no gloss. A 662-word expository text was used 

in the study. Two supportive resources were created with 32 words or phrases, one in 

English, one in Spanish. Follow-up tasks included: a recall task in English to measure 

comprehension, a translation task to measure vocabulary knowledge, and a questiormaire 

to gather data on preferences. One-half of the participants repeated the translation task 

four weeks later. A final variable, proficiency, was established using course grades. For 

the recall, 108 idea units were identified for the analysis, from which subjects' 

comprehension scores were established. 
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For gloss / no-gloss groups, a trend was found for the gloss groups to perform 

better, but a significant difference between the conditions was not reported. A post-hoc 

analysis revealed that glossing was found to have a significant effect on the amount of 

recall among readers with higher than average proficiency, measured by course grade. 

Subjects in the gloss condition outperformed those in the no-gloss condition on the 

immediate translation task. No significant differences were reported between groups for 

the delayed translation task. For gloss language, no significant differences in scores were 

found between language groups for either vocabulary or comprehension. A significant 

relationship was found for recall scores and the immediate vocabulary translation task. 

Recall scores and the delayed vocabulary scores were related, but not significantly. 

Regarding reader responses to questionnaire items about gloss language, 1% 

preferred the Spanish, 47% preferred English, and 52% preferred Spanish glosses if they 

could understand them. Those who favored L2 glosses if they could understand them 

were "generally more proficient." Ninety-four percent (94%) of respondents preferred 

marginal glosses versus glosses positioned at the bottom of the page or end of the 

passage. Researcher also investigated relationships between gloss language preference 

and performance on comprehension and vocabulary measures, limiting the scope to 

participants who favored Spanish glosses when they could understand them. A 

significant relationship was found for this particular preference and better performance 

on comprehension and immediate vocabulary learning. 

Davis (1989) investigates the effectiveness of marginal glosses on L2 reading 

comprehension of a French literary text of 936 words. The text, Le retraite, is described 
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as having universal story components proposed Mandler (1982), and it "does not appear 

to have any salient presupposed cultural knowledge that might cause difficulties for 

American readers" (43). The experimental conditions are described as 1) pre-reading 

guide (questions and comments) and pre-reading vocabulary definitions, and 2) glossed 

forms of guide (questions £ind comments) and vocabulary definitions available during 

reading. The glosses were the same 38 definitions provided by the editors of the reader 

in which the text was published. In the control condition, readers did have the 

pedagogical treatment of a mid-reading reformulation task. A post-reading recall task 

was used to measure comprehension. Subjects were asked to recall as much of the text as 

possible in English. Comprehension was operationalized in terms of major ideas called 

pausal units. Recall was significantly greater among readers in either experimental 

condition. Pre-reading versus during-reading assistance did not yield any differences in 

the amount of pausal units recalled. Details on the content of textual enhancements in the 

experimental condition are not provided. It should be noted, too, the treatment included 

both definitional glosses and guiding questions and comments. 

Hulstijn (1992) weighs in on the discussion of advantages and disadvantages to 

inferring word meanings fi*om context and explores the use of multiple choice glosses in 

five reading experiments. The multiple choice gloss information (synonyms, definitions, 

and translations) was provided to compensate for limited contextual information, reduce 

chances for incorrect inferences, and help learners deficient in problem-solving skills. 

The multiple choice design is meant to prompt, direct and channel additional cognitive 

processing and word inferencing. The reading passage was an expository text of 907 
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words (four pages), consisting of all high-frequency Dutch words, except for targeted 

words. It is unclear whether the text is authentic or researcher-constructed. Target words 

were low-frequency words from the text or pseudo-words in the five experiments. 

Participants were instructed to read for comprehension, then they completed a multiple 

choice comprehension task and one or more vocabulary post-tests to measure incidental 

learning. 

First, Hulstijn remarks on the very low incidental learning of word meanings from 

reading apparent through these experiments. Evidence is found, however, to support the 

claim that 1) high mental effort through inferencing by oneself results in greater retention 

of word meanings, and 2) incorrect inferences are more likely to occur without cues for 

words meanings (glosses). Does the multiple choice procedure reduce potential 

disadvantages of inferring meaning from context? The multiple choice procedure did 

yield higher retention than the synonym procedure, but Hulstijn notes an error rate of 

30% for multiple choice gloss group, indicating a high probability of incorrect 

inferencing in this condition. For unguided reading, Hulstijn recommends more 

traditional "closed" glossing procedures rather than multiple choice procedures to lessen 

the probability of incorrect inferences generation. 

Watanabe (1997) examined incidental vocabulary learning and short-term 

retention with glossed texts. The glosses under investigation were within-text 

appositional explanations, single marginal glosses, and multiple choice marginal glosses. 

An additional treatment in the study was completing a translation task during reading. 

Two hundred thirty-one (231) university-level native speakers of Japanese participated in 
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the study. Sixteen words were targeted in the expository Text 1 for the treatment groups, 

using these main criteria: a) "assumed unfamiUarity to the target students and b) ease of 

supplying a synonym or a definition in English that would be comprehensible to the 

target students and fi"om which they could supply an appropriate translation in Japanese" 

(292). Sixteen (16) target words were also selected from the passage for the Text 2 

control group (no gloss). For the translation task condition, words were underlined for 

subjects to identify. 

A pretest was administered in which students were instructed to write word 

meanings for the thirty-two (32) targeted items. Then subjects completed a questionnaire 

to elicit subjects' "topical" knowledge, considered mainly a distracter to the study's focus 

on vocabulary learning. Readers then engaged in the reading task in one of the ten (10) 

conditions: five (5) gloss/no gloss modification conditions, and either with or without 

translation. To encourage reading for comprehension, all subjects were provided with 

five comprehension questions in Japanese for review as they read. The answers to these 

questions were used to gauge comprehension. Post-reading tasks included a proficiency 

measure (cloze test) and a vocabulary test identical to the pretest. One week later, two 

delayed posttests were administered, one with target words in isolation, and one with 

words in context for Text 1, designed to be "compatible with that of learning" (295). 

The translation task reportedly did not influence vocabulary learning in any 

observable way, therefore this variables was dropped from subsequent analyses. The 

results favor the conditions of single and multiple choice gloss conditions, which led to 

better performance on both immediate and delayed post-reading vocabulary assessments. 
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It was also found that the recall of target words was better in the contextualized 

vocabulary task. The mean scores for the single gloss condition were higher than the 

multiple choice gloss condition, though the difference was not significant. Significant 

differences were not found between the single and multiple choice gloss conditions or 

between the control and appositive conditions. The appositive condition did not 

positively affect vocabulary retention, and the researcher concludes that this type of 

enhancing device was less effective in inducing noticing, a necessary step in the input-

intake theory of acquisition. "Compared to marginal glosses, appositives require the 

reader to be able to judge whether a word, or words, bounded by commas is new 

information or a restatement of the preceding word," and "subjects consequently failed to 

learn them" (300-301). 

Although Watanabe admits some reservations about the less-than-ideal measure 

taken for comprehension, subjects' scores were subjected to statistical analysis. Results 

demonstrate significant benefits for subjects with the input modifications as compared to 

the group with original text only. Furthermore, analyses of the results of the translation 

task support glossing as well: scores for the gloss and multiple choice gloss groups were 

significantly higher than scores for original text and appositive groups, gloss only 

condition's scores were significantly higher than scores resulting fi-om the multiple 

choice gloss condition. 

Hulstijn, Hollander and Greidanus (1996) studied vocabulary learning with 

consideration to two factors: 1) the fi-equency of vocabulary occurrence and 2) the 

inclusion of marginal glosses versus bilingual dictionary use. The marginal glosses were 
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LI translations of unknown words, and, a bilingual dictionary was made available to 

readers in the dictionary condition. There was also a control group to provide a baseline 

in the study. Subjects were described as "advanced" students, having studied French for 

6 years in high school and almost one year at the university. Participants read a text with 

the expressed goal of comprehension, then completed three post-tests to assess both 

receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge: recognition of words used in the text, 

provide definitions in the native language or target language presented in a) isolation, and 

b) in context. One post-reading task asked students to report their pre-knowledge of the 

vocabulary items. Self-reporting was compared with results of the translation task, which 

assessed readers' vocabulary knowledge in the form of translation. The results of this 

analysis indicate that the "reported preknowledge, corrected for Test 1 performance, was 

almost non-existent," thus demonstrating the successful identification of unknown words 

(331). 

For fi-equency of occurrence, support was found among advanced L2 readers for 

the inclusion of marginal glosses or dictionary use. The reappearance of vocabulary 

coupled with supportive information resulted in greater incidental vocabulary learning. 

The results for incidental vocabulary learning indicate that learning is greater when 

readers are provided glosses or a bilingual dictionary. Support was also found for the 

hypothesis that, generally, the effect of marginal glosses will be greater than that of 

dictionary use because readers do not make use of the dictionary. It is suggested that 

dictionary use may have been affected by the length of the text (1306 words), causing a 

new-word overload and an unwillingness to search for every new word encountered. 
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Kost et al (1999) investigated marginal glossing in the form of translations and 

pictures. The three marginal gloss conditions were 1) English translations, 2) pictures, 

and 3) English translations + pictures. A narrative text of 272 words was used in the 

study. Twenty words were glossed, including fourteen (14) target words and six (6) 

additional items to aid comprehension. Target words with distracters were pretested with 

subjects using a recognition and translation task. One week later, subjects were 

instructed to read for comprehension in one of the test conditions. To assess immediate 

and delayed learning of target words, three tasks were completed by all subjects: a 

production task in the form of translation (Task 1), a picture recognition task (Task 2), 

and a word recognition task (Task 3). 

Results of the production task (Task 1) are dismissed by the authors, however, 

because of the difficulty and lack of fi-equency of exposure to target words. Subjects in 

the translation + picture condition performed better on the immediate picture recognition 

task (Task 2) than those in the other conditions, though a significant difference was found 

only between the group with LI translations and the group with LI + pictures. Results 

for the word recognition task (Task 3) show that translation + picture condition was 

significantly better than the other conditions for immediate word recognition as well. 

Furthermore, the delayed tasks for retention were subjected to t-tests, and the results 

show that subjects in translation + picture condition retained 96% of items from the 

immediate test of picture recognition (Task 2), which is better than subjects in the other 

two conditions. It is reasoned that visual imagery coupled with textual representation 

(dual-coding input) was found to be useful in recalling lexical items with greater 
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picture subjects experienced a significant loss of vocabulary from the immediate to the 

delayed testing. Readers in the translation only condition performed significantly better 

in the immediate test of vocabulary (Task 3), and better (though not significantly) on the 

delayed test, underscoring the correspondence between gloss condition and task 

assessment. In sum, dual-coding is recommended by the researchers as a means of 

improving vocabulary learning and retention during L2 reading 

A study by Rott, Williams, & Cameron (2002) explores two types of instructional 

intervention during L2 reading: multiple choice glosses and L2 reconstruction. 

Participants were fourth-semester students of German. The study objective is "to 

determine how lexical acquisition and text comprehension processes might be jointly 

facilitated, particularly among learners whose threshold vocabulary level may be 

considered too low for them to acquire new words through reading alone" (185). The 

first treatment in this study was LI multiple choice glosses, aimed at encouraging 'search 

and evaluation', thus increasing the involvement load (italics theirs; cites Laufer & 

Hulstijn, 2001). The L2 reconstruction activity refers to a periodic output task performed 

during reading. This task encourages readers to notice gaps in their lexicon as they 

complete the reconstruction activity, and prompts them to search for words needed to 

express themselves as they continue the activity. It is described as "a non-cognition, 

motivational aspect of lexical learning" (192; cites Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001). 

The reading passage was a Chinese tale/story consisting of 535 words, described 

by the researchers as having "a clearly developed storyline" (193). The text was 
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translated into German, with modifications to accommodate the study. A questionnaire 

was administered to collect background information. Four (4) words were targeted to 

measure subsequent acquisition, with seven (7) MC distracters. The target words were 

nouns essential to the main ideas. Each of these target words appeared four times in the 

reading passage, and readers were required to circle the best meaning on the first and 

fourth bolded appearance in the text. For the L2 reconstruction task, the passage was 

divided into four sections on four separate pieces of paper. After reading each section, 

readers were required to reconstruct that particular part of the passage in German, without 

referring back to any previous parts of the text. 

Readers were divided into four groups: gloss + L2 text reconstruction (G + R), 

gloss only (G only), L2 text reconstruction only (R only) and control (C). Time limits 

were established, 30 minutes for readers completing the L2 reconstruction task, and 20 

minutes for the G only and C groups. Participants were instructed that the LI retell 

activity would follow the reading, thus encouraging reading for meaning. All readers 

completed a productive vocabulary pretest of twenty words (4 TWs and 16 distracters) 

and three follow-up tasks: LI retell/recall. Vocabulary Knowledge Scale (VKS), and 

Word Recognition Test (WRT). Time limits for the retell and vocabulary tests were 10 

and 5 minutes respectively. The vocabulary measures were taken immediately and again 

five weeks later (within the five minute limit each time). 

The data of seventy-six (76) was used in the analyses. The vocabulary scores 

ranged firom 0-8 points, from which lexical acquisition and gains were measured. The 

results included the following: 1) immediate word knowledge and gains were 
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significantly greater for the G only group than for the control group, though these gains 

were not maintained five weeks later; 2) no significant word gains were found on 

immediate or delayed measures for the R only group in comparison to the control group; 

the combined treatment (G + R) resulted in significantly more gains than the R only and 

C groups, except on the delayed productive vocabulary measure (VKS). Furthermore, 

based on analyses of frequency distributions, the researchers conclude that the enhanced 

reading conditions resulted superior gains in vocabulary, and the control condition 

demonstrated modest word gain. In a final analysis of word knowledge loss, it is 

reported that only readers in the control condition retained both productive and receptive 

word knowledge, though the results were not significant. By contrast, significant losses 

of word knowledge were reported for G + R for productive knowledge and R only for 

receptive knowledge. The loss was reported for readers in the gloss only condition for 

both receptive and productive word knowledge, though not significant. 

The LI retell was scored using a set of 14 ordered propositions based on 

importance. The results reported are as follows: 1) G only readers performed 

significantly better the control group; 2) the recall of readers with an output requirement 

(R only) was better but not significantly greater than the recall of readers in the control 

condition; 3) the comprehension resulting from combined treatment seemed better than G 

only and R only, but this was not significant; 4) G + R condition performed significantly 

better than the control group. The interventions, multiple choice glosses and the L2 text 

reconstruction task, were successful in improving comprehension, readers in the 
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combined treatment (G + R) comprehending almost twice as much as readers in the 

control group (75% vs. 40%). 

Summary and discussion for L2 reading and textual glossing 

Johnson's (1982) study suggests that background knowledge, described as "real 

experiences within the cultural context," has a positive effect on reading comprehension 

(511). The condition of gloss versus no gloss did not provide evidence in support of 

gloss inclusion, but a significant difference was found for comprehension between the 

two gloss conditions: availability of glosses before reading resuhed in greater 

comprehension than availability of glosses both before and during reading. When the 

supportive glosses were made available, before or during reading, did affect the recall of 

textual ideas. No vocabulary learning benefits are reported for Johnson's study, and she 

eschews the importance of vocabulary in reading comprehension, suggesting a more 

significant role for cultural knowledge. 

Likewise, gloss access in the study by Jacobs, Dufon & Fong (1995) did not result 

in better comprehension. An exception is noted for students with better course grades, 

for whom glossing was associated with greater comprehension scores. Subjects in the 

gloss condition scored better on immediate vocabulary learning, but differences for 

vocabulary retention were no longer significant. The researcher finds encouragement in 

the favorable response toward L2 language glosses, calling upon educators to maximize 

the use of L2 language glosses. For glossing and comprehension, only Davis (1989) 

provides evidence for the inclusion of marginal glosses. This study suggests that 
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understanding can be facilitated through textual enhancements before or during reading, 

and result in greater comprehension. Davis provided both glosses and what he calls 

"guiding questions and comments," and he does not isolate the effects of what could be 

construed as two different types of support on comprehension. 

For Hulstijn's (1992) study on word inferencing from context, evidence was 

found for the guided reading, particularly for readers in the synonym condition. Incorrect 

inferencing in this study was more likely to occur in the condition of no lexical cues. It is 

reported that a greater rate of word retention is related to the high mental effort from 

inferencing-inducing conditions. However, a higher rate (30%) of inference error was 

found for the multiple choice condition than for the synonym conditions. Hultstijn 

recommends providing compensatory strategies in the form of "closed" glossing (versus 

multiple choice) for L2 readers confronted with limited contextual information. This 

condition yielded less incorrect inferencing of word meanings during reading. 

Watanabe's (1997) study reports essentially the same results for gloss conditions 

and vocabulary learning and retention. This study has ten (10) conditions involving no 

glosses, single glosses, multiple choice glosses, appositives, and translation. Gloss 

inclusion resulted in better vocabulary learning and retention, and readers in the single 

gloss condition scored significantly better than those in the multiple choice condition. 

The appositive condition did not indicate benefits for vocabulary retention. The 

translation task condition did not influence vocabulary tasks, but it appears to have an 

effect on comprehension, based on the modest measure of comprehension used by 

Watanabe. Significant benefits were found for the translation condition coupled with the 
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single or MC glosses. Again, between those two gloss conditions with translation, the 

single gloss resulted in significantly better scores than the MC gloss. 

Not surprisingly, Hulstijn et al (1996) found that the availability of LI marginal 

glosses or an L1/L2 dictionary are better than nothing for demonstrating vocabulary 

knowledge. Furthermore, advanced French learners in the LI marginal gloss condition 

performed better than those in the bilingual dictionary condition. The researchers 

confirmed their hypothesis that, because dictionary use is a more reader-generated, 

laborious task, L2 readers make less use of this compensatory resource during reading, 

particularly when the text is long. 

Kost et al (1999) examine the use of marginal LI glosses and/or pictures to 

improve vocabulary production and recognition when reading for meaning. Though the 

production results were inconclusive, results of the recognition task favor glosses + 

picture for immediate picture recognition and for word recognition, for retention of 

picture recognition, and for pre- and post-test gains on both word and picture recognition. 

For word recognition, however, the gloss + picture group experienced a significant loss 

between immediate and delayed tests. The LI gloss only condition lead to significantly 

better performance on immediate word recognition, benefits which extended somewhat to 

the delayed task. This study, too, draws attention to the relationship between gloss 

condition and performance measures in L2 reading research. 

Rott et al (2002) report that enhanced reading conditions resulted in superior gains 

in vocabulary, when compared to a control no-intervention condition. The enhancements 

were in the form of intermittent multiple choice gloss tasks and an L2 reconstruction task. 
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Four words, considered essential to meaning, were targeted and tested. Readers in the 

gloss only and gloss + reconstruction task performed significantly better than the control 

group. Those engaged in the L2 reconstruction task did not benefit significantly. For 

comprehension, the conditions of Gloss only and Gloss + Reconstruction Task were 

significantly better than the control condition. Those with both interventions recalled 

nearly twice as much as the control condition. The differences between the conditions of 

Gloss only. Reconstruction and Gloss + Reconstruction. 

The studies reviewed thus far focused on conventional and innovative forms of 

textual enhancements. Incidental vocabulary learning and comprehension seem to 

benefit the most fi-om contextualized glosses, the most commonly used and studied 

enhancement. The overall benefits of some form of textual enhancements are 

demonstrated, however, with varied success on the newer theoretically and 

pedagogically-motivated treatments. 

L2 Reading and Online Dictionaries 

Moving onto the realm of technology, many reading studies have incorporated 

online dictionary access as a means of enhancing comprehension or improving language 

learning. Dictionary entry content can be arguably different from contextualized gloss 

content. A distinction is made between the two in this review because differences will 

likely influence the processing of glosses and/or a reading passage, and the outcome of 

any performance measures taken. 
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Roby (1999) described briefly and reports some findings of an unpublished L2 

study of dictionary use, gloss use and comprehension by Roby (1991). In this empirical 

study, he examines presentation mode and semantic support in these conditions: (A) 

paper dictionary, (B) paper dictionary + glosses, (C) computer dictionary, (D) computer 

dictionary + glosses. The dependent measures were reading time, number of lookups, 

and comprehension, and data was collected through questionnaires about subjects' 

reading and dictionary practices as well as the study conducted. As for the results, 

readers in the + gloss condition (B and D) read the passage in significantly less time than 

those in A and C conditions. Subjects in computer conditions (C and D) accessed 

significantly more words than readers in the paper conditions. This finding is supported 

by Aust et al (1993), who found that readers consulted twice as many annotations in the 

computer condition than in the conventional/paper condition. It is argued that "the online 

provision of comprehension aids would appear to lessen the disruption of the reading 

process caused by conventional dictionary look-ups" (98). No significant differences 

between groups were found for comprehension, a variable not described in Roby (1999). 

Finally, subjects were reportedly more satisfied with the informational support in the 

computer conditions than in the paper conditions. 

Blake (1992) examines beginning level and more advanced level users' dictionary 

search patterns via forty hours of language learner transcripts fi-om a program called 

Recuerdos. Recuerdos is a Spanish reading program, created in HyperCard. It is a stack 

of narrative cards (pages/screens), with 'buttons', or hyperlinks, with supportive 

information. The research data generated by this program is in the form of individual 
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user log files, which reveal lesson materials used, dictionary searches performed by users, 

and use of the review mode of the program. Based on the preliminary information he has 

gathered, Blake finds the data useful for two areas of CALL research 1) use of the 

dictionary for reading, and 2) how L2 readers use the review mode feature, which is not 

in the format of a discrete test. 

From his review of the data, Blake notes the following; 1) first-semester language 

learners rely more on LI glosses; 2) advanced users tend to look for verbs in the infinitive 

form, while novices seem to have difficulty sorting out the verb from its inflection; 3) 

first-semester students were less likely to recognize cognates across all lexical categories; 

4) past-participle recognition posed problems for students at both levels; 5) successful 

searches require a degree of sophistication, which varies greatly among individual 

language learners, hiterpreting the data fi-om the review mode was more complicated. 

Blake asserts that students' responses in the review mode "help reveal their emerging 

linguistic competence," but "it does not tell us whether the student benefited from this 

interaction and error correction" (21). Some readers opted not to use the feature. 

Blake cites vocabulary acquisition as an immediate area where computers can be 

useful in exploring L2 learner's behavior. He asks, "Can teachers or a computer program 

alter a poor reader's behavior by encouraging prudent word searches over compulsive 

word look-ups? Will that improve reading strategies?" (22). Through his case-study 

review of online reading behavior patterns, Blake provides paths for L2 reading research, 

and not answers to these questions. Research is a step toward understanding reader-text 
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interaction, information necessary for the development of materials which cater to user 

needs. 

Liou (2000) explores the EFL reading processes of fourteen (14) female language 

learners, specifically, their online reading comprehension strategies, look-up behavior, 

use of word relevance and disambiguation of polysemy. Based on course mid-term grade 

and the researcher's observations, participants were grouped by skill level: weak learners 

(5), good learners (5), and advanced learners (4). "Men are different," available through 

Mosaic II: Reading, was the article selected for the study. The text has 435 words, and 

the presentation includes an introduction of the context, three (3) pre-reading questions, 

six (6) post-reading questions, and a multiple choice post-reading question. The software 

incorporate an online bilingualized Longman dictionary, linked to each word. When 

readers point and click on a word, a textbox appears with English and Chinese definitions 

in a mixed dictionary format. Subjects were informed that two comprehension tasks, 

short-answer and paraphrase questions, would follow the reading. Each subject's reading 

experience was facilitated and documented by an observer, who also interviewed subjects 

at the end. When accessing the online glossary and more than one definition was 

presented in the textbox, subjects were asked to report to the observer which definition 

best fit the context of the passage. 

The results show that all subjects accessed the glossary information, with the 

weak group looking up the most words (101) and the advanced group much less (15). 

More annotation access lead to significantly more time spent processing the text and 

related tasks (r = 0.84). A negative coefficient was found for the relationship between 
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time and comprehension performance, however, though not significant (r = -0.68). The 

advanced group did not access words repeatedly, unlike the good and weak groups, 

suggesting that "their short-term memory had expanded as they developed in their 

language proficiency" (470). Finally, it is reported that subjects in the advanced group 

performed better on the comprehension tasks, and faster on the reading and 

comprehension measures (neither data nor statistics are provided as evidence). 

Through an analysis of data on reading strategies observed and reader log files, 

three categories of reading strategies emerged: pre-reading, re-reading (identified through 

log files), and post-reading (regress/re-reading of entire text). The results reported are 

idiosyncratic, but suggestive. Weaker students "tended to use more local strategies in 

parsing sentences and may have difficulty in synthesizing different meanings of word 

clusters in order to make sense of the text" (471). The data was categorized by these 

'ineffective' word consultation strategies: wrong choice (incorrect definition chosen) and 

relevance ignored (key words in paraphrase items not consulted). Subjects chose 

incorrect definitions for 29 words, 16 for weak group, 12 for good group, and 1 for 

advanced group, hi this case, subjects in the weak group relied on the informational 

support but were not successful in disambiguating the possibilities for polysemous words. 

Subjects also ignored looking up some of the 20 key words: 5 for the weak group, 5 for 

the good group, and 10 for the advanced group. Here, it is argued, subjects in the 

advanced group were "sufficiently efficient and independent to rely on their acquired 

knowledge to handle most reading problems instead of resorting to external resources" 

(473). Furthermore, the advanced group missed more paraphrase items on the 
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comprehension tasks, attributed to the possibihty that they may have been using more 

global reading strategies, favoring reading fluency over accuracy. Finally, readers in 

Liou's study favored the efficiency of the online dictionary to a pocket automatic 

bilingual dictionary (PABD) or printed version. 

Liou provides in depth look at the particular reading processes of individual 

readers. He found that electronic dictionaries are superior to paper versions, only if they 

have equally comprehensive and detailed information. The difficulty of disambiguating 

the polysemy of unknown words in texts even with the dictionary is observed. The 

researcher proposes that training is needed to "facilitate the burden of dictionary use" 

(474; cites Hulstjin, 1996). 

Knight (1994) examines incidental vocabulary learning and comprehension in an 

L2 study involving one-hundred and five (105) intermediate-level Spanish students. The 

independent variables include verbal ability, exposure to word in and out of context, and 

online dictionary access. Four expository texts were selected, of comparable difficulty 

level and less than two-himdred and fifty (250) words. Researchers identified twelve (12) 

unknown vocabulary items in each text, using a checklist vocabulary test (cites Anderson 

& Freebody, 1983). Online versions of the reading passages were created. For the 

dictionary condition, access to supportive information was possible by pressing a 

particular key on the computer. Readers then typed in the vocabulary item in textbox that 

appeared on screen. Dictionary displays were positioned in the middle of the monitor 

screen by design, to simulate the experience of using a paper dictionary. The online text 
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was unmarked, though explanations about the dictionary appeared on subjects' screens 

throughout the reading experience. 

ACT verbal scores were used to measure verbal ability. For reading behavior, 

access to the online dictionary was tabulated by the computer for each subject, and time 

on the reading task was recorded as well. Two vocabulary tasks were devised to measure 

incidental learning: a supply-definition test and a select-definition test. These were 

administered immediately following the reading and two weeks later to measure retention 

of vocabulary within the condition of contextualized versus non-contextualized learning 

of vocabulary. The comprehension instrument was immediate recall protocol, analyzed 

quantitatively using the Johnson System of weighted propositional analysis (cites 

Johnson, P. H., 1983). 

Based on analyses of variance and post-hoc tests, all four null hypotheses in this 

experimental study were rejected. For both vocabulary measures (immediate and 

delayed), significant differences existed between exposure and no-exposure conditions, 

low verbal ability and high verbal ability subjects, and dictionary access and no-

dictionary access conditions. This empirical evidence supports the claim that readers do 

learn vocabulary incidentally fi^om reading, particularly for recognition tasks. The 

dictionary condition increased vocabulary learning percentages for both high and low 

verbal ability levels, and even gave the low-ability the advantage to perform almost as 

well as the high-ability group (51% vs. 55%) on the immediate test of select-definition. 

For the no-exposure condition, it is noted that verbal ability level was not a factor in 

vocabulary learning. 
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For comprehension, a significant difference between dictionary access and no-

dictionary access conditions was reported. Overall, dictionary users scored a mean of 

74.01, and no-dictionary users had a mean of 56.65. When the groups were divided by 

verbal ability, no significant difference in comprehension score was found for the high 

verbal ability groups for dictionary / no-dictionary conditions, but a significant difference 

was found for scores among the low-ability group for the dictionary/no-dictionary 

condition. Furthermore, significant differences in scores were reported between high and 

low verbal ability groups in the no-dictionary condition. This was not the case for the 

dictionary condition, where no significant difference in comprehension score was found 

between low and high verbal ability groups. On this last point, Knight reasons that the 

results support evidence that beginning L2 readers are more dependent on vocabulary for 

comprehension than readers considered more proficient in reading. 

Knight also reports on subjects' reading behavior in the online dictionary 

environment in terms of gloss access and reading time. Low-verbal ability readers 

averaged less look-ups (35.62) per text-set than the high verbal abihty group (43.41). For 

look-ups and vocabulary and reading tasks, the following results are reported: 1) higher 

correlations were found for look-ups and the select definition task than for look-ups and 

the supply-definition task; 2) higher correlations were found for vocabulary and look-ups 

for the low verbal ability groups than for look-ups and the high verbal groups; 3) higher 

correlations were found for look-ups and the recall measure than for look-ups and the 

vocabulary measures; 4) higher correlations for look-ups and both vocabulary and recall 

scores for low-ability subjects than for high-ability subjects. The low verbal group's 
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recall scores were highly correlated (.68) with the number of look-ups compared to the 

high verbal group (.17). In other words, high verbal readers did not use the supportive 

information as much as low verbal ability readers, and their comprehension was 

statistically similar as their low-ability peers in the online condition. 

Regarding time, subjects in the dictionary condition spent more time reading than 

subjects in the no-dictionary condition. Low ability readers spent 44% more time reading 

with dictionary access than without it, and high ability readers spent 41% more time 

when in the dictionary condition versus no-dictionary condition. The reading time data 

was subjected to analyses to determine if better results between high and low verbal 

ability groups can be attributed to time. Based on percentage increases in time and 

dependent variable scores from the no-dictionary condition to the dictionary condition, 

the researcher concludes that low verbal ability subjects with dictionary access benefited 

proportionately more than the high ability subjects, having a similar or greater increase in 

learning for every dependent measure. For the high ability group, two vocabulary 

measures (immediate supply £ind immediate select) were equal or greater increases with 

the time factor, and recall scores increased only 18.4% for dictionary users, hi sum. 

Knight's study demonstrates clear benefits for incidental vocabulary learning through 

reading, and benefits for reading comprehension with online dictionary access, for some 

intermediate-level learners more than others. The results call into question the efficacy of 

online supportive information for language learners of all verbal ability levels. 

A study by Hulstijn & Trompetter (1998) examines the strategic look behavior of 

vocabulary and incidental vocabulary retention in two text processing conditions, reading 
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and writing. An online dictionary made LI translations available for consultation during 

the experimental tasks. The look-up behavior was tracked in log files, and time on task 

was documented. It was hypothesized that vocabulary consultation for writing purposes 

would yield greater gains in incidental vocabulary learning, as a result of the increased 

mental processing necessary for L2 writing versus L2 reading. Participants were 

unaware that their look-up behavior was documented and not informed of the subsequent 

test of incidentally learned vocabulary knowledge, administered the following day. An 

analysis of the computer log files allowed researchers to individualize the vocabulary 

assessment based on actual consultation behavior. Results of between groups analyses 

indicate that the number of words consulted did not differ markedly between the groups, 

though it was noted that writers did require more time for task completion. As for 

vocabulary retention, modest support is provided for the benefits of more mental 

elaboration when processing lexical information: vocabulary retention was slightly higher 

for writers, but not significantly different fi-om readers' vocabulary retention. 

Researchers refirained from making firm conclusions based on this study, and note the 

"large differences between individual participants on all measures" (197). 

Summary and discussion for L2 reading and online dictionaries 

The five research project described in this section included both exploratory and 

experimental studies. Roby (1999) reports findings on the influence of the computer 

environment. Readers in the gloss condition read quicker than those using dictionaries, 

and those in the computer environment accessed more informational support than those in 
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non-computer conditions. Readers using computerized texts were reportedly more 

satisfied as well with this type of informational support. Despite favorable responses to 

the technology, benefits to L2 reading comprehension were not identified in this research. 

Blake's (1992) study was exploratory. He examined user behavior through log 

files generated by an online reading program. The two factors of interest were online 

dictionary access (English glosses) and use of the review mode feature. Blake observes 

the usefulness of log files for understanding who uses which features (e.g, beginners and 

LI glosses), what type of information they look up (e.g., beginners and cognates), what 

presents problems (e.g., verb infinitives for beginners and past participles for all readers), 

and the degree of sophistication needed to use and benefit from online reading support. 

Tracking data as described here reflects comprehension monitoring in a variety of ways. 

The Liou (2000) study focuses specifically on readers at different language levels. 

Here, weak students used the online dictionary the most, spent more time on glosses and 

more time on the text. Advanced subjects read faster and outperformed the other groups 

on comprehension. No relationship was found between time spent on reading experience 

and comprehension. Repeated access was also associated with weak and good readers. 

Furthermore, when using the online informational support, weaker students were more 

likely to incorrectly choose the appropriate meaning fi-om the dictionary entry. More 

often than any other group, advanced readers did not access support for key lexical items. 

Knight's (1994) study addressed vocabulary, comprehension, verbal ability and 

online dictionary use. It provides empirical evidence that incidental vocabulary learning 

does take place as a result of L2 reading, with or without an online dictionary. Online 
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dictionary access has the added benefit of increasing the vocabulary learned and 

improving reading comprehension. She suggests this is evidence against the practice of 

encouraging readers to guess the meaning of words firom context, particularly for low-

ability students. Also, a positive relationship is reported for readers' access to supportive 

information and recall score. Considering the variable of time, low-ability learners 

seemed to benefit the most for vocabulary learning and comprehension when they had 

access to the online dictionary. 

The Hulstijn & Trompetter (1998) study was about two processing conditions, 

reading and writing. These skill-driven contexts appeared not to influence subjects' 

online dictionary access, as expected. It was anticipated that the more demanding skill of 

writing would necessitate more engagement with the text, and greater vocabulary 

learning. The writing condition did not result in greater access to supportive information, 

and results for vocabulary learning were inconclusive. 

The main factors considered in these studies are 1) access to online information, 

2) which readers accessed the information, 3) online dictionary versus paper dictionaries, 

and context-driven access to supportive information. As one would expect, results for 

online dictionary use are that it's quicker, there is more access, and greater satisfaction is 

reported among readers. As for ability, the lower the ability, the greater the amount of 

information accessed. Findings for comprehension Roby (1992) found no difference in 

comprehension with the online dictionary, yet Knight (1994) did find evidence to support 

online dictionaries, especially for low-ability readers. Liou's exploratory study revealed 

the same reliance on supportive information by weaker students, the same readers who in 
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turn chose inappropriate meanings for lexical items provided in the dictionary entry. This 

finding by Liou underscores an importance difference between dictionary-style 

information and contextualized glosses. Dictionary use requires skills, and we cannot 

assume L2 readers are equipped with the experience and knowledge to use a dictionary 

effectively. 

L2 Hypertexts 

While online dictionaries provide a standardized format of informational support 

in the computerized reading environment, other forms of online support have been 

developed and studied, such as hypertext glossing. The first study reviewed focuses on 

the availability of dictionary-like information in a gloss, created to support 

comprehension of the reading passages used in the study. Aust et al (1993) studied the 

use of hyper-reference and conventional dictionaries. Eighty (80) subjects enrolled in 

fifth semester Spanish were divided into these four conditions: hypertext + L1/L2 

dictionary (Group A), hypertext + L2 dictionary (Group B), paper version + 

Ll/L2dictionary (Group C), paper version + L2 dictionary (Group D). A 420-word 

magazine article of "moderate" difficulty was selected for the study, and all words were 

glossed with definitions in the hypertext version. The content of these definitions are 

described as a "direct-return" approach, in other words, contextualized (71). Subjects 

could access definitional information for any item in the reading passage. The hypertext 

was designed so that information would appear on the opposite page of item accessed, so 

that readers could see the word in context while viewing the supportive information. 
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Factors included in the analyses were consultation, time, efficiency and 

comprehension. "Consultation" is considered the raw number of times readers consulted 

the dictionary, recorded by the computer in the hypertext environment, and documented 

by subjects through underlining in the "paper" conditions. The variable of "time" is total 

time spent reading & consulting the dictionary, as recorded by an observer. "Efficiency" 

is then raw number of consultations per minute. Comprehension was measured through a 

propositional analysis of recall data. It was determined that the text contained sixty-five 

(65) propositions, or, "a unit of meaning expressed in the form of a simple declarative 

sentence" (67). Subjects' comprehension score was the mean of two evaluator's 

independent ratings. Data collections procedures began with a 10-minute orientation 

phase for  tutorials  and instruct ions,  fol lowed by the reading task,  recal l  in  subjects '  LI ,  

and an informal interview with 10 subjects. 

An analysis of look-up behavior reveals that readers in hyper-reference condition 

accessed twice as many definitions (28.3 lexical items) as subjects in the more 

conventional condition (13.1 lexical items). As for type of dictionary, the bilingual 

dictionary users consulted the dictionary 25% more (23.6 times) than subjects with 

monolingual dictionaries (17.7 times). Efficiency was greater among users in the 

hypertext condition, as they consulted more definitions per minute than those in the paper 

condition. Bilingual dictionary use also resulted in more efficient lookup behavior. 

For mean efficiency, post-hoc analyses for Groups revealed a significant 

interaction between context (hypertext or paper) and dictionary type (LI and/or L2). 

Results for Group A (hypertext + L1/L2 dictionary) were significantly different from all 
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other groups. Results for Group B (hypertext + L2 dictionary users) were significantly 

different fi-om Group C (paper + L1/L2 dictionary) and Group D (paper + L2 dictionary). 

Group C was not significantly different irom Group D. Efficiency gains were noted in 

particular for the hyper-reference group over paper with use of the bilingual dictionary. 

"Possibly, this is because the bilingual hyper-reference combination is closest to an 

automatic translation device. One argument is that this combined 'mechanical' and 

native-language advantage could benefit foreign language learners as they strive to read 

increasingly more difficult material and are slowly weaned fi-om reliance on the 

reference. On the other hand, some foreign language scholars might view the bilingual 

hyper-reference as an 'automated crutch' that supports the naive lexical hypothesis and 

thus presents an even stronger barrier to foreign language immersion than the bilingual 

paper dictionary (cites Bland et al., 1990; 71). 

Differences in the frequency of annotation access is an explanation offered for 

difference in efficiency between groups. And, although not significant, it is also noted 

that the bilingual dictionary users spent almost 20% less time (18.59 minutes) engaged in 

the reading task than monolingual users (23.52 minutes), and the participants in the 

hypertext condition spent about 20% less time (18.8 minutes) reading than the paper 

condition (23.31 minutes). 

Differences between the groups' comprehension were not significant. The mean 

number of propositions for online gloss users was 10.95, and 12.65 for paper dictionary 

users. For language type, the mean number of propositions for bilingual dictionary users 

was 12.45, and 11.15 for monolingual dictionary users. The recall score and GPA for 
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Spanish courses were significantly and positively related in a post-hoc analysis, 

validating the use of this comprehension measure, per the researchers. They suggest, 

however, that more conventional comprehension measures, such as multiple choice or 

sentence-completion tasks, may yield different results. A final analysis was conducted to 

examine possible explanations for comprehension results with respect to prior language 

performance (GPA). No significant correlations were found for GPA and fi-equency of 

consultation, and significant differences in comprehension were not found between 

reference types (online vs. paper dictionary) when GPA was the covariate. Aust et al 

demonstrate some discemable patterns of search behavior, but the effects of context and 

language on comprehension are not shown. 

Similarly, Leffa (1992) investigates efficiency and comprehension with twenty 

(20) beginning level ESL students in two conditions 1) hypertext gloss and 2) traditional 

(paper) bilingual dictionary. The researcher focuses on making an authentic text 

comprehensible for the beginner, "rather helpless in front of the text when compared to 

the intermediate student, who is usually able to get along with the reading task more 

independently" (69). Five (5) news paper articles of approximately 100 words were used 

in the study, with some having been shortened to meet the desired word-length. 

Comprehension was measured using a translation task completed as subjects read. Each 

subject completed two of these comprehension tasks, one with the hyperglosses, one with 

a bilingual dictionary. The electronic glossary was devised task on existing frequency 

counts, and consisted of less than 5000 entries in Portuguese. Leffa makes a clear 

distinction between access to immediate and contextualized information in the online 
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gloss and access to a paper dictionary, during which more energy and cognitive resources 

are expending in the search for supportive information. 

The electronic glosses rendered 86% of the passages comprehensible to readers, 

compared to 62% for readers in the bilingual dictionary condition. This difference is 

statistically significant. Efficiency in this study refers time on task in relationship to 

condition. Dictionary users needed about 50% more time to read the passage and 

complete the translation task, a statistically significant difference. The result coupled 

with the comprehension results indicate that online gloss use was more efficient means of 

achieving greater comprehension. The researcher notes as a limitation the great number 

of cognates that exists between English and Latin languages, minimizing generalizations 

to other languages. 

Nagata (1999) uses a program called Banzai Readings in an empirical study of the 

effectiveness of computerized marginal glosses for L2 vocabulary learning. Similar to 

three non-computerized studies reviewed above, two types of glosses were investigated 

by Nagata: 1) single-gloss English translations for target words or grammatical 

structures, and 2) multiple choice glosses, with two possible translations, followed by 

immediate feedback on the choice selected by the reader. Twenty-six second-semester 

students of Japanese participated in the study. The reading selection was 260 words long, 

enhanced by glosses for twenty (20) target words, and six glosses targeting three 

grammatical structures. Participants were instructed to read for content. The pre- and 

post-test instruments used to measure vocabulary and/or grammatical acquisition were 

identical translation tasks, which included the targeted items. The same test was 
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administered one month later to assess retention. Results favor the multiple choice 

condition for vocabulary and grammatical recall, a statistically significant finding. 

Nagata warns, though, that the multiple choice format be limited in its use of distracters, 

to lessen the probability of readers recalling incorrect meanings of words. In terms of 

retention, both groups' scores were dramatically reduced with time. A significant 

difference was found between groups regarding grammatical items: the multiple choice 

group performed better. 

Nagata explains that the overall lower than desired performance is likely the 

consequence of not having any follow-up reading activities, and continues, "a one-day 

lesson is not sufficient to establish long-term retention" (476). Furthermore, she 

attributes the difference in results between the study and Hulstijn (1992) for the MC 

condition to the immediate feedback provided upon subjects' choice of item. This was 

made possible by the computer. 

A study by Gettys, Imhof, & Kautz (2001) focuses on the effect of glossing 

format on comprehension and vocabulary retention in an online environment. The 

investigation of glossing formats was inspired by evidence that L2 readers prefer and 

depend primarily on LI definitions, even when other informational sources are available 

(cites, for example, Davis & Lyman-Hager, 1997 and Lomicka, 1998). The study is 

guided by the notion that access to online glosses aids the reader by performing some of 

the bottom-up fiinctions. This helps relieve "the working memory and attention from the 

burden of cognitive overload and allowing more of the reader's attention to go toward 

top-down processes" (93). The two glossing conditions in this study are 1) LI 
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contextualized morphological equivalents (Treatment SLE), and 2) basic dictionary 

definitions of the words (Treatment D). The former of the two formats is designed to 

reduce the number of cognitive steps necessary to contextualize unfamiliar words. An 

example given is the Russian word "uanajf' is translated as "began " rather than "to 

begin, " to reflect tense used in passage. Treatment D is a glossing technique with the 

following basic dictionary forms, called "modified LI translation equivalents": infinitives 

for verbs, nominative singular forms for nouns and pronouns, masculine nominative 

singular for adjectives (94). Treatment D eliminates somewhat the usual cognitive 

operations associated with bilingual dictionary use, and Treatment SLE eliminates even 

more of  the cognit ive load by providing the morphological  equivalent  concept  in the LI.  

Twenty-two (22) university students enrolled in a second-year Russian language 

course participated in the study. A cross-over research design was employed to increase 

precision of treatment comparisons, meaning each student was tested in both treatment 

conditions. The reading passage was an excerpt fi-om a short story, a letter, divided into 

two sections for the purpose of this study. The factors considered in the analyses 

included global comprehension, textual details, vocabulary retention, time spent reading, 

and reader satisfaction. Recall protocol was used in the assessment of global 

comprehension, with specific instructions to list at least five "facts" fi-om the passage. A 

multiple choice test in English was the instrument used to collect data on readers' 

understanding of textual details. And a multiple choice test was also used to measure 

short-term vocabulary retention. A vocabulary translation task was added to the data 

collection procedure as a pretest on the second day, and words identified by students 
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were excluded from final calculation of vocabulary gains. Data on students' attitudes and 

opinions was also collected via a post-reading questionnaire. Participants were informed 

prior to the reading that they would be asked to answer questions about the text and to 

translate some words from the text into English. Reading times were documented by 

readers. 

Subjects with access to contextualized equivalents (Treatment SLE) spent 

significantly less time processing the text than subjects in the basic dictionary condition, 

and readers in dictionary format performed better on vocabulary retention. The 

researchers assert that "presenting lexical items in their basic dictionary forms entails 

deeper mental processing on the part of the learners," resuUing in greater overall retention 

of vocabulary (98). No conclusive evidence is found that comprehension is supported or 

impeded in either condition. The researchers do note a difference in results associated 

with the sequence of treatments: for SLE then D sequence, both groups scored the same 

on global comprehension; for D then SLE, subjects in the dictionary condition 

outperformed slightly better the other group on the recalling of facts. Questionnaire data 

revealed high satisfaction among all users regarding online glossing, though preferences 

varied on satisfaction with glossing formats. Most readers (15) seemed to prefer the 

immediately-connected information (SLE) over the conventional dictionary information. 

Their expressed preferences are at odds with the suggestive evidence that reference to a 

dictionary during reading (Treatment D) yields greater incidental vocabulary learning. 

DeRidder (2002) conducted an empirical investigation focusing primarily on the 

prompting of hypertext glosses on screen. The study explores how signaling mode 
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influences the reading process, incidental vocabulary learning, and comprehension, hi 

sum she seeks to shed light on how rather than what features should appear on screen, 

and its impact on the reading and learning experience. Highlighted hyperlinks "could 

incite the users to click excessively, which could lead to more temporary acquisition," 

whereas, "invisible hyperlinks could encourage the students to make more judicious use 

of the glosses and rely more on the context to figure out the meaning of unknown words 

(which in turn, could lead to more thorough retention of vocabulary)" (3). However, 

making a vocabulary item salient through highlighting might also have an effect on 

vocabulary acquisition, the researcher reasons. The affect of specific reading task versus 

general reading for comprehension is investigated in the study as well. 

Hypotheses investigated include: 1) marking increases clicking; 2) a specific 

reading task decreases clicking; 3) marking increases incidental vocabulary learning; 4) a 

specific reading task decreases incidental vocabulary learning; 5) marking leads to a more 

superficial, short-term retention of vocabulary; 6) marking decreases text comprehension; 

7) a specific reading task increases text comprehension; 8) marking does not slow down 

the reading process; 9) marking has a negative effect on the results of the fi^ee recall; 10) 

marking positively influences the resuhs on the search-and-find question; 11) marking 

negatively influences the concentration level of the reader. 

The readers in this study were sixty (60) "high" or "advanced" students of French. 

The French texts used were two glossed texts of about 2000 on the topic of economics. 

The texts were pretested and evaluated for interest and difficulty. The number of glosses 

per text was comparable, 109 and 116, about 5-7% of the words. The gloss content 
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consisted of Dutch translations and a French definition. The pop-up gloss textbox was 

positioned on a part of the screen that did not obscure the view of gloss and text at the 

same time. Subjects were instructed to close the pop-up window after consulting the 

gloss. There were two versions of the text, one unmarked and one in which glossed 

words were in blue and imderlined. 

One group of subjects also engaged in specific reading tasks as an additional point 

of comparison in this study. This group did a search-and-find task as they read and a 

post-reading summarization task (free oral recall). Time limits were also set for this 

experimental group, but not for the other group. Readers were permitted to take notes 

during reading, but not allowed to use these notes during follow-up tasks. Data collected 

for all subjects included log files (time spent clicking on glosses and reading), scores for 

an immediate and a delayed 38-item vocabulary test, comprehension scores (8 MC items, 

13 open-ended items), results of a task designed to measure concentration level during 

reading. 

The results reported for this study are many. First, a marked text and reading task 

had a significant effect on subjects' clicking behavior: marking increased clicking, 

specific reading task decreases clicking. Subjects without a specific reading task scored 

significantly better on vocabulary learning. Marking did not significantly affect 

vocabulary performance. There was no significant interaction between time and marking 

for vocabulary performance. Neither marking nor reading task had a significant effect on 

comprehension scores. Contrary to the hypotheses, marking did not decrease 

comprehension, and specific task during reading did not result in greater comprehension. 
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The condition of marking did not result in a significant difference in time for 

readers in the group with no specific reading task. Subjects in the other group had time 

Umits and were thus not included in the analysis. Marking did not have a significant 

effect on oral recall, as with comprehension. Readers in the search-and-find condition 

scored significantly better in the unmarked text condition than those in the marked 

condition. The results for attention indicate that marking does not significantly influence 

the concentration level of readers, hi sum, DeRidder concludes that the signaling mode 

of electronic glosses does not seem to affect anything but the online consultation 

behavior of readers. 

A study by Hulstijn (1993) concerned both strategic reading practices and the 

methodological issue of using technology to track reading behavior using. Hulstijn 

investigates the look-up behavior of words deemed plus/minus relevant and inferable, and 

the effect of reading goal on look-up behavior. Target words in this study were identified 

for a) relevance to reading task type, and b) inferability, ease of inferring meaning of 

words from context. Glosses were created in Dutch (readers' NL). There were eighty-

two participants (82), recruited from different schools to include subjects with varying 

degrees of experience and ability. Two experiments were conducted, with 44 participants 

in Experiment 1 and 38 participants in Experiment 2. Experiment 1 focused on reading 

goal and consultation behavior, and Experiment 2 focused on the influence of relevance 

and inferability on subjects' consultation behavior. Tracking technology recorded look

ups, and reading goal was operationalized through the task types of multiple choice and 
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summary writing. Data also included measures of FL vocabulary knowledge and 

inferring ability. 

For Experiment 1, task type (reading goal) was not found to have any effect on 

look up behavior of readers, contrary to the expectation that the task of summary writing 

would prompt more consultations. This lack of influence underscores incongruencies 

between pedagogically-imposed goals and reader-directed goals and reading processes. 

One observation was made for the question-answer group: they consulted more relevant 

words in a paragraph pertained to one of their questions. For Experiment 2, the results 

indicate that readers are strategic in their consultation. Subjects almost always looked up 

the meaning of the Plus Relevant & Minus hiferable words, and consulted least the 

glosses for Minus Relevant & Plus hiferable. Furthermore, it is noted that readers did not 

consult all unfamiliar words, despite the facility of access on the computer. An analysis 

of look-up behaviors revealed that consultation was linearly between paragraphs, but not 

necessarily within paragraphs. With respect to measures of FL vocabulary knowledge 

and inferring ability £ind user behavior, vocabulary knowledge was identified as having 

influenced consultation behavior, and students with greater vocabulary knowledge 

generally looked up fewer words. Higher inferring ability, however, did not lead to less 

consultation than lower inferring ability. Text-related limitations were cited for this 

finding. The secondary consideration in this study was the use of computers to observe 

reading behavior, for which the researcher concluded that the methodology was 

successful and tracking as such is a valid means of investigating one aspect of the reading 

process. 
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Laufer and Hill (2000) conducted a study about readers' choices for online 

dictionary-form information and incidental vocabulary learning, hi designing the study 

and software application, researchers addressed what they considered to be limitations of 

previous research in the hypertext enviroimient: 1) "the researcher has to make sure the 

tasks cannot be carried out without the knowledge of the words targeted for 

investigation" (60); 2) a variety of dictionary information must be available for each item 

glossed to accommodate learners' individual needs and preferences while reading; and 3) 

readers' interaction with available must be tracked and documented online through 

tracking features. 

The text used in this study was "Meeting Mania," a 120-word commentary about 

the profusion of meetings in the U.S. Twelve (12) words were selected as target words, 

based on student input from a pilot study. The targeted words were pre-tested with 

participants, who were asked to supply meanings. A percentage of participants were 

subsequently eliminated from the study based on their familiarity with more than one 

target word. The data of seventy-two (72) participants was used in the analysis. An 

online version of "Meeting Mania" was created, in which the twelve vocabulary items 

appeared highlighted. The following dictionary-form information was available for 

target words: meaning in English, translation into LI, word pronunciation, root, and 

"extra" information. The hyperlinks for this information were displayed in the margin of 

the screen at all times, and were accessible to all readers. Subjects could click any of the 

highlighted words, then click on the specific supportive information they desired for that 

item. Explicit instructions given were to read for comprehension because comprehension 
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text. An unannounced vocabulary test of the target words followed the reading task, for 

which subjects supplied explanations/definitions for the target words in the LI or the L2. 

These were scored "correct" or "incorrect." The researchers in this study call the 

immediate test of vocabulary "word retention." Comprehension questions were 

completed after the vocabulary task. 

The data was analyzed and presented for two subject groupings: 32 Israeli 

subjects (IL) and 40 Hong Kong subjects (HK). IL readers averaged 5-6 minutes on the 

text, and most HK readers spent close to the 10 minute maximum. Reader log files 

indicated that all targeted words were consulted by all readers. For the retention of 

targeted vocabulary items, EL students recalled an average of 4 words (33.3%), and HK 

students recalled an average of 7 (62%). Online information had a positive effect on 

incidental vocabulary learning. Participants commented overwhelmingly favorable to the 

online for learning new vocabulary. The researcher believe that "the favorable attitude of 

the learner and the variety of look-up options resulted in careful attention to the lexical 

information provided by the glosses" (68). 

Participant data was also analyzed in terms of look-up behavior: LI, L2, LI + L2, 

and "other" word meaning (LI and/or L2) plus additional information. Patterns of 

behavior are reported, particularly in association with different levels of retention. No 

significant differences were found between gloss options among IL readers, and a 

significant difference found among HK readers between LI (42%) versus the other three 

groups for retention. EL readers most fi-equently looked-up LI translations, although their 
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greatest retention (45%) was associated with L1/L2 access behavior. HK readers 

consulted LI translations least frequently, favoring the L2 option, yet this L2 option 

yielded this group's lowest retention score. Only a small percentage (<%5) of look-ups 

were for "other." 

Readers were classified into category type by their preferences for glosses: LI, 

L2, equal proportions of L1/L2, and "other" (LI and/or L2 + additional information). IL 

subjects were predominantly LI type at 72%. Thirty-eight percent (38%) of HK subjects 

were grouped as users of "other" information most frequently, while very few IL students 

(6%) were classified as users of this "other" information. Among HK subjects, 32.5% 

were grouped as L2 type users, and only 12 % preferred to access LI glosses. An 

ANOVA revealed no significant differences among IL groups for vocabulary retention, 

but the highest retentions scores were associated with consulting both LI and L2 glosses. 

Significant differences in the HK group for look-up types between LI and L2 (p<.05) and 

between LI and "other" (p<.05). The category of L2 look-up type for HK learners 

resulted in the highest mean retention score of 69%, followed by 66% for "other" and 

60% for L1/L2. HK users who preferred LI glosses exhibited the lowest retention of 

target words (37%). 

Correlations were conducted to explore the relationship between the number of 

look-ups and retention. The HK group accessed twice as many annotations on average 

than the IL group, yet the mean number of words looked up did not correlate significantly 

with retention for the HK group, and the correlation was low for the IL group. Although 

actual total time spent in reading task was not included in the data collection set, it is 
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reported that the HK groups' higher retention of vocabulary items, 62% versus 33.3% for 

the IL group, might be explained by the observation that HK readers spent more time 

engaged in the reading task (most for the maximum of 10 minutes) versus the IL group, 

who spent an average of 5-6 minutes on the reading passage. 

The researchers also propose that "learners' ability to select the type of 

information they consider most appropriate for the task and feel most comfortable with 

may well contribute to retaining more looked up words than in other studies" (69). The 

researchers cite other studies in which the retention was less: Mondria (1993) with 15% 

for retention. Knight with 20%, Hulstijn & al (1996) with 25%, and Chun & Plass (1996) 

with 25% for production and 77% for recognition tests. They argue several other 

contributing factors to greater retention: the discourse level of context coupled with 

multiple gloss options in an online "optimal dictionary," a shorter text, and input 

enhancement as a result of more salient targeted vocabulary items. In sum, Laufer & Hill 

find that 1) LI + L2 resulted in "good retention" for both groups, 2) the number of look

ups did not affect vocabulary, and 3) the type of look-up did have an effect on retention. 

It is speculatively noted that individual differences, cultural background and the transfer 

of language training may contribute to gloss preference and reader-text interaction. 

L2 readers' preferences for gloss language was the focus of an investigation by 

Bell & LeBlanc (2000). Researchers also considered experience, prior vocabulary 

knowledge, comprehension, and reader response items from questiormaires. Forty (40) 

third-semester Spanish students participated in the study. The reading passage was a 

short story entitled "Primer Encuentro," a text of 409 words published in a 
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topic of science fiction preceded the text. Sixty-seven (67) items were targeted for 

glossing, words and phrases (mostly two-word phrases). Eight of these items were 

glossed in the published version of the text, and fifty-nine (59) additional items were 

identified by the researchers. Nineteen percent (19%) percent of the text was glossed 

(78/409 words). All 67 items were glossed with Ll/English translations and L2/Spanish 

synonyms/definitions. The glosses are described as lexical-value glosses with a 

declarative linguistic function, using the Taxonomy of Glosses by Roby (1999). Glossed 

items appeared colored and underlined on the computerized version of the text. 

Subjects were divided into the two gloss conditions based on overall GPA and 

instructor input. Eighteen (18) subjects had access to the LI glosses and twenty-two (22) 

had access to the L2 glosses. The computer documented the number of glosses accessed 

("hits") on a given page for each subject. In addition, data was gathered through the 

following instrumentation: a nine-item language experience survey, a 67-item pre-reading 

vocabulary translation task, a 10-item multiple choice comprehension task, and a 9-item 

exit survey relevant to the study. For the vocabulary task, subjects were instructed to 

provide English equivalents for the 67 targeted gloss items in the study (or leave them 

blank). The multiple choice comprehension task was in Spanish, and the questions were 

adapted fi"om the questions provided by the publisher of the short story. Subjects were 

instructed that a comprehension test would follow the reading. 

Based on fi-equency of access, LI glosses were "preferred" by subjects in that 

condition. The LI group accessed a mean of 49.67 glosses, and the L2 grouped viewed a 
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mean of 26.50 glosses. This number proved significant in an ANOVA of between-

subject effects. Results of the vocabulary survey show that subjects had little knowledge 

of targeted lexical items. The LI group mean was 6/67, and the L2 group mean for 

vocabulary knowledge was 9.5/67. Furthermore, vocabulary knowledge was not a 

significant variable in determining the extent to which glosses were accessed. For 

comprehension, the difference in mean scores between the gloss groups was not 

significant. Subjects' prior vocabulary knowledge, on the other hand, was significant in 

predicting comprehension success, accounting for 22% of the variation in the 

comprehension scores. Only 4% of the variation was attributed to gloss language. 

Analyses of the pre-reading language survey data revealed no significant 

relationships between these self-reported variables and gloss consultation. On the exit 

survey, the gloss feature was overwhelmingly supported by readers, with 100% of the LI 

group and 74.1% of L2 group responding favorably toward the glosses for improving 

comprehension. The data also revealed that 85.1% of readers would have liked more 

lexical support, and 95% prefer to have glosses in English. As a whole, the group 

reported 1) no difficulty reading on the computer (92%), 2) no difficulty manipulating the 

reading program (96.5%), 3) little distraction from gloss feature (68.5%), 4) a desire to do 

more reading in the computerized environment (79%). Overall, subjects responded very 

favorably toward the study and the reading experience, regardless of the evidence 

suggesting that readers did not benefit from the supportive information. 
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Summary and discussion for L2 hypertext studies 

Eight studies are included in the L2 hypertext section, and the main variables 

investigated are gloss language, gloss type, consultation/access, and assessment type. 

Aust et al (1993) examine the way in which L2 learners utilize supportive information 

during reading, the efficiency with which they access this information, and the effects of 

access to supportive information on comprehension. The contexts are technology versus 

traditional paper dictionaries, and bilingual dictionary versus monolingual dictionary. 

The researchers claim that the finding that readers consulted bilingual dictionaries 25% 

more for support than monolingual dictionary users supports the claim that language 

learners prefer the LI language support. Results for usage and efficiency favored online 

dictionary use and bilingual dictionary use. 

The comprehension results for Aust et al (1993) and Leffa (1992) were 

inconsistent, hi Aust et al's study comprehension was measured through recall, and 

recall protocol was compared to the 65 propositions established through analysis. The 

mean score for those using the paper dictionaries was higher than for those with the 

online glosses, though not significantly. Bilingual dictionary use resulted in slightly 

higher recall scores than monolingual dictionary use. GPA alone relates to 

comprehension performance in this study. This contrasts with the significant difference 

found for comprehension between electronic gloss users and paper dictionary in Leffa's 

study. The comprehension tasks were different in these studies, but recall in LI and LI 

translation are inherently similar. 
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Gettys et al (2001) and Nagata (1999) investigated two less traditional forms of 

online glossing. Gettys et al explored two experimental treatments for glossing, and 

found that glosses which contained basic dictionary forms in the LI lead to better 

vocabulary learning. Subjects, however, preferred the other gloss condition of sentence-

level morphological LI equivalents. The effects on glossing for comprehension were not 

decisive. No significant distinctions can be found for using either treatment to improve 

comprehension. Nagata's study revealed benefits to vocabulary learning using a multiple 

choice format coupled with immediate feedback. 

DeRidder (2002) found that highlighting affects the reading process by an 

increase in the number of annotations consulted, but that increased consultation does not 

slow down reading, does not affect text comprehension, and does not increase vocabulary 

learned incidentally, and does not affect concentration level. For the reading task 

condition, these added tasks to the reading experience do not seem to alter clicking 

behavior, though not having the tasks seemed to positively influence readers' vocabulary 

learning. In response to the findings that marked or unmarked hypertexts do not impact 

reading comprehension or vocabulary acquisition, DeRidder explains, "the readers seem 

to adapt their reading strategies and vocabulary learning strategies to the screen situation 

they are confi-onted with" (18). 

Hulstijn (1993) demonstrates that readers do not engage in click-happy gloss 

consultation practices with online glosses. Readers in this study were strategic, accessing 

supportive information that would result in a greater contribution to creating meaning 

fi-om the text. The results of Experiment 1 also provide evidence that prior knowledge of 
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the reading assessment type does not significantly influence the number of look-ups in an 

online gloss environment. This finding can be compared to the study Hulstjin & 

Trompetter (1998), which found that online dictionary consultation did not differ for 

groups with different skill goals (reading vs. writing). Overall, what did seem to make a 

difference for consultation behavior in Hulstijn's study was vocabulary knowledge. 

Readers with greater vocabulary knowledge did consult fewer glossed items. 

With respect to marking a text, Laufer & Hill (2000) note that "enhanced input 

itself does not result in a decision to leam it" (10). Marking the 12 target items in a 

relatively short text (120 words), though, did prompt readers' curiosity, because all 

subjects accessed some type of supportive information for all glosses. Screen design, 

with choices for dictionary-type informational support, was arguably a factor of 

consideration, not addressed by the researchers. The type of information most frequently 

consulted by readers in this study was not the information linked to better performance on 

vocabulary measures. The only significant findings for vocabulary retention and reading 

behavior was for HK subjects, for whom LI gloss access resulted in better vocabulary 

retention scores. That there may be some cultural basis for accessing types of 

informational support and retention of vocabulary is an important point raised though this 

research. 

An important finding by Bell & LeBlanc (2000) is that gloss language may well 

have influenced the extent to which readers accessed textual support, but their use of this 

information did not result in improved comprehension. Supportive evidence is provided 

for comprehension benefits in readers' response to one multiple choice item which 
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addressed a major plot twist. Readers in the L2 gloss condition performed better on this 

item (47.6%) than subjects in the LI condition (17.7%). The researchers suggest, though, 

that this result may be idiosyncratic and due to inadequate comprehension measures 

inherent with the multiple choice format. Regarding research design, it is not convincing 

that subjects with access only to a certain gloss language preferred this gloss language 

because they accessed them frequently or not as frequently. Preference implies choice, 

and subjects were not offered a choice of gloss language. In fact, the survey results show 

that subjects overwhelmingly prefer Ll/English glosses (95%). 

Most pertinent to the present study are the findings for glossing and 

comprehension. In sum, four of studies reviewed found no decisive support for gloss 

inclusion (Aust et al, 1993; Gettys et al, 2001; Nagata, 1999; Bell & LeBlanc, 2000). 

Leffa's (1992) did support online glossing, with following factors of consideration: 1) 

the readers were at the beginning stages of language learning, increasing the likelihood of 

vocabulary deficiencies and the need for supportive information (69); 2) the passages 

were very short, consisting of only 100 words; and 3) the comprehension task was a 

translation task, with text available. The final point on task type is important in terms of 

comparing comprehension results with other studies. A translation task is a unique skill 

which encourages a close, surface-level reading and a word by word retelling of a text. 

This task is very different from the more commonly-used free recall protocol as the 

assessment instrument for comprehension, usually with text unavailable. In essence, 

Leffa's study focused on comparing two environments, traditional and computerized, and 

the computerized had better results, which could be anticipated. 
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Multimedia L2 hypertexts 

Multimedia materials offer additional resources and supportive information for 

the foreign language learner. Aust et al (1993) raises some important questions about this 

learning environment. "What will be the trade-off between open access and wayfinding 

confusion? Do some learners benefit more than others from designs that offer media 

augmentation? When does media augmentation, including word pronunciation or 

graphical representations, promote learning, and when is it distracting?" (71). The studies 

that follow in this section are L2 reading studies in which various types and aspects of 

multimedia are considered. 

Hong (1997) compares a traditional reading method (paper-pen-dictionary) to a 

multimedia reading experience in a study involving twenty (20) fourth-semester Business 

Chinese students. The investigation concerns the effectiveness of a computer-assisted 

reading task for "reading acquisition" (336). Factors considered include time and 

comprehension. Two articles, "Invitation" and "Karaoke Player," were selected from a 

software program called A Multimedia Chinese Reader for Advanced Students. Two 

versions of each passage were used, the computerized version and a printed version from 

the computer for the paper-pen-dictionary condition. For the online version, the 

multimedia glosses included sound and a glossary with English words and definitions of 

certain phrases. Dictionaries and "any other possible secondary materials" (336) were 

allowed for subjects reading in the conventional method. Both passages were segmented, 

and multiple choice questions were presented after each segment within the text. 

Reading one had 10 items, Reading 2 had 9 items. 
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Subjects were divided into Group A and Group B. Each participant read both 

texts in one of the two conditions. Both groups first read in the conventional condition, 

then they read the other text in the multimedia condition. Participants had one 

opportunity to answer each question. At the end of the reading, they were asked to 

identify which answers they guessed and which items they answered with certainty. Only 

answers to "fully comprehended" questions were included in the calculation of 

comprehension scores. Guesses identified by the readers were eliminated. 

The reading scores for all twenty (20) readers were higher in the multimedia 

condition, and the average score was 39% higher than the average score for readers in the 

conventional condition. The researchers claim that this is evidence in support of the 

multimedia envirormient for "improving students' reading proficiency" (337). "These 

multimedia features enable students to accomplish the reading tasks much more 

effectively," as measured through the comprehension results (338). Regarding time, 

subjects in both groups of the convention condition used all 50 minutes available to 

process the texts and complete the comprehension tasks. The multimedia groups 

completed reading and tasks in less than half the time (about 25 minutes). By increasing 

reading speed, more time is left to "digest the overall content of the text" (338). The 

merits of online glossing as opposed to traditional Chinese-English dictionaries is also 

discussed. The character-to-word nature of a Chinese-EngHsh bilingual dictionary does 

not contextualize lexical items, nor indicate how a character "may be combined with 

many others characters to form phrases that may not have direct semantic links to the 

single characters" (338). Dictionary use may result in selecting inappropriate definitional 
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information. Online glosses can address character and phrase meanings within the 

passage context, hi sum, this study provides some empirical evidence to support the 

multimedia environment for improved L2 reading comprehension. 

In a study titled "Reading on the Web: Implications for ESL Professionals" 

Stakhnevich (2002) compares the effects of a multimedia environment on reading 

comprehension. Thirty-one (31) "newly enrolled" ESL students participated in the study. 

For materials, the researcher wrote an expository text of approximately 2500 about the 

history, culture, and geography of Mississippi. Photographs, vocabulary explanations, 

and other multimedia web resources (e.g., graphics, animations, hyperlinks, an online 

English dictionary) served as the supportive information for this text. English language 

glosses were created for items identified as potentially difficult, based on 

recommendations by TESOL scholars. Some glossed items had visuals as well. The pre-

and post-test were two different online comprehension tasks, designed to measure 

comparable knowledge about the experimental passage. Items focused on culture, 

geography, nature and history. Each test had ten "equivalent-form" multiple choice 

items, presumably written in English. TOEFL scores were also considered a factor in this 

study. 

Subjects were first divided groups based on high and low TOEFL scores, then 

they were randomly assigned to one of three conditions: web group, print group, control 

group. The web group had access to the online reading passage described above. 

Readers in the print condition read a traditional print-like version of the online version. It 

is described as having eleven screen pages of text, seven pages of vocabulary notes/non-
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illustrated glosses, and static illustrations within the text. Readers in the print condition 

also had access to a printed English language dictionary. All readers completed the 

online pre-reading comprehension task. Then, the Web and Print groups had unlimited 

time for reading, while the group control engaged in an unrelated activity. All readers 

completed the online post-reading comprehension task. 

Analyses show that both treatment groups performed better on the post-reading 

comprehension task than the control group, when results were leveled with the pre-test 

score. A significant difference is noted in the posttest scores between the web group and 

the print group, demonstrating in this study the benefit of the web environment to the 

print environment. For the variable of TOEFL score, results did not reveal any 

significant differences between groups on posttest comprehension scores. Although time 

on task was not a variable included in the analyses, data was collected on approximate 

reading times. The web group as a whole spent approximately ten more minutes on the 

reading task - one hour and twenty minutes compared to one hour and ten minutes. In a 

note, the researcher offers two explanations for the greater time on task: 1) more options, 

which subsequently lead to better comprehension performance; 2) too many options and 

distracters, making concentration more difficult, resulting in more time. The limitations 

of the study cited are its scope, sample size, broad range of TOEFL scores, and short 

duration of the experiment. 

hi a pilot study, Lomicka (1998) investigates multimedia modes of glossing, 

reader preferences, and comprehension. Participants in the study were twelve second-

semester students enrolled in French, characterized as native speakers, ages 18-30. The 
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reading selection was an annotated excerpt from the poem Femme Noire by Leopold 

Senghor. An online version of the reading passage was created for this study. The 

researcher created glosses and controlled the extent to which glosses are made available 

to readers. Gloss types included French definitions, English translations, images, 

references, questions, and pronunciation. A tracking feature also allowed for unobtrusive 

data collection for reading behavior. 

Readers were randomly assigned to one of three conditions 1) no access to 

glosses, 2) access to traditional glosses (definitions in French/L2 and English/Ll 

translations, and 3) access to extended glosses (L2 definitions and LI translations, as well 

as multimedia glosses, including images, references, questions, and pronunciation). All 

readers were first provided with introductory material on L2 reading, the software, the 

author, Senegal, and the poem itself Readers' interaction with the hypertext software 

was documented with the tracking feature, and log files were generated for each reader. 

The log files contained frequency and type of gloss access, and length of time for spent 

on gloss access. 

Lomicka employs the online think aloud approach to comprehension. This 

method allows the researcher to gather comprehension data as it occurs during reading, 

rather than at the end as a product of reading. Readers were encouraged vocalize in 

English anything about their experience, including decisions to access supportive 

information. They were also asked to explain their understanding of the poem at the end 

of every ten lines. Readers' think aloud data was parsed into clauses and coded for 

paraphrases, associations, explanations, and predictions (Trabasso & Magliano, 1996) 
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and metacomments and evaluations (Zwann & Brown, 1996). "Explanations" were the 

focus of the comprehension analysis. They are defined as "inferences that causally link 

events in a text" (47). Causal inference generation is said to reflect the level of 

processing essential in the construction of a situation model of comprehension, a deep 

level of textual comprehension (Kintch, 1998; Trabasso & Magliano, 1996; Zwann & 

Brown, 1996). 

No significant differences were found between groups for the percentage of 

explanations generated. The "raw data clearly indicate an increase in the number of 

causal inferences generated for students who had access to full glossing, suggesting a 

deeper level of text comprehension" (41). A preliminary analysis of gloss consultation 

and comprehension suggests that the generation of explanations increases with the use of 

the question and/or reference glosses. Regarding preferences for glosses, readers in the 

definition-only gloss condition consulted the L2 definitions more fi^equently than LI 

translations, and the all-gloss condition relied primarily on definitional glosses first, more 

firequently L2 definitions, to aid their comprehension. Lomicka compares the latter of the 

two findings to Lyman-Hagar & Davis (1996), whose participants depended heavily on 

English definitions as well in a multimedia gloss condition. Furthermore, vocabulary is 

cited as being somewhat problematic for all conditions, ranging fi-om limited availability 

to incorrect translation attempts. Two pedagogical implications emerging fi-om this study 

include the need for further training of readers on varying levels of comprehension and 

instruction on the usefulness of a variety of types of glosses for deeper levels of 

comprehension. Sample size is cited as a major limitation. 
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Ercetin (2003) examined intermediate and advanced ESL reader in a multimedia 

hypertext environment. Subjects were 84 ESL students. The research questions 

concerned proficiency, frequency of consultation, preferences for certain types of 

multimedia annotations, the effects annotation consultation on comprehension, and 

perceptions on the usefulness of the annotations. The text used was an expository 

passage adapted for the study. Multimedia aimotations were developed to facilitate top-

down and bottom up reading processes. The first type was textual glosses, focusing on 

information about the text, such as word definitions and pronunciation. The second type 

was contextual annotations, which provided background information about the text. 

Annotation categories were 1) textual text - dictionary definitions of words, 2) textual 

audio - pronunciation of words, 3) textual graphics - images for word meanings, 4) 

contextual audio - extra information about the topic in the form of the text, 5) contextual 

audio - audio with extra-textual information about the topic, 6) contextual graphics -

images providing extra information about the topic, and 7) contextual video - digitized 

movies with extra information about the topic. Measurements included reader log files, 

scores for a 14-item comprehension task (short answer, multiple choice, and open-ended 

questions), and responses on a post-reading questioimaire. 

Based on a standardized placement test, subjects were assigned to proficiency 

level groups, 34 at the intermediate level and 50 at the advanced level. All readers had 

access to all annotation types. Following a demonstration of the software, subjects had 

unlimited time to read the text. They were instructed that note-taking was permitted, and 
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only these notes would be available for reference during the comprehension test. 

Subjects completed the questionnaire during the same session or the next day. 

hi reporting the results, it is noted that the mean refers to the "ratio of the total 

number of times the participants accessed a given annotation to the total number of times 

that annotation occurred in the software" (268). First, the ratings for text difficulty for 

vocabulary and grammar differed significantly between the groups, with the intermediate 

group rating these factors as more difficult, hi terms of access for textual annotations, the 

intermediate group accessed these more fi^equently than the advanced group. Both 

referred to word definitions the most, and graphics the least. For contextual annotations, 

again, the intermediate group accessed all of the contextual annotations more fi-equently 

than the advanced learners. Access to video was highest for both groups, with text the 

next most accessed. Audio was accessed the least by both groups. Overall, a higher 

mean for all annotation types was found for the intermediate group. 

Tests of ANOVA revealed main effects for proficiency and annotation type, but 

no interaction effect for proficiency x annotation type. From post-hoc analysis of 

annotation type accessed for both groups, it is reported that contextual annotations were 

consulted significantly more than textual annotations. For textual annotations, word 

definitions were accessed significantly more than textual audio and textual graphics. For 

contextual annotations, video was accessed significantly more than the other types, and 

text was accessed significantly more than audio. 

Total time spent on annotation consultation did not differ significantly between 

intermediate and advanced learners, although time spent of types of annotations differed 
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between the groups. The groups as a whole "utilized certain annotations significantly 

more than others" (272). A post-hoc analysis of annotation type revealed, for example, 

that more time was spent on textual text annotations than contextual text annotations. 

Total time spent reading or studying the text was investigated, and the intermediate group 

spent significantly more time. With respect to comprehension, it is only reported that the 

advanced group performed significantly better than the intermediate group. 

Results of the survey indicate that the hypermedia reading environment has a 

positive impact on reader attitude toward reading on the computer. In a review of data, 

the researcher notes "for all participants, definitions of words were 'necessary' or 

'essential,'" and "some participants indicated that they used almost every textual 

aimotation although they do not tend to use a dictionary much when they are reading 

fi"om paper" (276). This supports the perception of the importance of vocabulary, and 

suggests that availability increases vocabulary consultation. Another finding of central 

concern to the present study is that annotation consultation did not level the reading 

'playing field' between intermediate and advanced learners. Both groups had equal 

access, and the intermediate group consulted more aimotations, yet comprehension 

benefits were not realized by the intermediate level readers. It is reported that both 

groups consulted annotations for equal amounts of time. To this end, the researcher 

suggests that the intermediate group might not have taken full advantage of the 

annotation information, and/or that the group may have had difficulty comprehending the 

annotations due to language deficiencies. 
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The next few studies were conducted by Lyman-Hager and various colleagues. 

The multimedia context is the same for all of the studies. It is described as follows. The 

reading passage is Une vie de boy, a narrative Francophone text of 1754 words. Six-

hundred and sixty (660) lexical items are glossed. The glossing for this hypertext was 

inspired by Bemhardt's model of L2 reading, from which the researchers extrapolate the 

guiding notion that more informational support is needed for L2 reading comprehension 

than word definitions. Glosses for this study included English and French definitions, 

pronunciation in French, brief grammatical explanations, relational information 

concerning story characters, cultural notes, and pictures. Metacognition is a prominent 

feature of Bemhardt's model as well, and the researchers tracked and documented 

readers' decisions regarding information support in the form of individual query logs. A 

detailed description of the program is provided in Lyman-Hager & Davis (1996). 

Lyman-Hager & Burnett (1999) report on findings from three (3) case studies 

resulting from a larger investigation previously conducted on vocabulary retention in the 

hypermedia environment in Fall 1992 (Lyman-Hager et al., 1993). Briefly, the larger 

study aimed at determining reader preferences for supportive textual information in the 

computer and non-computer reading environment, and the effects of either condition on 

comprehension and vocabulary acquisition. There is evidence that readers in the 

computer condition retained more "critical words" from the text, and students preferred 

the online version to the print version. Finally, for annotation type, a preference for 

English definitions was exhibited by readers in the online condition. Data to compare the 
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print condition lookups was weakened, because it was nearly impossible to track 

behavior without computer technology. 

From the 1992 study, three case studies emerged from participants in the 

computer condition, whose vocabulary retention and recall presented unusual data. Data 

for the case studies included pre- and post questionnaires, log files, recall protocol, and 

vocabulary retention data. The investigation was contextualized within the goals areas of 

the Five Cs of foreign language study, specifically "interpretive communication via 

computerized print materiaF (227; author's emphasis). The objective was to illuminate 

individual reader processes and responses to FL hypertexts, and to clarify "the role 

computer technology plays within the context of the standards for three relatively 

unsuccessful readers of a piece of literature that is set in a culture unfamiliar to most U.S. 

students" (227). The main conclusions are that, in these cases, 1) vocabulary retention 

scores were unrelated to comprehension, and 2) readers either ignored or did not take full 

advantage of the supportive information available to them. In general, the study 

reaffirms the individualized approaches of the readers to processing information, and 

provides evidence to support the potential to cater to these individualized approaches 

through technology. 

hi Lyman-Hagar & Davis (1996), researchers report on preliminary data from an 

empirical study on the efficacy of program to teach vocabulary conducted in 1993 

(Lyman-Hager et al, 1993; a complete reference for this article is not provided). The 

researchers report that readers in computer condition performed significantly better on 

vocabulary recall test. No differences were found between groups on measures of 
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motivation, prior language experience, or other languages studied. They found that 

readers opted most often for English definitions (88%). Readers spent on average 54 

minutes online reading 1754 words. 

The factors included in a study by Davis & Lyman-Hager (1997) were reader 

interaction with multimedia glosses, comprehension, user style, and student perception. 

Forty-two (42) third-semester French students participated for the study. After an 

introduction and orientation to the research software, subjects received instructions about 

the follow-up reading comprehension tasks; they would be expected to write down all 

that they recalled from the text and complete multiple choice items. Subjects listened to a 

pre-reading advanced organizer in English, then they were asked to quickly read the 

passage on paper. Reading the annotated, multimedia version of the text was next, 

followed by the recall protocol and the multiple choice items. The specific variables 

subjected to analyses were 1) number of English annotation accessed, 2) number of non-

definitional annotations accessed, 3) course grade, 4) quantity and accuracy of recall, and 

5) multiple choice score. Researchers also conducted exit interviews to elicit reader 

reactions to the software. 

The data showed that, despite the many options available to readers, they 

overwhelmed preferred to consult English definitions of words and expressions 85% of 

the time. Correlation analyses revealed a negative correlation between annotation access 

and course grade. A positive relationship was found for the two comprehension variables 

and course grade. Based on the results of multiple regression analyses, only course grade 

was significantly predicted performance on the comprehension tasks, i.e., annotation 
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access was not significantly related to comprehension measures. Furthermore, in a 

summary of presumably the same study published in 1994, Davis & Lyman-Hager 

observe "Examination of the query log data and comprehension measures (recall protocol 

and MC tests) showed that factors such as readers' top-dovm processes had, in some 

cases, a stronger influence on comprehension than data-driven processes" (32). 

To investigate interaction of individual learner styles and the multimedia 

environment, researchers focused one section of the reading passage identified as 

particularly difficult for readers through a preliminary review of the recall protocol. The 

reader log files documented how subjects processed the textual input in terms of 

annotation access. One example is examined and presented, which 15 of the 42 subjects 

misinterpreted an event as having actually occurred versus having almost happened 

(italics theirs). The researchers offer four possible explanations for this misinterpretation: 

sentence length, syntactic complexity, overconfidence with respect to comprehension, 

inaccurate intratextualperception (italics theirs; term attributed to Bernhardt, 1991). 

This final possibility is the result of the misinterpretation of surrounding or previous 

contextual information identified in readers' recall. Some subjects were compelled to 

"construct logically consistent mental representations of the story" which "superseded 

contradictory information on word meanings that was instantly available from the 

computerized gloss" (67). This data, the researchers believe, provides "evidentiary 

support for the psychological necessity of representing events in memory in a manner 

that conforms with one's view of reality, in combination with the interpretation of a text 

one is reading" (67). 
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The final issue investigated was student attitudes toward the annotated 

environment, and subjects' reactions and responses were "unanimously favorable" (67). 

To this end, the one-shot nature of the study and reading experience is noted, however, 

providing no evidence for the continued enthusiasm of L2 readers. Also noted is that 

lack of relationship between readers' favorable reaction to the computerized environment 

and reading comprehension. The readers' perceptions were empowered by the 

availability of additional input, but the benefits to comprehension could not be measured 

in this study, hnplications of these results include, for example, the need for more 

software training, and a reexamination of the effectiveness of the reading software. For 

a more complete evaluation of many of these issues, a more sustained reading program 

which incorporates similar technology is recommended. 

Rather than word or polyword glosses, Grace (1998) investigated the effects of 

sentence-level LI translations in the CALL environment. This L2 reading study focused 

on short and long-term vocabulary retention. Although comprehension was not a factor 

considered, Grace's use of sentence-level glosses in the multimedia environment is 

unique, and the language of the gloss is a relevant factor. Subjects in this study were 

beginning language learners of French, enrolled in first and second semester university 

courses. The experience is considered a CALL lesson in this study, and not a reading 

experience per se. The lesson consists of more than 40 dialogue-based screens, based on 

the popular comic book series Asterix. The multimedia options available to all readers 

include color graphics, dialogue text (option called "Le Fran^ais"), audio, and hyperlinks 

with "pregnant" L2 definitional sentences of words found in the French text (option 
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called "Le Professeur"). The experimental condition, independent variable, is access to 

LI sentence-level translations of the segmented dialogue (option called "Traduction"). 

Three vocabulary tests were administered, one pre-test and two post-tests (short-term 

retention and long-term retention). The test format was multiple choice. For each item 

there was a sentence in French related to the dialogue with four definitional style choices 

in English. The test definitional choices were different fi"om the word-for-word 

translations featured in the lesson. Forty-eight (48) items were targeted for assessment. 

The computer documented aimotation access and reading times. 

First, Grace reported that all subjects benefited significantly fi-om the CALL 

lesson in terms of the short and long-term gains fi"om the pre-test scores. This result 

supports the use of the pregnant CALL context, as it appears to increase the inferability 

of words, as evidenced in vocabulary gains. The vocabulary gains for subjects with the 

sentence-level translation feature were significantly greater than the gains for those 

without translation, though scores dropped significantly fi-om short-term to long-term for 

the translation group. The initial gain by the translation group, Grace explains, may have 

been compromised by the fact that "both learning and testing occurred in a bilingual 

context, perhaps 'priming' these participants" (540; cites Bower, 1996). Scores between 

vocabulary post-tests remained constant for the no-translation group. The results for the 

effect of time on task support an independent effect of the + translation method: "the 

translations make a significant contribution to the participants, regardless of the amount 

of time spent on the lesson" (540). 
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Summary and discussion for L2 multimedia hypertext studies 

The study by Hong (1997) provides fundamental evidence in support of the 

multimedia environment for comprehension, because readers in this condition 

outperformed the same readers in the conventional paper-dictionary mode on the within-

text multiple choice task. They were efficient as well, reading in half the time with the 

higher comprehension scores, hi this case, the reading passage was segmented, forcing 

intermittent comprehension checks during the process. In reviewing Appendix I with the 

instruments, it seems that the multiple choice comprehension items focus on a search-

and-fmd reading skill only. In addition, the researcher does not address the potential of 

treatment effect. All subjects first read in the conventional mode, then all readers read in 

the multimedia environment, perhaps compromising the results by a so-called "halo 

effect." It should be noted, too, that the online features in this study are limited to 

glossing and sound, the minimum expected for a multimedia environment. 

Stakhnevich (2002) found that all readers benefited fi"om supportive glosses, 

regardless of proficiency, as measured by the TOEFL. In particular, the readers with the 

web text performed significantly better on the comprehension task. She cautions that the 

"level of English proficiency measured only by four traditional skills and exemplified by 

a TOEFL score may not necessarily ensure better performance. Other factors, including 

previous exposure to the target culture, country of origin, and an array of other individual 

differences might interact and influence learners' performance" (7). Stakhnevich 

addresses, too, the limitation of having used a researcher-created text rather than an 

authentic text. 
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Comprehension in Lomicka (1998) was measured by inference generation. When 

provided a variety of glosses in Lomicka's study, readers relied primarily on definitional 

glosses first, more frequently in the LI than in the L2. This, she reasons, "could be due 

to habit, or perhaps students were satisfied with the construction of a textbase level. It 

could also be due to the fact that the participants did not understand the relevance of the 

other glosses in helping them with the reading process" (49). Results for the other forms 

of support were more individualized, though the question and reference glosses, accessed 

at least once by each reader in this condition, resulted in the generation of one or more 

inferences, toward the construction of a situation model (versus the textbase model). By 

contrast, readers with the choice of LI and L2 definitions only consulted the L2 

information more frequently than the LI glosses. It is curious that no difference in 

comprehension is reported between the three groups. Among many other possibilities, 

such as very small sample size and text genre, the way in which comprehension was 

measured here may have influenced the results. 

Proficiency was the main factor in a multimedia study of annotations and 

comprehension by Ercetin (2003). Intermediate level learners accessed significantly 

more annotations than advanced learners, but the non-significant interaction effect for 

proficiency x annotation type "indicates that access to different types of annotations does 

not depend on the proficiency level" (269). Proficiency did play a role in comprehension, 

and the advanced group significantly outperformed the intermediate group. Proficiency 

was also a factor for annotation time: the intermediate group accessed more annotations. 

However, the differences in access time with respect to proficiency were not significant. 
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Intermediate readers did, however, spend more overall time engaged in the reading 

passage, and they did think the text was more difficult, too. All subjects accessed more 

topic-level information versus word-level-information, suggesting somewhat of a 

departure from individual word-centered reading. Finally, note-taking and the 

availability of these notes during the comprehension task is not specifically addressed by 

the researcher as a factor. 

For the studies conducted with Lyman-Hager's Une vie de boy, two findings 

emerge: readers relied primarily on the LI English translations to aid their 

comprehension, and users did not take advantage of the variety of supportive information 

available to them. The most comprehensive study was Davis & Lyman-Hager (1997). 

The results for this study do not support the benefits of multimedia glosses for better 

comprehension. The factor related to comprehension was course grade. Course grade 

was also found to be a significant predictor variable for comprehension in this study. 

Course grade was significantly and negatively correlated with annotation access. For 

annotation access and comprehension, comprehension performance could not be 

attributed to accessing supportive information. Although subjects' attitude was 

extremely favorable toward the reading experience, their interaction with the supportive 

information cannot be linked to any comprehension benefits. The researchers in this 

study do not address or explain the unique procedure in which subjects engaged in paper 

reading of the text then re-reading in the multimedia environment, nor do they explore its 

potential influence on the experience. 
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All beginning French readers in the study by Grace (1998) were presented a text 

with a visual, and the readers had access to L2 definitional sentences for lexical items, a 

dialogue feature, a sound option. Certain readers had access to LI sentence-level 

supportive information, and the result of this additional feature was greater vocabulary 

knowledge. However, the knowledge was retained to a greater extent by the readers 

without the LI translation feature. The study provides evidence in support of an effective 

alternative to word-level LI translations, but its long-term effectiveness calls for more 

research. As noted, its effect on comprehension has also not been addressed in this study. 

Six L2 multimedia hypertext studies are reviewed in this section, and lend varied 

support for this enhanced environment. It seems that in many cases, readers are 

monitoring their comprehension and using the available resources, but to a limited extent. 

The conventional supportive information in the form of text is the preferred annotation 

type, though evidence exists to support dual-coding of information with, for example, 

imagery. User training and experience with the multimedia features in particular appears 

to be an unknown factor of influence. 

For comprehension, the findings of only two studies. Hong (1997) and 

Stakhnevich (2002), support the multimedia environment for greater comprehension. 

Both of these studies compare traditional resources with multimedia resources. It is not 

surprising that some effect of technological enhancements can be noted. Based on 

findings of three other studies reviewed, comprehension was not improved through the 

multimedia L2 reading environment (Ercetin, 2003; Lomicka, 1998; Lyman-Hagar, 

1997). These studies are limited to the computerized reading environment. Readers were 
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provided with many options to enhance their understanding, and, as reported above, 

preferred lexical and definitional information. Readers' choice and access of supportive 

information did not result in greater L2 reading comprehension. Readers in the Grace 

(2000) with the option of LI sentence-level translation used this feature, and reaped the 

benefits in terms of vocabulary. This study did not include comprehension as a factor. 

L2 Reading and Individual Language Learner Factors 

Chun & Plass (1997) assert that individual differences among learners moderate, 

if not determine, the learning processes. Language learner variables and/or learner 

perceptual variables are considered in many reading studies as an essential line of inquiry 

toward fully understanding the language learners. A brief overview of individual 

differences in L2 language learning is presented in Ehrman et al (2003), fi-amed in these 

areas: learning styles, learning strategies, and affective variables, hi some of the studies 

review thus far several variables subsumed within these categories have been addressed, 

such as reader proficiency, reading behavior, reader preferences. The section that follows 

presents four representative studies which highlight the role certain variables may or may 

not play in the L2 reading experience, including verbal ability, spatial ability, perceived 

learning style (preferences), gender, topic familiarity, and the affective factors of 

enjoyment and interest. 

Some recent multimedia studies consider learner characteristics as reliably-

measured independent variables. For example, in a study grounded in the generative 

theory of multimedia learning and cognitive load theory, Plass, Chun, Mayer, and 
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Leutner (1998) investigated effect of verbal and spatial abilities of FL learners in a 

multimedia environment. One-hundred fifty-two intermediate level students of German 

participated in the project at three data collection sites. The reading passage was a 762-

word narrative in German, with 35 annotated lexical items marked by a symbol (°). The 

learning conditions included a control group (no aimotations), verbal-only group, visual-

only group, and verbal and visual group. Access to each annotation also triggered an 

audio feature: pronunciation of target words by a native speaker. Prior to the reading, 

subjects were instructed that they were required to look-up all words marked on each 

screen page before continuing to the next page. Data was collected over a two day 

period, responses to questionnaires, scores of pre- and posttests of vocabulary recognition 

for targeted items, and scores for tests of spatial ability and verbal ability, and a score for 

a recall task in English. 

The aimotated text was designed to assist readers in understanding the meaning of 

a particular word based generative theory of multimedia learning, but to not necessarily 

contribute the readers' mental model construction. The underlying assumption is that 

more cognitive resources would be allocated to annotation access and processing 

additional lexical information, resulting an overload for some readers' comprehension 

processes and ultimate success on comprehension performance within certain annotation 

conditions. Does the multimedia environment have any discemable deleterious effects 

with respect to individual learning abilities, such as visual and spatial? 

For vocabulary, evidence for the multimedia effect is provided by the rank 

ordering of performance on vocabulary measure: no annotation condition performed the 
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worst, followed by one type of annotation (verbal or visual), then both types of 

annotations (verbal + visual). There was also a significant two-way interaction of verbal 

ability and visual annotations, and no significant interaction with spatial ability. As 

hypothesized, low verbal ability subjects did not perform as well as high-verbal ability 

readers in visual only and visual + verbal. Furthermore, low-spatial ability learners 

performed worse than high learners in visually-annotated environment, though, notably 

not worse in the no armotation condition and verbal+visual annotation condition. 

For comprehension, as anticipated, high-verbal ability learners performed better. 

Furthermore, high-verbal subjects scored better on comprehension when no armotations 

were available. Low-ability readers in the visual learning condition directed cognitive 

resources to the required visual annotation task, leaving fewer resources for the 

construction of a sound mental representation of the text. The results indicate that 

"learners, when forced to look up armotations designed to support lexical level of text 

processing, are hindered in reading comprehension, especially when only visual 

annotations are available. This effect is not present when, in addition to the visual 

armotations, verbal armotations are available, and it is not moderated by either verbal or 

spatial" (235-236). 

In sum, high-verbal and low-verbal subjects with no armotations did not differ in 

their vocabulary performance (the incidental learning task), but did differ in 

comprehension (the expressed objective). It was the visual learning condition that truly 

separated them, however, which is considered a high cognitive load condition. Low-

spatial ability subjects recalled more vocabulary in the no annotation and verbal + visual 
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annotation conditions, while high-spatial ability learners performed better on the 

comprehension task. 

Yeh & Wang (2003) conducted a study of multimedia annotations with 82 

experienced EFL students enrolled in a freshman English course at the National Tsing 

Hua University in Taiwan. In addition to vocabulary learning issues, findings for this 

study address readers' self-reported perceptions of learning styles. For materials, three 

versions of a Thanksgiving-themed reading selection were created. The passage was 

designed to enhance readers' cultural understanding, and annotated items were 

highlighted in color. Information on text length and number of annotated vocabulary 

items is not provided. The annotation conditions are: a) text annotation with Chinese 

translation, and English explanation, b) text annotation + picture, c) text annotation + 

picture + audio (pronunciation, spelling, and articulation of sentence in which target word 

is embedded by a native speaker of English). The vocabulary items were pretested with 

subjects using an instrument that focused on definitions. The post-reading tests of 

vocabulary included word associations, multiple choice for word meanings, and a cloze 

test with English definitions presented for cloze items. Scores were calculated for 

subjects' performance on these vocabulary-centered tasks. Perceptual learning style was 

also investigated through a questionnaire, focusing on styles corresponding to the 

software: a) visual/verbal, b) visual/nonverbal, c) auditory, d) visual/verbal and 

visual/nonverbal (visual learners), e) auditory/visual /nonverbal (a combination of 

preferences). 
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First, mean scores of the vocabulary posttest showed that subjects in the text + 

picture condition outscored those in the other conditions. No significant differences 

were reported for performance between Group 1 (text only) and the other two groups, but 

the text + picture group did perform significantly better than the text+picture+audio 

group. As for the variable of perceptual learning style, the main finding is that text + 

picture was the most effective for subjects scoring high for "mixed learning style" on the 

questionnaire. "The influence of the learners' perceptual preference on the effectiveness 

of vocabulary annotation types to vocabulary learning was not evident" (141). hi the 

discussion, the authors attribute the lack of effectiveness for the audio feature to 1) the 

transfer of LI strategies for vocabulary learning among Chinese students who favor 

visual strategies over auditory/phonological ones (cites Chen, 1998 and Huang & Hanley, 

1995 as evidence), 2) possible weaknesses with the audio feature, e.g. rate of speech, and 

3) researcher-controlled time for completion of tasks. Limitations cited for the study in 

general were small sample for perceptual learning style analysis, homogeneity of 

participants, posttest instrumentation, with respect to the effectiveness of auditory 

annotations. 

Grace (2000) reports on specific learner data from a study reviewed above (Grace, 

1998). The main study focused vocabulary learning and retention with and without 

sentence-level informational support in multimedia CALL for beginning language 

learners of French. For gender, subjects in the + translation group performed significantly 

better than those in the no-translation group (a finding previously reported in Grace, 

1998b without consideration of gender variable). No significant interaction was found 
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between method/condition, gender, vocabulary tests in the repeated measures ANOVA. 

This result provides evidence that access to sentence-level translations provides 

comparable benefits to male and female language learners. A significant interaction was 

found between method and gender on vocabulary measures, and post-hoc analyses 

revealed somewhat contradictory evidence; 1) for immediate task, no significant 

differences were found between females and males in the + translation group and 

marginal differences were found between them in the no-translation group; 2) for the 

delayed task, males outperformed females in a marginally significant way in the + 

translation group, but no significant differences were found for males and females in the 

no-translation condition. The final analyses of covariance (ANCOVAs) confirmed the 

finding of no main effect for gender and method/condition. 

Results for analyses conducted for variables of gender and learner behavior are 

reported, too. No significant relationships between males and females were established 

for any of the following reader behavior variables: 1) cumulative time spent using 

translation option for subjects in the + translation method/condition, 2) total time in 

CALL lesson in either condition, 2) total time accessing French definitional sentences in 

either condition, 3) total time accessing audio in either condition. In general, the 

findings related to gender were "unexpected" by the researcher. Moreover, Grace 

compares the main findings fi"om this gender analysis to findings fi^om analyses 

performed on personality type data, where significant differences in performance on 

vocabulary tasks were attributed only to the +translation method/condition. (Grace, 

1998a). 
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In "Beyond Linguistic Knowledge: Individual Differences in Second Language 

Reading," Brantmeier (2003) reports findings from a study involving eighty-six (86) 

fifth-semester Spanish students enrolled in a Hispanic culture course. Gender and 

comprehension are the main variables of interest. Also explored are relationships 

between gender and topic familiarity, enjoyment, and interest, within the reading context. 

Excerpts from two short stories were selected for the study. Both texts were 

approximately 600 words in length, one female-oriented text with all female characters 

and one male-oriented with all male characters. Passages were glossed, based on input 

from students, instructors and supervisors. A recall task in English was used to measure 

reading comprehension, for which subjects were instructed to recall both main ideas and 

details (emphasis on quantity). Two raters scored the recall data according to identifiable 

idea units, following criteria by Riley and Lee (1996). Individual differences were 

assessed based on readers' responses to items using a 5-point Likert scale. 

The findings are: 1) significant main effects of gender and passage content on 

comprehension; 2) significant main effects of gender and topic familiarity for both 

passages; 3) no significant main effects of topic familiarity on recall scores for male-

oriented passage; 4) significant main effects of topic familiarity on recall scores for 

female-oriented passage; 5) males reportedly enjoyed the male-oriented passage more 

than females, and females scored higher than males for enjoyment on the female-oriented 

passage; 6) no significant main effect of gender and enjoyment for the male-oriented 

passage, but a main effect is reported for gender and enjoyment on the female-oriented 

passage; 7) no significant main effect of enjoyment on comprehension scores found for 
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either passage; 8) similar to #5, males were more interested in the male-oriented text and 

females were more interested in the female-oriented text; 9) the differences noted in 

interest were statistically significant; 10) no main effect of interest on recall. "The 

findings suggest that in addition to linguistic factors that impede successful reading 

comprehension, other variables such as gender, passage content, and topic familiarity 

may increase the L2 reader's burden" (33). 

Summary and discussion on language learner studies 

The Chun & Plass (1997) study highlights the need for further research on the 

actual learning effects of computer environment with respect to individual learner 

characteristics, hi their case, subjects were not afforded choices, and, when forced into a 

certain type of learning condition, learners' verbal and spatial abilities had a moderating 

effect on their cognitive load, hence the outcome variables. An implication of this study 

is that learners should have options in the computerized enhanced learning environment. 

For Yeh & Wang (2003), results for perceptual learning styles and vocabulary learning in 

the multimedia environment were weak and inconclusive. Some anecdotal evidence is 

provided for culturally-based factors influencing the reading experience in the 

multimedia environment. One additional consideration could be the instrumentation used 

to measure perceptual learning styles, a questionnaire which is not included in the article. 

Gender appears to play a minor role in the multimedia reading environment thus 

far. Grace (2000) found no main effect for gender. One finding favors males: males in 

the +L1 sentence-translation condition outperformed females on the vocabulary retention 
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task. The main findings in Grace's study contrast with the finding in Brantmeier (2003) 

that gender has more observable links to familiarity, interest, enjoyment, and 

comprehension, though the affects on comprehension are not clear. Males and females 

are distinctly different in the obvious ways, but this distinction has an ambiguous impact 

on L2 reading. It seems that data is often collected for gender, but is not as often reported 

in the findings. 

Conclusion 

The sample of studies presented above is the result of comprehensive and ongoing 

searches for research relating to L2 reading. The intricacies observed in many of the L2 

research projects described mirror to a minor degree the complexities of reading and 

comprehension. Isolating and measuring the cognitive variables associated with reading 

is a formidable task undertaken with great tenacity by the profession. To thoroughly 

present and debate the commonalities and differences in the research design and 

procedure is equally daunting, and it will not be attempted here. 

Technology has become an institutional factor in learning and communication. 

The reading of print versions of L2 texts, though, continues to factor into L2 reading 

investigations, if nothing more than a control for researchers. The empirical evidence 

from the literature is generally supportive of the short-term benefits realized fi-om a 

computerized reading environment, particularly in light of the positive feedback fi-om 

language learners. The review of literature is that L2 readers benefit in substantive and 

varied ways from glossed materials. 
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Hulstijn (1992) proposes that "the discussion in FL pedagogy should not focus on 

the question of whether it is better to give the meaning of an unknown word than let 

learners infer word meanings themselves without a cue ('giving versus guessing'). The 

discussion should rather focus on the question of which cue procedures are most 

effective" (123). Gettys et al (2003) echoes a related idea regarding the quantity of 

supportive information: "The question should not be how to provide readers with as 

much information related to meaning as possible, but rather how to reduce the amount of 

information to the degree of minimum sufficiency" (Gettys et al, 2001: 93). Multimedia 

texts have the possibility of providing all types of annotations, yet a review of research 

indicates that readers rely on the lexical gloss support. And, they prefer the native 

language glosses over target language glosses. The supportive findings for vocabulary 

learning within an annotated environment are far more convincing than the results for 

comprehension and glossing, in both the print environment and the computer-enhanced 

environment. Of particular concern is that research has not been demonstrated to any 

great extent that the multimedia environment is enhancing or improving textual 

comprehension. 

This review clearly calls for more research on hypertext glossing and the effect 

the glosses have on comprehension. In the study that follows, consideration will be given 

to the computer's role in delivering textual assistance, the readers' ability, behavior and 

experience in this environment, and reading comprehension. The present study offers 

readers only lexical gloss support in French and in English. The prescribed path is 

pedagogically motivated, with L2 gloss support offered first, with the option of accessing 
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the LI equivalent after the L2 access. The study documents how readers respond to this 

supportive environment, by documenting their interaction with the L2 reading software. 

It examines how the L2 then LI prescribed path of supportive glossing affects 

comprehension of an L2 reading passage. 
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CHAPTERS: METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

The previous chapter reviewed L2 research relevant to the present study and 

provides a rationale for the study that follows. Chapter 3 describes the principles and 

procedures of the methodology employed in this reading study. The research questions 

will be stated first, followed by materials development, definitions and measurements of 

variables, research site and participants, data collection procedures, and data analysis 

procedures. 

Research Questions 

The inextricable relationship between vocabulary knowledge and reading 

comprehension is well established (Koda, 1994). Second language reading materials are 

glossed with the intent of improving reader comprehension, but findings to date on the 

effectiveness of glossing are varied and inconclusive (Lomicka, 1998). As reviewed in 

the previous chapter, the majority of L2 reading comprehension studies focus on 

vocabulary knowledge and incidental learning/acquisition, rather than the readers' textual 

comprehension. This study seeks to explore L2 reading comprehension in a lexically-

enhanced hypertext environment. Reader interaction with French and English glosses 

will be examined in relationship to textual comprehension. As readers construct 

meaning, what sources of supportive input do they access, and does it help? 
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The present study posits the following research questions: 

1. How does access to French and/or English lexical glosses in a hypertext environment 

relate to comprehension among intermediate readers of French? 

2) How do readers' scores on a standardized FL test used to measure prior ability relate to 

reading behavior and comprehension? 

3) How do readers' individual and perceptual variables relate to reading behavior, 

comprehension, and prior ability? 

a. How do gender and self-assessed skills relate to reading behavior, comprehension, and 

prior ability? 

b. How do readers' attitudes toward FLL, their attitudes toward reading, and their 

perceptions of top-down and bottom-up reading strategies relate to reading behavior, 

comprehension, and prior ability? 

c. How do readers' reactions to the hypertext reading, preferences for glossing, and post-

reading self-assessments relate to reading behavior, comprehension, and prior ability? 

Reading Materials Development 

The research questions above necessitated the creation of specific materials, 

informed by L2 research and FL pedagogy. Several months were dedicated to the 

development and pre-testing of these materials. Reading materials development 

included text selection, gloss creation, and reading software design and programming in 

HyperCard. Essential to the materials development phase was input from the target group 

of readers, as well as the expertise of those noted in the Acknowledgment. 
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Text Selection 

The first stage of text selection was the perusal by the researcher of approximately 

25 first and second year French textbooks. The assumption was made that reading 

passages in these commercially-available textbooks would be generally appropriate. The 

variety of reading passages in these textbooks was considerable, regarding topic, genre, 

length, difficulty, and so forth. The initial selection criteria used by the researcher were 

as follows: (1) authentic text, (2) narrative or expository text, (3) a longer text, ranging 

fi-om 750-1200 words, (4) minimal cultural markedness, (5) content of general appeal to 

language learners, (6) anticipated interest to students, (7) lexically challenging, and (8) 

moderate difficulty for the intermediate-level reader of French. 

Gauging the difficulty or comprehensibility of a FL passage for a group of readers 

is no easy task, and there is little consensus in the profession as to which method of 

textual analysis works best. The readability of reading materials can be established in a 

variety of ways: (1) intuitively, (2) as the result of experience, (3) text typology 

frameworks, (4) readability formulas, usually based on word and sentence length, and (5) 

measures of lexical density (Allen et al, 1988). For this study the ILR/ACTFL Text 

Typology developed by Child (1987; 1998) was used to gauge text difficulty, or, 

appropriateness. The main determinant of difficulty for FL readers using this model is 

"communicative intent of the author" (Edwards, 1996:351). Four levels of text have been 

specified for Child's typology, which reflect increasing individualistic expression by the 

author. For this study, an attempt was made to match criteria for Level 2: the author 

conveys, without commentary, facts and information about situations and events. 
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including narrative reporting, descriptions of people, or objects or instructions. Child's 

more recent model for readability posits "textual modes" versus the text typology (1998). 

Using these descriptors, a Level 2 text is most similar to what Child calls an "Instructive" 

("I") mode text, with the following characteristics: transmission of factual material, 

elements of extended discourse - a beginning, middle and end. An example of this text 

mode is "a straightforward historical narrative in which commentary is minimized. Child 

further explains that texts categorized in the Instructive Mode can entail movement 

through time and space, can be more of a timeless nature, or may involve events that the 

writer can only report on inferentially. These descriptions for Level II or Instructive 

Mode texts helped to narrow the scope for the initial text selection phase. 

The validity of Child's original text typology has been examined, and weaknesses 

(Allen, 1988; Bernhardt, 1986; Lee & Musumeci, 1988) and strengths (Dandonoh and 

Henning, 1990; Edwards, 1996) have been identified. The results of this scrutiny suggest 

that Child's textual modes may provide a sound basis for the development of FL reading 

tests of proficiency for the selection of reading passages. While more studies are needed 

to validate the mode concept. Child himself asserts that "it appears a sufficiently reliable 

point of departure" (1998: 388). 

Equally important in the text selection phase was the input of intermediate-level 

readers of French. Four texts were selected for pre-testing among a group of intermediate 

learners of French. Approximately sixty-three (63) students participated voluntarily in 

this process of text evaluation and selection. The pre-testing occurred during class time, 

as arranged with the instructors. Students were asked to read silently one of four texts, 
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then complete follow-up tasks designed to gather insight on texts' comprehensibility/ 

readability, content appeal, ('interestingness'), and lexical and syntactic 

difficulty/complexity. Text 1 and Text 2 were pre-tested first with one class, and Text 3 

and Text 4 with another class. Figure 3.1 summarizes the tasks used to elicit feedback on 

the four texts, and reports the researcher's comments based on the results. For Text 3 and 

4, comprehension questions were added to the follow-up tasks to pretest items for 

multiple choice questions for the study. 

Figure 3.1 Summary of text selection results 

TASKS COMMENTS 

Text 1 Readme: Read & underline difficult/unknown 
words, expressions & sentences 
FO11OW-UD: Recall, self-report on interestingness & 
comprehension 

Perceived by readers as too difficult and 
it was not well liked. The level of 
comprehension was extremely low. 
Determined to be too abstract 
for this study. 

Text 2 Reading: Read & underline difficult/unknown 
words, expressions & sentences 
FO11OW-UD: Recall, self-reoort on interestineness & 
comprehension 

Generally well-received, understood & 
enjoyed by students. Considered, but 
then discarded due to its inclusion as a 
reading passage in both the first and 
second year texts used at this institution. 
A reading passage unknown to study 
participants was needed. 

Text 3 Reading: Read & underline difficult/unknown 
words, expressions & sentences 
FO11OW-UD: recall, comprehension questions, self-
report on comprehension interestingness 

Many items identified as unknown 
and/or difficult, and recall indicated 
comprehension at various levels. Of 
general interest to students, and self-
reporting on comprehension was above 
average in most cases. 

Text 4 Reading: Read & underline difficult/unknown 
words, expressions & sentences 
Follow-up: recall, comprehension questions, self-
report on comprehension & interestingness 

Few lexical difficulties identified by 
readers. The main ideas and themes of 
the story were identified by the majority 
of students. In sum, was not challenging 
enough. 

Of the four texts. Text 3 seemed to fit the general selection criteria. To confirm 

its appropriateness for this study, one final intermediate-level French class was asked to 

read Text 3. These subjects also produced a recall of the text and completed multiple 
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choice questions. The students were surveyed orally after the pretest for their general 

impressions and opinions about the passage. The results of this session indicated that this 

reading passage was understood by the target readers in a multitude of ways, and their 

perception of difficulty and interestingness varied. Using Child's criteria described 

above and intermediate reader input. Text 3 was chosen for the study. 

"Sita Ena" 

The reading passage chosen for this study is "Sita Ena," by Marie Angele Kingue 

(Appendix A). This text fit the eight general criteria established for text selection, as 

discussed above, based on the researcher's analysis and reader input. The reading 

selection appears in a collection of authentic texts for intermediate-level readers of 

French, Par Id : Lectures et videos (Ariew and Nerenz, 1995). It is an autobiographical 

narrative (M. Kingue, personal communication, August 17, 2001), consisting of 954 

words and 50 sentences. It is divided into four paragraphs in its original published form. 

Emmott (1997) defines a narrative as "a succession of events... [in which] some or all of 

the events are described as they take place within a particular context" (237). The 

reading passage begins with a series of flashbacks, a common literary device. This 

opening information is a description of Sita Ena's interactions with others. The narrator 

uses the present tense, as if she could see Sita Ena at that moment, laughing, telling 

stories, and so forth. The je supports a personal, eye-witness account of the main 

character. The second paragraph continues with the narrator's memory of Sita Ena's 

somewhat vagabond way of life, coming and going as she pleases. In the third paragraph, 

the narration shifts to a chronological retelling of Sita Ena's presence in the narrator's 
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life. It explains how Sita Ena came to live with the narrator's family after the death of her 

parents. It continues with the time that Sita Ena quits school to seek work, despite her 

uncle's protests. Sita Ena's work takes her to distant lands, and the narrator is 

reminiscent of the many fascinating stories told by Sita Ena upon her return. 

The narrator recalls in particular one story about Sita Ena and her experience 

working at a rubber tree plantation. The remaining portion of the reading passage is 

devoted to this retelling of Sita Ena's experience. This first-person narrator voice is 

quickly replaced with the voice of Sita Ena when this main story unfolds. As such, the 

narrator's presence is diminished, and Sita Ena's own story take over the narrative. In 

other words, Sita Ena is henceforth the narrator. The story begins with unfortunate 

circumstances for Sita Ena. After a bad season, she is laid off from work on this 

particular plantation. She refuses to accept her dismissal and immediately begins her 

plight to be reemployed. At first, she begs and pleads for her job, to no avail. She then 

decides to take a less direct, more manipulative approach. She cleans the garden behind 

the overseer's office, making certain he notices her as she works. On payday she 

attempts to be compensated for her work in the overseer's garden. The personnel office 

refuses to pay her without a time card. She persists in her plight for compensation by 

approaching the overseer to explain the injustice of not being paid for her work behind 

his office. Unaware of her manipulative and self-serving plan, he agrees to help her. He 

takes her to the Personnel Office and instructs the Director to take care of the situation. 

Sita Ena argues with the Personnel Director over wages, and, in the end, she is successful 

beyond initial expectations. She is paid at twice her previous salary, she is reemployed 
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as a gardener (work less difficult than plantation work), and she secures this job as a 

gardener for two years. This position also affords her greater autonomy as "her own 

boss." 

In essence, the narrative of Sita Ena characterizes a person of will and 

determination, undaunted by repeated failed attempts to be reemployed. The story tells a 

dramatic series of events, with enthusiasm and the admiration of the narrator(s). "Sita 

Ena" is an authentic fi-ancophone text, written for the target culture. It has been found 

that a lack of shared knowledge may result in cultural distortions in comprehension 

(Steffense et al, 1979), or influence textual processing of a foreign language literary work 

(Bernhardt, 1986). The influence of cultural markedness was not uniformly observed in 

the pretesting of the text. Also, the potential reader-participants presumably have some 

notions of the Francophone world, due to the widespread practice of including 

fi-ancophone culture and texts in current foreign language textbooks. 

Lexical glosses 

Gloss development was guided primarily by these findings from previous studies: 

1) readers' preference for and reliance on lexical glosses in the hypermedia environment 

(Lomicka, 1998; Lyman-Hagar & Davis, 1996 & 1997; Chun & Plass, 1996; Ercetin, 

2003), 2) readers preferences for TL glosses if they understand them, English glosses if 

they could not (Jacobs et al, 1994), and, 3) the language of the gloss, LI or L2, yielded no 

significant differences on any measure for readers (Jacobs, et al, 1994). 
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In an attempt to systematize the study of glosses, Roby (1999) presents a 

Taxonomy of Glosses, in which glosses are characterized by their authorship, 

presentations, functions, focus, language, and form (Figure 3.2). 

Figure 3.2 Taxonomy of Glosses (Roby, 1999) 

I. Gloss authorship IV. Gloss focus 
A. Learners A. Textual 
B. Professionals B. Extratextual 

1. Instructors V. Gloss language 
2. Materials developers A. LI 

II. Gloss presentation B.L2 
A. Priming C.L3 
B. Prompting VI. Gloss form 

III. Gloss functions A. Verbal 
A. Procedural B. Visual 

1. Metacognitive 1. Image 
2. Highlighting 2. Icon 
3. Clarifying 3. Video 

B. Declarative a. With sound 
1. Encyclopedic b. Without sound 
2. Linguistic C. Audio (only) 

a. Lexical 
i. Signification 
ii. Value 

b. Syntactical 

These are not discrete categories, rather criteria. Roby (1999) asserts "it is crucial to 

operationally define what is meant by glosses for the sake of future studies" (94). With 

reference to Roby's taxonomy, the glosses for this study can be characterized in this way: 

1) gloss authorship - professionals and material developers (I.B.2); 2) gloss presentation 

- prompting (II.B); 3) gloss functions - declarative and linguistic/lexical/value 

(III.B.2.a.ii); 4) gloss focus - textual (IV.A); 5) gloss language - LI and L2 (V.A.&B.); 

6) gloss form - verbal (VI.A.). Roby's "Gloss form" is termed presentation mode of 

gloss information by Clark and Paivio (1991), who further define verbal as using the 
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linguistic symbol system, even when the information is presented visually, as in printed 

text. 

Davis et al (1992) demonstrate the importance of input of potential users in pre-

production phase of software development. To begin, they apply Bemhardt's model of 

L2 reading, asserting "foreign language students need much more than a dictionary in 

which to look up word meanings" (22) for successful comprehension of an L2 text. Five 

types of informational support were targeted for the hypertext program: word definitions 

in English and French, grammar, culture, relations (e.g. referents for pronouns). First, 

data was collected data on user needs to comprehend a 1600 word reading passage from 

Une Vie de Boy. One hundred and four (104) third-semester students participated in the 

pre-production phase of the software. Data was collected through a two-part procedure to 

assess lexical difficulties: identification of unknown words and expressions, providing 

word translations for these unknown words. Recall protocol in English provided 

"information about words that readers do not understand as well as about more general 

comprehension problems involving the entire passage" (23). The recall data revealed 

unfamiliar and unknown words and expressions not identified through the vocabulary 

procedures. Furthermore, the recall data led to the inclusion of pronouns in the glossing 

system of this reading program, and to the grouping of lexical units as one gloss to 

facilitate understanding. The researchers argue that this type of input from potential users 

is an essential phase in the development of appropriate and useful hypertext programs. 

ha the text selection phase for this study, input was sought from intermediate-level 

French students. A group of students who participated in text selection was also asked to 
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underline all difficult and/or unknown words and expressions as they read. One hundred 

and thirty-eight (138) words and expressions were identified by these readers. Next, the 

items identified were pre-tested with two more groups of intermediate French students, 

using a procedure adapted fi-om Jacobs, Dufon, & Hong (1994). Forty-two (42) students 

were asked to translate underlined words and expressions on a separate sheet of paper. 

Due to the large number of underlined items, each group was asked to identify half of the 

items as they read, sixty-nine (69) items per group. These readers also completed 

follow-up tasks: recall as much as possible from the text, respond to four short answer 

comprehension questions, and self-report on comprehension and evaluated how 

interesting they found the text to be. As for the lexical task, an "acceptable/ 

unacceptable" scoring procedure was employed by the researcher. The results of this 

translation task yielded just three (3) 'known' lexical items among 80% or more of the 

readers, which were discarded (Jacobs et al, 1994). The remaining 135 items were 

identified for glossing. A review of data collected for text appropriateness was consistent 

with the previous favorable findings, despite the somewhat imposing translation task. 

Contextualized glosses were created to minimize the confusion and fhistration 

readers experience when they encounter multiple explanations typically found in 

dictionary entries (Amritavalli, 1998). Widdowson (1978) refers to contextualized 

glosses as value glosses. Signification glosses, on the other hand, require readers to 

process a more standard definition of a term and fit it into the context of the reading 

passage. The researcher created glosses in both French and English in consultation with 

several dictionary sources, such as Larousse, Robert and Webster's (Appendix B). The 
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glosses consist primarily of definitions made as simple as possible and synonyms. For 

verbs, the French gloss displayed the infinitive of the verb and the verb tense, in addition 

to the contextualized supportive information. This limited grammatical information was 

provided for verbs to trigger comprehension of TL verbs as lexical items in the infinitive 

form. 

As suggested by Davis et al (1992), some lexical glosses were grouped as phrasal 

units, based on student responses to items during pretesting and at the researcher's 

discretion. In the final stage, 133 French and English were included in the hypertext. 

The glosses were reviewed for clarity and usefulness by two experienced teachers of 

French, one NS and one NNS. Revisions were made based on comments and discussion 

of particular items. Interestingly, both reviewers independently made unprompted 

notations beside several lexical items that they believed intermediate readers should 

know. They believed that glossing was not necessary for some items. A similar 

observation is made Davis et al (1992) in a pre-production phase of the hypertext reading: 

"Although our intuitions (and the students' perceptions) would have led us to assume that 

students at this level would not misinterpret the rather common expression 'en train de,' 

this measure showed us that it was, in fact, unfamiliar to a number of readers" (24). 

Reading Software 

Pederson (1986) observes that research on the design of CALL software is 

relatively limited. Designers and researchers are faced with a multitude of decisions, 

which are determined largely through experience, intuition and extrapolation. This 
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remains largely true. The development of the reading software was informed and guided 

by available research. The hypertext was created in HyperCard 3.0 by a specialist in 

technology, software development, and FL pedagogy. The HyperCard program was used 

because its design and capabilities were adequate for this project, and it could be installed 

and used at the available computer lab of the research site. A prototype version of the 

reading software was created and modified to meet the research needs of the current 

study. Several versions of the present software were developed to determine the most 

user-fiiendly, pedagogically-sound hypertext options, then to refine the data collection 

features. It should be noted that this project does not as a primary objective seek to test 

or promote new reading software. Rather, the project relies on available technology to 

explore reading behavior and reading comprehension. What follows is a description of 

key aspects of the reading software created for this project: text presentation, gloss 

feature and data collection features. 

Text appearance on computer screen 

Although it is believed that the presentation mode of a text on a computer screen 

matters and can influence cognitive processing, empirical research to support the claim is 

sparse (De Ridder, 2002). The design for text presentation for this study combined 

paper-based reading conventions and computerized options, hi HyperCard, documents 

are "stacks" comprised of "cards", which can be likened to individual screen images on 

the computer, or pages. The "Sita Ena" stack has six (6) cards. On Card 1, the title and 

author's name appear on the screen, with a right arrow icon on the lower-right-hand 

comer. When the right arrow is clicked, a text box appears, asking users to enter their 
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last name and the last four digits of their University ID number. Users can click "cancel" 

to re-enter information or "okay" to continue. Clicking "okay" automatically takes users 

to Card 2, the first card with the reading passage, "Sita Ena". 

Cards 2 through 6 are the "Sita Ena" text cards. Figure 3.3 is a screen shot of the 

first text card in the stack. The story is presented as two columns on the screen. 

Figure 3.3. Screen shot of "Sita Ena" hypertext. 

I Sita Ena! I D S  

Je revois encore Sita Ena, assise dans 
un coin du salon, de la saUe a manger ou de 
la cuisine. Je l^ntends encore rire aux 
eclats et frapper des mains en nous 
racontant des histoires assaisonnees qui 
nous laissaient pantols des joumees 
entieres et dont elle seule avait le secret. Je 
la revois aussiles apres-mididevant la 
maison, interpellant les voisines, taquinant 
quel(iu'im. Je res sens meme encore la 
brulure de ses doigts sur mon cuir chevelu 
abrs quelle me faisait des tresses. 

Je ne me souviens pas de la premiere 
fois oil j'ai vu Sita Ena. Elle arrivait 
touaours a limproviste, restait quelques 
mois, parfois meme toute I'annee, puis un 
jour, apres vine grande dispute, elle 
disparaissait, emportant avec elle son rire, 
sa vltalite, ses histoires et ses reparties 
acerbes. Unjour, elle revenait et se 
reinstallait comme si de rien n^tait, et tout 
se pas salt abrs comme si elle nietait 
jamais partie. 

Elle etait la niece de mon pere. II s let ait 
tovjows occupe d^Ue. Les parents de Sita 
Ena etaient morts tres jeunes. Au bout de 

quelques annees dlecole primaire, elle avait 
discrete quelle nHrait plus a llecole et quelle 
voulait plutot travailler. Les menaces de 
son oncle nV firent rien, Sita Ena n^tait 
pas du type a se laisser demonter. Unjour 
elle s^n alia dans le Nord Quest du pays, 
zone angbphone qui s'appelait abrs 
Cameroun Oriental pour travailler dans les 
plantations de the. LorsquteDe enrevint, 
eUe parlait le pidgin anglais quelle essaya 
aussitot de nous apprendre. Nous etbns 
aussiheureuxque sieUe nous avait appris 

There is one image on the lower-right hand comer of the screen, a black and white photo 

of a woman working, borrowed from the textbook presentation of the "Sita Ena" in Par 

Id . The image appears on all text cards. The screen also has a mauve-colored border on 
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the left side of the screen. This border contains the navigational tools, right and left 

arrow icons, in the upper-left hand comer of the screen, which allow readers to move 

forward and backward through the text. Card 2, the first text card, has a right arrow icon 

only, and Cards 3-5 have both right and left arrow icons. Card 6, states "Thank you for 

your participation. Goodbye!" Users can exit the program by clicking "Quit", or, they 

can return to the text by clicking the left arrow icon, which appears in the upper left-hand 

comer of the screen. This backward arrow key returns users to the beginning of the 

reading. 

Gloss feature 

In a previous section, the "Taxonomy of Glosses" by Roby (1999) is presented. 

In it, Roby refers to glossing configurations, such as gloss density, gloss taxonomy, and 

gloss presentation. Gloss density and gloss taxonomy have already been addressed in 

this chapter. Presentation is the concern here. The following programming features were 

considered; 1) the marking of annotated items in the hypertext, 2) the manner of access 

with the mouse, and 3) the display of glosses on the computer screen (gloss presentation). 

Regarding the appearance of the hypertext itself, hyperlinks can be made visibly marked 

in a hypertext through highlighting, holding, underlining, or by inserting a symbol next to 

the item. In one study that focused on highlighted words, however, researchers found 

that highlighting important words lead to poorer comprehension (Moravcsik & Healy, 

1998). In another study, highlighted hyperlinks lead only to greater consultation, but did 

not affect text comprehension or increase incidental vocabulary acquisition (De Ridder, 

2002). An advantage of unmarked hyperlinks is that access to supportive information is 
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completely reader-driven. The supportive information is available, but will not 

unnecessarily distract or prompt readers (Martinez-Lage, 1997). The "Sita Ena" 

hypertext appeared completely unmarked, hi this way, the text might be made more 

comprehensible to readers who seek lexical assistance, yet remain more authentically 

unmarked for readers who do opt not to access hidden glosses. 

To access supportive information, a reader must position the cursor on a word 

using the mouse, then click and hold the button. This point-click-hold movement can be 

likened to accessing a "pull-down menu". It was assumed that University students are 

generally experienced with computers, and therefore familiar with the point-click-hold 

movement. This method of access also allows the researcher to collect data as accurately 

as possible regarding the time readers spend referring to glosses. Each time the user 

clicks on an item, a textbox displays either a) lexical assistance in French, or b) the 

statement "No information available". The textbox disappears when the mouse button is 

released. For all items glossed in French, a second level of information is available in 

English, by sliding the cursor into the pop-up textbox. Again, the English gloss remains 

on the screen until the mouse button is released. The information path of French then 

English was designed to maximize target language input for readers, and to address the 

finding that readers prefer target language glosses if they understand them (Jacobs, et al, 

1994). 

The final design consideration for glosses was placement on the computer screen. 

In FL textbooks, glosses typically appear at the beginning of a text, in parentheses after 

the word/expression within the text, in the margin, at the bottom of the page, or at the end 
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of a reading passage. Hyperlinks provide a new, flexible dimension to glossing. The 

gloss can appear anywhere on the screen, then disappear from view. The glosses were 

programmed to appear in a textbox juxtaposed in close proximity to the vocabulary item 

accessed. The position of the pop-up box is just above and to the left of the vocabulary 

item (Figure 3.4). 

Figure 3.4. Screen shot of gloss feature in hypertext 

iSitaEnal 

Je revQis encore Sita Ena assise dans 
un assaisonni - spic»d up; 

emb*llish»d 

as SI 
Inari 
Jrine 

anger ou de 
aux 

eclats et frapper des mains en nous 
racontant des histoires assaisonnees qui 
nous laissaient pantois des joumees 
entieres et dont elle seule avait le secret. Je 
la re vols aussiles apres-tnididevant la 
maison, inteipellant les voisines, taquinant 
quelqu'un. Je res sens meme encore la 
brulure de ses doigts sur mon cuir chevelu 
alors quelle me faisait des tresses. 

Je ne me souviens pas de la premiere 
fois oiXj'ai vu Sita Ena. Elle arrivait 
toi.Uours al'improviste, rest ait quelques 
mois, parfois meme toute I'annee, puis un 
jour, apres une grande dispute, elle 
disparaissait, emportant avec elle sonrire, 
sa vitalite, ses histoires et ses reparties 
aicerbes. Un jour, elle rewenait et se 
re'installait comme side rienn^tait, et tout 
se pass ait alors comme si elle nietait 
jamais partie. 

EUe etait la niece de monpere. II s^etait 
t0i.Q0urs occupe d<elle. Les parents de Sita 
Ena etaient morts tres jeunes. Au bout de 

quelques annees dlecole primaire, eUe avait 
de'crete qutelle n5rait plus a l^ecote et qutelle 
vDulait plutot travailler. Les menaces de 
son oncle n'y firent rien, Sita Ena nletait 
pas du type a se laisser demonter. Un jour 
elle sbn alia dans le Nord Guest dupays, 
zone angbphone qui s'appelait abrs 
Cameroun Oriental pour travailler dans les 
plantations de the. Lorsqutelle en revint, 
elle parlait le pidgin anglais qublle essaya 
aussitot de nous apprendre. Nous etions 
aussiheureuxque si elle nous avait appris 

hi this way, the textbox appears in a predictable location, and the relevant part of the 

passage is not obstructed from view for readers who want to refer to the text while 
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viewing the gloss (Roby, 1999; Aust et al, 1993). The French gloss is replaced by the 

English gloss in the exact same location on the screen. 

Data collection feature 

The software has a data collection feature to tracks readers' interaction with the 

text. A computerized reading environment allows researchers to track reading behavior 

in a non-intrusive, more reliable manner (Aust et al., 1993; Bland et al., 1990; Hulstijn, 

1993; 2000). This type of data reflects readers' metacognitive and cognitive processes, in 

that annotation look-up behavior reveals online self-monitoring of reading 

comprehension, and time on task is indicative of the depth of processing (Hulstijn, 2000). 

The software for this study creates a reader log file with the following information: 1) all 

lexical items consulted in French and English, 2) lexical items consulted which are not 

annotated, 3) access time for gloss consultation, 3) total gloss time, and e) total reading 

time. This data appears tabulated to facilitate analysis. 

Research Site 

The study was conducted at the University of Arizona, an institution with a multi

section basic language program in French. Data was collected in various campus 

classrooms and in the Modem Language Building computer lab. The computer lab has 

approximately 40 workstations, equipped with older model Macintosh machines. The lab 

is less than ideal but adequate for the present study. There are 40 workstations, 28 of 

which have greater capacity and speed than the others. These 28 stations would 
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accommodate most intact classes, limited to 30 students or less for language classes, in 

the traditional language lab style, the stations in this lab are situated in rows of six, 

separated by partitions. The lab is used primarily for the administration of foreign 

language placement exams, and it is available for instructional purposes upon request. 

The computer lab was scheduled for exclusive use by the researcher for data collection 

sessions. 

Subjects 

The target population for this study is intermediate-level learners of French, 

specifically, those enrolled in what is typically the last course of a basic language 

program. To be enrolled in French 202, students must have either a) completed French 

101 through 201 with a passing grade, b) placed into the 202 level through the foreign 

language placement exam administered by the University, or c) placed into the course 

through Departmental approval. Thus, all French 202 are experienced language learners, 

of varying levels of competence and ability. In terms of reading, the assumption is made 

that students have been exposed to a variety of texts genres in the TL, primarily through 

their textbooks. Reading is traditionally viewed as one of the four FL skills, and reading 

strategy instruction is commonly presented progressively in current textbooks through 

pre-reading and post-reading materials and activities. Instructors at the University where 

the research was conducted are expected to provide students with reading experiences, 

and students' reading comprehension skills are assessed periodically throughout the 

semester through a departmental assessment program. 
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The participant pool for this study consisted of approximately one hundred sixty-

five (165) students enrolled in French 202 during three consecutive semesters (Spring, 

Summer and Fall) at the University of Arizona. Student participation from this pool 

ranged from only signing a consent form, to completing all aspects of data collection. 

The considerable variability in the level of student participation can be attributed to 

student, instructor, researcher and technology factors. A sample set of the data 

considered to be complete and useable was used to answer the research questions. To be 

considered complete, the following documents were required: a) signed consent form, b) 

completed background questionnaire, c) F-CAPE score/language proficiency 

measurement, d) computer log file for reading task, e) output files for comprehension 

activities, and f) completed post-reading questionnaire. In an effort to eliminate possible 

confounding variables, criteria were established to identify unusable data. Data sets were 

discarded from the sample for these reasons: 1) previous participation in the study, such 

as at the materials development phase, 2) an identifiable lack of awareness of the 

hypergloss feature during the reading task - a critical component of the reading 

experience and research project, and 3) participation in case study aspect of this project. 

Regarding previous participation, because this project extended over several semesters, 

there were some students who participated at both the materials development phase and 

the data collection phase. Second, during the data collection, some participants who read 

the hypertext were unaware of the gloss feature, and/or expressed fi:iistration with 

accessing the hypertext glosses. Finally, data for case study participants who were asked 

to engage in a thinking-aloud procedure as they read was not included in the data set. For 
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these reasons, the data of these students was not included. In sum, based on the criteria 

established for complete and useable sets of data, the study sample includes 85 data sets, 

which will be used to answer the research questions. 

Some demographic characteristics of the sample population are presented in Table 

3.1, as reported by subjects on the background questionnaire. 

Table 3.1 Demographic Characteristics of Subjects 

Gender Females (59); Males (26) 

Nationality American (78); Mexican (2); Swedish (1); 

Canadian (4) 

Native Language Enghsh (80); Spanish (2); Swedish (1); Russian (1) 

Minor in Language French (17), Other language minor (2) 

French study in college 1 semester (31); 2 semesters (14); 3 semester (9); 

4 semesters (30); 5 semesters (1) 

French study in high school 0 years (12); 1 year (2); 2 years (21); 3 years (22); 

4 years (25); 5 years (3) 

Other FL studied None (59); Spanish (10); German (5); Other (11) 

Year studying another FL 0 (58); 1-3 (23); 4-6 (4) 

Reason for taking French 202 Required (41); Other (44) 

One unexpected result of the data is the rather homogenous nature of the reading 

participants in terms of nationality and native language. Experience with classes at this 

University lead the researcher to believe that there would be more variability in readers' 

background. However, the readers were overwhelmingly American and native speakers 

of English. Twenty percent (20%) of subjects are French minors, and two (2) subjects 

are minoring in another foreign language. Thirty-one (31) participants (36.5%) reported 

to have only completed one semester of French (French 202). This means that the 
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students tested into French 202, as a result of their prior language experience, bypassing 

the prerequisites of French 101-201. This is not surprising because the state of Arizona 

mandates a minimum FL study of two years in high school. About half (48%) of student 

reported the reason for taking French as "requirement." The pre-reading questionnaire 

also elicited subjects' familiarity with computers and self-assessment information 

regarding reading and language learning. Results for this portion of the data will be 

presented in Chapter 4. 

Research Design 

This is an exploratory and descriptive study of intermediate level learners of 

French in the hypertext environment. The study is a one-shot, within-subjects research 

design, conducted with intact groups of students in a researcher-controlled instructional 

setting (Hatch & Lazaraton, 1991). All participants were asked to complete the same set 

of tasks under the same conditions, as described in the section below entitled 

"Procedures," with the exception of eight subjects who consented to participate in a 

parallel case study component of this project. The study will examine the quantitative 

and qualitative results of the readers' experience. 
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Variables and Instrumentation 

Reading Behavior 

Silent reading is indeed an unobservable complex mental activity. Yet, 

technology does allow us to track certain behaviors during the reading process (Hulstjin, 

1993, 2000; Norblitt and Bland, 1991). The online data collection technique allows 

researchers to gather information about the reading process in an objective and "truly 

unobtrusive" way (Hulstijn, 2000: 38). hi the present study, computer-generated log files 

document readers' accesses to glosses. This behavior reflects attempts to repair, enhance 

and/or facilitate comprehension through annotation consultation, and time-on-task, an 

established, albeit controversial, predictor of learning success (Wittrock, 1986). 

The HyperCard software was programmed to document time in seconds for 

reading and gloss consultation. This time is documented in a reader log file. An example 

of raw data as it appears in a log file is "coin du salon 302 * 305 == 9." The interpretation 

is that the reader clicked on the expression coin du salon to access the French gloss at 

302 seconds, hi other words, the reader was engaged in the program for 302 seconds 

when he/she clicked on this gloss. The initial access at 302 is followed by an asterix and 

another number, indicating that the reader then accessed the English gloss at 305 seconds 

into the reading. The remaining item of raw data (9) means that 9 seconds total were 

spent accessing and referring to gloss information for the lexical item coin du salon. 

More specifically, three (3) seconds were spent consulting the French gloss, and six (6) 

seconds on the English gloss. Thus, the log file reveals an item by item account of reader 

interaction with the hypertext in terms of seconds, hi addition, the program sums the 
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total time spent reading and accessing glosses. This raw data was coded by the 

researcher for data entry and analysis, as described in the "Data Analysis" of this chapter. 

Hulstijn (2000) identifies "sentence and paragraph reading" as one of eight task 

and/or techniques used to "elicit L2 production data or manifestations of the ways in 

which L2 learners process L2 input." How readers process input in this study is 

documented by the computer. Reading behavior is operationalized through the log file 

data. The variables created for analysis include (1) time engaged in the hypertext 

(reading and gloss consultation), (2) frequency of references to glosses in French, English 

and "No haformation Available." More detail is provided in a later section of this 

chapter. 

Reading Comprehension 

Mental processes are difficult to measure and assess. Reading comprehension 

tasks can only ever provide a partial reconstruction of what the reader understands. 

Research findings show that assessment task type affects learners' ability to demonstrate 

their reading comprehension (Lee, 1990; Riley and Lee, 1996; Lee, 1986a, Shohamy, 

1984; Wolf, 1993). To lessen the potential affect of task type and expand the opportunity 

for readers to demonstrate comprehension (Young, 1999), two comprehension tasks were 

employed in this study: (1) free recall in English, and (2) multiple choice questions in 

French. 

Recall 

Free recall refers to the retelling of the text by the reader without cues or 

prompting. It is utilized by many L2 researchers (Riley and Lee, 1996; Wolf, 1993; Lee, 
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1986a, Lee, 1986b). Spiro (1980) refers to recall as a "reconstruction" of a text, or a 

"comprehension product." Recall "reveals how the readers' logical manipulations - their 

predicting, organizing, and inferencing about textual meaning - interact with their 

recognition of textual vocabulary and syntax" (Swaffar et al, 1991: 164). Bernhardt 

(1991) notes that recall in the native language provides a "purer measure of 

comprehension, uncomplicated by linguistic performance and tester inference" (200). 

Fletcher et al (1996) state, "recall is determined by the depth of processing in the 

encoding process, according to research in human memory. Free recall data reflect the 

influence of both encoding and retrieval processes" (142). Narrative as a genre has an 

expected structure which lends itself to the recall task. Experienced readers' knowledge 

of rhetorical conventions of a narrative facilitates the development of a coherent 

construction of the text's overall meaning (Duffy et al., 1990; Kintsch, 1990; Lee and 

Riley, 1990; Mandler, 1978; Riley, 1993; and Trabasso et al., 1984.) Zwann (1996) 

refers to this as an activation of a literary control system among experienced readers of 

literary texts. Free recall protocol has the added advantage of revealing reader 

misconceptions as well, hi a review of L2 reading comprehension tasks. Wolf (1993) 

cites studies that have questioned the use of recall to assess comprehension. There is 

evidence, too, that when recall is the knovra follow-up comprehension task, readers tend 

to focus on details rather than main ideas (Riley & Lee, 1996). 

In this study, readers recalled "Sita Ena" in English, the LI of almost all subjects. 

Lee (1986a; 1986b) found recall is better when done in the LI as versus the target 

language, allowing learners to "more fully demonstrate their comprehension (1986a: 
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353). Both the quantity and quahty of the recall will be considered. Recall can be 

operationalized in any number of ways, depending on the nature and content of the text 

being recalled. The text used in this study is a narrative. Comprehension for the recall 

was operationalized using an episodic analysis procedure adapted from Bernhardt (1990) 

and Golden (1986). The recall of each participant was analyzed and scored in terms of 

the quantity and quality of episodic and non-episodic information, using procedures 

presented in the Analysis section of this chapter. 

Multiple choice 

Multiple choice (MC) is the second task used to measure textual comprehension. 

Multiple choice questions are the most popular means of assessing readers' 

comprehension, because it is a familiar task and easy to score (Wolf, 1993). Multiple 

choice assessment is not without its controversy. Problematic issues include item 

construction, passage dependency and interdependency, and cueing (Bernhardt, 1991; 

Perkins & Jones, 1985; Swaffar & Waltermann, 1988). The L2 comprehension 

assessment debate is considerable and beyond the scope of this study. In this case, two 

types of assessment are employed: MC, a task which requires comprehension and 

selection, and recall, which requires comprehension and production (Shohamy, 1984). 

Furthermore, MC is criterion-referenced, which contrasts greatly with the free recall 

measure described above. These assessment instruments yield comprehension of a 

different nature, useful for understanding the cognitive processes at working during and 

as a result of reading. 
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The multiple choice items for this study were informed and created with reference 

to taxonomies of hierarchical reading subskills (Alderson & Lukamani, 1989; Spearitt, 

1972). A few studies have provided evidence in support of interrelating reading skills as 

such at work (Alderson, 1990; Lee & Musumeci, 1988; Lunzer, 1979). This study does 

not extend to the investigation of hierarchical reading subskills. Rather, it used the 

available frameworks as a point of reference to develop the multiple choice items. 

Spearitt (1972) identifies three reading skills that refer to varying abilities of textual 

comprehension: 1) locating details (e.g. recognition and paraphrase), 2) simple 

inferential skills (e.g. understanding words in context and recognizing cause and effect), 

and 3) complex inferential skills (e.g. recognizing main ideas and drawing conclusions). 

Alderson and Lukmani's (1989) taxonomy of comprehension skills include 1) recognition 

of words, 2) identification, 3) discrimination, 4) analysis, 5) interpretation, 6) inference, 

7) synthesis, and 8) evaluation. 

Using these taxonomies as a guide, nine (9) multiple choice items were created 

for the study: three identification/detail-type items, three simple inference-type items and 

three items reflecting complex inferencing skills (Appendix C). Perkins & Jones (1985) 

recommends that in constructing reading tests, one should avoid items that can be 

answered correctly without demonstrating textual comprehension. Rather, items that test 

memory organization and reveal whether or not inferences have been drawn should be 

used. Care was taken to create multiple choice items which have one correct answer and 

three plausible distracters. The final version of the instrument was reviewed by two 

French teaching assistants for content, clarity, and appropriateness. A computerized 
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version of the MC task was constructed for the study. It was designed so that all items 

must be answered before readers can submit the answers and quit the task. 

Prior ability 

There are various factors that may affect how students process a text and 

comprehend a text, some more reader-related, some more text-related, some the result of 

reader-text interaction. One language factor that has been identified is FL competence, 

also called knowledge, ability and so forth. A measure of readers' FL knowledge used in 

this study is the French Computer-Adaptive Placement Exam (FCAPE), software 

developed and validated by Larson, Smith, and Jensen (1989, 1996). The FCAPE is a 

widely-used, standardized assessment instrument used for placement purposes. The 

FCAPE is routinely used at the University to place students into classes, and it was 

normed to this specific student population. The FCAPE was a tool available to the 

researcher to obtain scores for prior ability in the French language. Considerable 

research has been devoted to examining the use and misuse of standardized FL tests, but 

this discussion is beyond the scope of this dissertation. The content of the FCAPE 

focuses on reading comprehension, and grammar and vocabulary knowledge—areas of 

relevance to both general FL competence and FL reading. The FCAPE technology was 

made available and supported by the College of Humanities' Computing & Technology 

staff 

The FCAPE has a multiple choice format. Test items are presented one at a time 

on the computer screen. Examinees select an answer by clicking on a, b, c, or d, then 

confirm the answer by clicking the "confirm response" button. Because the exam is 
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adaptive, each student essentially responds to a unique set of test items. The items are 

presented in a manner similar to the ACTFL OPI. Using a probing method, the exam 

pushes students are far as possible in terms of difficulty and complexity, until a level of 

competence is established with a degree of certainty. The exam takes about 20-30 

minutes to complete. Upon completion, a score is displayed on the screen. The FCAPE 

was normed with University of Arizona students, and ranges of scores were established 

for placement into FL courses at this university. For example, the following breakdown 

is used for French courses: 0-249 - French 101, 250-299 - French 102, 300-349 - French 

201, 350-399 - French 202, 400+ - 305. However, in this study, the participants' scores 

are viewed as continuous variables, and the range of scores possible is 0 - 800, according 

to the manual. 

L2 Learners' Backgrounds and Perspectives 

The reading process and comprehension are indeed influenced by a multitude of 

learner variables (Ehrman, Leaver, and Oxford, 2003). Two paper-and-pencil 

questionnaires were created to describe the intermediate learners of French, and to take 

into account the differences and variability among participants. A pre-reading 

background questionnaire was administered to gather information on gender, nationality, 

native language, major and minor, language learning experience, reason(s) for taking 

French, and self-assessment of foreign language learning aptitude, LI and L2 reading 

skills, and computer skills (Appendix D). The post-reading questionnaire contained 

thirty-three (33) items, divided into these sections: 1) fifteen (15) items concerning 

foreign language learning, reading in French, reading in the NL, bottom-up strategies. 
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and top-down strategies; 2) twelve (12) items which address the reading project, text 

selection, computers and language learning, preference for French glosses, preference for 

English glosses, and helpfulness of project glosses in both languages specific to the 

reading experience and the materials and context for this study; 3) and six (6) self-

assessment items for text comprehension, incidental learning from the text of key 

vocabulary items, ability to perform in class discussion (French and English), ability to 

write an essay in French in-class or at home (Appendix E). Both questionnaires used a 

6-point Likert-type scale. At the end of the post-reading questionnaire, readers also 

responded to an open-ended "Comment" section, with prompting questions about glosses, 

the reading project, and reading strengths/weaknesses. 

Data Collection Procedures 

Pilot test 

One class of seventeen (17) students volunteered to participate in a pilot session 

to pretest the reading software. The pilot test was conducted two weeks prior to the first 

data collection session. The main focus of this session was to test the software with 

students, and to gauge the time frame for completion of all materials. The reading 

software and gloss feature were presented and explained to students in the classroom. 

Then, the students signed consent form and completed the pre-reading questionnaire. 

Students were escorted to the lab, where they read the text, completed the comprehension 

follow-up tasks, and responded to the follow-up questionnaire. The range of reading 

times observed was 12-26 minutes, with an average of 18 minutes. All procedures in the 

lab were completed in less than fifty minutes. The computer generated reader log files. 
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multiple choice results and recall documents, which were all sent to a designated research 

folder on the server for the College of Humanities. The pilot revealed no major problems 

with the technology, instruments or procedures. One student did express difficulty in 

accessing the glosses; however, the anecdotal and written feedback from students was 

overwhelmingly favorable. One minor technical issue was detected regarding the 

grouping of certain hypertext items, and this problem was resolved. The revised 

software was installed on each workstation of the lab. 

Recruitment of participants 

After the pilot study, permission was granted to conduct this research on a larger 

scale with multiple sections of French 202 classes. Individual histructors were 

approached and invited by the researcher to participate voluntarily. All histructors 

agreed to include the research project as a course component, hi-class presentations of 

the project were conducted by the researcher, with explanations of the research purpose, 

the components of the study, and the extent of participation. Students were recruited to 

participate voluntarily as subjects in the study. During in-class presentations, the case 

study component of the project was also explained. Students were later contacted 

individually for participation, based on information reported on the background 

questionnaire and students' FCAPE results. After the presentation, students were asked 

to read and sign a consent form to be study participants (Appendix F). To encourage full 

participation in the project, students were informed that the reading passage would be 

utilized beyond the scope of the project, either as part of the final exam or as an in-class 

activity. Some participating instructors, at their own volition and discretion, devised 
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additional incentives to encourage full participation in the form of extra credit or make

up credit. Participant in the research was voluntary, and only one student objected to 

signing the consent form. A schedule of participation was also given to Instructors, and 

they received memos as well to remind students of the data collection dates. 

Administration of background questionnaire and placement exam 

Students reported to the computer lab as intact classes during class time. 

Participants were asked to first complete the background questionnaire at the computer 

lab station. Then, they clicked on the icon marked "French" to begin the foreign 

language placement exam. Instructions were written on an instructional white board at 

the front of the computer lab for those students arriving late. Most students completed 

the FCAPE in 20 to 30 minutes, a few exceptional cases of students needing the entire 

class period to complete the questionnaire and exam. FCAPE scores were automatically 

recorded by the computer, and documented by the researcher as a back-up. Participants 

were also asked to raise their hands when they finished the exam, and the scores were 

recorded as they appeared on screen. The on-screen score prompted some students to 

inquire about their foreign language placement status. This information was provided to 

them, with the caveat that the placement ranges established by the University of Arizona 

had no bearing on the present study. There were some instances of computer software 

crashes during FCAPE administrations, and students were asked to restart the exam if 

time allowed. In a few cases, the placement exam software failed repeatedly and students 

voiced fhistration and opted not to take the exam more than twice. Scores were 

automatically sent to a folder located on the College of Humanities computer server. 
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Presentation of reading software 

The next procedure was the presentation of the reading software to participants. 

For the second and third data collection sessions, the researcher conducted in-class 

presentations of the reading software one day prior to the scheduled reading day. Step-

by-step instructions for the reading software and the gloss feature were provided using 

overhead slides. For students who were absent, the software and gloss feature were 

explained in the computer lab. Software instructions were also posted on a white board 

located at the fi-ont of the lab. The assumption was made that this brief overview of the 

software would sufficiently orient subjects to the software and project. A preliminary 

review of the data indicated that this may not be the case. To resolve potential confusion 

or misunderstanding for subsequent data collection sessions, the oral presentation of the 

software was replaced with a written memo about the software and project. This memo 

was distributed to students in class one day prior to the reading for the first session. The 

memo was also made available in the computer lab to students who had been absent the 

day before. Others requested a copy to review in the lab prior to the beginning the 

reading activity. 

Reading and comprehension tasks 

Students reported to the computer lab during class time to read the hypertext 

version of "Sita Ena," and to complete the two comprehension tasks. Upon completion 

of the reading, instructions appeared onscreen to "Write in English as much of the text as 

you recall." Once readers clicked the submit button, the multiple choice task was 

presented. Readers were required to submit an answer for each item. If a student hit the 
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submit button with missing responses, a message appeared explaining that an answer is 

required for all multiple choice items. Overall procedures and main navigational points 

for the software appeared on an instructional board in the computer lab for all data 

collection sessions. As explained in the previous section, students who missed the 

software presentation were given instructions in the language lab on a handout prior to 

engaging in the reading project. Minor issues occurred during the computer lab sessions, 

mainly related to computer equipment. 

Readers were informed that comprehension tasks would follow the reading, with 

no specifics. In addition, readers were not instructed that the reading passage would not 

be available for reinspection during comprehension tasks. In a study of passage 

availability during post-reading comprehension tasks, Pedersen (1986) reports that both 

low- and high-verbal-ability early intermediate French learners benefited from passage-

unavailability in recall protocol, and consistently recalled more without passage 

reinspection. The reading log files and result of the comprehension tasks were sent 

electronically to a designated research folder on a secure university server. 

Follow-up questioimaire 

For the first data collection session, the follow-up questionnaire was completed 

during class time the following day. Because it was noted that students were typically 

completing the reading and comprehension tasks in less than approximately 40 minutes, 

participants in the second and third sessions were asked to complete the post-reading 

questionnaire in the language lab after the reading. In exceptional cases, participants 
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utilized the entire 50 minutes for the reading and comprehension tasks, and therefore 

completed the questionnaire for or during the next class period. 

Case studies 

Case studies were conducted with individual readers from the first data collection 

session to explore online reading processes of the "Sita Ena" text using a think-aloud 

procedure. Eight participants were selected and recruited to participate in the case study, 

based on background information and placement scores. These eight participants varied 

in language experience and proficiency level. Students were individually scheduled to 

read the passage in the computer lab. A tape recorder with a microphone was placed at 

the work station. Think-aloud procedures were explained to participants by the 

researcher using elicitation guidelines adapted from (Kern, 1989). After completing the 

reading and the comprehension tasks, subjects were asked to comment on their 

experience with the project. This individual reader data was expected to further explain 

the results of the larger study. 

Data Analysis 

The raw data collected for this study consisted of computer-generated files, with 

the exception of questionnaires and think-aloud protocol. Analysis procedures for coding 

the data into meaningfiil units of information are described below for each variable. The 

Codebook is presented in Appendix G. All of this coded data was entered on an Excel 

spreadsheet, and subjected to appropriate statistical analyses in the Statistical Package for 

the Social Sciences (SPSS). 
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Coding & Scoring Procedures 

Prior ability: FCAPE scores 

FCAPE scores were used to examine the role of readers' language competence in 

the reading experiment. The range of scores in this sample population was 124 to 557, 

with a mean of 356. This raw data was generated through the FCAPE program, sent to 

the server, and stored in secure files. The score also appeared on the screen upon 

completion of the program, and the researcher recorded this data in the lab as a back-up 

to the server-generated data. 

Reading behavior: reader log files 

As described in a previous section, the reading behavior data was recorded using a 

tracking feature available through HyperCard. Log files were generated for each reader. 

These were identified by last name and the last four digits of school ID numbers. Hard 

copies of the log files were used to code and tabulate the raw data. Again, the log files 

contained the following information: a line-by-line account of each gloss accessed in 

both French and English indicating the point at which each gloss was accessed, the 

display time of glosses, the total time for all gloss accessed, and the total time engaged in 

reading program. All time variables were docimiented in seconds. Log files were 

analyzed and data tabulated by the researcher as follows: 1) number of French only 

glosses accessed and time spent referring to them; 2) number of English (i.e., French then 

English) gloss accessed, time referring to French, and time referring to English; 3) 

number of No Information Available (NL\) accessed and time spent referring to them; 4) 

number of gloss repeats (mostly French only, due to click-and-hold manner of access); 
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and 5) time spent referring to text (total time in program minus total gloss access time). 

Items in the log files with no time recorded by the tracker were not included in the 

tabulations for time or number. 

ha the process of analyzing the raw data, it was noted that the each time a French 

gloss access was accessed, approximately two seconds of that time was needed for the 

technology to display the item on the screen. In other words, there was a two-second lag 

time for French glosses. The English glosses, however, appeared the instant the cursor 

was moved to the French gloss textbox. This was the direct result of the older model 

computers used for this study. The inflated variables of time for French gloss access 

were then scrutinized by the researcher to account for the required 2 seconds display 

time, and, for each French gloss accessed, two seconds were subtracted from the French 

gloss time. In many cases, too, this procedure eliminated accesses to a French gloss 

recorded in the log file for 2 seconds only, which is in reality left no time for actual 

viewing. These adjusted variables for time were created to be as accurate as possible in 

the total times calculated for actual glosses reference in French and English. The 

complete list of reading behavior variables documented and created for each reader-

participant is listed under the subheading "Log file data" in the Codebook (Appendix G). 

Reading comprehension: multiple choice 

The multiple choice task appears in Appendix C. Subjects' responses to the 

multiple choice items were collected by the computer and sent to individual files with the 

recall. MC responses were scored as correct or incorrect by the researcher using a binary 

scoring method: 1 for correct, 0 for incorrect. One item was omitted because it was not 
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properly displayed on the computer screen, resulting in distorted and unreliable results 

for this item. The scores were then tallied, and eight (8) points were possible (MCtotal). 

As previously described, the MC items were created based on Alderson and Lukmani's 

(1989) taxonomy of comprehension skills. The nine (9) test items created for this study 

included three (3) detail or linguistically-oriented items (MC2/D, MC4/D, MC8/D), three 

(3) simple inference-type items (MC3/SI, MC6/SI, MC7/SI) and three (3) complex 

inferencing skills items (MCl/CI, MC5/CI, MC9/CI). Again, the discarded item was a 

simple inference-type item (MC7/SI). Reader responses were then grouped together 

based on these underlying criteria, and scores were created for each of the reading 

comprehension skills (MCdetail, MCsimple, MCcomplex). The complete list of multiple 

choice variables is presented in Appendix C, the codebook, under the subheading 

"Multiple choice data." 

Reading comprehension: recall 

Subjects were asked to write their understanding of "Sita Ena" in English. The 

recall data was analyzed and coded in terms of quantity and quality. The word count tool 

in Microsoft Word was used to quantify the recall. After consideration of the possibilities 

for recall analysis, an episodic analysis procedure based on the story grammar framework 

was adapted and used in this study (Mandler & Johnson, 1977; Golden, 1986; Mandler, 

1987; Bernhardt, 1991). Golden (1988) explains "the episode has long been a significant 

unit for describing aspects of experience that occur within a chronological framework" 

(75). Briefly, in this framework a story has a "setting" and a predictable sequence of 

episodes. Each episode has a structure with a beginning, middle/development, and end, 
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which are linguistically or semantically marked (van Dijk, 1982). The base of the episode 

is the goal. Attempts are made to achieve the goal, and the outcomes are the results of 

these attempts. The story grammar framework can also be viewed as the formal schema 

used by readers to construct and reconstruct stories, because experienced readers come to 

expect and rely on the story grammar framework (Just & Carpenter, 1986; Mandler, 

1987). 

Initial procedures carried out by the researcher included the segmentation of the 

"Sita Ena" text into propositions. The text was parsed into episodic nodes, the basic unit 

of story grammar analysis (Appendix H). The nodes are: 1) Setting, and 2) Episodes: 

Beginnings, Reactions, Goals, Attempts, Outcomes, and Endings. The story grammar 

framework was developed to account for the underlying structure of traditional, simple 

stories. The "Sita Ena" is not quite that simple. First, the narrator begins with more 

general recollections of the main character prior to delving into the main story. These 

ideas were coded as "pre-story" ideas. The propositionalized version of the text is 

segmented into eighty (80) idea units, comprised of: 1) the pre-story description, divided 

into A, B, and CI, C2, and C3, and 2) the main story, consisting of a Settting and seven 

(7) Episodes, following the story grammar framework of analysis. The Episodes 

identified by the researcher each contain the most basic and necessary story nodes in the 

expected sequence: Goal, Attempt, Outcome, and some contained Beginnings, Reactions, 

and Endings. A Goal in the "Sita Ena" text is often implicit in the text, and readers must 

infer the protagonist's motivation based on other elements actually present in the story. 

Also, Endings are often missing in the story of Sita Ena because the outcome of one 
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Episode is followed immediately by the Begimiing of another Episode (Golden, 1988). 

The episodic version of the text was reanalyzed and revised continuously, based on the 

input of the independent raters involved in this part of the study. 

The researcher segmented each reader recall into idea units. Idea units in this 

study are characterized as semantic units which express one notion. The idea unit may 

have more than one proposition, but with one essential meaning (Carrell, 1984). The 

researcher first parsed several recall samples which were not part of the actual study 

sample set. The results of this initial analysis were reviewed by one of the two 

independent raters who is experienced in data coding procedures. Based on input and 

discussion resulting from this process, the researcher parsed all readers' recall into idea 

units. The ideas were presented line by line on the page for the purpose of analysis and 

coding. The parsing of recall for each reader was further analyzed and revised on several 

occasions by the researcher prior to the coding phase, in conference with the independent 

raters. 

The two independent raters were recruited to establish as well interrater 

reliability. Both raters were experienced French teachers and L2 pedagogy researchers. 

They were provided background information on episodic analysis methodology. Their 

training involved the use of sample recall, not included in the actual study set. 

Independent raters were first presented four (4) samples of parsed recall, and asked to 

match the reader-generated ideas to the episodic version of the "Sita Ena" text. Raters 

were instructed to use a "loose-criterion" of recall, meaning, the essential meaning of a 

story node has been reproduced, but allowing for slight distortions or additions in 
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meaning (Carrell, 1984; Mandler, 1978). Virtually any recognizable piece of the 

meaning of the node present in the recall was scored as present. Raters indicated 

matching ideas by writing the number of the text idea next to the recall idea. For ideas 

not identified as matching, various coding schemes were explored during the training 

phase to capture the nature of these ideas. The objective in episodic analysis is to 

identify matching ideas/nodes, however, an attempt was made in this study to identify 

and code all ideas produced by the readers in their recall. 

The results of raters' coding and the researcher's coding were compared, and 

discussion followed for agreements and discrepancies. Some of the discussion centered 

on the parsing of ideas and nodes in the segmented text (for example, what should be 

included in the Attempt of an Episode), and other questions were raised regarding the 

coding scheme for episodic nodes and other ideas. Twelve more sample recalls were 

added to the training, and the process of coding and comparing continued until greater 

consensus was reached between the three raters. The episodic version of the text and the 

coding scheme were finalized at the conclusion of the training period (Appendix I). 

According to Gass et al (2000), "L2 researchers may simply pull out a random 

subset of the data, write up a sheet on coding strategies, and have the raters turn in their 

ratings. A simple percentage agreement check on the basis of the researchers' coding can 

be calculated" (66). In a review of recall analysis studies, what constitutes a random 

subset of the data varies. The most widely used percentage of protocol is 10%, with an 

acceptable reliabihty coefficients as low as .85 (Allen et al 1988; Hammadou, 1991; 

Riley & Lee, 1996; Walters & Wolf, 1986). The sample subset for interrater reliability in 
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this study was not entirely random; certain considerations were made to establish the 

subset. There were 85 recalls to consider, within which readers produced 1616 

propositions. Ten percent (10%) of this is approximately 160. Intact recall protocol was 

used in the training versus random idea units, therefore the same criteria was used in the 

selection of the subset sample - all intact recall. Table 3.2 presents the descriptive 

statistics run on the entire sample. 

Table 3.2. Descriptive statistics for recall ideas 

Mean 19.01 

Median 19.00 

Mode 10 

Minimum 3 

Maximum 46 

Sum 1616 

Percentiles 25 10.50 

50 19.00 

75 25.00 

Size of recall in terms of idea units was the main factor then in determining the subset 

sample. In an attempt to have the most representative sample, at least one sample recall 

from each data collection session was included. The percentiles also served a guiding 

factor in selecting a broad range of reader recall based on the number of ideas. 

Interrater reliability was established using 20% of the study protocol rather than 

10%. Recall was selected so that each rater would have approximated 160 ideas to code. 

In the end, the subset sample for interrater reliability consisted of 16 recalls, and each 

independent rater scored eight (8): Rater #1 had 166 ideas to score, and Rater #2 had 

160 ideas to score. The researcher-rater scored all 16 recalls. The raters coded for 
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matching idea numbers, inferences, summary ideas, mismatching ideas, and 

metacomments (Appendix I). The episodic nodes were later coded by the researcher. 

Upon completion of coding, raters submitted the results to the researcher, who assigned a 

"1" to all coded ideas in agreement, and "0" for disagreements. Initial reliabihty 

coefficients were .85 and .83. Discussion followed for items of disagreement, and 

follow-up reliability coefficients were .98 and .96 respectively. The remaining 80% of 

data was coded by the researcher. 

The variables resulting fi-om the recall analysis are presented in the Codebook 

under the subheading "Recall data" (Appendix G). The number of words recalled was 

tabulated by Microsoft Word tools, and the remaining recall data was tabulated by the 

researcher. The nine variables are words (Rwords), ideas (Rideas), matching ideas 

(Rmatch), elaborative inferences (Rinf), summary ideas (Rsum), mismatching ideas 

(Rmis), metacomments (Rmeta), quality of ideas recalled (RQideas), and score for 

episodic recall (EA20). The variable for quality of recall (RQideas) was created to be 

more inclusive. It combines matching ideas, inferences and summary ideas, and 

eliminates the mismatches ideas and metacomments. The variable for episodic recall 

(EA20) is a score based on the twenty most salient or important ideas and nodes of the 

episodic fi-amework, identified by the researcher (Appendix I). Three (3) of the nodes are 

fi-om the pre-story section and seventeen (17) are from the main story. 

Questionnaires 

The pre- and post-reading questiormaires explored participants' backgrounds, 

perceptions, attitudes, and reactions to the project. The complete listing of these 
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variables as coded for analysis appears in Appendix G under the subheadings "Pre-

reading questionnaire data" and "Post-reading questionnaire data." The pre-reading 

questionnaire gathered data gender, nationality, major/minor, and FL experience, and 

readers' self-assessments. The self-assessment items in the questionnaire concern foreign 

language learning skills (FLL), French language reading skills (RDGFR), reading in the 

native language (RDGNL), and computer skills (COMPSK). A Likert-scale was used, 

and each subject scored him/herself on a scale from one (poor) to six (excellent). These 

variables are used to answer Research Question #3a. 

For the post-reading questionnaire, 33 items were coded as individual variables 

(Appendix G). These items are used to answer Research Questions #3b and #3c. As 

described above, the first section of the questionnaire resulted in three (3) variables for 

foreign language learning (FLL), three (3) variables for reading in French (RdgFR), and 

three (3) variables for reading in the native language (RdgNL). Subjects assessed their 

opinions on a scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree) about the importance 

of FLL and reading as well as their enjoyment. Likewise, readers were asked to assess 

their use, importance of, and/preference for reading strategies on a scale from 1 (strongly 

disagree) to 6 (strongly agree). This resulted in three (3) variables for bottom-up reading 

strategies (BU) and three (3) variables for top-down reading strategies (TD). The 

bottom-up strategy items focused only on vocabulary, and the top-down items concerned 

guessing the meaning of words from context, skimming a text for main ideas, and use of 

background/topical knowledge to understand a text. 
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The next section of the post-reading questionnaire addresses the reading project 

more directly (Appendix G). There are two items for each issue addressed. The 

variables concern the use of computers for language learning (compLL), foreign language 

research (FLRes), the reading passage (SitaEna), the helpfulness of the glosses included 

in the Sita "Ena" hypertext (FRgloss/SE and ENgloss/SE), preference for French glosses 

(FRgloss/gnl, FRgloss/pref) and preference for English glosses (ENgloss/gnl, 

ENgloss/pref). These variables reflect readers' opinions, attitudes and preferences about 

this type of online reading experience as well as their general preferences for gloss 

language for comprehension. 

Score variables were also created for the individual variables in these first two 

sections of the post-reading questionnaire. The score items were constructed to increase 

reliability and validity of this instrument the results of this study. Readers' responses are 

strengthened through multiple opportunities to respond to related notions. Ideally, a 

relationship should be observed between items grouped together. Excel tabulated the 

data for the grouped items in the first section resulting in these score variables: foreign 

leinguage learning (FLL), reading in the native language (RdgNL), reading in French 

(RdgFR), bottom-up processes (B/U), and top-down processes (T/D). For the second 

section, the following score variables were created: foreign language research (FLRes), 

computers and language learning (compLL), French gloss preference (FRgls), English 

gloss preference (ENgls), and opinion of hypertext glosses (textgls). 

The last section of the post-reading questionnaire focuses on self-assessments 

based on the reading passage. Using a Likert-scale, subjects responded to six (6) self-
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assessment items regarding their comprehension and vocabulary knowledge, and how 

well they thought they could perform follow-up activities based on the reading. These 

responses were recorded individually as variables, then tabulated through Excel to create 

an overall confidence rating of readers' abilities. The six items are: comprehension of 

"Sita Ena" (SEcomp), incidental learning from the text of key vocabulary items 

(SEvocab), ability to participate in a class discussion in French (disFR), ability to 

participate in a class discussion in English (disEN), ability to write an in-class essay 

about "Sita Ena" in French (wrclass), and ability to write an essay about "Sita Ena" at 

home (wrhome). These items were tabulated to create a score variable for total self-

assessment (total). 

The post-reading questioimaire presented subjects with two open-ended items, 

which elicited their feedback on 1) the hypertext glosses and their comprehension, and 2) 

their FL reading experience in general (Appendix E). Responses to the open-ended items 

were examined and grouped into meaningful categories for consideration, and to inform 

the results of the quantitative findings. 

Case studies: think-aloud protocol 

The recorded think-aloud was transcribed for the eight case study subjects. The 

noisy computer lab environment resulted in utterances very difficult to understand, in 

some cases barely audible. This limitation in transcription renders the case study data 

somewhat scant and less reliable than anticipated. Due to this unexpected technical issue, 

the think-aloud protocol data was not given full consideration in the analysis, results, or 

discussion. At best, the transcription data is useful in shedding light on the results of the 
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larger study in terms of methodology, the hypertext reading environment, and anecdotal 

leeimer experiences. 

Summary of statistical analyses 

To answer the major research questions raised in this study, appropriate statistical 

tests were performed. Details of the procedures are provided in Chapter 4, however, an 

overview is provided here. For all three research questions, a series of Pearson product-

moment correlation analyses were performed to investigate relationships among and 

between the variables considered in each question. Furthermore, to answer the main 

question concerning the hypertext glosses and comprehension, multiple regression 

analyses was performed to measure the predictability of the comprehension, given certain 

textual enhancements. Dummy variables were also established for reading behavior, and 

a factor score was created for comprehension using a varimax procedure. These variables 

were also subjected to multiple regression analysis. One post-hoc multiple regression 

analysis was also performed to investigate the enjoyment factor and gender, with what 

can be considered a female-oriented text (Brantmeier, 2003). Finally, to fiuther inform 

the quantitative findings from this study, qualitative analyses were used to examine case 

study data and the recall data. Table 3.7 provides an overview of the project, including 

data analysis. 

Conclusion 

The chapter presented the methodology for the present research project. First, 

the research questions were stated, followed by a review of the materials development. 
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measurements included, data collection procedures performed, and finally the analyses 

conducted to answer the research questions. Supporting evidence and theoretical 

rationales for the methodology were offered throughout the presentation to demonstrate 

the informed principles and procedures of this research. Table 3.3 summarizes the 

research plan, including the questions, measurements, and data analysis procedures. The 

analyses and results of the study are presented in the next chapter. 

Table 3.3. Overview of research questions and methodology 

Research Questions Measurement Instruments & Variables Data Analysis 
1. How does access to L2 
and/or LI lexical glosses 
in a hypertext environment 
relate to comprehension 
among intermediate 
readers of French? 

+ loe file data: time reading; time eneaeed in 
hypertext; time for L2 gloss access; frequency 
of L2 gloss access; time for LI gloss access; 
frequency of L2 gloss access; time for no info 
gloss access; frequency of no info gloss access; 
frequency of repeat access 
+ multiole choice: 8 items: detail score; simole 
inference score; complex inference score; 
overall score 
+ recall: # words; #ideas; ttmatching ideas; 
inferences; summary ideas; mismatching ideas; 
metacomments; recall quality; episodic analysis 
score 
+ factor score for comorehension: MC total 
score; #ideas; #matching ideas; recall quality; 
episodic score 
+ dummv variables for eloss use: none; French 
only; French & English 
+ FCAPE (control variable) 
+ think-aloud data 

+ Pearson Product-moment 
correlation analyses to examine 
relationships among and between 
variables of reading behavior and 
comprehension 
+ Multiple Regression Analyses to 
examine relationship between reading 
behavior (independent variables) and 
comprehension (dependent variables) 
+ Qualitative analyses on case study 
data and recall data: summary of 
observations 

2. How do readers' scores 
on a standardized FL test 
used to measure prior 
ability relate to reading 
behavior and 
comprehension? 

+ FCAPE score 
+ log file data (see RQ#1) 
+ multiple choice (see RQ#1) 
+ recall (see RQ#1) 

+ Pearson Product-moment 
correlation analyses to examine 
relationships among and between 
variables of reading behavior and 
comprehension 

3) How do readers' 
individual and perceptual 
variables relate to reading 
behavior, comprehension, 
and prior ability? 

+ pre- and post-reading questionnaires: gender; 
self-assessment of skills (language learning, LI 
& L2 reading, and computer); attitudes toward 
reading and FL; perceptions of reading skills; 
attitudes/opinions of FL research, computers LL 
& the project; preferences for gloss language; 
self-assessment of comprehension, vocabulary 
and ability to do post-reading activities 
+ FCAPE score 
+ log file data (see RQ#1) 
+ multiple choice (see RQ#1) 
+ recall (see RQ#1) 

+ Pearson Product-moment 
correlation analyses to examine 
relationships among and between 
variables of reading behavior and 
comprehension 
+ Post-hoc Multiple Regression 
Analyses to examine relationship 
between gender (independent 
variable) and enjoyment (dependent 
variable) 
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CHAPTER 4: ANALYSES AND RESULTS 

Introduction 

Using procedures described in Chapter 3, this chapter presents the results of the 

statistical analyses used to answer the research questions. The first research question 

concerns the hypertext environment and comprehension, and it is the primary focus of the 

investigation. Pearson product-moment correlation, factor analysis and multiple 

regression were used to examine the extent to which the reading experience and 

comprehension have been changed and/or enhanced by the availability of the hyperlink 

glosses. Research Question #2 centers on readers' prior ability, as measured through a 

standardized FL test, the FCAPE. Using Pearson product-moment correlation analyses, 

scores on this test are examined in relationship to readers' interaction with the hypertext 

and performance on the comprehension tasks. Research Question #3 focuses on readers' 

questionnaire responses, with items targeting gender, self-assessments, attitudes, 

perceptions, and preferences. The data for Research Question #3 was analyzed using 

Pearson product-moment correlation analyses. The chapter ends with a summary of the 

results from the statistical analyses performed. 

Research Questions #1: Reading behavior and comprehension 

How does access to French and/or English lexical glosses in a hypertext 

environment relate to comprehension among intermediate readers of French? 

Intermediate-level French students read a hypertext with glosses in the target language 
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(French) and in English, with the goal of comprehension. Their interaction with the 

hyperlink glosses was tracked and compiled in reader log files. Using procedures 

described in Chapter 3, the log file data was coded for analysis in terms of time and 

fi-equency of use. Variables include total time in program, time reading, time and 

frequency for gloss access in French and English, time and fi^equency for accessing 

unglossed lexical items (NIA), and number of repeat accesses. Technology used in this 

study resulted a 2-second delay for display of French gloss information on the computer 

screen. English gloss information was displayed immediately upon access. An 

adjustment was deemed appropriate to compare time spent accessing the two types of 

informational glosses. Variables labeled "a" are adjusted variables, constructed to reflect 

the 2-second technology delay per French gloss access. For a complete overview of 

reading behavior variables refer to the Codebook in Appendix G. 

The study is exploratory, thus prompting the construction of nineteen (19) reading 

behavior variables. Descriptive statistics for these variables are provided in Table 4.1. 

The variables are reported in seconds, the raw data form, and in minutes, where 

appropriate. There are twelve (12) variables for time, 4 of which are adjusted variables 

of time, and seven (7) variables for frequency. The results provide insight on readers' 

reaction to the hypertext environment, and a foundation for answering the first research 

question about subjects' reading behavior and comprehension. 

Note in Table 4.1 that the standard deviations and ranges vary greatly, and some 

are quite high and disparate, respectively. This underscores immediately the fact that a 

grouping of intermediate-level learners such as this is by far a homogenous group. 
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Table 4.1 Descriptive statistics for reading behavior variables 

Reading behavior variables 
Mean 

(minutes) 
Std. 

Deviation 

Range 
(min-max) 
(minutes) 

TProgrTime -total time in hypertext program 1072.65 
(17.9) 

419.090 
209-2455 
(3.5-40.1) 

FRTime -time accessing FR glosses 123.58 
(2.1) 

105.420 
0-367 

(0-6.1) 

aFRTime* -adjusted FRTime 61.55 
(1.0) 

57.532 
0-273 

(0-4.55) 

FRNum -number of FR glosses accessed 25.96 24.835 0-96 

ENTime -time accessing EN glosses 
43.05 60.990 

0-242 
(0-4.0) 

ENNum -number of EN glosses accessed 16.89 23.540 0-93 

NIATime -time accessing no info glosses 
25.14 32.174 

0-140 
(0-2.3) 

NIANum -number of no info glosses 9.79 13.041 0-67 

RpeatsNum -number of repeat glosses 5.05 7.841 0-57 

FROnlyNum -number of FR gloss / no EN 8.11 11.704 0-51 

FROnlyTime -time accessing FR gloss/ no EN 
55.34 80.547 

0-367 
(0-6.1) 

aFROnlyTime* -adjusted FROnlyTime 
31.68 50.716 

0-273 
(0-4.55) 

TGlsNum -total number of glosses access 57.69 61.192 0-251 

TGlsTime —total time accessing all glosses 191.76 
(3.2) 

177.951 
0-667 

(0-11.1) 

aTGlsTime* —adjusted TGlsTime 129.74 
(2.2) 

124.950 
0-461 
(7.7) 

TFR/ENNum -total number of FR &Jor EN glosses 42.86 46.726 0-189 

TFR/ENTime —total time accessing FR &Jor EN glosses 166.62 
(2.8) 

151.544 
0-557 

(0-9.3) 

aTFR/ENTime* —adjusted TFRand/orEN Time 104.60 
(1.7) 

98.656 
0-413 

(0-6.9) 

TReadingTime -total reading time 880.88 
(14.7) 

312.351 
209-1911 
(3.5-31.9) 

•adjusted to account for the 2 seconds needed for technology to display the FR gloss, in contrast to the immediate 
display of the EN gloss information (explained in Chapter 3) 

The mean (average) for subjects' time spent engaged in the hypertext program 

(TProgrTime) is 1072.65, or 17.9 minutes, with a range of 3.5 minutes to 40.1 minutes. 

The mean reading time (TReadingtime), the time subjects' spent with only the reading 

passage displayed on the screen, isl4.7 minutes, with a range of 3.5 minutes to 31.9 
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minutes. What accounts for the differences in total time engaged in the program and the 

time dedicated to reading is readers' interaction with the textual hyperlinks. 

Readers' interaction with the text can be described in terms of access to French 

only glosses, French-then-English glosses, no information glosses, and repeats of glosses. 

The variable "TGls" refers to all of these gloss types. The mean frequency for hyperlink 

access during reading (TGlsNum) was about 58, and the mean time spent accessing them 

(TGlsTime) was 3.2 minutes. The adjusted mean time for hyperlink activity 

(TGlsTime*) is 2.2 minutes, taking into account display time for initial access of 

informational glosses in French. So, of the average 17.9 minutes spent in the hypertext 

program (TProgrTime), an average of 2.2 minutes (TGlsTime*) was devoted to reference 

to the supportive glosses (about 13% of the total hypertext time). 

The mean access to glosses is indeed affected by the outcome that eighteen (18) 

subjects did not access any glosses, as noted in Table 4.2. Log file data for readers who 

Table 4.2 Gloss usage 

Gloss use Number of subjects 
(percentage) 

None 18 
(21.2) 

French only 19 
(22.4) 

French & EngHsh 48 
(56.5) 

did not access any glosses is consequently limited to the total time in program and total 

reading time, the first and last variables displayed in Table 4.2. Furthermore, nineteen 

(19) subjects interacted with only the French informational glosses, opting not to access 

the English at any time during the reading. 
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Informational glosses were available in French and English for one-hundred 

thirty-three (133) lexical items (Appendix B). Subjects' mean frequency for accessing 

this supportive information (TFR/ENNum) is about 43, and the mean time 

(TFR/ENTime) is 2.8 minutes. The adjusted time is 1.7 minutes. Again, the range 

beginning with "0" reflects the no-use group. With respect to the average total time in 

the program (TProgrTime), those who interacted with the French and English glosses 

spent on average about 9% of their time doing so (17.9/1.7). 

This interaction can be further broken down by language, as can be seen in Table 

4.1. The mean frequency of French glosses access (FRNum) is about 26, and the mean 

time accessing the French language glosses (FRTime) is 2.1 minutes. The mean time is 

adjusted for the display delay with the variable FRTime*, which indicates that the 

average French gloss access time is about one (1) minute. The variable FRTime* is the 

means time for subjects who accessed French glosses, both French only and French-then-

English. ha other words, FRTime represents the initial interaction with the gloss feature 

by readers. 

After this initial interaction with the hypertext, readers either accepted this 

supportive information in French, or they continued on their path for support with the 

English glosses. When accessing French information only (FROnlyNum), readers 

accessed on average about 8 glosses. For time (FROnlyTime), subjects spent on average 

a little less than one (1) minute, and with the time adjusted (FROnlyTime*) the mean is 

31.68 seconds. The second level of information in English was accessed by 48 subjects. 

The mean frequency of English gloss access (ENNum) is about 17 glosses, and the 
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average time spent referring to the English gloss information (ENTime) is 43.05 seconds. 

To compare, the average adjusted time for French only gloss access is about 32 seconds 

and the average adjusted time for English glosses is about 43 seconds. The differences in 

time are reflected in the difference in frequency: FROnlyNum mean = 8 and ENNum 

mean =17. Readers interacting with the English language glosses did so more often and 

spent more time doing so than the readers accessing FROnly glosses. Again, although 

there are some instances when readers accessing the English glosses accessed a French 

only gloss, but these were rare and usually related to total frequency of gloss access. 

Data for two additional variables, NIA and Rpeats, is presented in Table 4.1. 

Variables for access of unglossed items (NIA) were constructed to measure the frequency 

with which readers accessed words not selected for glossing, and time essentially 'lost' 

when no supportive information was displayed. Table 4.1 shows that the mean frequency 

for accessing no information glosses (NlANum) is 9.79, and the time mean spent 

accessing no information (NIATime) is 25.14 seconds. Although this variable of time 

was not formally subjected to adjustment for display time like the French variables, the 

log file shows that two (2) seconds were usually spent per access of glosses with no 

information. 

Repeat accesses to gloss information were also documented and tabulated. The 

mean number of repeats (RpeatsNum) is five (5). A review of log files shows that 

repeated access for support was overwhelmingly for French gloss information and not for 

English gloss information. In fact, repeats in many cases reflect nothing more than 

readers' attempts to master the point-click-hold technique necessary to display the gloss 
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textbox on the computer screen. A few glossed words appeared twice in the reading 

passage, and readers occasionally accessed them at both the first and second time they 

appeared in the text. Time accessing repeats was included in the variables for French and 

English gloss access. The English gloss accesses were rarely repeated. 

Comprehension was the goal of this hypertext reading, and subjects were asked to 

demonstrate their comprehension through two tasks: multiple choice and free recall. 

First, subjects' screens displayed a form for free recall in English, and they were asked to 

recall what they remembered from the text. Then, subjects completed a multiple choice 

task in French. As described in Chapter 3, the multiple choice responses were scored 

"correct" or "incorrect." A score for all MC items was constructed for each subject, as 

well as a score for items reflecting three types of reading skill level: details (D), simple 

inference (SI), and complex inferences (CI). Frequencies for individual multiple choice 

items are presented in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3. Incorrect/correct responses to individual MC items 

MCl/CI MC2/D MC3/SI MC4/D MC5/CI MC6/SI MC8/D MC9/CI 

Correct 
(percent) 

73 
(85.9%) 

65 
(76.5) 

75 
(88.2%) 

41 
(48.2%) 

76 
(89.4%) 

49 
(57.6) 

38 
(44.7%) 

56 
(65.9%) 

Incorrect 
(percent) 

12 
(14.1%) 

20 
(22.5%) 

10 
(11.8%) 

00 9 
(10.6%) 

36 
(42.4) 

47 
(55.3%) 

29 
(34.1%) 

Complex inference item MCl/CI was answered correctly by 86% of subjects, and 

correctness for complex inference item MC9/CI was lower, with 66% of subjects 

answering the item correctly. Multiple choice item MC8/D, a detail item, resulted in the 

most frequent incorrect responses (55.3%), and just over 50% of subjects answered item 

MC4/D incorrectly, another detail item. Results for the two simple inference items were 
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88.2% correct on MC3/SI and 57.6% correct for item MC6.SI. These individual results 

were grouped by item type to create scores for the different types of reading skills. The 

scores were also tallied to create a total MC score variable for each subject. 

Table 4.4 displays the means, standard deviations and ranges for the multiple 

choice task. The mean score for multiple choice items (MCtotal) is 5.56. 

Table 4.4 Descriptive statistics for multiple choice 

Mean 
Std. 

Deviation 
Range 

(min-max) 

MCtotal -total score for MC items 5.56 
(69.5%) 1.693 1-8 

MCdetail -score for detail MC items 1.69 
(56.3%) .900 0-3 

MCsimple —score for simple inference MC items 1.46 
(73.0%) .628 0-2 

MCcomplex -score for complex inference MC items 2.41 
(80.3%) .821 0-3 

All subjects answered at least one item correctly, with a range of 1-8. The mean score 

divided by the number possible (8) converts the result to a mean percentage score of 69.5 

for MCtotal. Subjects scored lowest on the detail items (56.3%), average by 'academic 

standards' on the simple inference items (73.9%), and highest on the complex inference 

items (80.3%). This means that the skill of remembering and/or identifying details from 

the text was the most problematic for readers. Subjects performed best on items which 

required the skills associated with extrapolating meaning (MCI/CI), inferencing 

(MC5/CI) and predicting (MC9/CI) (Appendix C). 

The recall protocol weis analyzed and coded using an episodic analysis 

framework. Table 4.5 shows the descriptive information for this comprehension 

measure. On average, subjects' recall included about 183 words (Rwords), ranging from 
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35 to 499. The next variable in Table 4.5 called "Rideas" was constructed to reflect 

subjects' recall of all types of ideas coded: matching, inferences, summary statements, 

mismatching ideas and comments. The recall of ideas (Rideas) ranges from 2 to 46, with 

a mean of 19 ideas. Both of these variables can be considered "quantity" of recall. 

Table 4.5 Descriptive statistics for recall variables 

Mean 
Std. 

Deviation 
Range 

(min-max) 

Rwords -words in recall 183.18 104.088 35-499 

Rideas -ideas in recall 19.01 9.760 2-46 

Rmatch -matching ideas (recall ideas-text ideas) 12.02 8.919 0-42 

Rinf -inferences 2.61 2.651 0-13 

Rsum -summary ideas .72 .854 0-4 

Rmis -mismatching ideas 3.33 3.197 0-17 

Rmeta -metacomments .33 .968 0-6 

RQideas -matching+inferences +summary ideas 15.35 10.123 0-46 

EA20 - score/most important episodic nodes (20pts) 6.68 4.302 0-15 

The remaining seven recall variables in Table 4.5 reflect the "quality" of recall. 

Matching ideas (Rmatch) are recall ideas which are compatible with ideas established 

through the episodic analysis framework. The average number of matching episodic 

ideas (Rmatch) in readers' recall is 12. Ideas considered logically inferred but no 

specifically stated in the text were coded as elaborative inferences (Rinf). The mean for 

this variable is 2.61. The variable "Rsum" was created to code for one idea which 

collapsed many textual ideas into a general statement. There were few of these ideas, 

with a range of 0-4 found in the recall data. The average number of Rsum ideas is .72. 

Metacomments, comments unrelated to the textual meaning, were relatively few as well. 

The mean for Rmeta is .31, with a range of 0 to 6. The "RQideas" variable was 

constructed to be inclusive of readers' ideas which are compatible with the story. It is the 
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summation of matching ideas (Rmatch), inferences (Rinf), and summary ideas (Rsum). 

The average number of quality ideas in readers' recall (RQideas) is about 15 ideas, of the 

80 parsed ideas in the episodic version of "Sita Ena" (Appendix H). As described in 

Chapter 3, twenty (20) ideas were identified as the most essential to understanding the 

story (Appendix I). These important nodes were identified in readers' recall, and a score 

was tallied for each subject. The mean result for subjects' episodic analysis score (EA20) 

is 6.68, and the range is 0-15. 

Ideas in recall protocol which could not be attributed to information presented in 

"Sita Ena" were coded as "mismatching" ideas. These ideas were generally incompatible 

with the episodic framework. The mean for this variable (Rmis) is 3.33. This means, on 

average, reader recall contained about 3 ideas which were incompatible with the story. A 

review of the log file data indicates that this mean result is possibly misleading, based on 

the observation that many recalls constructed were constructed with almost entirely 

incompatible ideas. A case in point is considered in a subsequent section of this chapter. 

Intercorrelation analyses for Research Question #1 

All reading and comprehension variables were included in a zero-order 

correlation analyses. Probabilities of significance at the .05 and .01 level are reported. 

Exploratory correlation analyses for the reading behavior variables were conducted to 
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determine if and the extent to which variables were related, with some variables 

potentially measuring the same underlying phenomenon (Table 4.6). 

The results in Table 4.6 show that time in the hypertext program (TProgrTime) 

and reading time (TReadingTime) have a very strong relationship (r=.923*), meaning 

that they could very well be measuring the same phenomenon. Furthermore, time and 

frequency are significantly and positively correlated for most of the gloss variables 

included in Table 4.6, with exceptions noted for "French only" variables (FROnly). For 

example, FRTime and FRNum are significant and positive with r=.902*. These findings 

suggest that data for either time or frequency is sufficient to measure gloss access. The 

results for French only gloss access are not so uniform (variable #s 10, 11, and 12 on 

Table 4.6). No relationship was found between these three variables for French only 

gloss access and TProgrTime (r=.099; r=.209; r=.170), or TReadingTime (r=-.019; 

r=.124; r=.087). The variables ENNum and ENTime are not related to FROnlyNum (r=-

.166 and r=-.177), and FROnlyTime is significantly and negatively related to ENTime 

(r=-.215*) and ENNum (r=-.235*). The same is true of the adjusted variable for French 

Only gloss time (FROnlyTime*). There is no relationship between FROnly gloss use and 

accessing glosses with not information (NIA). FROnly gloss time and adjusted time is 

significantly correlated with repeat glosses (r=.422**; r=.222*). 



Table 4.6 Intercorrelations among reading behavior variables (time and frequency) 

variables 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15, 16. 17. 18. 19. 

I.TProgrTime 1 

2.FRTime .683" 

S.aFRTIme* .545" .911" 

4.FRNum .672" .902" .674" 

S.ENTIme .627" .632" .385" .827" 

e.ENNum .598" .625" .340" .866" .956" 

7.NIATime .642" .666" .458" .783" .802" .794" 

e.NIANum .620" .662" .417" .798" .781" .795" .978" 

9.RpeatsNum .464" .524" .320" .425" .218* .214* .316" .390" 

lO.FROnlyNum .099 .546" .726" .287" -.166 -.177 .001 -.005 .104. 

II.FROnlyTime .209 .585" .734" .258* -.215* -.235* .006 .016 .422" .878" 

12.aFR0nlyTime* .170 .550" .767" .209 -.218* -.241* -.021 -.031 .222* .896" .960" 

13.TGIsNum .694" .815" .534" .963" .898" .933" .872" .893" .466" .060 .072 .014 

14.TGIsTime .736" .930" .755" ,959" .862" .842" .850" .837" .442" .267* .274* .247* .948" 

15.aTGIsTlnie* .722" .900" .767" .916" .872" .828" .860" .825" .335" .253* .235* .241* .909" .987" 

16.TFR/ENNum .658" .795" .529" .968" ,921" .964" .816" .825" ,334" .063 .018 -.010 .982" .934" ,904" 

17.TFR/ENTime .728" .950" .789" .960" .842" OO
 

O
 I .786" .775" .452" .313" .320" .295" .928" .994" .977" .924" 

18.aTFR/ENTime* .706" .922" .821" .904" .843" .789" .763" .726" .321" ,321" .295" .313" .867" ,973" .986" .878" .981" 

19.TReadingTime .923" .387" .302" .355" .350" .322" .377" .356" .371" -.019 .124 .087 .391" ,417" .407" .351" .410" .392" 1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed 
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Intercorrelational analyses were conducted as well to examine relationships 

between comprehension variables. As Table 4.7 shows, all multiple choices measures 

(#s 1-4 on Table 4.7) are significantly correlated with each other, as are the broader recall 

variables of word count (Rwords), ideas (Rideas), matching ideas (Rmatch), quality of 

ideas (RQideas) and episodic score (EA20). Likewise, variables for multiple choice 

items (#s 1-4) are significantly and positively related to recall variables Rwords, Rideas, 

Rmatch, RQideas, and EA20. MC variables are not related to the variables of inferences 

(Rinf), summary ideas (Rsum), mismatching ideas (Rmis), and metacomments (Rmeta). 

The ideas coded as Rinf, Rsirni, Rmis and Rmeta are varied in their relationships 

with each other and with the other comprehension variables. Of these four variables, the 

variable of inference (Rinf) is the only one to have positive correlations with other recall 

variables, including Rwords (r=.586**), Rideas (r=.617**), and Rmatch (r=.347*). This 

can be explained by the inclusive notion of comprehension inherent in the coding for 

elaborative inference generation. Table 4.7 shows that the variable of Rmis, 

incompatible ideas coded which did not "match" the textual ideas of the episodic 

analysis, is significantly and negatively correlated with three of the MC variables: 

MCtotal (r=-.312**), MCdetail (r=-.324**) and MCsimple (r=-.224*). There is a 

significant inverse relationship between mismatching ideas in the recall and performance 

on these MC variables. Rmis is not related to performance on the MC complex inference 

items (r=-l 16). Rmis is significantly and negatively correlated with matching recall ideas 

(r=-.259*) and EAscore (r=-.332**). The recall of summary ideas has no relationship 

with any of the comprehension variables. 



Table 4.7 Intercorrelations for comprehension variables 

variables 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 

1. MCtotal I 

2. MCdetail .763** 

3. MCsimple .649»* .212* 

4.MCcomplex .730** .269* .276* 

5. Rwords .394** .288** .359** .222* 

6. Rideas .396** .280** .353** .240* .960** 

7. Rmatch .549** .406** .472** .327** .873** .896** 

8. Rinf .055 .079 .037 -.002 .586** .617** .347** 

9. Rsum .070 .041 .111 .015 -.003 -.022 -.079 -.007 

10. Rmis -.312** -.324** -.224* -.116 .067 .104 -.259* .159 -.153 

11. Rmeta -.253* -.102 -.252* -.218* -.182 -.189 -.201 -.228* .143 -.170 

12. RQideas .504** .382** .435** .289** .922** .950** .950** .567** .013 -.200 -.225* 

13. EA20 .564** .445** .456** .327** .752** .781** .781** .305** -.096 -.332** -.215* .878** 1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Results of the intercorrelational analyses presented in Table 4.7 point to strong 

relationships among variables for both reading behavior and comprehension. Certain 

variables are useful and essential to answering the research questions. As such, in 

subsequent analyses, five variables of time were selected as key variables for further 

investigation: TProgrTime, ENTime, aFROnlyTime, aTFR/ENTime, and TreadingTime. 

In addition, MCtotal, RQideas and EA20, which measure overall quality of 

comprehension, are heretofore referred to as the key comprehension variables. 

Correlation analyses for Research Question #1 

The main focus of Research Question #1 is the observable links between 

comprehension and the supportive glosses in the hypertext program. Table 4.8 below 

presents the results of correlation analyses conducted between the key reading variables 

of time and all comprehension variables. 

Table 4.8 Correlations for Research Question #1 

TProgr EN aFROnly aTFR/EN TReading 
Time Time Time Time Time 

MCtotal -all MC items .233* .330** -.210 .217* .184 

MCdetail -detail .264* .218* -.034 .220* .234* 

MCsimple -simple inference .214* .329** -.061 .282** .139 
MCcomplex -complex inference .027 .191 - 349** -.009 .017 

Rwords - words in recall 319** .416** .216* .514** .147 

Rideas - all ideas .355** .422** .194 517** .187 

Rmatch -matching ideas .453** .509** .052 .529** .303** 
Rinf -inferences -.064 -.016 .286** .140 -.150 
Rsum —summary ideas .000 .179 -.276* .031 -.004 
Rmis -mismatching ideas -.113 -.150 .274* -.015 -.134 

Rmeta - metacomments -.047 -.050 .037 -.023 -.053 
RQideas -matching+inf+sum .382** .459** .097 .505** .227* 

EA20 - important episodic nodes .438** 449** .038 .473** .325** 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 4.8 shows that subjects' total time engaged in the program (TProgrTime) is 

significantly correlated with the key comprehension performance (MCtotal r -.233*; 

RQideas r =.382**; EA20 r =.438**). More time on the hypertext reading, whether 

reading the passage or accessing glosses, is linked to greater comprehension, and less 

time on hypertext to less comprehension. Results for comprehension and subjects' 

reading time, the variable for which gloss access time was subtracted from total time in 

program, are inconsistent with respect to the two comprehension tasks. No significant 

relationship was found for reading time (TReadingTime) and total MC score (MCtotal 

r=.184), though a significant positive relationship resulted for TReadingTime and 

MCdetails (r=.234*). For recall, TProgrTime is related to one measure of quantity, 

Rwords (r=.319*), and three variables for the quality of comprehension, Rideas 

(r=.355**), Rmatch (r.453**), RQideas (r=.382**) and EA20 (r=.438*). TReadingTime 

reached a significant level for the variables of Rmatch (.303**), RQideas (r=.227*) and 

EA20 (r=.325**), only reflecting "quality" of recall. Scores on the quality of recall are 

linked with reading time, while total time engaged in the program is linked with both 

quality and quantity of recall. The difference between these two variables (TProgrTime 

and TReadingTime) is gloss access. Although, as noted above, these two variables are 

highly correlated, and time readers spent engaged in the program is directly related to the 

time reading the text itself 

Table 4.8 displays correlations for comprehension and the gloss variables 

aFROnlyTime, and ENTime, aTFR/ENTime. Results for English gloss use and for using 

either French and/or English glosses include significant positive relationships for both 
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aTFR/ENTime and ENTime with MCtotal, MCdetail, MCsimple, Rwords, Rideas, 

Rmatch, RQideas, EA20. Stronger relationships are noted for the recall variables than for 

the MC variables. MCcomplex is not related to either ENTime or aTFR/ENTime. 

Again, the aTFR/ENTime is a variable constructed for access to French and English 

glosses in the hypertext - any and all access to informational support, either FROnly or 

French-then-English. 

French gloss only access (aFROnlyTime) is significantly and positively related to 

three comprehension variables: Rwords (r=.216), Rinf (r=.286**), and Rmis (r=.274*). 

This means that the greater the time spent accessing French only information, the greater 

the number of words generated in the recall, and less FrenchOnly access means the less 

words. Furthermore, access to FROnly glosses is linked directly with the incidence of 

incompatible ideas captured in the "Rmis" variable. Accessing FROnly glosses has a 

direct relationship with generating elaborative inferences, ideas compatible with the story 

"Sita Ena," but generally outside of the items scored as matching in the episodic analysis. 

Two significant negative correlations resulted for FROnlyTime: MC complex inference 

items (r=-.349*) and summary ideas in the recall (r=-.276*), indicating inverse 

relationships between these variables. The variable aFROnlyTime was not significantly 

linked to MCtotal (-r=.210), RQideas (r=-.097) or EA20 (r=.038). 

Summary of correlations results for Research Question #1 

The results of the correlation analyses among key reading behavior variables and 

comprehension lend support to the inclusion of hyperlink glosses for greater 
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comprehension. Gloss access in aTFRyENTime includes readers who accessed either 

French only or French then English (either/or supportive information). The effective 

breakdown of this variable is adjusted French only time and English time. In terms of 

quality, subjects' time spent on French only supportive information is directly related to 

the number of elaborative inferences. For French and English gloss access, significant 

relationships were found for key comprehension variables, with the exception of one MC 

component measure for complex inference items. The results of this study indicate that 

greater comprehension is linked to English glosses. 

It is not possible to tease apart the effect of having accessed French information 

prior to the English information. Exposure to the French gloss information may well 

have contributed to the results for the relationships between English gloss use and 

comprehension. However, it was the English gloss information that was ultimately 

accessed. This relates directly to comprehension. The aTFR/ENTime variable has the 

potential to illuminate some insights on the reference to the French information, in that it 

includes readers' time accessing the French gloss information prior to the English. Table 

4.8, however, does not reveal any difference between any gloss access and English gloss, 

in that the correlations for these two variables (ENTime and aTFR/ENTime) and reading 

comprehension variables were identical in terms of significant results. 

Multiple regression analyses for Research Question #1 

Regression analyses were conducted to examine the effect of gloss access on 

comprehension. Noting again that most comprehension variables were significantly 
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correlated, a factor analysis of comprehension performance variables was first conducted 

to reduce the number of measures, to provide a multiple indicator of comprehension, and 

increase the theoretical validity of the comprehension measure. The varimax factor 

analysis of the comprehension variables is presented in Table 4.9. This yielded two 

factors with eigenvalues greater than 1. The strongest factor (eigenvalue of 4.154) 

explained 59.34% of the variance in the indicators. The strong loadings on this factor 

were MCTotal, Rideas, Rmatch, RQideas, and EA20. This factor is labeled as overall 

comprehension performance. Using a regression method, a factor score was calculated 

for each case in the sample. The regression technique of factor scores uses the factor 

loading and values of each variable to estimate the factor score. In a regression estimate 

of factor scores the resulting variable takes on mean of zero and a standard deviation of 

one. In interpreting the regression results a negative beta can be interpreted as a result 

below sample mean comprehension, and a positive therefore can be interpreted as above 

the mean. 

Table 4.9 Varimax factor analysis of comprehension variables 

comprehension 
factor score 

miscomprehension 
factor score 

MCtotal 0.664 
Rideas 0.878 
Rmatch 0.972 
Rmis 0.871 
Rmeta -0.576 
RQideas 0.967 
EA20 0.943 

eigenvalues 4.154 1.249 
Vo of variance 59.34 17.843 
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The data set included a variable of prior language knowledge/ability, measured by 

the standardized placement exam, FCAPE. FCAPE is included in all of the equations to 

control for prior ability. The FCAPE is significantly and positively related to the key 

comprehension variables, including the factor score created for comprehension (Table 

4.10). 

Table 4.10 FCAPE correlations with key comprehension variables 

FCAPE 
MCTotal .328(**) 
Rideas .348(**) 
RQideas .366(**) 
EA20 .355(**) 
REGR factor score 1 for analysis 1 .392(**) 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

For Research Question #1, does the gloss environment relate to varying degrees of 

comprehension, regressions for each independent variable were reported, controlling for 

prior knowledge. The FCAPE score was entered into separate analyses as the first 

independent variable with each independent key variable. The comprehension factor 

score is the dependent variable, hidividually, the results indicate that all have a similar 

effect, except FROnly, which has no relationship. 

Table 4.11 Multiple regression for predicting comprehension factor score by key 
reading behavior variables, controlling for FCAPE 

B Beta R^ 
TProgrTime .001 .386 .301 
ENTime .008 .472 .376 
aFROnly .000 -.011(NS) .154 
aTFR/ENTime .005 .462 .365 
TReadingTime .001 .252 .217 
NS = not significant 
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The next step was to force all of the predictor variables into one equation. First, 

because the correlation between TProgrTime and TReadingTime was significant at .923 

(Table 4.1), the TReadingTime variable was dropped from the regression analysis. The 

four (4) remaining comprehension variables were then forced into one multiple 

regression equation with the FCAPE as the control variable. Table 4.12 displays the 

results for comprehension variables, none of which are significant predictors of 

comprehension. 

Table 4.12 Multiple regression for predicting comprehension factor score with 
key reading behavior variables, controlling for FCAPE 

B Beta 
(Constant) -2.706** 
FCAPE .006 .356** 
aTProgXime .000 .104 (NS) 
aFROnlyTime -.003 -.133 (NS) 
ENTime .001 .056 (NS) 
aXFR/ENTime .004 .386 (NS) 

= .396 
NS=iiot significant 

Due to the strong correlations of variables, no one significant predictor can be 

determined. Although time on task seems to be an important factor, it is not possible to 

isolate its influence on comprehension. The simple regressions showed that time spent in 

glosses, except for the FROnly, was correlated with comprehension. In its current 

measured form, the time spent in either English only or both French and English cannot 

be used in a single equation. The high correlation between those two variables violates a 
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major assumption of regression. While regression is robust the high degree colinearity 

prevents the proper partitioning of the variance. 

Two additional reading behavior variables, referred to as "dummy variables," 

were thus created for each subject to categorize subjects' use of gloss information 

(Appendix G). All subjects had access to both French and English supportive glosses at 

any time. A review of log files lead to two important observations: most readers who 

accessed English information did so more frequently than not, and quickly accessed the 

English, with little real time for viewing the French gloss first (2-3 seconds in most cases, 

2 of which are attributed to display time). The assumption is made that subjects who 

accessed French then English information ultimately relied on the English supportive 

information to aid comprehension. The log files show that the French was often a 

pathway to the English. Exceptions are noted, particularly at the beginning of the log 

file, when some subjects dedicated a little more time to the French glosses before 

accessing the English information. In light of these observations, subjects' use of glosses 

is identified in three ways: No glosses, French only glosses, English glosses. Table 4.2 

presents the finding that 18 subjects used no glosses, 19 subjects used French only 

glosses and 48 subjects used French-then-English glosses. The reference category in this 

case is not using the gloss feature, i.e. readers who did not access any glosses. 

The dummy variables for gloss use provide an alternative to the variables of time. 

Subjects' use of glosses in this case is None, French Only, French-then-English, and the 

dummy variables created are DVFROnly and DVFR/EN. These variables for gloss use 
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were entered into the regression equation with FCAPE as the control to observe the 

possible influences on the comprehension factor score (Table 4.13). 

Table 4.13 Multiple regression for predicting comprehension factor score with 
dummy variables for reading behavior 

B 
(Constant) -2.689** 
FCAPE .007** 
DVFROnly .041 (NS) 
DVFR/EN .616* 

R2 = .242** 
*p< .05; **p< .01; NS=not significant 

The regression analysis showed that the FCAPE (prior ability/proficiency) had a 

significantly positive effect on the comprehension factor score. The readers who scored 

high on the FCAPE scored high on the comprehension tasks. Furthermore, controlling 

for prior ability, all subjects who accessed both French-then-English glosses had 

significantly better comprehension scores. The French-then-English group was obligated 

to access French before accessing English glosses, but appear to have benefited 

ultimately by accessing the English translation. Subjects who only accessed French 

glosses did not yield the benefits of the hypertext environment, hi a regression equation 

with dummy variables the constant is the reference group (those who are a zero in both 

dummies), hi this research the reference group is persons who accessed no glosses. 

These subjects had significantly lower scores (constant = -2.689**). 
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Summary of findings for Research Question #1 

In sum, the correlational, regression analyses, and factor analyses all point to the 

benefit of providing intermediate level readers with French and English glosses. 

Although all readers had access to the supportive information, those who took full 

advantage of glosses in both languages benefit the most, regardless of prior ability. 

Reader log files show that those who accessed the French-then-English seem to rely on 

the English translations more so than the French information. Because English Only was 

not an option, all readers accessed French. However, the readers were not obligated to 

review the French information, just access it. Log files do document many instances 

where readers dedicated more than 1 or 2 seconds on the French gloss. It appears that not 

as much information was gleaned from the French gloss as it was with the English gloss 

to remedy comprehension gaps. Readers who accessed French Only glosses as a matter 

of preference or as a limitation to their understanding of supportive information available 

did not experience the overall comprehension benefit experienced by readers accessing 

glosses in both languages, particularly English. 

Research Question #2: Prior ability 

Research Question: How do readers' scores on a standardized FL test used to measure 

prior ability relate to reading behavior and comprehension? 

The second research question can be addressed by examining the relationship of 

the FCAPE scores (prior ability) and readers' responses to the hypertext environment. 

The descriptives in Table 4.14 show that the average FCAPE score is 356.13, with a 
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range of 174-557. This range of scores is great, underscoring the differences in ability 

among one group of intermediate-level learners of French. 

Table 4.14 Descriptive statistics for FCAPE scores 

Mean Std Deviation Range 
(min-max) 

FCAPE 356.13 60.950 174-557 

How do readers of varying prior ability respond to the availability of glosses as they 

strive to comprehend the foreign language text? Table 4.15 presents the FCAPE score 

variable with the reading behavior variables. 

Table 4.15 Correlations between FCAPE and reading behavior variables 

FCAPE FCAPE 
TProgTlme .094 FROnlyNum .135 
aFRTime .112 aFROnlyTime .080 
FRNum .102 TGlsNum .060 
ENTime .040 aTGlsTime .063 
ENNum .035 TFR/ENNum .072 
NIATime -.033 aTFR/ENTime .091 
NIANum -.023 TReadingTlme .081 
RpeatsNum .075 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

Not one significant relationship was found for FCAPE scores and readers' response to the 

hypertext environment. Readers' prior ability did not relate or impact was their level of 

engagement in this hypertext reading, in terms of time on task or access to supportive 

gloss information. 
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Table 4.16 shows the results of correlations for FCAPE scores and comprehension 

variables. At the very least, the positive significant relationships for the key 

comprehension variables empirically support the assumption that prior ability is linked to 

comprehension performance. 

Table 4.16 Correlations between FCAPE and comprehension variables 

FCAPE FCAPE 
MCtotal .328** Rinf .122 
MCdetail .203 Rsum -.077 
MCsimple .192 Rmis -.095 
MCcomplex .308** Rmeta -.005 
Rwords .381** RQideas .366** 
Rideas .348** EA20 .355** 
Rmatch .387** 

FCAPE scores were significantly related to MCtotal (.328*), MCcomplex (F=.308**), 

Rwords (r=.348**), Rideas (r=.348**), and Rmatch (r=.387**). No other significant 

relationships were found for FCAPE and comprehension. The expected relationship 

between FCAPE and comprehension was found, and the results from multiple regression 

analyses conducted for Research Question 1 indicate that glosses contributed an added 

benefit to prior ability. 

Research Question #3: Individual readers 

Research question: How do readers' individual and perceptual variables relate to reading 

behavior, comprehension, and FCAPE scores? 

The data used to answer these question was gathered with a pre-reading 

questionnaire (Appendix D) and a post-reading questiormaire (Appendix E). The 
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variables coded and included in the analysis are described in the previous chapter and are 

listed in the Codebook, which appears in Appendix G. Research Questions #3 is 

addressed through the three subquestions that follow. 

Research Question 3a 

How do gender and self-assessed skills relate to reading behavior, comprehension, 

and prior ability? 

Table 4.17 presents the frequency of responses to the individual pre-reading 

questionnaire items concerning self-assessed skills. The results Table 4.17 are 

highlighted in terms of individual responses as well as in groupings of responses, 1-3 and 

4-6. It is assumed that a rating of 4 or higher leans toward having more confidence in 

one's abilities, toward "excellent." A rating of 3 or less shows less confidence on one's 

abilities less, toward "poor." 

Table 4. 17 Frequencies for self-assessed skills (percentages) 

1 
(poor) 

2 3 4 5 6 
(excellent) 

FLL -foreign language learner 3 
(3.5) 

5 
(5.9) 

16 
(18.8) 

35 
(41.2) 

21 
(24.7) 

5 
(5.9) 

RDGFR - reading in French 1 
(1.2) 

4 
(4.7) 

22 
(25.9) 

39 
(45.9) 

18 
(21.2) 

1 
(1.2) 

RDGNL -reading in your native language 0 
(0) 

0 
(0) 

0 
(0) 

4 
(4.7) 

22 
(25.9) 

59 
(69.4) 

COMPSK - computer skills 0 
(0) 

1 
(1.2) 

11 
(12.9) 

28 
(32.9) 

27 
(31.8) 

18 
(21.2) 

The results for the FLL item show that readers most frequently rated themselves at 4 for 

foreign language learning, with the next highest rating at 5. Only five subjects rated their 

FLL skills at "excellent." The group as a whole showed some confidence in their FLL 
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skills, with 71.8% rating themselves at 4 or higher. They were a little less confident with 

the reading in a foreign language (RDGFR), with 68.3% rating themselves at 4 or higher. 

In terms of the hypertext environment, 85.9% of subjects rated themselves at 4 or higher, 

and for reading in their native language 100% at 4 or higher. 

Intercorrelational analyses for Research Question #3a 

hitercorrelations for the pre-reading questiormaire variables of gender, FLL, 

reading in French, reading in the native language, and computer skills are presented in 

Table 4.18. 

Table 4.18 Intercorrelations for gender and self-assessed skills 

FLL RDGFR RDGNL COMPSK Gender 
FLL 1.00 
RDGFR .532(**) 1.00 
RDGNL .236(*) .336(**) 1.00 
COMPSK .057 .155 .242(*) 1.00 
Gender 

o
 r .058 .082 -.044 1.00 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
• Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

The results show that there are significant positive relationships between FLL and 

RDGFR (r=.532*) and FLL and RDGNL (r=.236). There is also a relationship between 

computer skills (COMPSK) and reading in the native language (RDGNL), with r=.242*. 

The strongest significant relationship found is between FLL and Reading in French 

(r=.532**). Subjects confident in their abilities as foreign language learners were also 

confident in their ability to read in French. Gender is not related to any of subjects' self-

rated abilities. 
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Correlation analyses for Research Question #3a 

Correlational analyses were conducted with pre-reading questionnaire items and 

key reading behavior variables. 

Table 4.19 Correlations for self-assessed skills and key reading behavior variables 

Gender FLL RDGFR RDGNL COMPSK 
TProgTime -.084 .008 .030 .088 -.035 

ENTime -.143 .095 -.020 .120 .011 

aFROnlyTime .104 .034 .138 .059 .064 

aTFR/ENTime -.059 .085 .038 .153 .039 

TReadingTime -.069 -.029 .012 .022 -.074 
*•" Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
"• Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

The results in Table 4.19 show no significant relationships between the reading behavior 

variables and gender or pre-reading skills self-assessment. How readers' rated their 

abilities has no relationship on their interaction with the hypertext. There are no 

relationships for time spent in the reading or for gloss access. Likewise, Table 4.19 

shows no relationship for gender and the reading experience. 

For Research Questions 3a, these pre-reading questiormaire items were subjected 

to correlation analysis with the comprehension variables as well. In this case, several 

significant relationships can be noted in Table 4.20. 
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Table 4.20 Correlations for self-assessed skills and comprehension variables 

Gender FLL RDGFR RDGNL COMPSK 
MCtotal —all MC items .026 .255* .105 .024 -.009 
MCdetail -detail .144 .212 .119 .089 .017 
MCsimple —simple inference .038 .117 -.001 .059 .058 
MCcomplex -complex inference -.134 .204 .087 -.093 -.081 
Rwords — words in recall .096 .245* .179 .226* .057 
Rideas — all ideas .101 .235* .144 .191 -.006 
Rmatch —matching ideas .100 .208 .120 .210 -.011 
Rinf —inferences .028 293** .251* .097 .091 
Rsum —summary ideas .080 -.102 -.057 .135 -.123 
Rmis —mismatching ideas -.012 -.106 -.111 -.177 -.057 
Rmeta - metacomments -.012 .092 .073 .191 .092 
RQideaS —matching+inf+sum .102 .251* .167 .221* .004 
E/A.20 — important episodic nodes .100 .258* .133 .245* .030 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

The results in Table 4.20 indicate that subjects' total score for multiple choice (MCtotal) 

is related to readers' self-assessed skills as foreign language learners (FLL), with r 

=.255*. No relationships were found for gender or self-assessment with the component 

reading skills variables (MCdetail, MCsimple, MCcomplex). For recall, the higher 

readers assessed themselves as FLL the more they recalled in general (Rwords = .245* 

and Rideas = .235*). More specifically, the self-rating for FLL is related to higher recall 

of the important nodes in the episodic analysis (EA20 = .258*). Furthermore, higher self-

assessments in FLL were significantly related to inference generation (Rinf=.293**). For 

reading in French, Table 4.20 shows relationship for reading in French: RDGFR and 

Rinf are significantly Jind positively related to each other (r=.251 *). Correlations for self-
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assessments for reading in the native language and recall yielded significance for Rwords 

(r=.226*), RQideas (r=.221*) and EA20 (r=.245*). 

The final issue for Research Question 3a is prior ability. Did FCAPE scores, a 

score understood to indicate a FLL's prior ability/knowledge/competence, relate in any 

way to gender or subjects' self-rated abilities? Both FCAPE and the self-assessed skills 

measures were taken before reading. Table 4.21 presents the results of this analysis. 

Table 4.21 Correlations for self-assessed skills and FCAPE 

Gender FLL RDGFR RDGNL COMPSK 
FCAPE .033 .256* .287** .109 -.073 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

The results show a significant relationship between this standardized FL test score and 

readers' self-assessment of their FLL (r=.256*) and French reading skills (r=.287*). No 

relationships were found for gender, reading in the native language or computer skills. 

Summary of flndings for Research Question 3 a 

Before reading, the FCAPE measured ability and subjects, too, measured their 

own ability. The results show that self-assessment for abilities in foreign language 

learning and reading in French was related to the results of the computerized ranking 

system. Subjects' interactivity with the hypertext could not be linked to their gender or 

their self-reported skills for foreign language learning, reading and computer use. No 

patterns of gloss use could be detected through the correlation analyses. The results of 

this study indicate that comprehension is not related to gender or computer skills. 
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Comprehension performance does have a relationship with FLL: the FCAPE score 

relates directly subjects' comprehension scores on key comprehension variables. FLL is 

also linked to word count and elaborative inference generation. Rating for native 

language reading skills is significantly related to how readers performed on key recall 

variables (RQideas and EA20). French reading ability is related to elaborative inference 

generation, with no relationships between other comprehension performance variables. 

While RDGFR and FCAPE are related, RDGFR and comprehension performance in this 

study are not. 

Research Question #3b 

The next subquestion for Research Question #3 is b) How do readers' attitudes 

toward FLL, their attitudes toward reading, and their perceptions of top-down and 

bottom-up reading strategies relate to reading behavior, comprehension, and prior ability? 

A portion of subjects' post-reading questionnaire was dedicated to exploring readers' 

attitudes and their perceptions reading strategy importance and use (Appendix E). 

Subjects responded to fifteen (15) questionnaire items about FLL, reading and reading 

strategies using a six-point Likert-scale (Appendix E). Five items (marked with 

symbol) were stated in such a way that the raw data was converted for scoring purposes. 

Table 4.22 presents the frequencies of responses to the individual questionnaire 

items. Rather than focusing on individual responses, the results are reported in terms of 

groupings: frequency of responses for numbers 1, 2 and 3 are grouped and added 

together to report "disagreement" with the questionnaire items, and frequency of 



responses for items 4, 5 and 6 are grouped and added together to report "agreement" with 

the questionnaire items. 

Table 4.22 Frequencies for attitudes toward FLL, reading, and reading strategy 
use/importance (percentages) 

0 
(%) 

1 
(%) 

2 
(%) 

3 
(%) 

4 
(%) 

5 
(%) 

6 
(%) 

l)FLL/enjoy 0 
(-) 

1 
(1.2) 

9 
(10.6) 

6 
(7.1) 

9 
(10.6) 

32 
(37.6) 

28 
(32.9) 

2)BU/impt 0 
(-) 

3 
(3.5) 

19 
(22.4) 

14 
(16.5) 

34 
(40.0) 

11 
(12.9) 

4 
(4.7) 

3)RdFR/enjoy° 0 
(1.2) 

4 
(4.7) 

9 
(10.6) 

20 
(23.5) 

16 
(18.8) 

25 
(29.4) 

10 
(11.8) 

4)FLL/impt 0 
(1.2) 

2 
(2.4) 

0 
(-) 

5 
(5.9) 

9 
(10.6) 

32 
(37.6) 

36 
(42.4) 

5)RdFR/impt° 0 
(1.2) 

5 
(5.9) 

5 
(5.9) 

10 
(11.8) 

14 
(16.5) 

30 
(35.3) 

20 
(23.5) 

6)BU/use 0 
(-) 

4 
(4.7) 

10 
(11.8) 

17 
(20.0) 

21 
(24.7) 

24 
(28.2) 

9 
(10.6) 

7)RdNL/enjoy 0 
(-) 

3 
(3.5) 

6 
(7.1) 

7 
(8.2) 

9 
(10.6) 

8 
(9.4) 

52 
(61.2) 

8)BU/use° 0 
(-) 

20 
(23.5) 

42 
(49.4) 

18 
(21.2) 

2 
(2.4) 

2 
(2.4) 

1 
(1.2) 

9)TD/impt 0 
(-) 

0 
(-) 

0 
(-) 

1 
(1.2) 

16 
(18.8) 

45 
(52.9) 

23 
(27.1) 

10)RdFR/impt° 2 
(2.4) 

8 
(9.4) 

5 
(5.9) 

9 
(10.6) 

16 
(18.8) 

31 
(36.5) 

14 
(16.5) 

ll)RdNL/enjoy° 1 
(1.2) 

3 
(3.5) 

3 
(3.5) 

7 
(8.2) 

11 
(12.9) 

15 
(17.6) 

45 
(52.9) 

12)TD/use 0 
(-) 

0 
(-) 

5 
(5.9) 

13 
(15.3) 

37 
(43.5) 

25 
(29.4) 

5 
(5.9) 

13)FLL/impt 0 
(-) 

0 
(-) 

2 
(2.4) 

7 
(8.2) 

18 
(21.2) 

36 
(42.4) 

22 
(25.9) 

14)TD/use 1 
(1.2) 

1 
(1.2) 

7 
(8.2) 

6 
(7.1) 

23 
(27.1) 

37 
(43.5) 

10 
(11.8) 

15)RdNL/enjoy 0 
(-) 

3 
(3.5) 

2 
(2.4) 

5 
(5.9) 

10 
(11.8) 

18 
(21.2) 

47 
(55.3) 

To highlight a few items in Table 4.22 in terms of "agreement"(collapsing 4, 5 & 

6) and disagreement," (collapsing 1, 2 & 3), the readers' responses to the items for FLL 

are favorable. For item #2 on the questionnaire for FLL, 90.6% agreeing that FLL is 
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important, for item #4 for FLL 89.5% agree, and for item #1,81.1% agreed that they 

enjoyed learning a FL. For reading in French (RdFR), 60% disagreed that FL reading is 

not enjoyable (item #3), 64% disagreed that FL reading is not useful (item #5), and 

71.8% disagreed that FL reading should not be required (item #10). For NL reading, 

61.1% strongly agreeing the statement about enjoying reading in their free time (item #7), 

and 81.2% agree to some degree that it is enjoyable. Furthermore, 83.4% disagreed that 

NL reading is one of their least favorite activities, 88.3% agreed that reading is fun (item 

#15). 

Six items on the post-reading questionnaire focused on reading strategies. For 

items targeting bottom-up strategies, 57% agreed that it is important to know each word 

in a text (item #2), 63.5% agree that they prefer to look up words rather than guess (item 

#6), and about 94% agree that they try to guess meanings of words from context before 

looking it up (item #8). Almost all subjects agreed that getting the main idea of the text 

is important (item#9 at 98.8%). The majority of subjects agreed that skimming for key 

concepts allows one to put together the meaning of a text (78.8%). They also agree that 

they apply the strategy of using background knowledge when reading in French (82.4%) 

for comprehension. Finally, a caveat for item #8 on the questionnaire for bottom-up 

strategy is offered; this item was meant to elicit responses in favor of dictionary use, but 

the responses to this item to do not correlate with the responses to the other bottom-up 

items (#2 and #6) which correlate with each other. The responses to these items reveal 

that readers' use a variety of strategies, which perhaps carmot be limited to the restrictive 

parameters of "bottom-up" and "top-down" reading strategies/processes. 
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As described in Chapter 3, responses to related questionnaire items were 

combined to create subjects' scores for 1) attitude toward foreign language learning, 2) 

attitude toward reading in the native language, 3) attitude toward reading in French, 4) 

bottom-up reading strategy use/importance and 5) top-down reading strategy 

use/importance (Appendix G). There are three items per variable. Table 4.23 provides 

the descriptives for scores calculated for subjects based on their responses to related 

items. 

Table 4.23 Descriptive statistics for attitudes toward FLL, reading, and reading strategy 
use/importance 

Mean 
(%) 

Std. 
Deviation 

Range 
(min-max) 

FLL —attitude toward FLL 14.58 
(81%) 2.830 7 - 1 8  

RDGNL —attitude toward reading in the native 
language 

15.02 
(83.4%) 3.664 3 - 1 8  

RDGFR —attitude toward reading in French 12.35 
(68.6%) 3.429 0 - 1 8  

BU —importance/usage of bottom-up reading 
strategies 

9.56 
(53%) 2.417 0 - 1 5  

TD —importance/usage of top-down reading strategies 13.55 
(75.3%) 

1.967 0 - 1 8  

The mean scores for reading in the native language is 15.02 (83.4%), and reading in 

French is lower at 12.35 (68.6%). The mean score for attitude toward foreign language 

learning is 14.58 (81%). Items scored for the use and importance of top-down strategies 

resulted in a mean of 13.55 (75.3%), and the bottom-up mean is 9.56 (53%). In sum, this 

means that readers' attitude toward FLL and reading in the native language is relatively 

high. Readers' responses to reading in French were less favorable than FLL in general 

and RDGNL. The reactions to items on reading skills is unclear. The items were 
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constructed to gauge readers' use and perceptions of these skills. If the items are actually 

achieving this objective, the readers favor top-down strategy use over the bottom-up 

strategies associated with vocabulary. 

Intercorrelation analyses for Research Question #3b 

To observe relationships among the questionnaire items, the score data was 

subjected to intercorrelational analysis, and Table 4.24 presents the results. 

Table 4.24 Intercorrelations for attitudes toward FLL, reading, and reading strategy 
use/importance 

FLL RDGNL RDGFR BU TD 
FLL 1.00 
RDGNL .149 1.00 
RDGFR 477(**) .282(**) 1.00 
BU .016 -.054 -.215(*) 1.00 
TD .284(**) .219(*) .183 -.177 1.00 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

Significant correlations are noted for: FLL and RDGFR (r=.477**), FLL and TD 

(r=.284*), RDGNL and RDGFR (r=.282**), RDGNL and TD (r=.219*), and RDGFR 

and BU (r=-.215*). Attitudes toward FLL are directly related to attitudes toward reading 

in French, and attitudes toward reading in the native language are directly related to 

attitudes toward reading in French. For strategy use, responses to items for TD strategies 

are directly related to responses to FLL and reading in the native language. This 

significant finding for BLF and RDGFR reveals an inverse relationship between these two 

score variables. 
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Correlation analyses for Question #3b 

These same questionnaire variables were subjected to correlational analyses with 

key reading comprehension variables, and the results appear in Table 4.25. 

Table 4.25 Correlations for attitudes toward FLL, reading, and reading strategy 
use/importance with key reading behavior variables 

FLL RDGNL RDGFR BU TD 
TProgTime .115 .096 .068 .193 .068 
ENTime -.020 .231* -.054 .027 .017 
aFROnlyTime .064 -.201 .107 .207 .125 
aTFR/ENTime .038 .120 .033 .116 .088 
TReadingTime .141 .039 .093 .154 .065 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

Only one variable from this section of the questionnaire is related to hypertext reading 

behavior. Attitude toward reading in the native language (RDGNL) is significantly 

related to ENTime, or, access to English glosses (r=.231*). Attitudes toward reading in 

the native language is linked to access of English gloss supportive information. No other 

variables for attitude or reading strategy are linked to these key reading behavior 

variables. 

How comprehension relates to the attitudes and strategy variables is the second 

item of interest for Research Question #3b. Are readers' responses to these questionnaire 

items about foreign language learning, reading and strategy use linked to their 

performance on the comprehension tasks? Correlations to answer this question are 

presented in Table 4.26. 
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Table 4.26 Correlations for attitudes toward FLL, reading, and reading strategy 
use/importance with comprehension variables 

OFLL QRDGNL QRDGFR QBU OTD 
MCtotal —all MC items .120 .272* .121 -.160 .077 
MCdetail —detail .220* .175 .086 -.040 .050 
MCsimple —simple inference -.057 .171 .090 -.212 .043 
MCcomplex —complex infer .050 .238* .087 -.125 .071 
Rwords — words in recall .157 .164 .207 -.106 .101 
Rideas — all ideas .140 .176 .196 -.048 .067 
Rmatch —matching ideas .165 .297** .217* -.092 .039 
Rinf —inferences .159 -.016 .154 -.071 .224* 
Rsum —summary ideas .004 .182 .006 -.049 -.019 
Rmis —mismatching ideas -.225* -.319* -.179 .137 -.050 
Rmeta - metacomments .191 .065 .137 .154 -.109 
RQideas —matching+inf+sum .188 .264* .232* -.104 .091 
E A20 — important episodic nodes Al l  .324** 291** -.120 .094 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

Results in Table 4.26 show that the variables RDGNL and RDGFR both correlate 

significantly and positively with three recall variables, with relationships indicated 

respectively: RQideas (r=.264*; r=.232*), and EA20 (r=.324**; r=.291**), and Rmatch 

(r=.297**; r=.217*). For multiple choice items, RDGNL relates significantly with 

MCtotal (r=.272*). There is also a link between MCdetail and FFL (r=.220) and between 

MCcomplex and RDGNL (r=.238*). For mismatching ideas in the recall (Rmis), FLL 

and RDGFR are significantly and negatively correlated with the inclusion of these ideas 

(r=-.225*; r=-.319*). The score variable for TU is significantly related to Rinf, inference 

generation (r=.224*). No relationships were found for the bottom-up strategy score 

variable. 
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Correlations were run for scores on these questionnaire items and the FCAPE 

scores. The results of this analysis are reported in Table 4.27. 

Table 4.27 Correlations for attitudes toward FLL, reading, and reading strategy 
use/importance with FCAPE 

FLL RDGNL RDGFR BU TD 
FCAPE .191 .168 .324** -.247* -.030 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

Subjects' attitude toward reading in French is significantly related to the scores on a 

standardized FL test (.324**). Their attitude toward FLL and NL reading are not related 

to their performance on this variable. Bottom-up strategy use and importance is related 

significantly and negatively to FCAPE scores (r= -247*), indicating an inverse 

relationship for these two variables. 

Summary of findings for Research Question #3b 

Subjects' responses and scores indicate that the majority of language learners 

participating in this study find FLL and reading important, enjoyable and useful to some 

extent. The results of this study do not relate subjects' attitudes toward these items with 

their use of the available hyperlinks. The one exception is reading in the native language 

and access time for English glosses, which reached a significant level of correlation. As 

reported in Chapter 3, 94% of participants reported "English" as their native language. 

As such, these questionnaire results show a direct relationship between subjects'attitude 

toward reading (in English) and the use of English-language glosses. 
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The majority of subjects report FLL as enjoyable and useful, but this score did not relate 

to their performance on key comprehension variables. Scores for reading in French and 

the NL both related significantly to key recall variables. In other words, attitude toward 

reading is directly related to performance scores on the open-ended measure of 

comprehension. For multiple choice, total score is linked only to a attitude toward 

reading in the native language. Results for reading strategies and comprehension are 

limited to a relationship between top-down strategies and elaborative inference 

generation. Finally, performance on prior ability with the FCAPE is directly related to 

readers' attitude toward reading French. Regarding strategies, the inverse relationship for 

FCAPE and BU suggests that as the FCAPE score increases, the BU response score 

decreases, and as FCAPE score decreases, the BU response score increases. 

Research Question #3c 

How do readers' reactions to the hypertext reading, preferences for glossing, and 

post-reading self-assessments relate to reading behavior, comprehension, and prior 

ability? 

This final subquestion for the third research question of this study is answered 

based on readers' responses to the final two sections of the post-reading questionnaire. 

First, frequencies for responses to individual items concerning the hypertext and glossing 

are presented in Table 4.28. As described in Chapter 3, some statements were expressed 

in ways that required converting the raw data for scoring purposes. These items are 



marked with the symbol What is reported in Table 4.28 is the converted raw data, 

subsequently used to create scores for attitude and gloss preferences (Appendix G). 

As with the tables in the previous section for frequency of responses to 

questionnaire items, rather than focusing on individual responses, the results and 

comments that follow are reported for response groupings: frequency of responses for 

numbers 1, 2 and 3 are grouped and added together to report "disagreement" with the 

questionnaire items, and fi^equency of responses for items 4, 5 and 6 are grouped and 

added together to report "agreement" with the questionnaire items. 

Table 4.28 Frequencies for attitudes toward hypertext project and preferences for glosses 
(percentages) 

0 
(%) 

1 
(%) 

2 
(%) 

3 
(%) 

4 
(%) 

5 
(%) 

6 
(%) 

1) FRgloss/gnP 1 
(1.2) 

2 
(2.4) 

7 
(8.2) 

6 
(7.1) 

16 
(18.8) 

36 
(42.4) 

17 
(20.0) 

2) SitaEna 0 
(-) 

4 
(4.7) 

14 
(16.5) 

18 
(21.1) 

29 
(34.1) 

15 
(17.6) 

5 
(5.9) 

3) compLL 0 
(-) 

6 
(7.1) 

5 
(5.9) 

11 
(12.9) 

26 
(30.6) 

31 
(36.5) 

6 
(7.1) 

4) SitaEna° 0 
(-) 

5 
(5.9) 

10 
(11.8) 

20 
(23.5) 

29 
(34.1) 

18 
(21.2) 

3 
(3.5) 

5) ENgloss/pref 0 
(-) 

0 
(-) 

2 
(2.4) 

22 
(12.9) 

20 
(23.5) 

29 
(34.1) 

23 
(27.1) 

6) FLRes/proj° 0 
(-) 

0 
(-) 

1 
(1.2) 

14 
(16.5) 

25 
(29.4) 

28 
(32.9) 

17 
(20.0) 

7) FRgloss/pref 
(if clear) 

1 
(1.2) 

5 
(5.9) 

23 
(27.1) 

17 
(20.0) 

19 
(22.4) 

18 
(21.2) 

2 
(2.4) 

8) compLL° 1 
(1.2) 

3 
(3.5) 

3 
(3.5) 

8 
(9.4) 

21 
(24.7) 

34 
(40.0) 

15 
(17.6) 

9) FLRes/gnl 0 
(-) 

1 
(1.2) 

6 
(7.1) 

6 
(7.1) 

24 
(28.2) 

32 
(37.6) 

16 
(18.8) 

10) ENgloss/SE 3 
(3.5) 

9 
(10.6) 

12 
(14.1) 

10 
(11.8) 

14 
(16.5) 

24 
(28.2) 

13 
(15.3) 

11) ENgloss/gnl 0 
(-) 

1 
(1.2) 

11 
(12.9) 

11 
(12.9) 

25 
(29.4) 

23 
(27.1) 

14 
(16.5) 

12)FRgloss/SE° 4 
(4.7) 

4 
(4.7) 

4 
(4.7) 

14 
(16.5) 

24 
(28.2) 

26 
(30.6) 

9 
(10.6) 
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As shown in Table 4.28, for gloss preference, 84.7% of subjects' agreed that they 

preferred English language glosses (item #5), and 73% agreed to the statement extensive 

glosses should be provided in French textbooks ("for reading" implied). A smaller 

percentage, 53%, agreed to the statement that they preferred glosses to be in the French 

language when the glosses are made clear. Responding to the statement that vocabulary 

glossed in French glosses is not helpful in general, 81.2% disagreed. In other words, 

81.2% believe that glosses in French are helpful. Regarding the glosses in "Sita Ena," 

which was statement expressed in a negative way, 25.9% agreed that the French glosses 

were not helpful (responding with a 4, 5 or 6), and 69.4% indicated that the FR were 

helpful (1, 2, or 3). Sixty percent (60%) agreed that the English glosses helped the most, 

and 35.5% disagreed with that statement. Coincidentally, the percentage of subjects' 

who actually used the EngHsh glosses is 56.5% (Table 4.2). 

Items about the reading selection (SitaEna) focused on enjoyment and interest: 

78.7% agreed that they enjoyed reading the text, and 82.3% agreed that they were 

interested in the topic. Over half of the subjects responded with a "3" or "4" for 

enjoyment (55.2%) and interest (57.6%). Results for computers and language learning 

(compLL) indicate that subjects find computers to be helpful in language learning (74.2% 

for item #3 and 82.3% for item #8), and they agreed that FL research (FLRes) is 

important for improving FL study (82.3% for item #6 and 84.6% for item #9). 

The last section of the questionnaire with Likert-scale items focused on subjects' 

self-assessments for comprehension of "Sita Ena," vocabulary knowledge of "Sita Ena," 

and their ability to participate in follow-up activities about the reading passage. 
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Frequencies for responses to these items appear in Table 4.29. Subjects also responded to 

items about their comprehension and ability to participate in follow-up activities based on 

"Sita Ena" (Table 4.29). 

Table 4.29 Frequencies for self-assessment of comprehension, vocabulary knowledge, 
and ability to perform on follow-up tasks related to "Sita Ena" (percentages) 

1 
(poor) 

2 3 4 5 6 
(excellent) 

SEcomp —comprehension of "Sita Ena " 3 
(3.5) 

12 
(14.1) 

18 
(21.2) 

39 
(45.9) 

12 
(14.1) 

1 
(1.2) 

SEvocab - "Sita Ena " vocab knowledge 1 
(1.2) 

2 
(2.4) 

18 
(21.2) 

45 
(52.9) 

14 
(16.5) 

5 
(5.5) 

disFR -class discussion in French 1 
(1.2) 

8 
(9.4) 

13 
(15.3) 

24 
(28.2) 

32 
(37.6) 

7 
(8.2) 

disEN -class discussion in English 11 
(12.9) 

12 
(14.1) 

24 
(28.2) 

28 
(32.9) 

8 
(9.4) 

2 
(2.4) 

wrclass —in-class writing in French 14 
(16.5) 

14 
(16.5) 

26 
(30.6) 

26 
(30.6) 

4 
(4.7) 

1 
(1.2) 

wrhome -take-home writing in French 10 
(11.8) 

10 
(11.8) 

14 
(16.5) 

22 
(25.9) 

24 
(28.2) 

5 
(5.9) 

For comprehension of "Sita Ena," (SEcomp) 45.9% rated themselves at "4," and 61.2% 

at 4 or higher. About 53% rated their knowledge of the text vocabulary (SEvocab) at "4," 

74.9% at 4 or higher. For discussion in French (disFR), 28.2% rated themselves at "4" 

and 37.6% at "5," with a total of 74% of subjects rating themselves at 4 or better. The 

frequency of lower ratings for discussion in English can be observed. For this item 

(disEN), 12.9% rating themselves at "1," 14.1% at "2," and 28.2% at "3." Only 44.7% of 

self-assessments for disEN were rated at 4 or higher. Responding to the writing items, 

subjects rated themselves with greater frequency at the lower scale numbers: 16.5% for 

"1," 16.5% for "2," and 30.6% for "3." For writing in class (wrclass), only 36.5% rated 

themselves at 4 or better. The item concerning a writing at home resulted in better self-
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assessments overall. At the low end, 11.8% at "1," 11.8% at "2," and 16.5% at "3." The 

frequency for responses 4 or higher is found for 60% of the readers. In sum, readers were 

slightly more confident about their vocabulary knowledge than their comprehension, their 

ability to discuss the text in French than in English, and their ability to write at home than 

in class. 

As described in Chapter 3, subjects' responses to certain questionnaire items were 

converted into scores, hi this case, the scores arel) attitude toward the reading project, 2) 

opinion of text selection, 3) opinion of the usefulness of computers for LL, 4) preference 

for FR glosses in general, 5) preference for EN glosses in general, and 6) perception of 

the helpfulness of French and English glosses for this project (Appendix G). Two items 

per variable were included on the questionnaire to create a score variable. Appendix E 

presents the questionnaire, and Appendix G presents the grouping of items for scoring 

and coding purposes. Table 4.30 reports on project related items and gloss preferences. 

Table 4.30 Descriptive Statistics for reactions to the hypertext reading and preferences 
for glossing 

Mean 
(%) 

Std. 
Deviation 

Range 
(min-max) 

FLRes —attitude toward FL research 9.05 
(74.5) 1.825 3-12 

SitaEna —attitude toward reading passage 11\ 
(60.1) 2.116 2-12 

compLL —attitude toward computers & 
language learning 

8.48 
(70.6) 2.223 2-12 

FRgls — attitude toward the usefulness of 
French glosses (prefer FR glosses) 

7.76 
(64.7) 2.027 0-12 

ENgls — attitude toward the usefulness of 
French glosses (prefer EN glosses) 

8.88 
(74.0) 2.026 4-12 

textgls — attitude toward the usefulness of 
hypertext glosses for Sita Ena 

7.66 
(63.8) 2.514 0-12 
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The mean score for English gloss preference in general (ENgls) is higher at 8.88 

(74%) than the mean score for French language glosses (FRgls) at 7.76 (64.7%). The 

mean score for the perceived usefulness of project glosses (textgls) is 7.66 (63.8%), and 

subjects' interest and enjoyment of "Sita Ena" (SitaEna) yielded a mean score of 7.21 

(60.1%). Questiormaire items measured students attitude toward FL research (FLRes) 

and computers and language learning (compLL), with mean scores of 9.05 (74.5%) and 

8.48 (70.6%) respectively. 

The descriptives for the self-assessment items on the post-reading questionnaire 

appear in Table 4.31. 

Table 4.31 Descriptive statistics for self-assessment of comprehension, vocabulary 
knowledge, and ability to perform on follow-up tasks related to "Sita Ena" 

Mean 
(%) 

Std. 
Deviation 

Range 
(min-max) 

SEcomp -comprehension of "Sita Ena " 3.56 
(59.3) 1.052 1-6 

SEvocab - "Sita Ena " vocab knowledge 3.99 
(66.5) .906 1-6 

disFR -class discussion in French 4.16 
(69.3) 1.153 1-6 

disEN -class discussion in English 3.19 
(53.2) 1.249 1-6 

wrclass -in-class writing in French 2.94 
(49.0) 1.199 1-6 

wrhome -take-home writing in French 3.65 
(60.8) 1.453 1-6 

total -confidence rating for 
comprehension, vocab & participation in 
the above activities 

21.49 
(59.7) 5.820 

7-36 

The results presented in Table 4.31 for SEcomp and SEvocab support the findings for 

frequencies in Table 4.29. Subjects' mean rating for comprehension (SEcomp) is 3.56 
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(59.3%) is lower than their mean self-rating for text vocabulary knowledge (SEvocab) at 

3.99 (66.5%). Subjects' mean score for their ability to write an in-class essay about 

"Sita Ena" (wrclass) is the lowest rating at 2.94 (49%), followed by their self-rating of 

"disEN," their ability to participate in an in-class discussion about "Sita Ena" in English 

(3.19, or 53.2%). The next highest rating is for "wrhome," a self-assessment to do a take-

home writing in French (3.65, or 60.8%). Subjects were the most confident about 

participating in an in-class discussion about the text in French (4.16, or 69.3%). 

Responses to these items were tallied to create a score variable considered a "confidence 

rating" to participate in the variety of typical post-reading activities. Overall, the mean 

score for subjects' confidence rating for future accountability and performance on text-

related activities is 21.49, or 59.7%. Readers show the most confidence to participate in 

a class discussion, an activity typically and frequently conducted with students to explore 

comprehension of reading passages assigned as out-of-class assignments. 

Intercorrelational analyses for Research Question #3c 

How are readers' reactions to the hypertext and glosses related to their self-

assessments? hitercorrelations with these variables are presented in Table 4.32. Among 

the hypertext-related variables, correlations are significant and positive between FLRes 

and SitaEna (r=.543**), FLRes and compLL (r=.499**) and compLL and SitaEna 

(r=.315**). For glosses, attitude to helpfulness of glosses (textgls) is significantly and 

positively related to FLRes (r=.237*) and negatively related to ENgls (-.392**). 



Table 4.32 Intercorrelations for questionnaire items about the project, gloss preferences, and self-assessment 

variables 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 

l.FLRes 1 

2. SitaEna .543** 

3. compLL .499** .315** 

4. FRgls .164 .214* .065 

5. ENgls -.114 -.155 -.109 -.392** 

6. textgls .237* .170 .162 -.039 .371** 

7. SEcomp .296** .395** .198 .242* -.281** -.030 

8. SEvocab .231* .231* .103 .031 -.079 .165 .519** 

9. disFR .172 .337** .173 .175 -.221* -.128 .698** .378** 

10. disEN .153 .264* .207 .267* -.306** -.025 .752** .381** .714** 

11. wrclass .295** .470** .212 .234* -.317** .025 .782** .471** .644** .731** 

12. wrhome .401** .443** .208 .186 -.180 .032 .693** .385** .625** .608** .787** 

13. total .317** .438** .226* .235* -.283** .003 .895** .599** .825** .854** .902** .851** 1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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The latter of the two indicates a curious inverse relationship between textgls and ENgls. 

The score variable for preference for French language glosses (FRgls) is linked to attitude 

toward the SitaEna score variable for interest and enjoyment of the reading passage 

(r=.214*). Logically, a preference for FRgls use is significantly and negatively correlated 

with the score variable for ENgls use (r= -.392**). The usefulness of glosses (textgl) is 

linked to a preference for the ENgls variable (r=.371**). For relationships among the 

post-reading self-assessment variables presented in Table 4.32, comprehension, 

vocabulary and follow-up activities are all significantly and positively related to each 

other. The weakest relationships among these variables are associated with the vocab 

variable, the ability to provide meanings in English or French for key vocabulary found 

in "Sita Ena." 

Table 4.32 presents the results for correlations between these questionnaire 

variables as well. The most consistent relationship is between the score variable for the 

reading passage ("Sita Ena") and all self-assessments, which are significant and positive. 

Readers' self-assessed enjoyment is directly related to these variables: SEcomp, 

SEvocab, disFR, disEN, wrclass, wrhome. All somewhat consistent are relationships for 

the variable of ENgls, which is significant and negatively related to SEcomp (r=-.281**), 

disFR (r=-.221*), disEN (r=-.306**), wrclass (r==-.317**) and total (r=-.283**). These 

findings for ENgls suggest that a preference for English glosses is inversely related to 

self-assessments. Having no preference for ENgls is related to higher self-assessments 

for follow-up tasks. The direction of the relationship cannot be established with 

correlation analysis, only that the relationship is significant and inverse. The score 
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for responses toward hypertext glosses in French and English is not related to any self-

assessments. The finding that these two variables are not related explains this result. 

One significant relationship, though weak, was found for attitude toward the reading 

passage (SitaEna) with total confidence rating (r=.226*). For FRgls preference, 

relationships were significant with SEcomp (r=.242*), disEN (r=.267*), wrclass 

(r=.234*) and total (r=.235*). These are again weak, but significant. With FLRes, there 

are significant relationships with SEcomp (r=.296**), wrclass (r=.295**), wrhome 

(r=.401**) and total score (r=.317**). In sum, self-assessment of comprehension 

(SEcomp) is directly related to French gloss preference, inversely related to English gloss 

preference, and not related to reactions on the usefulness of text glosses. 

Correlation analyses for Research Question #3c 

Correlation analyses were conducted to explore relationships for Research 

Question #3c. The results for key reading behavior variables and attitude and gloss 

preference are presented in Table 4.33. 

Table 4.33 Correlations for attitude and gloss preference with key reading behavior 
variables 

FLRes SitaEna compLL FRgls ENgls textgls 
TProgTime 0.13 .053 .089 .030 .009 .316** 
ENTime -.033 .075 -.019 -.018 .156 .439** 
aFROnlyTime -.016 -.094 -.033 .151 -.081 -.072 
aTFR/ENTime -.008 .020 -.023 .062 .103 .410** 
TReadingTime .024 .057 .109 .030 -.083 .186 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Significant positive relationships were found for the helpfulness of hypertext 

glosses (textgls) and TProgTime (r=.316**), ENTime (r=.439**) and aTFR/ENTime 

(r=.410**). In answer to the first part of RQ#3c, the use of French and English glosses is 

directly linked readers' reaction to the helpfulness for FL reading. No relationship was 

found for FROnly gloss time or reading time (TReadingTime) with respect to the 

usefulness of hypertext glosses. No other items in this section of the post-reading 

questionnaire are related to the key reading behavior variables. 

Table 4.34 presents results for correlations between the post-reading self-

assessment variables and key reading variables. 

Table 4.34 Correlations for post-reading self-assessment with key reading behavior 
variables 

SEcomp SEvocab disFR disEN wrcls wrhm total 
TProgTime 00

 

.231* .081 .074 .024 .046 .111 
ENTime .186 .254* .231* .078 .123 .115 .190 
aFROnlyTime .112 .054 .019 .111 .022 .022 .066 
aTFR/ENTime .245* .305* .211 .134 .112 .108 .212 
TReadingTime .076 .139 .000 .044 -.023 .008 .042 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

The SE vocab variable, the ability to provide meanings for key vocabulary items in "Sita 

Ena" is significantly related to TProgTime (r=.231*), ENTime (r=.254*), and 

aTFR/ENTime (r=.305*). Subjects' self-assessement of vocabulary knowledge directly 

related to their time in the program and access to supportive glosses, specifically French-

then-English. Accessing English glosses (ENTime) is linked to self-assessment for 

discussion in French (r=.231 *), and total gloss time in French and/or English 

(aTFR/ENTime) is linked to SEcomp (r=-.245*). The three reading behavior variables 
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that reached levels of significance here are also significantly correlated with each other. 

The results for the variables for ENTime and aTFR/ENTime have been uniform in the 

previous analyses. In this case, only aTFR/ENTime is related to self-assessment for 

SEcomp. It is noteworthy that the aTFR/ENTime is an inclusive variable for all access to 

supportive glosses in French and English, and it includes the time spent in the French 

gloss information prior to accessing the English gloss information and access to French 

only glosses. 

To address comprehension results, correlations are presented in Table 4.35 

Several significant positive correlations can be observed. 

Table 4.35 Correlations attitude and gloss preference with comprehension variables 

FLRes SitaEna compLL FRgIs ENgls textgls 

MCtotal .095 .195 .018 .046 -.098 .166 
MCdetail .096 .066 .003 .162 -.066 .101 
MCsimple .074 .034 .027 -.083 -.088 .274* 
MCcomplex .035 .306** .014 -.020 -.064 .023 
Rwords .159 .186 .100 .318** -.134 .177 
Rideas .128 .188 .084 .315** 

p
 r .235* 

Rmatch .137 .243* .080 .293** -.035 .246* 
Rinf .092 .019 .036 .215* -.064 -.004 
Rsum .116 .060 .148 -.053 .036 .121 
Rmis -.082 -.086 -.031 -.021 -.014 .011 
Rmeta -.056 -.162 -.025 -.002 -.050 -.027 
RQideas .155 .224* .093 .310** -.045 .226* 
EA20 .181 .251* .072 .268* -.094 .220* 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

Attitude toward "Sita Ena" (SitaEna) is significantly related to score on complex 

inference MC items (r=.306**) and the recall variables of Rmatch (r=.243*), RQideas 

(r=.224*) and EA20 (r=.251*). As noted in a previous section, these comprehension 
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variables are significantly correlated with each other as well. Preference for French 

glosses (FRgls) is linked to performance on all variables except Rsum, Rmis, and Rmeta. 

Readers' preference for French language glosses relates directly to their scores for 

quantity and quality of recall. No relationships were found for preferences to English 

glosses and comprehension performance. Table 4.35 shows that attitude toward the 

helpfulness of the hypertext glosses used in this project (textgls) is significantly related to 

MCsimple (r=.274*), Rideas (r=.235*), Rmatch (r=.246*), and RQideas (r=.226*), and 

EA20 (r=.220*). 

How does subjects' post-reading self-assessment relate to actual performance on 

comprehension tasks? There are many significant correlations presented in Table 4.36. 

Table 4.36 Correlations for post-reading self-assessment with comprehension variables 

SEcomp SEvocab disFR disEN wrcls wrhm total 

MCtotal .427** .315** .342** .354** .386** .338** .434** 
MCdetail .361** .214* .210 .274* .226* .308** .322** 
MCsimple .252* .240* .207 .177 .242* .258* .276* 
MCcomplex .293** .231* .317** .295** .364** .163 .331** 
Rwords .495** .305** .284** .288** .352** .294** .401** 
Rideas 462** .349** .265* .282** 349** .303** .399** 
Rmatcli .509** .374** .335** .299** .392** .339** .446** 
Rinf .349** .261* .189 .368** .274* .258* .341** 
Rsum -.032 -.004 -.073 -.039 -.075 .005 -.043 
Rmis -.219* -.122 -.209 -.218* -.187 -.208 -.237* 
Rmeta -.232* -.240* -.177 -.160 -.157 -.086 -.202 
RQideas .537** .398** .339** .356** 4^ J ** .366** 479** 
EA20 .540** 4]^ 2 ** .399** .341** 4^9** .408** .502** 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

The results for MC items reveal a link between overall performance on this task and all 

self-assessment variables. For the MC component scores, there are significant positive 
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relationships, except between MCdetail and disFR, MCsimple and disFR & disEN, and 

MCcomplex and wrhome (a take-home writing task). Significant direct relationships 

were found between all self-assessment variables and the recall variables Rwords, 

Rideas, Rmatch, Rinf, RQideas, and EA20 episodic score and all self-assessment 

variables, with the exception Rinf and disFR (r=.189). No relationships were found for 

summary ideas. The variable of mismatching ideas is significantly and negatively related 

to SEcomp (r= -.219*), disEN (r= -.218*) and total, the total confidence rating 

(r= -237*). Metacomments yielded two significant negative correlations with self-

assessment: comprehension (r= -.232*) and knowledge of vocabulary (r= -.240*). 

Subjects' self-assessments reflected in many ways their actual performance. Particularly 

remarkable is the inverse relationship between Rmis, ideas generated in the recall that are 

incompatible with the episodic analysis, and the self-assessments for text comprehension 

(SEcomp) and total confidence (total). 

The final part of Research Question #3c concerns prior ability. Table 4.37 

displays results for correlation analyses for FCAPE score and all of the post-reading 

questionnaire variables under consideration for this question. A significant positive 

correlation can be noted between FCAPE score and subjects' attitude toward FLRes 

(r=.236*). 
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Table 4.37 Correlations between FCAPE and questionnaire items for attitude, gloss 
preference and self-assessments 

FCAPE FCAPE 
FLRes .236* SEcomp .401** 
SitaEna .134 SEvocab .113 
compLL .204 disFR 309** 
FRgIs .171 disEN .260* 
ENgls -.213 wrcls .303** 
textgls -.103 wrhm .213 

total .323** 

For post-reading self-assessments, significant relationships were found for 

comprehension (r=.401*), discussion in French (r=.309**) and French (r=.260*), in-class 

writing (r=.303**) and total confidence (r=.323**). A higher score on the standardized 

test is related to more confidence in general to participate in follow-up activities related 

to the passage, and a lower score relates to lower confidence. Also, FCAPE scores relate 

directly to self-assessments for comprehension of "Sita Ena." 

Analysis of gender 

"Sita Ena" was a story about a woman's experience on the job. It is described in 

detail in Chapter 3, and the complete text is provided in Appendix A. It has been 

demonstrated that texts may have a gender appeal (Brantmeier, 2003). As reviewed in 

Chapter 4, Brantmeier (2003) finds that males enjoy texts about male-oriented topics with 

male characters, and vice versa for females. To consider this factor, the variables of 

gender and enjoyment were subjected to regression analysis, with the variables of male 

and female recoded as binary variables (0=male; l=female). 
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The results reported in Table 4.38 provide significant statistical support to suggest 

that gender can be used to predict the extent to which readers will enjoy gender-centered 

passage content. 

Table 4.38 Regression analysis for enjoyment of reading passage with gender 

B Beta 
Male/Female .715 .287 .070 

As reported in Table 3.1 of Chapter 3, subjects participating in the study included 25 

Males (30.6%) and 59 Females (69.4%). The results of the multiple regression analysis 

coupled with the finding from Brantmeier (2003) suggest that the orientation of the "Sita 

Ena" text may have influenced subjects' experience, but the impact cannot be detected in 

the analyses of gender with any other factors. 

Summary of findings for Research Question 3c 

The results for reading behavior suggest that subjects' response toward hypertext 

glosses (textgls) is directly related to total time engaged in the hypertext program and 

time spent accessing French and English glosses (this includes French only and French-

then-English). Response to the usefulness of hypertext glosses is the only attitude 

questionnaire variable to reach significance with key reading behavior variables. Three 

self-assessment variables related reading behavior. Subjects' ratings of their 

comprehension of "Sita Ena" is related to their access of both French glosses and English 

glosses. Accessing English via French glosses directly related to how readers responded 

to the comprehension self-assessment item. Vocabulary knowledge rating are also linked 
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to time in the hypertext and as well as time accessing glosses (ENTime and 

aTFR/ENTime). For future participation in text-related follow-up activities, subjects 

access of English glosses is directly related to how they rated themselves for the ability to 

discuss the text in class in French. 

Attitudes toward the reading passage "Sita Ena," the French glosses, and the 

hypertext glosses are directly linked to scores on key recall measures, Rideas and EA20. 

Many of the self-assessments for follow-up tasks were related to performance on 

comprehension tasks. Confidence rating for understanding, vocabulary and ability to 

participate in follow-up tasks is directly related to results on all comprehension variables, 

except summary ideas, mismatching ideas, and metacomments. 

Possible relationships between prior ability and learner perceptive variables were 

also addressed in this research question. Results indicate that the rating for attitude 

toward FL research is directly related to the FCAPE. Scores for self-assessment in 

general and FCAPE are directly linked, specifically for comprehension, discussion, and 

writing in class. Students' self-assessment of their text-related vocabulary knowledge is 

not related to this score for prior experience. Confidence with vocabulary knowledge is, 

however, linked to time on task and comprehension performance measures. 

Based on the findings for Research Question 3a, gender did not relate to the main 

variables of reading behavior, comprehension and prior ability considered in this study. 

Gender can be, however, linked to certain learner variables based on self-reporting in the 

questionnaires. As described in Chapter 3, the main character and narrator for the text is 

a woman. This text, it seems, was enjoyed more by the female readers in the study than 
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the male readers. The mean response for all variables of enjoyment, interest and attitude 

was, in fact, greater for the females than the males. Furthermore, female in this study 

reportedly enjoy reading in their native language more than the males, and the females 

scored themselves on average higher for attitude toward FLL and the importance of FLL 

research than the males in this study. 

Additional Analyses 

Analysis of non-native speakers of English 

Laufer & Hill (2000) found some evidence of cultural background and language 

training on readers' interactions with a hypertext. The present study was conducted at a 

large research university with a large international population, and it was expected that 

the data set would allow for statistical analyses with the factor of native language. The 

group was surprisingly homogenous, and included only four non-native speakers of 

English: 2 Spanish, 1 Swedish, and 1 Russian. It is not possible to make any broad-

based comparisons, but the groups' performance is noteworthy. The FCAPE mean for 

this group was 404, well above the entire sample average of 356.13. The NNS had a 

mean total time in program of 767.25 seconds, versus the total sample mean of 1072 

seconds. Only one of the four, the Russian speaker, used the glosses: French Only 13 

times, and French-then-English 29 times. 

The group's comprehension mean scores were consistently higher than the sample 

mean scores on all measures, including multiple choice score (7.25), total words 

(248.75), ideas (25), matching ideas (17.75), summary (1.75), inferences (4.25), quality 
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of ideas (23.75) and episodic score (10). Their mean average for miscomprehension was 

1.25, versus a mean of 3.33 for the sample set. The Russian speaker made 11 elaborative 

inferences, the second highest for any subject in the sample set. The student's adjusted 

time spent in French only gloss is 39 (vs. 31.68 mean for the group), which reflects the 

finding for the broader group that more time in French only glosses is significantly 

related to the generation of elaborative inferences in recall. The NNS group's 

comprehension results validate in a limited way, if nothing else, the use of the LI for 

recall among NNS of Enghsh in L2 research studies. 

Qualitative analysis of recall: story context and formal schema 

The recall protocol was parsed into idea units using the episodic analysis 

procedure described in Chapter 3. This reductive process allowed for the creation of 

quantifiable variables which could be used to conduct statistical analyses. The raw data 

is, however, an insightful source of information for qualitative analysis. The scope of 

this analysis of recall ideas will be limited schema influences, in particular, background 

knowledge and formal schema. The data reveals that prior notions and/or knowledge of 

one important word, "plantation," framed and affected subjects' understanding of the 

protagonist's working conditions and story. This one word was not glossed. It is a 

cognate, for all intents and purposes. Simply put, a plantation was the place where Sita 

Ena was employed. This context of plantation, though, provided an unexpected backdrop 

for interpreting and imposing conditions and relationships. The predominantly American 
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group of students reconstructed a story of "Sita Ena" notably affected by pre-story 

notions of plantation. 

To summarize, the story opens with the voice and perspective of someone who 

knew Sita Ena, her cousin. The narrator was riveted by Sita Ena's story-telling, enough 

so that the protagonist's voice takes over the narration as the main story unfolds. The 

narrator/author tells the story as if Sita Ena herself was relaying it. Sita Ena was laid off 

from work at a large plantation due to a bad crop season. Then, she immediately sets off 

on a path to regain her working status. First, she tries a direct approach, but that fails. 

Taking a more indirect approach, she assumes the role of a gardener in the area near the 

Director's office, calling attention to herself as she works. She has not been hired for this 

job, so when she demands to be paid for her work, she is refused because she does not 

have a time card. She complains to the Director, who notices her for the first time it 

seems. He is sympathetic, and ushers her into the human resources office, where he 

directs the personnel manager to pay her. As a result of her craftiness and perseverance, 

Sita Ena is paid, and she maintains this job as a gardener there for two years, at twice her 

previous earnings. 

Figure 4.1 presents some telling examples of recall ideas referring to the 

plantation itself, Sita Ena's position there, and positions of others on the plantation. Each 

of the examples above show how background knowledge (schema) has influenced and 

shaped the readers' understanding in unique ways. Briefly, the first example in Figure 

4.1 demonstrates a reader's interpretation that conditions at the plantation were dire. This 

interpretation contributes to the shaping of what the reader believes to be Sita Ena's 
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motivation throughout the rest of the story, ha Example 2, Sita Ena is referred to as 

"black" and "lowly" employee. There is an image on the screen of the hypertext meant 

to reflect Sita Ena's image, but her color is compounded by the term "lowly" here. Also, 

she was looking for "sympathy" from her boss, not a well-deserved job and earnings. 

Example 3 applies the word "slave" in the recall. It is curious because Sita Ena is 

portrayed at the beginning as someone who comes and goes as she pleases, a "slave" 

Figure 4.1 Background schema analysis: recall ideas relating to plantation 

EX 1 working 
conditions 

She went to work on a plantation that manufactures tea. The conditions were bad on 
the plantation. People were getting sick and dying because of lack of water and heavy 
physical labor. She was upset about the conditions and wanted to change the working 
environment. 

EX 2 
race & power 

She worked diligently and the job of tending the tea plantation was very hard work. 
She worked for a very long time and she didn't end up getting paid by her employer. 
She was forced to go on welfare. She decided one day to go confront the owner of the 
plantation. She was very weary about the idea because she was black and only a 
lowly employee. She woke up very early and attempted to find him. She thought that 
if she could tell her owner, he may sympathize more than the boss of the plantation 
she was working for. Finally she spoke to the employer and they discussed the 
matter. Because she worked so hard and her appearance was not that good the owners 
compassion towards Sita Ena made him confront the boss of the plantation. 

EX 3 
protagonist's 
social position 

Sita Enia was a slave girl. 

EX 4 
social injustices 

The work was hard and the workers were not treated right. After an unsuccessful 
crop of rubber trees, the grand patron decided to let go half of the workers. In Sita's 
country, there were not many other options to tum to. Without this work, there was 
sure to be poverty. The workers spoke out, including Sita Ena, but the grand patron 
retalliated only with more hardship. Sita Ena did not agree with his tactics and started 
an upheaval to bring this man down or get their jobs back. She threatened the grand 
patron with all the employees quitting. That way the grand patron would have no one 
to work the crops. Eventually, the grand patron backed down to the Sita Ena led 
revolt and gave everyone a job under better conditions than before. Everyone, well, 
except the grand patron, appreciated what Sita Ena had done for them. She was a true 
leader and a great person. 

EX 5 
other's social 
position 

Then she began to trim the bushes and rake the dead leaves around the master of the 
plantations house, Monseiur Esspoua. 

EX 6 
ownership 

Later she was caught tresspassing in the garden because she was already fired. She 
was taken to the superviser's office and asked for her time card, which she did not 
have. She was about to get removed from the premises when the superviser decided 
to keep her because she did an excellent job in the garden. 

Note: Spelling errors maintained from original data 
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to no one or no place. It is not known whether the notions pointing to Sita Ena's transient 

lifestyle at the beginning were understood by the reader because they are not included in 

the recall. Likewise, Example 5 forces a role on M. Essomba, the plantation owner, as 

"master." Example 6 depicts Sita Ena in trouble for "trespassing," but then the 

supervisor, the reader recalls "decides to keep her," like she is property. Finally, the 

social injustices of Sita Ena's situation at the plantation and her heroism among the 

workers are notions generated in Example 4. This reader includes the following ideas: 

"not treated right;" "not many options to turn to;" "poverty," "retaliated;" "hardship;" 

"upheaval;" "bring this man down;" "threatened;" "backed down;" "revolt;" "true 

leader;" "great person." Ironically, the narrative suggests that Sita Ena was most 

interested in securing herself a job. 

From the pre-testing of the reading passage, it was noted that the context of the 

story, a plantation, might be understood by some from the more American viewpoint 

strongly associated with slavery. In fact, this realization prompted the inclusion of the 

idea in a distracter for one multiple choice item. The third option ("c") in MC9/CI of the 

MC test translates to "because she is a slave on a plantation" (Appendix C). Multiple 

choice was scored as "correct/incorrect" and 29 subjects correctly identified the answer to 

MC9/CI. An item analysis revealed that 9 subjects selected "c" for their answer. 

What plantation demonstrates here is that one word is important, so important 

here that it framed the understanding of the story backdrop, the character's situation in 

life, positions of others, and so forth. The context of plantation in "Sita Ena" is more 

akin to a farm, and it is stated from the onset of the story that "Sita Ena" is a person of 
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free will, coming and going as she pleases. American students have a culturally-marked 

notion of plantation, one likely shaped by slavery in the Old South. This influence of 

culture and/or background was not anticipated to be a dominant factor, and was therefore 

not included as a research question. Nor was the word "plantation" glossed in the text 

with its English equivalent, because it is a definitional cognate. Semantics, however, are 

another issue. All comprehension and vocabulary is culturally marked. 

It should also be noted that there is a suggestive visual which appears on every 

page of the hypertext reading passage. It is a photograph of a dark-skinned woman, bent 

over, who appears to be doing something. There are hut-like structures in the 

background. Though not the focus of this study, this image may have very well 

interacted with the readers' background knowledge and/or reading experience in the 

hypertext, ultimately influencing their recall of the passage (Lee, 1986a). 

"Sita Ena" is a narrative text with many conventional story features, so much that 

a story grammar paradigm was used for the analysis of recall (Mandler, 1987). Story 

structure is referred to as formal schema, and is considered a knowledge source for 

reading comprehension and recall. Figure 4.2 is a subject's recall which illustrates 

formal schema at work. Recall #1 addresses the genre directly by using the words 

"story" and "narrated." The reconstruction begins with "This is a story about," then 

provides the 'who,' 'where' and 'context' of the main story. It states the relationship of 

the narrator to the protagonist. Then, the recall backtracks to the introductory materials 

presented first in "Sita Ena." 
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Figure 4.2 Formal schema analysis: Recall #1 

This is a story about an African woman who went to Camaroun to worl< on a plantation. It is narrated by 
her relative, who recalls the first time she saw Sita Ena, her scalp was burning. She goes on to narrate 
the life of Sita Ena. When Sita Ena was very young her parents died and she vowed to find worl< 
even though her oncle didn't try to help her. The began by worl<ing on a rubber plantation, but they 
decieded to fire over 50% of the staff. Sita Ena tried to get work at the employment office, but there was 
none, and for a couple of weeks she lived in horrible conditions. Then she began to trim the bushes and 
rake the dead leaves around the master of the plantations house, Monseiur Esspoua. When he would 
come up the driveway in his car, Sita Ena, would show him the work she had done in clearing the 
driveway and ask him to pay her. Finally, he got tired of side-stepping Sita Ena and he couldn't pay her 
because she didn't have a work card. So, he took her to the chief of the employment office and told him 
to give her a work card. The chief was very angry but gave her the card so that she could work as a 
gardiner. From that day on Sita Ena no longer worked on the plantation, but worked as a gardiner for the 
house where the hours 
and work were easier. 

Note: Spelling errors maintained from original data 

Then shifts again into an instructive story-telling mode with "She goes onto to narrate the 

life of Sita Ena." This subject is very aware of the need to retell the story using story 

structure frames, and he/she shifts back and forth to emphasize this. It is a little 

disorienting, but it reflects the fact that the text itself is what Zwann (1996) would call 

"inconsiderate" (241). The first portion of the narrative begins with "I remember," and 

continues with sensory flashbacks of Sita Ena. 

The remaining recall is extremely close in content and structure to the story line. 

It is perhaps missing one element, and the subject has misinterpreted a few details, but, in 

essence, the content is very well recalled within the story framework. By contrast, 

consider the entire recollection from the example presented above (Figure 4.3). It begins 

with a story-like introduction, including the name, relative age, and context. Then, the 

living conditions are incorrectly described, following by a comment echoing the 

prevailing character of Sita Ena (harsh conditions, but she loved it). 
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Figure 4.3 Formal schema analysis: Recall #2 

Sita Ena was a young girl born and living in a certain Caribbean country. Life tliere was very difficult but 
she loved and enjoyed all of it. Her parents died when she was young. She became very much a misfit 
and did not go to school and did not work. She spent most of her time getting into trouble. She started 
to work on the rubber tree farms virtually out of necessity. The work was hard and the workers were not 
treated right. 
After an unsuccessful crop of rubber trees, the grand patron decided to let go half of the workers. In 
Sita's country, there were not many other options to turn to. Without this work, there was sure to be 
poverty. The workers spoke out, including Sita Ena. but the grand patron retalliated only with more 
hardship. Sita Ena did not agree with his tactics and started an upheaval to bring this man down or get 
their jotis back. She threatened the grand patron with all the employees quitting. That way the grand 
patron would have no one to work the crops. Eventually, the grand patron backed down to the Sita Ena 
led revolt and gave everyone a job under better conditions than before. Everyone, well, except the grand 
patron, appreciated what Sita 
Ena had done for them. She was a true leader and a great person. 

Note: Spelling errors maintained from original data 

The recall proceeds with a mix of description and drama, in fashion similar to the story, 

but with incorrect information. The subject then recounts a story which could be 

considered a fabrication of her/her mind. The recall incorporates other workers, which 

do not figure in the actual story, and the "grand patron," who does play a central role in 

the story. The role of the "grand patron" in this recall assumes the role of antagonist. 

The antagonistic 'agent' in this story is not a person per se, but a situation which works 

against Sita Ena. 

M. Essomba is the "patron," and his role is extremely important, but subdued until 

the end, where he basically comes to Sita Ena's rescue. This L2 reader created a story of 

his/her imagination from L2 language samples within a narrative genre. Like the actual 

story, there are a series of events, with goals and outcomes, but none which match the 

story content presented in the hypertext. The story has a dramatic ending, with a final 

idea about her character: she is appreciated and viewed as a leader and great person. 

Schema has had a powerful influence on the reconstruction of L2 readers' recall. 
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Log file and recall results are reported for these two subjects in Table 4.39. 

Table 4.39 Selected data for formal schema analysis 

Recall #1 Recall #2 

FCAPE 350 356 

Time in program 1341 821 

EN gloss time 125 31 

NIA number 41 4 
aFROnlytime 8 33 

Rwords 249 229 

Rideas 25 32 

Rmatch 16 5 

Rinf 1 9 

Rsum 1 1 

Rmis 7 17 

RQideas 18 15 
EA20 10 4 

Note first that readers' score for prior ability is similar and at or near the mean for the 

group. The quantity of recall in terms of words is strikingly similar, yet the quality 

differs. Recall #2, is primarily divided between inferences and mismatches, with only 5 

matching ideas. Due to the liberal scoring of recall to be inclusive, it seems that the 

quality score of Recall #2 is largely due to the reader's ability to fi-ame a story with 

marginally acceptable content elements fi-om the reading passage. Recall #1 has mainly 

matching ideas, and some mismatching ideas. Both subjects used both French and 

English glosses, with the subject for Recall #2 accessing them 4 times as much. Recall 

#2 subjects spent 4 times as much in FROnly glosses. From this examination of recall, it 

is clear that many forces are at work in the creation of meaning and text. 
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Analysis and summary of case study data 

Data was collected using think-aloud procedures with eight (8) subjects, described 

in Chapter 3 (Kern, 1989). Volunteer-participants were informed of the nature of the 

think aloud procedure, and asked to articulate in English anything that came to mind as 

they read and/or interacted with the text. Those participants who were not generating 

many thoughts aloud were periodically prompted by the researcher. The data was 

transcribed to the extent possible, but, the recording equipment used was inadequate to 

overcome the din of the computer lab, seriously compromising the usability and 

reliability of the think aloud data. Some anecdotal insights, though, were gained from 

having conducted these case studies. 

The following observations are noted from an examination of researcher notes 

during the procedure, partially transcribed data, and reader log files: 

1) most users were not initially comfortable with the point-click-and-hold movement 

necessary to access the gloss information; 

2) when the mouse button was not held down, the textbox flashed on screen, allowing no 

time to view the information; 

2) the think-aloud procedure was grasped more readily by some than others, and the 

quantity of subjects' think-aloud varied greatly, particularly among NNS of English 

included in the case study; 

3) few comments were made on the content or helpfulness of the glosses, rather, the 

participants focused mainly on deriving meaning from the text and articulating this 

comprehension to the researcher; 
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4) the conditions of the procedure prompted readers to seek confirmation from the 

researcher-observer as an additional source of comprehension monitoring; 

5) information considered introductory to the main story in the passage was a source of 

temporal confusion at the onset of reading; 

6) some subjects realized as they read that accessing the supportive information did not 

necessarily result in comprehension of the surrounding context, and they would proceed 

with more caution; 

7) strategic reading practices were observed, such as reading entire sections once, then 

once again with gloss access. 

8) and, an initial misunderstanding lead one reader down a path of misunderstanding and 

misinterpretations, she eventually showed a willingness to renegotiate her framework 

when challenged continuously with information which conflicted with her original 

interpretation. 

Though clearly idiosyncratic, these observations illuminate the experience of the 

individuals within the larger group. Most notably, the case study participants focused on 

establishing meaning from the text, but accessing the supportive information with this 

particular software design did present some problems. 

Analysis and summary of comments & reactions to the hypertext project 

Subjects' feedback was elicited at the end of the post-reading questionnaire 

regarding the hypertext glosses. Figure 4.4 presents comments made by subjects who 

participated in the research project. As expected, reactions are varied. 
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Figure 4.4 Summary of comments on the post-reading questionnaire 

Glosses / positive Glosses / negative 
generally positive toward French glosses (several) some glosses confusing 
generally positive toward glosses (several) lack of glosses for key words 
more glosses no/little comprehension of French glosses 
good amount of glosses could have used a few more 
clear too few glosses 
needed English glosses a lot too descriptive 
almost every word I didn't understand was could be clearer/simpler 

explained very unclear & not helpful 
helpful/appropriate for comprehension too few 
fairly clear for some French glosses, needed to get the 
French & English glosses were helpful & clear English definitions to understand 

fairly good didn't have time or inclination to look up every 
English glosses were helpful word I didn't understand 
glosses at beginning especially useful for 

'idea' behind the text Glosses / neutral 
I liked it never used them 
glosses helped but still didn't follow if I had used the glosses it probably would've 

majority of story helped my comprehension (didn't use them) 
glosses appropriate because some of the vocab didn't use them 

had not yet been covered 
several antonyms - very helpful Glosses / specific content changes 
some words crucial to understanding the passage add "root" to verbs / infinitive 

were glossed, which helped immensely verb translations would be helpful 

Reading passage/comprehension Glosses / presentation 
difficult text, but became easier font & spacing of text should be 
stumbled upon too many unknown words different 
text with subtitles might have helped found grouped items very helpfiil 

comprehension sentence-level definitions for more challenging 
current-day topic would have peaked more interest sentences would be helpful 

in the reading 
brief summary of story before the text might Research 

be helpful too few students for survey 
some pages were more difficult than others positive remark about the research 

because of more difficult language structures 
inability to comprehend all Technology/software training 

forgot to use glosses 
Reading strategies glosses should appear longer 
focused on meaning of word instead of applying couldn't figure out how to use English glosses 

to text didn't know that English glosses were there 
used glosses less & less as progressed for every one in French - should be more in English 
tried not to use glosses that much glosses did not work 
knowing the English was there was too unaware of glosses 

tempting & easy 
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Many favorable comments were made, while other students made suggestions for 

increasing the number of glosses and for improving the content and clarity of glosses. 

Others suggested a personal reading strategy for interacting with hypertext. The 

comments about gloss awareness and technology difficulties speak to software training 

issues as well hypertext presentation on the computer screen. 

During data collection, participants who struggled with the gloss feature were 

identified, and this data was eliminated fi^om the data set due to the necessary 

intervention on the part of the researcher. Comments under "Gloss / negative" and 

"Technology/software training" indicate that some students did not use the gloss feature 

for reasons unrelated to comprehension monitoring. Overall, the questionnaire comments 

reveal the individual nature of the reading experience, and the extent to which readers are 

aware of their needs and preferences for FL reading. This feedback also provides some 

explanation for the results reported in this chapter 

Conclusion 

This chapter presented the empirical findings fi*om data analyses conducted to 

answer the three research questions raised in the present reading study. The findings 

indicate that the hypertext program successfiilly enhanced the comprehension of readers 

who opted to access the supportive information. Readers were given a choice of 

accessing or not accessing glosses in French or glosses in English. It was assumed that 

readers' comprehension success was pre-determined in part by their prior foreign 

language ability. Their scores on this test were not related to the way in which they 
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interacted with the text. The results of this study do suggest that learners of all levels, 

even those scoring higher on the standardized language test, benefited from accessing 

information in French and English. Readers' positive attitudes about their skills, foreign 

language learning and reading also related to their comprehension performance in many 

ways. The results presented in this chapter will be discussed in light of theoretical 

consideration and previous related L2 reading research. 
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Introduction 

This chapter will review and discuss the findings of each research question 

presented in Chapter 4, and compare these findings to related research and theories. 

Following the discussion, limitations and pedagogical implications of the present study 

for L2 reading and the hypertext environment will be considered. The final section will 

suggest possibilities for future L2 research. 

With hypertext, the potential for assisting learners with constructing their own 

supports for comprehension and learning is tremendous (Goldman, 1996). Of primary 

interest in this study are the observable outcomes of reading in the hypertext 

environment. Hypertext research asserts that accessing glosses is suggestive of readers' 

coordination of upper and lower level reading processes and comprehension monitoring 

during reading (Knight, 1994). The categorical nature of the top-down/bottom-up 

fi-amework is useful as a point of departure, but relegating the cognitive processes in such 

a way does not illuminate in any theoretically validated way the complexities of 

individual textual understanding. Without a doubt, many cognitive processes are at work 

during L2 reading comprehension. In this case, silent reading is impacted, too, by 

technology. Interaction with the glosses gives readers' pause for manipulation and 

mediation of comprehension. Glosses can be considered reading aids or "interventions" 

that will likely influence the comprehension outcomes. 
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The main objective of this research was to examine relationships between L2 

readers' engagement in the hypertext environment and comprehension. Reading 

behavior data was collected using unobtrusive computer technology, and comprehension 

was measured via two follow-up tasks: multiple choice in the target language (French) 

and free recall in English. Furthermore, data was collected from the subjects through 

questionnaires regarding gender, self-assessments and perceptions about reading and FL 

learning. The learner variables were also examined in relationship to the hypertext 

reading experience and comprehension. A measure of prior ability of language 

skills/knowledge, a standardized FL placement exam, was used as a control in the 

analysis of comprehension performance. Table 5.1 presents the main findings for the 

research questions. 

Table 5.1. Overview of research questions and main findings 

Research Questions Main Findings 
1. How does access to L2 
and/or LI lexical glosses 
in a hypertext environment 
relate to comprehension 
among intermediate 
readers of French? 

+ readers' access to supportive glosses can be reduced to use categories: no glosses 
(21%), French only glosses (22%), and French-then-English glosses (57%) 
+ access to English glosses resulted in greater comprehension 
+ higher scores for comprehension are achieved through English gloss access regardless 
of ability (i.e., LL of all abilities benefit from access to supportive glosses in English 

2. How do readers' scores 
on a standardized FL test 
used to measure prior 
ability relate to reading 
behavior and 
comprehension? 

+the range of FCAPE scores among intermediate learners of French is great (174-557) 
+prior ability (FCAPE score) is not related to time on task or access to supportive glosses 
+prior ability (FCAPE score) is related to comprehension performance 

3) How do readers' 
individual and perceptual 
variables relate to reading 
behavior, comprehension, 
and prior ability? 

+self-assessment of comprehension related to actual comprehension performance 
+self-assessments for reading in French related to prior ability 
+online reading behavior not linked to self-assessment of ability or capabilities 
+readers most confident to participate in in-class discussion in French about text 
+evidence to support a role for gender regarding enjoyment of gender-oriented text 
+enjoyment of reading in the NL linked to use of English language glosses 
+preference for glosses unclear 

Other factors considered 
via qualitative analyses 

+suggestive qualitative evidence for the role of background knowledge in reader recall 
+suggestive qualitative evidence for the role of formal schema in reader recall 
+suggestive qualitative evidence for the uniqueness ofNNS of English (French=L3?) 
+qualitative evidence underscoring the need for computer training 
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Discussion 

Research Question #1: L2 hypertext and comprehension 

How does access to French and/or English lexical glosses in a hypertext environment 

relate to comprehension among intermediate readers of French? 

The findings fi"om this study demonstrate significant relationships between gloss 

access and comprehension among subjects. This main finding supports previous research 

in which textual enhancements, including online dictionaries, glosses and multimedia 

annotations, are linked to greater L2 text comprehension (Davis, 1989; Hong, 1997; 

Hulstijn et al, 1996; Knight, 1994; Leffa, 1992; Rott et al, 2002; Stanknevich, 2002; 

Watanabe, 1997), and greater vocabulary gains and/or learning (Grace, 1998; Knight, 

1994; Rott et al, 2002). Here, the path of French then English gloss access was provided 

for L2 readers, increasing the target language input to some extent. Ultimately accessing 

the English language glosses related significantly to readers' performance on both 

comprehension tasks. This result is further supported through a factor analysis in which 

prior ability was controlled. Reading comprehension was greater with greater 

consultation of glosses for readers of all abilities in this study, a finding similar to 

Stakhnevich (2002). The findings in the present study empirically support the use of LI 

and L2 hypertext glosses for greater L2 reading comprehension among intermediate 

learners of French of varying prior ability, particularly underscoring the important role of 

English language glosses. 
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Log files: gloss use 

Metacognition is an essential component of L2 models of reading (Bernhardt, 

1991; Kern, 1992). It is the awareness of one's language skills, learning skills, strategies, 

comprehension, and the impetus and/or directive for adjustments to cognitive strategies, 

hi this study, as subjects read "Sita Ena," they monitored their comprehension, 

recognized personal gaps or issues for reading comprehension, and sought assistance 

through the supportive glosses available when needed. Subjects were not divided into 

experimental groups. All subjects had equal access to the L2 and LI information, 

because it was anticipated that all intermediate level readers of French would require and 

access help at some level to comprehend the text selected for this study. A review of log 

files from the pre-testing of materials supported this assumption. 

The results for gloss use do not empirically support the expectation that every 

intermediate-level participant would interact with the text to some greater or lesser 

extent. Of the 85 subjects, 18 (21%) of readers did not interact with the hypertext at all, 

and nineteen (19) subjects accessed information only in French. These results cannot be 

explained by prior ability (FCAPE) and reading behavior, or by pre-reading self-

assessments of language, reading and computer skills. The questionnaire reveals some 

relationships between English gloss access and post-reading perspectives. English gloss 

users had: 1) more favorable attitudes toward reading in the native language, 2) more 

favorable in their attitude toward the hypertext glosses, 3) more confidence with their 

knowledge of the text-related vocabulary, and 4) more confidence with their ability to 

participate in a discussion in French about the text. 
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In one study of computers and reading, Cobb & Stevens (1996) cited problems 

regarding learners taking control over their own learning in this environment and taking 

advantage of options. This could very well explain some of the non-users in this study. 

Other explanations for gloss use or non-use, though, are evident in participants' 

comments at the conclusion of the reading experience. It is clear that gloss use was 

dictated in a few cases by readers' lack of familiarity with the software. Explanations for 

not using any glosses include 1) not having heard or read the introductory material on the 

software, or 2) forgetting the hypertext glosses existed. This unforeseen outcome of "no 

use" or "French only" use then is attributable to software training and/or materials design. 

It can be said, for example, that the 19 readers who only accessed French glosses 

understood that the glosses existed. What is less clear is whether subjects opted not to 

access the English information, were unaware of this second level of gloss information, 

or were unable to successfully use the software feature. The log files do provide some 

evidence of a navigational struggle between reader and technology. Attempts to master 

the click-and-hold movement on the mouse can be observed for French gloss access as 

well as English gloss access by the little amount of time spent on a gloss item, and by the 

repeated attempts to access the same information. Such technology-related constraints on 

the use of reading support are indeed undesirable and affect the reading process and 

comprehension results. 

The results of gloss use may also be explained by materials design. A decision 

was made to avoid prompting readers, so that access would reflect readers' needs and 

searches for supportive information. To achieve this, the screen presented a text as it 
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might have appeared in a book. The text was unmarked, and in no way directed readers' 

attention to individual words or phrases. The issue of software training is independent of 

and/or compounded by the lack of any prompting on the screen to indicate the availability 

of help for reading comprehension. The majority of subjects, however, did access both 

types of gloss information to some extent as they monitored their comprehension. 

Variations on this issue of software training - for research, for learning, for teaching - is a 

ongoing concern in L2 research and within the profession. 

Patterns of access are suggestive of reader's comprehension monitoring strategies. 

Subjects in this study were not put into experimental conditions, and supportive glosses 

were available for every reader. Gloss access to LI translations was constrained by 

readers' access to L2 gloss information. The design of access was meant to maximize 

target language input, and to observe the patterns of comprehension monitoring through 

interaction with LI and L2 glosses. Although readers were not given the choice to access 

the English information directly, many preferred it, and this is evident through their 

online reading behavior. Due to software design, a true preference for English glosses 

cannot be isolated. In many cases, readers appear to by-pass the French information, 

having spent the minimum 2-3 seconds required to display the textbox and click for the 

English information. This pattern suggests a preference for LI glosses. This French then 

English gloss access was the pattern for greater comprehension in this study. 

This preference for LI glosses is a finding from previous research (Aust et al, 

1993; Bell & LeBlanc, 2000; Blake, 1992; Davis & Lyman-Hager 1997). On the other 

hand, Jacobs & al (1994) report no significance for gloss use and language of gloss, and 
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Lomicka (1998) reports that readers preferred L2 glosses. Reader needs and preferences 

for supportive information are highly individualized, and a variety of support features 

caters to those individual reading needs. This study was limited to two types of 

information, and it showed how readers seem to circumvent the pedagogically-

determined path of maximum target language input in favor of their individual, self-

prescribed paths. 

Another explanation for the results for gloss use may lie in the gloss content itself 

Gloss development in this study was guided by this expressed preference for LI glosses 

and by a unique claim by Jacobs et al (1994) that readers preferred L2 glosses if they 

understand them. Key here is "if they understand them." Although the glosses were 

reviewed and modified with the assistance of experienced teachers, they were not 

systematically scrutinized by intermediate level learners. As such, the extent to which 

they are understandable cannot be known. Intermediate learners were involved in 

selecting the text, identifying the glossed items, and pretesting the software, but not 

involved in validating gloss content. Using informants or pre-testing the glossed TL 

items could subsequently affect the impact of this supportive information, and the 

willingness of readers to access it (Jacobs et al, 1994, Lyman-Hager & Davis, 1996). 

Gloss use was also documented for readers' access to "no information" (NIA). 

Only one hundred thirty-three (133) lexical items were glossed in the text. Data was 

collected to gauge the general match or mismatch for items selected for glossing, and to 

relate this dead-end search to comprehension outcomes. The range of access to NIA was 

0-67, and the average number of times readers accessed NIA was about 10. Frequency of 
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NIA access was significantly related to the number of accesses for glosses, meaning 

access to more support than was provided in the hypertext (NIA) was related directly 

related accessing glosses. Access to glosses in general, though, was significantly related 

to comprehension performance. Access to FROnly glosses was not directly related to 

access to NIA. It appears that accessing NIA is the likely result of interacting with the 

textual glosses, but an isolated influence on comprehension cannot be determined. 

Researchers suggest that data on learners' access to NIA reveals glossing 

deficiencies (Noblitt & Bland, 1991), thus a failure to meet readers' needs. Even though 

the materials development phase in this study included input from L2 intermediate level 

readers, survey comments do support the possibility the number of glossed items was 

inadequate. In an extreme case, one reader accessed "no information" 67 times. Access 

to NIA, particularly excessive access, can be attributed to a host of reader factors, too, 

such as language deficiencies, reading deficiencies, tolerance for ambiguity, or perhaps 

cognitive overload (Plass et al, 2003). Regarding the match between the extent of text 

glossing and comprehension, DeRidder (2002) notes, "in the existing literature, there is 

no consensus on how many unknown words a text may contain in order not to disturb the 

global comprehension level or the learning of vocabulary" (7). 

Log files: frequency of gloss access & time 

Reader log files are useful for comparing patterns of access regarding frequency 

of access and time. First, the intercorrelations between frequency and time in Chapter 4 

suggest these variables are uniformly measuring the same phenomenon. This validates to 

some extent previous studies which took into account either frequency or time for 
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reading behavior. English gloss information, for example, was accessed about twice as 

often at FROnly glosses. Similarly, Aust et al (1993) found the difference to be about 

25% more for bilingual dictionary use. The results for time demonstrate that readers who 

interacted with the textual glosses in French and English spent more time engaged in the 

program and more time engaged in reading, as had been previously established (Liou, 

2000). Log files reveal, too, that more thoughtful time was spent considering the French 

information than the English information. It makes sense that the LI lexicon is more 

readily accessed , therefore much less time is needed to process these items. 

The variable coded for "reading time" was the time with the reading passage only 

displayed on the monitor. French and English gloss access time is related to more 

reading time, but FROnly time for gloss access is not. Not only did users who accessed 

French and English glosses spend more time in the program, they spent more time with 

the reading passage displayed on screen. It is possible that accessing glosses was 

disruptive, requiring readers to spend additional time refocusing on the text. Only one 

study reviewed investigates concentration, but the findings are limited to the influence of 

highlighting on concentration (DeRidder, 2003). Marking a text to indicate glossing did 

not have an effect on concentration in that study. The text in this study was not marked, 

therefore, any disruptions in the flow of reading were due to the reader's need for more 

support. And, readers did find this support in French and English glosses, which resulted 

in greater comprehension. 

From a study with Hong Kong students and Israeli students, Laufer & Hill (2000) 

make the tentative observation that gloss preference and reader-text interaction may be 
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influenced by cultural background and the transfer of language training. Based on 

analysis of data collected, it can be said that the small group of non-native speakers 

(NNS) of English in this study distinguished themselves from the larger group in a few 

ways. As conceded by Laufer & Hill (2000), however, any explanations for these results 

are purely speculative, particularly with only 4 subjects. Here, the NNS spent much less 

time in the reading passage than the group at large. Only one of the four subjects, the 

Russian native speaker, accessed any glosses. The two native speakers of Spanish and 

the subject who reported "Swedish" as his/her native language did not access any 

annotations. The reading behavior of NNS can be explained by their average FCAPE 

score of 404, a much higher average than the group mean (356). The group also averaged 

higher scores on both measures of comprehension. Three of the NNS performed above 

the group average for comprehension tasks without accessing any glosses. The 

relationship of prior ability and comprehension for these NNS reflects the results for the 

group at large, but gloss access for the group is finding not consistent with the broader 

findings relating more gloss access to greater comprehension. An reasonable yet 

simplified interpretation of this finding is that these language learners have influences 

relating to more than just two languages, assuming they have an LI, their L2 is English, 

and their L3 is French. 

Recall & multiple choice comprehension measures 

Comprehension in this study was measured using two instruments: a production 

task (MC) and a recognition task (recall). The two different comprehension measures 

allow for an inspection of understanding as a multidimensional concept, in that 
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recognition and production require different knowledge and cognitive skills. This dual-

task approach is not uncommon in L2 hypertext research, because task type can constrain 

the results for comprehension (Young, 1999). In this study, results for the two tasks 

were significantly intercorrelated, suggesting that the instruments successfully revealed a 

similar level of comprehension among L2 readers. Readers' comprehension was greater 

for both tasks, when they accessed both French and English glosses. 

The strength of the correlations for multiple choice items was generally lower 

than the strengths of the main recall variables. Several potential influencing factors come 

to mind. First, the multiple choice items were in French, providing an immediate 

disadvantage to readers with weaker language skills. Second, the multiple choice items 

were created by the researcher, and aimed at specific understandings of the text. 

Comprehension in this task was limited to eight bits of prescribed knowledge. These 

eight multiple choice items were constructed with the goal of tapping different levels of 

comprehension skills, specifically, details, simple inferences, and complex inferences. 

These items were pretested with the materials, but readers' responses to them were not 

rigorously analyzed. Rather, their validity was based on teacher-researcher input. It 

cannot be reasonably claimed that the multiple choice task definitively accomplished the 

goal of assessing different comprehension skill levels without more research. 

Be that as it may, subjects in this study scored highest on the complex inference 

items and lowest on detail items. Items constructed to tap the reading strategies likened 

to "higher skill level" were better answered by readers than the detail items. This can be 

expected, keeping in mind that only two details were selected for testing from a text of 
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about 1000 words. The differing results for the items requires, again, a more rigorous 

investigation of the skills-based approach. The composite score for multiple choice, the 

combination of these skill-centered items, resulted in the most consistent findings for 

reading behavior and comprehension in this study. 

The finding that there were stronger correlations for main recall variables with 

reading comprehension variables may be attributed in part to the open-ended nature of 

the task. Free recall allowed readers to more freely demonstrate their understanding of 

the text, casting a wider net. The multiple choice task was limited in scope and in the L2, 

while the free recall was open-ended and reader-text driven. Furthermore, the task of 

recall may have been facilitated by the experience of having read a narrative, a genre 

which has been linked to better textual reconstruction (Duffy et al, 1990; Kintsch, 1990; 

Lee & Riley, 1990). There is an inherent connectedness between the reading task and the 

recall task, which cannot be said of a multiple choice task. Grace (2000) cites the 

potential for a "priming effect" between learning and testing. With the exception of four 

NNS of English, readers also had the added advantage of using their native language to 

demonstrate comprehension, thus averting linguistic difficulties in L2 expression 

(Bernhardt, 1991). In sum, the multiple choice scores and the main recall variables both 

have relationships with French and English gloss access, but the recall task appears to be 

a more robust and fruitful measure of comprehension. 

A final explanation is offered for the varying degree of correlation strength for the 

two tasks. It is possible that the sequence of comprehension tasks affected the results. 

The use of two instruments could have an effect similar to a treatment effect during 
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reading. All readers completed the recall measure first then the multiple choice task. 

The exploratory design did not control for task effect. 

Comprehension and FROnly gloss access 

There are several noteworthy findings for comprehension and FROnly gloss 

access. FROnly gloss access was not related to comprehension for the main variables of 

recall, MC and the comprehension factor score. This contrasts with the favorable results 

for French-then-English gloss access. The claim made by Jacobs & al (1995) that gloss 

language does not result in greater comprehension is not supported here. A significant 

finding for FROnly gloss use is its relationship with frequency of access and inference 

generation. "Inferences" in the recall were plausible ideas constructed that were founded 

in some textual understanding. Use of these FROnly glosses is directly related to the 

elaborative inferences. The recall protocol shows that the understanding moved 

somewhere beyond the parameters of information in the text (Rinf), and the generation of 

inferences is related to the FROnly gloss access. The direction is not known. 

The other significant findings for FROnly gloss access were 1) access to FROnly 

related directly to words in the recall, 2) access to the FROnly gloss related directly to 

summary ideas; 3) the FROnly access had a relationship with score for complex MC 

inference items; 4) and, FROnly gloss access was directly related to the occurrence of 

incompatible ideas in the recall. Inference generation, summary ideas, mismatching ideas 

and MC complex inference scores were not related to French and English gloss access, 

but did have significant and varied relationships with FROnly gloss access. In sum, it has 

been observed that the infusion of support in the target language lead to results distinctly 
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different from results stemming from access to French and English glosses. The 

comprehension results for access to French and English glosses is much clearer than for 

FROnly gloss. The factor analysis adds additional support to the finding that French and 

English gloss access has benefits, while FROnly gloss access in this study did not. 

Comprehension and time 

Time in the hypertext program was related to scores for MC and recall. Time 

reading (with text only on the screen) was a factor also related to recall scores for key 

variables, but not for total MC score. Liou (2000) found a non-significant negative 

coefficient was found for time and comprehension. Davis and Lyman-Hagar (1997) do 

not report time, just frequency of annotation access. They found that access was not 

related to comprehension. In the present study, time in French and English glosses is 

related to time in the program and to greater comprehension. Roby (1999) argues if time 

on task is factored into the analysis, stronger claims can be made for the benefits of 

computerized glosses for comprehension. Knight (1994) factors in fime, and concludes 

that the low-verbal ability readers with gloss access benefit more on comprehension 

variables than the high-verbal ability subjects. Grace (1998) found that the translation 

condition made significant contribution to vocabulary learning, regardless of time. In L2 

research, the relationship of time and frequency is often considered separately as a means 

of documenting behavior and/or interaction with a hypertext. In this study both factors 

were examined, and they were inextricably related with each other and with 

comprehension. 
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Reading behavior, comprehension and L2 reading theory 

Mental operations are not truly observable. The physical interaction of using a 

computer mouse to point and click was recorded in log files and assumed to be the 

outcome of interactive cognitive processes at work. An analysis of this engagement 

indicates that more successful readers engaged in comprehension monitoring, and 

interacted with the hypertext glosses. Put within the framework of current L2 reading 

models, the comprehension results suggest that providing supportive lexical information 

to readers of all levels alleviated some of the burden of lower-level processing. The 

tracker feature of the software was able to document this interaction, reflecting 

metacognitive and cognitive processes at work. Better reconstruction of the text was the 

result of any level of reader allocating some cognitive resources toward LI gloss access 

for comprehension. The results do not strongly support Bemhardt's depiction of the role 

of vocabulary in L2 reading over time with respect to proficiency (1991). 

Recall and schema 

As reviewed in Chapter 1, schema theory has had an extraordinary impact on 

reading research, and is the basis for L2 reading theories. A close examination of the 

recall protocol in this study provides evidence of a mismatch between background 

schemas for the reading passage (Wallace, 1987). Ironically, one of the deciding factors 

in text selection was the story's more universal narrative appeal. It is a story about an 

interesting character, who likes to tell stories about herself and her adventures. The 

observation about the influence of "plantation" on readers' recall can be explained in 

terms of the constraining factors of readers' schemata (Lee & VanPatten, 1995). In their 
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discussion on how readers contribute to comprehension, Lee & VanPatten refer to several 

types of schemata which influence the reading comprehension, including a filtering 

function and an elaborative function. The filter "provides an evaluative perspective on 

unambiguous incoming information" (194), and the elaborative schema "fill in gaps 

either in things we did not comprehend or in things that were not in the passage" (193). 

Readers' understanding of the plantation context was filtered through their existing 

knowledge about plantations, and the elaborative schema allowed subjects to create a 

reasonable narrative reconstruction of Sita Ena's experience on this plantation. As 

suggested in Chapter 4, the finding for background influence could easily be extended to 

include an analysis of the role of the visual appearing on the hypertext (Lee, 1986a). 

The use of formal schema emerged from the recall data as well. Clearly, upper 

and lower-level processes were working in concert to shape readers' understanding and 

recall of the text. The two examples of reader recall presented in Chapter 4 recount a 

personal version of the story. The reader essentially began from the same starting point 

in terms of prior ability. Both readers utilized the hypertext features of French and 

English, one accessing more FROnly, the other accessing more English. The recalls are 

of comparable length in terms of words (quantity), but vary greatly in how they matched 

the episodic analysis framework. 

Recall #2 was a vivid account of Sita Ena, the protagonist, working to overcome 

the repeated unfair treatment of the antagonist, M. Essomba. Many of the scored 

elaborative inferences generated in the recall had some foundation, and the rest of the 

information was incompatible with a more standard recall of the text. The end result. 
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though, was an about average score for "quaUty" retelling of the story. Recall #1 was 

retold in a way which earned the subject more "matching" ideas. This subject accessed 

many more English glosses, spent considerably more time processing the text, and 

achieved a greater EAscore. As with many of the subjects in this study, the recall of both 

subjects here was enhanced by gloss access and formal schema. 

These findings are consistent with other related research on "structure preserving 

recall" (Horiba et al, 1994). In an study concerning readers' memory for narrative texts, 

Horiba et al (1994) used several models of representation and comprehension of narrative 

texts to examine L2 readers' recall, including story grammar, causal structure, and 

hierarchical structure. They used both meaning-preserving and structure-preserving 

criteria in their analysis: recall ideas which were verbatim or close paraphrases were 

scored as meaning preserving; ideas with "information fulfilling the same function as the 

original text unit" were scored as structure-preserving (italics theirs; 47). They found 

evidence to suggest that L2 readers "perceived the structure of a text (story grammar and 

causal structure) and used the structural knowledge in a top-down fashion to fill in the 

gaps in their representations as part of their regular reading" (64). Riley (1993) found 

similar facilitating results for comprehension with the manipulation of story structure. 

Carrell (1985) investigates the facilitating effects of training rhetorical structure 

on comprehension among ESL readers, and reports significant increases in the amount of 

information recalled. The present study indicates that the formal schema already exists 

among L2 intermediate readers of French, and it is providing a fi^amework for the 

reconstruction of readers' textual understanding. Horiba et al (1994) conclude that more 
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research is needed to investigate this phenomenon using online measures. Horiba (1996) 

reports findings for a study concerning language competence, textual coherence, and 

inferences. She finds that L2 readers allocated more cognitive resources on lower-level 

processes and that they the readers did not process high- and low-level coherence texts 

differently. Similarly, the present study reveals some insights on the coordination of both 

upper and lower cognitive processes and strategies via online tracking and recall 

protocol. The case study recall evidence is suggestive, and no claims can be made 

without fiirther analysis. 

Research Question #2: L2 hypertext and prior ability 

Research Question: How do readers' scores on a standardized FL test used to measure 

prior ability relate to reading behavior and comprehension? 

A measure of FL competence was taken to consider the prominent role of 

language knowledge and skills in L2 reading comprehension. Prior L2 language ability 

in this study was measured by the French Computerized Adaptive Placement Exam 

(FCAPE). The subjects were all second-semester intermediate learners of French, and 

their FCAPE score was established in a session before the reading experience. The 

results presented in Chapter 4 indicate that prior ability was not related to readers' 

interaction with the glosses or to time on task. A significant relationship was found for 

FCAPE and comprehension scores for the main variables. The regression analysis 

showed that prior ability had a significant positive relationship to the comprehension 

factor score as well. Readers who scored better on the FCAPE scored better on the 
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comprehension tasks. Furthermore, the comprehension score was even greater when 

readers accessed the French and EngUsh glosses provided in the hypertext. 

Several L2 gloss studies link low ability with more access to supportive 

information and high ability with less access (Davis & Lyman-Hager 1997; Knight, 1994; 

Liou, 2000; Blake, 1992). Liou (2000) reported that for readers with weaker abilities, 

more time on gloss access did not result in greater comprehension. Black (1992) 

observes some patterns of behaviors as well among and between readers of different 

ability levels. The results from the present study do not support a connection between 

ability and gloss access. Aust et al (1993) and Ercetin (2001) found the same lack of 

evidence linking general ability and gloss consultation. What Ercetin did find, though, 

was a difference between the intermediate and advanced groups for total time of 

hypertext engagement. Similarly, for vocabulary ability and gloss access. Bell & 

LeBlanc (2000) report no relationship between vocabulary knowledge and gloss access. 

Although, subjects' vocabulary knowledge was a predictor of comprehension success. 

A relationship between prior ability and comprehension comes as no surprise. 

Aust et al (1993), for example, found a significant relationship between recall score and 

general ability measured by GPA. Likewise, Davis & Lyman-Hager (1997) found a 

significant relationship between course grade and comprehension. A study by Knight 

(1994) found that the comprehension benefit to high verbal ability readers, though, is not 

as clear as it is for low verbal ability readers, whose success on comprehension and 

vocabulary measures seemed dependent upon access to supportive information. This 

contrasts markedly with the results in this study when prior ability was controlled. The 
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benefits of annotation access extended to readers of all abilities. Knight factors time into 

the equation, too, between high and low-ability groups in an online gloss environment. 

She finds that low-verbal group benefited proportionately more than high-verbal group 

on all dependent measures for vocabulary and comprehension. 

One explanation for the inconsistent finding for reading behavior is the instrument 

used for measurement. GPA, course grade, verbal ability, proficiency all define a prior 

ability among L2 learners, but in unique ways. As for prior ability, there is no disputing 

its important role as a factor in the research equation for comprehension. Determining 

how this ability can be manipulated to interact favorably with the treatments, tasks, and 

other variables in the ever-changing hypertext environment provides a daunting agenda 

for L2 researchers. 

Research Question #3: L2 hypertext and language learners 

How do readers' individual and perceptual variables relate to reading behavior, 

comprehension, and prior ability? 

As Ellis observes, "there is a veritable plethora of individual learner variables 

which researchers have identified as influencing learning outcomes" (1994: 471). In 

Kern's "Model of Schema Structure and the Interaction in the Reading Process," for 

example, affective factors include anxiety, self-confidence, motivation and attitude 

(1991). Reading and comprehension are also affected by readers' metacognitive 

knowledge and strategies (Devine, 1993). An attempt was made to examine a few 

dimensions of reader variation through two questionnaires. These instruments were 
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designed to collect data on demographic information such as gender, pre- and post-

reading self-assessments, attitudes and perceptions about reading, L2 research, and the 

project itself. Reader responses to certain items were also combined to create scores. 

Findings for this research question are discussed briefly below by subquestion topic. 

Self-assessment of skills 

The strongest relationship between the variables was between FLL and L2 

reading, meaning subjects who rate themselves as more competent FLL also believe 

themselves to be better L2 readers, and vice versa. Their beliefs are supported by the 

finding that indeed there was a significant relationship found between the FCAPE score 

and the self-assessments for FLL and L2 reading. And, self-assessments for FLL and 

reading in the native language were directly related to comprehension results. The 

relationship with FCAPE and comprehension was significant, but low. Subjects' self-

assessments for L2 reading were not related to their comprehension results, except in the 

case of inference generation. These findings support the idea that readers are perceptive 

about their language skills and reading with respect to how they faired on the FCAPE. 

Gender 

In this study, gender was related to neither subjects' engagement in the reading 

experience nor their comprehension performance. These findings are consistent with the 

findings for gender reported in Grace (2001). In that study, no relationships were found 

between gender and the reading behavior variables for time and annotation access. Grace 

found only one gender difference for the treatment of LI sentence-level translation and 
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vocabulary learning: males performed better than females on the immediate test of 

vocabulary. 

Concerning gender and passage content, Brantmeier (2003) provides convincing 

empirical evidence for gender effects in terms of background, interest and enjoyment. 

Though gender was not linked to any of the main variables in this study, it was 

statistically linked to enjoyment of the text, as measured by the questionnaire. This 

supports Brantmeier's findings that females enjoy female-oriented texts and males prefer 

male-oriented texts. Brantmeier's study further claims that recall is affected by textual 

orientation, though there was no interaction reported for topic familiarity, enjoyment and 

interest and recall. 

Attitudes toward FLL and reading & reading strategies 

The majority of language learners participating in this study responded favorably 

toward FLL and reading. This generally favorable attitude, however, was not related to 

subjects' use of the supportive information. The two variables which related significantly 

in this study were attitude toward reading in the native language and access time for 

English glosses. Subjects' favorable attitude and enjoyment for FLL was also not related 

to their comprehension performance. Subjects' attitudes toward reading in the native 

language and in French were directly related to the main recall variables, but MC results 

were only related to attitude toward reading in the NL. If attitude is likely to affect 

learning, by extension, it is likely to affect the reading experience (Brown, 1994). In this 

study, attitude is also related to actual performance. 
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The questionnaire items regarding perceptions about reading strategies reading 

are not linked to online reading behavior in terms of more or less use of the supportive 

glosses. One significant relationship was found between score responses to items about 

skimming, predicting and inferencing and actual inference generation in the recall. More 

inferences generated inferences is linked to a positive response toward the use and 

usefulness of the strategies targeted in the items, and vice versa. Regarding FCAPE 

scores, only attitude toward reading in French was significantly related to prior ability. 

The greater readers' general L2 competence (FCAPE), the better their attitude to FL 

reading, and the lower the FCAPE, the lower the attitude score. An inverse relationship 

was found for FCAPE and scores on vocabulary centered questionnaire items. It is 

difficult to interpret this perception, especially because at least one of the questionnaire 

items was, from the researcher's perspective, too weakly worded to be a valid item. 

Attitudes toward FL research, computers & FLL. and this hypertext project 

The results for the hypertext project were generally favorable. The means for all 

attitude scores from this part of the questionnaire were between 60-75%, indicating a 

more generally positive attitude than negative attitude. These results support previous 

findings concerning reader attitudes toward the hypertext environment. In some cases, 

the technology-enhanced environment was favored over more traditional reading contexts 

and supportive resources (Roby, 1999; Liou, 2000), while other studies report generally 

positive reactions to the reading environment (Davis & Lyman-Hager; Getty et al, 2001; 

Bell & LeBlanc). Specifically for attitude toward FLL and CALL environment, scores 

for attitude were 75% and 71% on average. The only relationship found for these 
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individual perceptive variables and reading behavior, comprehension and FCAPE, was a 

significant relationship between attitude toward PL research and FCAPE score. 

Sita Ena, hypertext glosses, and general preference for glosses 

About 79% agreed that they enjoyed the reading passage to some extent, and 

about 82% showed some degree of interest in the text topic. This speaks well for the 

learner-focused process through which the text was selected. As mentioned, gender 

played a role in whether or not the reading passage was enjoyed by readers. Male readers 

did not enjoy the text as much as female subjects. The result for attitude toward the 

hypertext gloss feature in this study was that 69.4% thought they were helpful. About 

60% agreed that the English glosses helped the most. As noted in Chapter 4, the 

percentage of subjects' who actually used the English glosses is 56.5%, which is 

probably not a coincidence. The results of the questionnaire support the general 

preference for LI glosses, as has been demonstrated in several gloss studies (Bell et Aust 

et al, 1993; Bell & LeBlanc, 2000; Blake, 1992; Davis & Lyman-Hager 1997). Yet, 

81.2% of subjects reacted negatively to the statement about French glosses being 

unhelpful. Only 53% agreed with the statement that they preferred glosses to be in the 

French language when the glosses are made clear, a finding much less supportive than the 

one by Jacobs et al (1994). 

As for reading behavior, attitudes toward text glosses were significantly related to 

the subjects' use of supportive glosses. The more they used them, the more they found 

them to be helpful, or vice versa. For comprehension, there was again a direct 

relationship between inference generation and attitude toward French language glosses. 
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The discussion above related the use of FROnly to the generation of inferences as well. 

Also, comprehension in terms of quality of recall and episodic analysis score was related 

to 1) attitude toward French language glosses, 2) the "Sita Ena" text, and 3) the hypertext 

glosses for this study. A preference for English language glosses was not related to 

comprehension performance, even though this type of gloss appears to facilitate greater 

textual understanding. 

Comprehension, vocabulary. & confidence to participate in follow-up activities 

Based on the self-assessments results for questionnaire items concerning 

comprehension and vocabulary knowledge, subjects do not appear overly confident. The 

most frequent response for both items was a "4" out of "6." Subjects felt most prepared 

to engage in discussion about the text in French, though also not a strong finding. This 

result in confidence to speak about the text reflects an emphasis on orality in the modem 

FL classroom. The frequency of lower ratings was greater for discussion in English. 

Subjects were also more confident about completing a writing task in French outside of 

the classroom. For in-class writings, more constraints are implied. The mean score for 

total confidence rating was about 60%. 

Some relationships were found for these variables and reading behavior, 

comprehension and FCAPE. First, subjects' self-rating for confidence to discuss "Sita 

Ena" in French in class was directly related to accessing the English language glosses. 

The greater confidence comes from greater English glosses, which is associated with 

better comprehension. Again, the fact that readers are confident about their French 

speaking skills is probably influenced by their formal classroom language experience. 
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Comprehension confidence is only related to the combined exposure to both FROnly and 

English-then-English glosses. This slight difference between the significant results for 

aTFR/ENTime indicates that those accessing French-then-English with some attention to 

FROnly information rated their comprehension a bit higher or vice versa. Vocabulary 

knowledge is related to three variables which are interrelated - total time in the program, 

time in English glosses and time in French and English glosses. 

How well subjects gauged their own comprehension can be observed in the 

relationships between self-assessment and the comprehension outcome variables. Their 

self-assessments were very much related to measured comprehension for main recall 

variables and for total multiple choice score (MCTotal). By the same token, the subjects 

were remarkably accurate in their self-assessments for miscomprehension and weak self-

assessed comprehension. Mismatches and comprehension were significant and 

negatively correlated. Likewise, subjects were well aware of the abilities, as can be seen 

in the relationship between their self-assessments and their FCAPE scores. The strongest 

relationship between variables was for FCAPE and comprehension rating, and the lowest 

was for FCAPE and ability to discuss the text in English. The results from this analysis 

reveal that students are very much aware of their abilities. What is not known is whether 

or not greater comprehension really is related to how students might actually perform on 

these measures. The confidence is there, but no follow-up tasks were administered to 

compare this confidence with actual results. 
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Hypertext research and self-reporting data 

Most of the results for the questionnaire items cannot be compared to previous 

gloss research or hypermedia research. Items such as attitude toward the hypertext 

environment and preferences for gloss language are common lines of inquiry, but other 

items such as strategy and attitude toward reading are minimally addressed in L2 

research. At least, these results are rarely included in the published literature. An 

exception is Bell & LeBlanc (2000) who report that no significant relationships were 

found for self-reported variables and gloss access. Questionnaire results are usually 

presented in isolation, as variables of interest, rather than factors affecting or resulting 

from the hypertext experience. The present study illuminates the experience readers had 

in the hypertext environment, their perceptions on LL and reading, and how they believe 

they might perform on follow-up activities. The above discussion shows how this 

information is related in many remarkable ways to readers' interaction with gloss, their 

comprehension performance, and their prior ability. L2 models of reading place value on 

the affective and metacognitive factors of reading comprehension, but relatively little 

serious attention is devoted to examining their relationships to other factors in the 

models. 

Pedagogical Implications 

Reading becomes increasingly important in the progression of a basic language 

curriculum, and essential for students at advanced levels of study in French. For that 

reason, the present study focused on intermediate-level learners. Furthermore, reading on 
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the computer has become a dominant force in education, with relatively little research in 

support of the benefits of this envirormient. The focus here was on lexical hypertext 

glosses, and the findings from this study bear important implications for the use of L2 

hypertexts. 

First, the foreign language learners included in this study had some experience 

and skills to meet the challenges of the L2 text. They were all enrolled in the second 

semester of the intermediate level course sequence in French. Enrollment in a course, 

however, does not imply a uniformity of knowledge or language skill level. The measure 

of prior ability confirmed this fact before the reading experience. The range of scores 

was great. This incontestable variability among learners is one rationale for expanding 

learning and reading to the CALL environment, where individual needs can be 

accommodated. The extent to which the glosses were accessed in the hypertext speaks, 

too, to the varied needs of readers. Likewise, an implication of the comprehension results 

is that all readers can benefit from the hypertext glosses, especially when they are 

presented in the LI and L2. 

Another implication of the study is that, although language learners are computer 

savvy, teachers cannot make assumptions about software training. Regardless of reported 

computer skills, the results of this study imply that training was necessary for all learners 

to have benefited from the available help. Patterns of gloss use or non-use and the 

questionnaire responses provide ample evidence to that effect. Without awareness and 

training, learners cannot take advantage of technologically-enhanced reading 

environment. This is even more essential for hypertexts incorporating multimedia 
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features. L2 readers need training to avoid the pitfalls of disorientation (Rouet & 

Levonen, 1996). 

Regarding reader log files generated by hypertext software, Blohm (1987) 

observes that this information can be a diagnostic or prescriptive tool, from which 

teachers can follow-up with direct instruction. The log files can be used to observe 

access patterns for different types of information. Although many studies show that 

lexical glosses are preferred by L2 readers, much work remains to be done to explore the 

usefulness of other types of glosses. 

Regarding the results for comprehension in this study, there is evidence that 

narrative texts will be guided by schema for the narrative genre. Teachers can take 

advantage of this relationship, and explore the cognitive and metacognitive outcomes 

with readers. Furthermore, it was noted that background knowledge played an equally 

important role in shaping readers' understanding of events and characters. Even though 

the glosses provided lexical support, some words, such as "plantation" should be 

explored semantically from a cultural standpoint. "Sita Ena" was an authentic text, and it 

is through authentic texts that the most authentic reading experience can be provided. 

Swaffar (1985) notes that "we need to help students become sensitive to the range of 

perspectives within a foreign country which are expressed in its authentic texts" (31). 

Furthermore, she suggests that "it is through authentic texts that cultural differences can 

be discovered as dialogic practices, versus monologic features" (1992: 238). 
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Limitations of the Study 

The present study provides valuable insight into the hypertext environment for L2 

learners of French, but it is not without limitations. When interpreting the results of this 

research project, several considerations must be taken into account. 

First, the results are applicable to reading in a technologically-enhanced 

environment, with all its benefits and disadvantages. There were several technology-

related factors influencing the project. The computers used in this study, for example, 

were older model Macintosh computers, which limited the software program that could 

be used {HyperCard). The machines were slow, and readers grew impatient, tainting the 

reading experience for some. Log files contained occasional glitches because of the 

computers used, and slow machines prompted an unforeseen adjustment to log file times. 

Regarding the software, some subjects requested or required the researcher's intervention 

during the reading experience, rendering this data unreliable. Because of the technology 

element, results must be viewed cautiously for reading behavior, because not all 

participants' use can be attributed to comprehension monitoring, preference, need or even 

inherent curiosity. Screen design did not signal the availability of help, and this could 

account for a lack of access. The point-click-hold mouse movement, too, while good for 

research purposes, was not so good for all users. Chun & Plass (1996) describe a drag 

and drop method of annotation access, a navigational system which may have less 

influence on reading behavior in the hypertext environment. 

Technology requires orientation and/or training. Readers in this study were 

provided with information about the software's capability through a presentation. Based 
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primarily on the pre-testing of the software, the assumption was made that this was 

adequate. It is clear from the case study data and the questionnaire comments that 

readers' interaction was limited by their knowledge of the software program. Davis & 

Lyman-Hagar (1997) and Lomicka (1998) cite software training as an influence and 

limitation of hypertext research as well. One possibility for minimizing software and 

training effects is demonstrated in Knight (1994), where participants were instructed with 

an overhead image and explanations appeared on each student's computer screen during 

the entire experiment. In fact, recognizing their own limitations, the readers spoke out on 

the need for a facilitator in the CALL environment in a study conducted on learner needs 

by Stepp-Greany (2002). 

Second, comprehension measurement was limited to two tasks among the many 

possibilities for L2 comprehension evaluation. A free recall measure was taken first, 

followed by the multiple choice task in French. The results for recall and reading 

behavior were more robust and consistent than the results for multiple choice, but in most 

cases the results of these two tasks were correlated. In addition, the recall was scored 

using an episodic analysis framework. The comprehension results could be greatly 

altered with a different method of analysis. Or, it may have been useful, for example, to 

create multiple choice items which reflect the episodic analysis framework. The results 

could have been strengthened with two tasks created within the same framework, 

productive recall versus episodic node recognition. The analysis of recall, however, was 

determined after data collection. 
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Third, the results of this study are limited to the one narrative reading passage 

used, hi consideration of all textual factors, it is nearly impossible to say that any two 

texts could be the same, hence the dilemma in making comparisons between research 

findings. The reality of reading research is that the texts used are often as minimally 

analyzed as a matter of procedure. Furthermore, the unobservable cognitive processes 

needed and employed to comprehend a text are interpreted in a multitude of ways. 

Fourth, the study is limited by its exploratory, one-shot design. Readers in this 

study engaged in the hypertext experience once, and their experience was documented in 

a host of ways. The results are insightful and suggestive, but are best viewed as a fhiitful 

point of departure for future hypertext studies with a more far-reaching research agenda. 

A longitudinal design, for example, would provide the added benefit of training readers 

with the software. 

Recommendations for Future Research 

The present study was exploratory. It explored the L2 readers in a hypertext 

environment, designed to help every one of them, hi light of the findings and limitations 

of the present study, fixture lines of research inquiry can be identified to fiirther examine 

the impact and benefits of lexical glossing for L2 reading comprehension. 

First, another exploratory study could be conducted to compare more traditional 

lexical gloss conditions in the hypertext environment: 1) dictionary-style entries in 

French; 2) dictionary style entries in English; 3) contextualized French only glosses; 4) 

contextualized English only glosses; and 4) contextualized L1/L2 dual language glosses. 
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This hypertext environment recognizes readers' general preference for lexical glosses, 

and allows readers to choose a variety of supportive options, without prescribed path for 

language. It may be appropriate to even consider adding LI sentence-level translations, 

which were found to be effective for beginning language learners (Grace, 1998). A 

useful feature of the software, too, would be to create an option to view the list of words 

previously accessed by the reader, hi this way, readers' need to reinspect words can be 

reduced to a centralized and personalized data bank of lexical items. Regarding subjects, 

the study could have a more inclusive sample of readers with different levels of ability 

and reading experience. 

The issue of training would be a useful study in and of itself Rouet & Levonen 

(1996) examine nonlinear textual organization, and suggest that hypertext development 

should be more considerate of cognitive issues. They address the complexity of reading a 

nonlinear text, and the problems of spatial navigation and reader disorientation. Blake 

(1992) notes that multimedia searches require some sophistication on the part of learners. 

This degree of sophistication could be identified through a series of training models for 

different hypertext environments. Data could be gathered on subjects' initial state of 

sophistication and measured over time with respect to learning and/or reading outcomes. 

In this study, no information was gathered about readers' prior experience with 

hypertexts, only their perceptions on computer skills and the usefulness of computers for 

language learning. 

One line of inquiry addressed briefly above was to investigate readers' strategic 

gloss access behavior with respect to important episodic nodes present in a narrative text. 
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The reader log files provide the kind of detail necessary to compare the outcome of 

cognitive and metacognitive processes as readers process a narrative text. This behavior 

can be juxtaposed with their reconstruction of the text through recall. Also, a 

comprehension recognition task could be used to compare gloss access with recognition 

of important episodic elements in a text. A study designed in this way would reveal 

readers' ability to recognize gaps in comprehension which have greater consequence than 

others. 

An exploration of the narrative genre could center as well on inferences, hi the 

present study the variable of inference generation emerged from the analysis of recall. 

The strictness of the story's grammatical framework did not allow for ideas that 

demonstrate a level of comprehension that is elaborative. A more systematic approach to 

the investigation could be framed in the "Construction-hitegration Model of Text 

Comprehension (Kintsch, 1988; 1998). Brown (1998) suggests that "investigating 

inference generation at different fluency levels may shed light on the well-known 'gap' 

between the beginning language courses and the more advanced language courses where 

the focus shifts from language skills to analysis and interpretation of texts. Research 

revealing how and when students are able to make this shift would have major 

pedagogical imphcations" (199). The "Sita Ena" passage would lend itself particularly 

well to a study of inferences, because, upon analysis, an understanding of this text truly 

relies on readers' ability to fill in the gaps of unstated information in the reconstruction of 

textual meaning. 
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Literary texts present different challenges for the L2 reader, and differences as 

such could be reconsidered in the hypertext environment, too. Zwann (1996) addresses 

the "inconsiderate" nature of naturalistic literary texts, in contrast to the experimenter-

generated "considerate" prose, with a tendency to minimize the processing load on the 

reader (242). The "Sita Ena" text employs several literary conventions, and glossing 

could be created to facilitate readers' particular needs for appreciating the text's literary 

nature. Log files would reveal the nature of access for lexical information which makes 

the text more "considerate," the results of which can be compared to textual 

reconstruction. 

As discussed above, the analysis of recall revealed schema-related issues 

associated with the study text, too. The influence of schema was only observed in a few 

examples of recall. A more thorough examination of recall would reveal the extent and 

nature of this influence among L2 readers. A study reviewed by Laufer & Hill (2000) 

considers the role of background and access to supportive information. The results 

suggest that cultural orientation and training have an influence on reading behavior in the 

hypertext environment. An analysis of the present recall data may reveal some additional 

culture gaps, from which lexical glosses focusing on background knowledge could be 

constructed. A future study could examine this supportive information alone, or in 

conjunction with the reader-identified vocabulary items. The Interactive Model of L2 

Reading" by Lee and Van Patten (1995) would serve as a useful point of departure for 

gloss development, and guide in the interpretation of results. 
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The reader-identified vocabulary items in this study were not without their 

limitations. A future research initiative would more rigorously test the content of lexical 

glosses in the target language, hi the present study, and in other studies reviewed, the 

comprehensibility of the target language glosses was not tested with the target group. 

Lexical glosses which cannot be understood, in any language, are not useful. Forty-

percent of subjects in this study agreed to some degree that L2 glosses are preferred, if 

they are understandable. And, about 81% of readers in this study disagreed with the 

statement that French glosses are not useful. The questionnaire results suggest that there 

is some interest in access to L2 glosses to support reading comprehension, but L2 

research must address this issue of clarity directly, prior to investigating readers' 

preferences. 

The certainty of readers' interest and enjoyment for the text was addressed 

through the pretesting of materials. Through the continuous review of related literature, 

the Brantmeier (2003) hypertext study surfaced, and presented the notion of a text's 

gender-orientation, hi this study she reviews the vast differences in individual learners 

and the vast textual differences in materials used to investigate L2 readers, including 

passages, software, content, delivery of textual enhancements. One main finding fi-om 

this investigation is that gender is important in terms of interest and enjoyment. A future 

possibility for the "Sita Ena" text is a study focused on this gender issue. The text itself 

is precisely what Brantmeier describes as female-oriented text. The unexpected results 

for gender and text enjoyment with "Sita Ena" further support the potential influence of 

the text orientation. To add to the textual message, the image on the hypertext is of a 
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woman. The female orientation of this text could be manipulated with glossing which 

emphasizes the roles of the male characters as well, and with an image which does not 

depict a woman. Interest could be raised and motivation could increase, thus potentially 

prompting more interactivity with textual support. 

Despite the failings of this research in its attempt to examine case study data from 

the think-aloud protocol, the log file data could well be supported or replaced by think-

aloud protocol procedures (Wallace, 1987; Davis & Lyman-Hager, 1997; Lomicka, 1998, 

Roby, 1999; Liou, 2000). Thinking aloud results in data reflective of all types of schema 

and of cognitive and metacognitive processes. It engages the reader in an interactive way 

that is markedly different from the less obvious tracking feature. The pedagogical 

benefits of think aloud make it even more appealing as a research tool. It is an 

opportunity for synergy between reader, teacher and text. Data from think-aloud case 

studies is not generalizeable, but presents an enlightening line of inquiry (Lyman-Hager 

& Burnett, 1999). Furthermore, the questionnaire data indicated that readers in this study 

were much attuned to their skills and comprehension. It is not possible to know, 

however, whether or not the gloss environment contributed to this self-awareness. A 

study designed to investigate self-awareness through think-aloud procedures could shed 

some light on the issue of comprehension monitoring. 

In addressing the hype of hypertext, Oostendorp & Sjaak de Mul remark, "The 

reality of electronic text usage is far from ideal, despite the hype around Internet, World 

Wide Web, electronic journals, hypertext, and so forth. Improvement might be sought in 

the development of a framework for analyzing reader-documentation interaction, in order 
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to conceptualize human information usage that is needed to examine and evaluate designs 

for electronic documents" (1996: 3). Such a framework would indeed serve the L2 

research community as it endeavors to expose the cognitive and metacognitive processes 

at work during reading comprehension. 

Conclusion 

The findings of this dissertation indicate that L2 comprehension is affected by 

readers' interaction with LI and L2 supportive lexical glosses in the hypertext 

environment. The evidence suggests that LI glosses are a distinct source of enhanced 

understanding. Even language learners of greater ability benefit from accessing this 

supportive gloss information. Use of L2 gloss information did not result in benefits with 

respect to the factors for comprehension. However, L2 gloss use is associated with 

elaborative inference generation. The hypertext environment provided the support 

needed for greater comprehension to those who took full advantage of the lexical gloss 

feature. The finding that some readers did not take full advantage of the available 

supportive information in either or both languages suggests that effective software 

training is a prerequisite for equal access opportunity among L2 readers. Such findings 

bear important implications for software development, research, and pedagogical 

considerations. The analysis of recall data provides evidence to suggest a prominent role 

for schemata in the reconstruction of textual information. Both background knowledge 

and formal schema shaped readers' understanding of the text. Furthermore, gender was a 

predictor variable for enjoyment of the reading selection which can be described as 
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having a female-orientation. These interactive factors of reader and text are 

representative of the many complexities to consider for L2 reading comprehension. 

Reading is indeed complex. One researcher aptly describes the attempt by professionals 

to interpret the L2 reading research and apply the findings. She notes "how the many 

variables involved in the reading process threaten to confound results" (Young, 1999: 

361). L2 reading research with a technological dimension involves yet more factors to 

consider in the examination of the dynamic process of reading. The findings and 

discussion of this dissertation give cause and some possibilities for future hypertext gloss 

studies. 
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APPENDIX A: "SITAENA" 

Je revois encore Sita Ena, assise dans un coin du salon, de la salle a manger ou de 
la cuisine. Je I'entends encore rire aux eclats et frapper des mains en nous racontant des 
histoires 
assaisonnees qui nous laissaient pantois des joumees entieres et dont elle seule avait le 
secret. Je la revois aussi les apres-midi devant la maison, interpellant les voisines, 
taquinant quelqu'un. Je ressens meme encore la brulure de ses doigts sur mon cuir 
chevelu alors qu'elle me faisait des tresses. 

Je ne me souviens pas de la premiere fois oii j'ai vu Sita Ena. Elle arrivait 
toujours a I'improviste, restait quelques mois, parfois meme toute I'annee, puis un jour, 
apres une grande dispute, elle disparaissait, emportant avec elle son rire, sa vitalite, ses 
histoires et ses reparties acerbes. Un jour, elle revenait et se reinstallait comme si de rien 
n'etait, et tout se passsait alors comme si elle n'etait jamais partie. 

Elle etait la niece de mon pere. II s'etait toujours occupe d'elle. Les parents de 
Sita Ena etaient morts tres jeunes. Au bout de quelques annees d'ecole primaire, elle 
avait decrete qu'elle n'irait plus a I'ecole et qu'elle voulait plutot travailler. Les menaces 
de son oncle n'y firent rien, Sita Ena n'etait pas du type a se laisser demonter. Un jour 
elle s'en alia dans le Nord Quest du pays, zone anglophone qui s'appelait alors Cameroun 
Oriental, pour travailler dans les plantations de the. Lorsqu'elle en revint, elle parlait le 
pidgin anglais qu'elle essaya aussitot de nous apprendre. Nous etions aussi heureux que 
si elle nous avait appris I'anglais - d'ailleurs nous ne savions pas la difference. A un 
autre de ses voyages, elle alia travailler dans les grandes plantations d'hevea de 
Dizangue. Comme d'habitude, elle en revenait avec de fascinantes histoires, telle 
I'histoire des deux hommes qu'elle avait rosses parce qu'ils essayaient de lui piquer son 
argent, ou encore I'histoire de la compression du personnel. Apres une saison 
particulierement mauvaise, les patrons des plantations d'hevea avaient decide de 
renvoyer la moitie de leurs effectifs. Se trouvant parmi les demiers arrivants, Sita Ena 
s'etait done retrouvee au chomage. Entrevue avec le chef du personnel, pleurs et cris n'y 
avaient rien fait, la decision etait irrevocable. Comme le bureau du grand patron donnait 
sur un petit pare a I'arriere du batiment, Sita Ena decida d'aller I'y attendre pour lui 
parler. Bien entendu, elle se fit chasser plus d'une fois. Apres une semaine de ce 
manege, semaine pendant laquelle elle avait remarque que le pare etait mal entretenu, que 
des feuilles mortes jonchaient le sol, et que I'herbe atteignait presque 
la hauteur des arbustes, elle decida de changer de plan d'attaque. Elle arrivait done tres 
tot le matin, raclait, sarclait, coupait I'herbe, ramassait les feuilles mortes, et, au moment 
ou le grand patron Monsieur Essomba arrivait, elle s'activait du cote ou il garait sa 
voiture. Elle ne manquait neanmoins jamais de lever son visage convert de sueur et de 
poussiere, et de crier im "bonjour Monsieur" bien haut. II faut dire que le pare avait pris 
un petit air coquet. Plus de longues herbes touffues, plus de feuilles mortes, rien que des 
arbustes proprets et degages. Le jour de la paie, elle se presenta au bureau du personnel 
oil on lui annon^a gentiment que son nom ne figurait sur aucune list d'aucun service. 
"Mais j'ai travaille" protesta-t-elle, rien n'y fit. Sachant qu'elle se ferait certainement 
renvoyer par les secretaires si elle essayait de voir le grand patron immediatement, elle 
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attendit patiemment le lendemain matin. Comme d'habitude, munie de sa houe et de son 
coupe-coupe, elle se mit a sarcler I'herbe en attendant que Mr. Essomba arrive. Des qu'il 
descendit de la voiture, elle se precipita aussitot vers lui en criant "monsieur, ils refusent 
de me payer, j 'ai travaille monsieur, regardez le pare." Monsieur Essomba qui regardait 
probablement cette femme pour la premiere fois, meme s'il I'avait souvent aper9ue, jeta 
un regard circulaire autour de lui. "Pourquoi?" dit-il enfm, et Sita Ena repondit: "je ne 
sais pas." "Venez," fit Monsieur Essomba. lis se rendirent done tout droit dans le bureau 
du chef du personnel. "Vous savez, tout le monde me regardait, Mr. Essomba ouvrait la 
porte et me disait "entrez," et moi je marchais la tete haute, les epaules bien droites, 
ignorant les regards etonnes des gens. II ouvrit le bureau du chef du personnel qui, 
surpris de la visite matinale du patron, se leva aussitot. Monsieur Essomba dit alors au 
chef du personnel: "Bonjour Monsieur Lowat, veuillez vous occuper de Madame s'il 
vous plait." Et apres lui avoir demande des papiers concemant je ne sais quoi, il retouma 
a son bureau. Les enfants, c'etait du 'venez-voir', ponctua Sita Ena, "II fallait voir la tete 
de ce type; j'etais la, tres calme, assise dans le grand fauteuil ou il ne recevait que les 
gens importants, moi qu'il avait toujours re^ue debout." 

"Vous avez travaille combien d'heures?" demanda Monsieur Lowat d'un ton 
courrouce. "Pas question d'heures, vous me payez comme les jardiniers." "Mais avant 
vous etiez dans la plantation; vous n'y etes plus, et personne ne vous a embauchee 
comme jardiniere. Vous n'avez pas de fiche!" dit Monsieur Lowat. "Pourquoi croyez-
vous que le chef vous a demande de vous occuper de moi? Je suis responsable du pare 
qui se trouve derriere son bureau." "Et je le regardais droit dans les yeux" poursuivit Sita 
Ena. "Excede, ce pauvre type qui ne voulait sans doute pas retoumer voir le patron, me 
fit une fiche. C'est ainsi que je devins jardiniere pendant plus de deux ans, et comble de 
bonheur, le salaire des jardiniers etait presque le double de celui des employes de 
plantation! En plus, le travail etait moins dur, et surtout j'etais mon propre patron." 
[...] 
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APPENDIX B: FRENCH-ENGLISH GLOSSES FOR "SITA ENA" 

Vocab Items French English 
revois revoir - voir de nouveau en 

imagination, par la memoire 
fpresentl 

revoir - to see again [present] 

assise assise - appuy^e sur son 
derriere 

assise - sitting 

coin du salon coin - angle rentrant / le 
salon - lieu de reunion dans 
une maison 

coin - comer / le salon - living room 

I'entends entendre - percevoir par les 
oreilles; ecouter fpresentl 

entendre - to hear [present] 

rire aux eclats rire aux eclats - rire tres fort, 
avec bruit 

rire aux eclats - to roar with laughter 

assaisonnees assaisonne - epice; embelli assaisonne - spiced up; embellished 
laissaient laisser - maintenir (qqn) dans 

un etat fimparfaitl 
laisser - to leave somebody in a state 
[imperfect] 

pantois pantois - dont le souffle est 
coupe par la surprise; 
stupefait 

pantois - amazed, stunned, flabbergasted 

inteqsellant interpellant - appellant 
quelqu'un; demandant 

interpellant - calling out to someone; 
questioning someone 

taquinant taquinant - s'amusant; 
blaguant; jouant 

taquinant - teasing 

ressens ressentir - eprouver; sentir 
[present] 

ressentir - to feel [present] 

la brulure la brulure - sensation de forte 
chaleur 

la brillure - burning sensation 

cuir chevelu cuir chevelu - peau du crane, 
recouverte par les cheveux, 
chez les etres humains 

cuir chevelu - scalp 

tresses tresse - longue meche de 
cheveux divisee en trois et 
entrelacee 

tresse - braid 

a I'improviste a I'improviste - de fafon 
inattendue; sans prevenir 

a I'improviste - unexpectedly, unannounced 

restait rester - continuer d'etre dans 
un lieu [present] 

rester - to stay, remain; to live [present] 

parfois parfois - dans certaines 
circonstances; quelquefois 

parfois - sometimes 

disparaissait disparaitre - s'absenter 
brusquement; s'en aller; 
partir [imparfait] 

disparaitre - to disappear; to go away 
[imperfect] 

emportant emportant - prenant avec soi 
en quittant un lieu 

emportant - taking (away) 

reparties repartie - reponse rapide et 
juste 

repartie - retort; repartee 

acerbes acerbe - qui critique avec 
mechancete; aggresif 
[adjectif] 

acerbe - bitter; caustic 

se reinstallait se reinstaller - se loger de 
nouveau a une place 
determinee [imparfait] 

se reinstaller - to settle back into 

se passait se passer - avoir lieu, arriver 
[imparfait] 

se passer - to take place; to happen [imperfect] 

Au bout de au bout de - a la fin de au bout de - at the end of 
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Vocab Items French English 
avait decrete decreter - decider avec 

autorite fplus-que-parfaitl 
decreter - to declare; to decree [pluperfect] 

n'irait aller - se deplacer d'un lieu a 
un autre [conditionnel 
present! 

aller - to go [present conditional] 

plutot plutot - de preference plutot - rather 
menaces menace - provocation; 

reprimande; avertissement 
menace - threat, menace 

n'y firent rien ne rien faire - ne rien 
accomplir fpasse simple] 

ne faire rien - does nothing; has no 
impact;does not deter [past historic] 

se laisser demonter se laisser demonter - devenir 
agite, irrite 

se laisser demonter - to get upset, flustered, 
disconcerted 

s'en alia s'en aller - partir [passe 
simplel 

s'en aller - to go (away) [past historic] 

Cameroun Oriental Cameroun Oriental - le 
Cameroun qui se trouve vers 
I'orient, vers Test 

Cameroun Oriental - eastern Cameroun 

Lorsqu'elle lorsqu'elle - quand elle lorsqu'elle - when she 
revint revenir - rentrer; retoumer 

[passe simple! 
revenir - to come back; return [past historic] 

le pidgin anglais le pidgin anglais - un 
melange d'anglais et un autre 
langue 

le pidgin anglais - English-based pidgin; a mix 
of English and another language 

essaya essayer (de) - tenter; chercher 
a [passe simplel 

essayer (de) - to try to; to attempt to [past 
historic] 

aussitot aussitot - au meme instant; 
immediatement 

aussitot - at once, immediately 

etions etre - avoir une realite; 
exister [imparfait! 

etre - to be [imperfect] 

si elle nous avait appris si elle nous avait appris - si 
elle avait enseigne a nous 
[plus-que-parfait] 

si elle nous avait appris - if she had taught us 
[pluperfect] 

d'ailleurs d'ailleurs - de plus; du reste d'ailleurs - besides, anyway 
elle alia aller - partir [passe simple! aller - went [past historic] 
d'hevea hevea - arbre d'Amerique du 

Sud, dent on tire le 
caoutchouc 

hevea - rubber tree 

Dizangue Dizangue - nom d'un lieu Dizangue - name of a place 
revenait revenir - rentrer; retoumer 

[imparfait! 
revenir - to come back; return [imperfect] 

telle telle - comme telle - such as, like 
avait rosses rosser - battre violement 

[plus-q ue-parfait! 
rosser - to beat up, thrash [pluperfect] 

essayaient essayer (de) - tenter; chercher 
a [imparfaitl 

essayer (de) - to try to; to attempt to 
[imperfect] 

piquer piquer - prendre, voler 
(argot) 

piquer - to take, to steal (slang) 

la compression du personnel la compression du personnel 
- reduction forcee du 
personnel 

la compression du personnel - personnel 
reduction, cutback 

renvoyer renvoyer - faire partir renvoyer - to dismiss; send away 
la moitie la moitie - une des parties a 

peu pres egales; cinquante 
percent 

la moitie - half; 50 % 

effectifs effectifs - employes effectifs - employees; workforce 
parmi parmi - au milieu de; entre parmi - among 
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Vocab Items French English 
done done - ainsi; par suite; en 

consequence 
done - therefore 

retrouvee se retrouver - etre dans une 
situation par consequence 
fpius-que-parfaitl 

se retrouver - to end up fpluperfect] 

chomage au chomage - sans travail au chomage - unemployed 
Entrevue entrevue - rencontre entre 

deux ou plusieurs personnes 
entrevue - a meeting; interview 

Tarriere du batiment I'arriere du batiment -
derriere le batiment 

I'arriere du batiment - back of the building 

se fit chasser se faire chasser - se faire 
enlever (partir) d'un lieu avec 
violence fpasse simplel 

se faire chasser - to be thrown out (violently) 
fpast historic] 

manege manege - jeu manege - game; ploy 
pendant laquelle pendant - en meme temps 

que; durant / laquelle -
pronom relatif 

pendant laquelle - during which 

mal entretenu mal entretenu - maintenu en 
mauvais etat 

mal entretenu - poorly kept 

feuilles mortes feuilles mortes - feuilles sans 
vie (seches) qui tombent de 
I'arbre 

feuilles mortes - dead leaves fallen from a tree 

jonchaient joncher - couvrir en 
repandant 9a et la; etendre 
fimparfaitl 

joncher - to strew something with; to litter 
fimperfect] 

I'herbe herbe - petite plante; 
graminee; vert 

herbe - grass 

atteignait atteindre - arriver a 
fimparfait] 

atteindre - to reach, get at fimperfect] 

hauteur hauteur - taille hauteur - height 
arbustes arbuste - petit arbre arbuste - small shrub, bush 
arrivait arriver - parvenir au lieu ou 

Ton voulait aller fimparfaitl 
arriver - to arrive [imperfect] 

tot tot - avant le moment 
habituel ou normal; pas tard 

tot - early 

le matin matin - debut du jour matin - morning 
raelait racier - enlever les feuilles 

mortes, etc. fimparfaitl 
racier - to rake [imperfect] 

sarelait sarcler - debarasser les 
mauvaises herbes avec un 
outil fimparfaitl 

sarcler - to weed [imperfect] 

coupait couper - diviser avec un 
instrument tranchant 
fimparfaitl 

couper - to cut fimperfect] 

ramassait ramasser - rassembler, 
amasser fimparfaitl 

ramasser - to pick up; to gather, collect 
fimperfect] 

s'activait s'activer - se montrer actif, 
s'occuper activement 
fimparfaitl 

s'activer - to bustle about [imperfect] 

garait garer - rentrer une voiture 
dans un garage fimparfaitl 

garer - to park fimperfect] 

ne manquait ne jamais manquer - faire 
toujours fimparfaitl 

ne jamais manquer - to always do something; 
never fail to do something fimperfect] 

neanmoins neanmoins - pourtant neanmoins - nevertheless 
lever lever - diriger vers le haut; 

monter 
lever - to raise, lift up 
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Vocab Items French English 
sueur sueur - transpiration; gouttes 

d'eau du corps qui resultent 
d'un travail intense 

sueur - sweat resulting from hard work 

poussiere poussiere - terre dessechee 
reduite en particules tres 
fines; debris 

poussiere - dust 

bien haut bien haut - tres fort bien haut - loudly 
air coquet air coquet - qui a un aspect 

joli, mignon, soigne 
air coquet - pretty, charming 

plus de longues herbes plus de longues herbes - la 
cessation d'herbe etendue 
(sans grandes plantes) 

plus de longues herbes - no more long grass 

touffues touffu - qui est de grande 
dimension et dense fadjectif] 

touffu - thick, bushy 

arbustes arbuste - petit arbre arbuste - shrub, bush 
proprets proprets - bien propre dans sa 

simplicite fadjectif! 
proprets - neat; clean 

degages degage - qui n'est pas 
recouvert, encombre 

degage - clear; open 

annonfa annon9a - faire savoir; 
communiquer; apprendre 
fpasse simplel 

annoncer - to announce, report [past historic! 

figurait figurer - apparaitre; se 
trouver quelque part 
fimparfaitl 

figurer - to appear 

aucune liste d'aucun service aucune liste d'aucun service - aucune liste d'aucun service - not on the list of 
pas sur la liste de travailleurs those who have worked 

rien n'y fit rien n'y fit - rien ne s'est 
passe 

rien n'y fit - nothing happened 

Sachant sachant - comprenant sachant - knowing; understanding 
se ferait certainement 
renvoyer 

se faire renvoyer - faire 
partir; chasser de 
fconditionnell 

se faire renvoyer - to be chassed ('kicked') out 
[conditional! 

munie de sa houe munie de sa houe - equipe, munie de sa houe - armed with (carrying) her 
arme de son outil pour biner hoe 
la terre 

coupe-coupe coupe-coupe - sabre pour 
couper les branches 

coupe-coupe - machete 

sarcler sarcler - debarasser les 
mauvaises herbes avec un 
outil 

sarcler - to weed 

I'herbe herbe - petite plante verte herbe - grass 
en attendant en attendant - en restant sur 

place 
en attendant - waiting 

Des des - a partir du moment des - from the moment 
se precipita se precipiter - s'elancer 

brusquement; aller tres vite a 
I'avant 

se precipiter - to rush at 

aussitot aussitot - immediatement aussitot - immediately 
vers vers - dans la direction de vers - toward(s) 
aper9ue apercevoir - remarquer; 

discemer; vu [plus-que-
parfait] 

apercevoir - to notice; catch a glimpse of; see 

jeta un regard jeter un regard - regarder 
furtivement fpasse simple! 

jeter un regard - to glance; to look [past 
historic! 
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Vocab Items French Enelish 
autour de lui autour de - dans I'espace qui 

environne quelqu'un 
autour de - around 

se rendirent se rendre - aller [passe 
simple! 

se rendre - to go [past historic] 

marchais marcher - aller a pied 
[imparfait] 

marcher - to walk [imperfect] 

la tete haute la tete haute - la tete droite 
(symbole de fierte) 

la tete haute - head held high (proudly) 

epaules epaule - partie superieure du 
bras (partie du corps) 

epaule - shoulder 

bien droites bien droites - debout; non 
penche 

bien droites - very straight 

regards etonnes regards etonnes - regards 
surpris; I'attention 

regards etonnes - surprised looks 

veuillez vouloir - desirer [veuillez = 
formule de politesse; 
imparatif] 

vouloir - to want to ["would you please"; 
imperative] 

venez-voir venez-voir - incroyable venez-voir - incredible; you had to see it to 
believe it 

ponctua ponctuer - accentuer; insister 
[passe simple] 

ponctuer - to punctuate, accentuate [past 
historic] 

fauteuil fauteuil - siege pour une 
personne; chaise 

fauteuil - armchair 

refue repue - accueilli; traitee repue - received 
debout debout - sur ses pieds; pas 

assis 
debout - standing 

courrouce courrouce - tres irrite courrouce - insensed, very irrite 
etiez etre - se trouver [imparfait] etre - to be [imperfect] 
vous n'y etes plus vous n'y etes plus - vous ne 

vous trouvez plus (dans la 
plantation] 

vous n'y etes plus - you are no longer there (in 
the plantation) 

a embauchee embaucher - employer; pris 
pour faire un travail [passe 
compose] 

embaucher - to employ, hire [passe compose] 

fiche fiche - carte d'emploi fiche - employment card/time card 
poursuivit poursuivre - continuer [passe 

simple] 
poursuivre - to continue [past historic] 

Excede excede - exaspere excede - exasperated 
sans doute sans doute -

incontestablement 
sans doute - doubtless; without a doubt 

me fit une fiche me faire une fiche - preparer 
une carte d'emploi pour moi 
[passee simple] 

me faire une fiche - made me an employment 
card/time card [past historic] 

ainsi ainsi - comme cela; de cette 
maniere/fapon; alors 

ainsi - in this way 

devins devenir - commencer 4 etre 
[passe simple] 

devenir - to become [past historic] 

comble comble - plein, rempli comble - filled 
celui celui - indique "le salaire" 

[pronom demonstratif] 
celui - refers to "the salary" (demonstrative 
pronoun) 

dur dur - difficile dur - difficult 
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APPENDIX C: MULTIPLE CHOICE TASK 

1. Quelle lefon peut-on tirer du texte? 
o a. Ne vous inquietez-pas, tout sera bien. 
o b. La vie n'est pas difficile si on est optimiste. 
o c. Si on est persistant, on peut reussir. 
o d. N'ecoutez pas I'avis ds gens desagreables. 

2. De temps en temps, Sita Ena habitait chez 
o a. ses parents 
0 b. son oncle 
o c. des voisins 
0 d. des amis 

3. Indiquez I'ordre correcte des evenements au sujet de Sita Ena. 
0 a. Elle ne va plus a I'ecole; ses parents sont morts; son oncle se fache 
o b. Elle travaille dans une plantation; elle devient jardiniere; elle recommence ses etudes 
0 c. Ses parents sont morts; elle travaille dans une plantation; elle devient jardiniere 
o d. Elle ne va plus i I'ecole; son oncle se fache; elle recommence ses etudes 

4. . .Sita Ena n 'etait pas du type a se laisser demonter." Indiquez I'equivalent de cette phrase. 
o a. Sita Ena etait quelqu'un qui faisait rire aux gens tout le temps. 
0 b. Sita Ena restait toujours calme. 
o c. Sita Ena n'etait pas quelqu'un qui aime travailler. 
o d. Sita Ena etait une femme tres gentille. 

5. L'auteur fait une caracterisation de Sita Ena qui est plutot... 
0 a. favorable. 
o b. defavorable. 
0 c. neutre. 
o d. impossible a dire. 

6. Sita Ena a commence a travailler comme jardiniere parce que... 
o a. elle voulait gagner plus d'argent. 
o b. elle preferait travailler toute seule. 
o e. son oncle lui a demande de le faire. 
o d. elle a perdu son poste dans la plantation. 

7. Le chef du personnel et le patron voient la situation de Sita Ena d'une fafon differente. Quelle est la perspective du 
patron? 
0 a. Sita Ena ne merite rien. 
o b. Sita Ena est aimable. 
0 c. II est necessaire que Sita Ena trouve un nouveau poste. 
o d. II faut payer Sita Ena pour son travail. 

8. "Je ressens meme encore la brulure de ses doigts sur mon cuir chevelu..." Qui est le "je" dans cette phrase? 
0 a. I'oncle de Sita Ena 
o b. Sita Ena 
o c. la cousine de Sita Ena 
0 d. C'est impossible a dire 

9. Selon le texte, il semble que la vie de Sita Ena sera toujours 
o a. dure parce qu'elle est femme africaine et toute seule. 
o b. parfois dure, mais elle surmontera toujours ses obstacles. 
o c. difficile parce qu'elle est esclave dans une plantation. 
o d. pleine de joie parce qu'elle sera toujours son propre patron. 
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APPENDIX D: PRE-READING QUESTIONNAIRE 

Background Information (please print legibly) 

Last name Last four digits of SS# 

Male Female 

Nationalitv/citizenshin 

Native Language 

Maior 

Minor 

Foreign language studied and length of study 

French semesters in college, including this semester 
years in high school 

Other languages studied: 

leneth of study: 

length of studv: 

leneth of studv: 

• Why are you taking French 202? 

• Please circle the number that best describes you: 

Foreien lansuaee learner 

poor 
1 2 3 4 5 

excellent 
6 

Reading in French 

poor 
1 2 3 4 5 

excellent 
6 

Reading in vour native laneuaee 

poor 
1 2 3 4 5 

excellent 
6 

Computer skills 

poor 
1 2 3 4 5 

excellent 
6 
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APPENDIX E: POST-READING QUESTIONNAIRE 

Last name: Last four digits of SS # 
This questionnaire is designed to find out more about you as a language learner and a reader. 

A. Please circle the number that best describes you using the number-meaning representation given below. 

strongly disagree somewhat somewhat agree strongly 

disagree disagree agree 
12 3 4 5 

agree 
6 

1. 1 enjoy foreign language learning. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

2. It is important to know what each word means when reading a text in French. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

3. I do not enjoy reading in a foreign language. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

4. Learning a foreign language is important. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

5. Knowing how to read in French will not be useful in the future. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

6. I prefer to look-up words I do not know rather than guess them from the context. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

7. I enjoy reading in my native language when I have free time. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

8. I try to guess the meaning of a word in a text before 1 look it up in the dictionary. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

9. Getting the main idea of a text is the most important aspect of reading in French. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

10. I wish reading texts was not a requirement of this course. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

11. Reading for pleasure in my native language is one of my least favorite activities. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

12. I can put together the meaning of a text by skimming for key concepts. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

13. French 202 is a valuable course. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

14. When reading in French, 1 try to apply what I already know about the topic. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

15. Reading in my native language is fun. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Snecific to the readins activitv for this oroiect 

1. Vocabulary glosses in French are not helpful for comprehension. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

2. I enjoyed reading the short story used in this project. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

3. Using a computer environment for foreign language reading is a good idea. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

4. I was not interested in the text topic. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

5. I prefer English glosses when I read a text in French. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

6. This reading project was a waste of time. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

7. If the French glosses are clear, I do prefer having them over English glosses. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

8. The computer cannot help me leam a foreign language. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

9. Projects like this are important for the improvement of foreign language study. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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10. The English definitions were what helped me most to understand Sita Ena. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

11. French textbooks should provide extensive vocabulary glosses in English. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

12. The French annotations 1 clicked on in Sita Ena were not helpful. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

B. Please circle the number that best describes you: 

1. Overall comprehension of the text, Sita Ena. 

poor 
1 2 3 4 5 

excellent 
6 

2. Ability to provide meanings in English or French for key vocabulary found in Sita Ena. 

poor 
1 2 3 4 5 

excellent 
6 

3. Abilitv to narticinate in a class or eroun discussion in Enelish on Sita Ena text. 

poor 
1 2 3 4 5 

excellent 
6 

4. Abilitv to narticioate in a class or eroun discussion in French on Sita Ena text. 

poor 
1 2 3 4 5 

excellent 
6 

5. Abilitv to write an in-class comnosition in French about Sita Ena.. 

poor 
1 2 3 4 5 

excellent 
6 

6. Abilitv to write a take-home comnosition in French about Sita Ena. 

poor 
1 2 3 4 5 

excellent 
6 

C. Comments 
1. Please take a moment to comment on the effectiveness of the vocabulary annotations included for this project. For example, were 
there too few? Were they clear? What else might have contributed to greater comprehension? 

2. Also, describe briefly your strengths and/or weaknesses with respect to reading any text in French, What has been your experience 
with reading in the basic language courses you have taken? 
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APPENDIX F: SUBJECT CONSENT FORM 

SUBJECT'S CONSENT FORM 

Interpreting a Second Language Text: A Study of 12 Reading Behavior and Comprehension in a Hypertext Environment 

Principal Investigator: Susan L. Cooledge Date: April?, 1999 

I AM BEING ASKED TO READ THE FOLLOWING MATERIAL TO ENSURE THAT I AM INFORMED OF THE NATURE OF 
THIS RESEARCH STUDY AND OF HOW I WILL PARTICIPATE IN IT, IF I CONSENT TO DO SO. SIGNING THIS FORM 
WILL INDICATE THAT I HAVE BEEN SO INFORMED AND THAT I GIVE MY CONSENT. FEDERAL REGULATIONS 
REQUIRE WRITTEN INFORMED CONSENT PRIOR TO PARTICIPATION IN THIS RESEARCH STUDY SO THAT I CAN 
KNOW THE NATURE AND RISKS OF MY PARTICIPATION AND CAN DECIDE TO PARTICIPATE OR NOT PARTICIPATE 
IN A FREE AND INFORMED MANNER. 

Purpose: I am being invited to participate voluntarily in the above-titled research project. The purpose of this project is for the 
investigator to leam more about the reading behaviors and comprehension processes of intermediate level learners of French. Also, 
my attitudes, opinions and preferences will be taken into consideration. 

Participants: If I agree to participate, I will be asked to consent to the following: I will take the F-cape placement examination and 
read a hypertext in ML 511. In addition, I will complete a questionnaire. If I agree to participate in the case study, I will be asked to 
think aloud as 1 read the hypertext, followed by a brief interview. The time necessary to conduct this project with participants is 
approximately 2 hours. 

Risks: This research poses no risk to me. 

Benefits: The benefits to me include the opportunity to take the F-cape placement exam and find out my level of proficiency, and the 
experience of participating in a unique and pertinent reading lesson, whereby I may discover better ways to read a text in French, 
particularly with respect to vocabulary. 

Confidentiality: Confidentiality will be assured by keeping separate the list of participants and the data. You will only be identified 
by a number. 

Participation Costs and Subject Compensation: There are no costs to me in this study, nor will I be compensated. 

I can obtain further information from the Principal Investigator, Susan L. Cooledge, Ph.D. Candidate at 520/621-7349. If I have 
questions concerning my rights as a research subject. I may call the Human Subjects Committee office at 520/626-6721. 

BEFORE GIVING MY CONSENT BY SIGNING THIS FORM, THE METHODS, INCONVENIENCES, RISKS, AND BENEFITS 
HAVE BEEN EXPLAINED TO ME AND MY QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN ANSWERED. I UNDERSTAND THAT I MAY ASK 
QUESTIONS AT ANY TIME, AND THAT I AM FREE TO WITHDRAW FROM THE PROJECT AT ANY TIME WITHOUT 
CAUSING BAD FEELINGS. MY PARTICIPATION IN THIS PROJECT MAY BE ENDED BY THE INVESTIGATOR OR BY 
THE SPONSOR FOR REASONS THAT WOULD BE EXPLAINED. NEW INFORMATION DEVELOPED DURING THE 
COURSE OF THIS STUDY WHICH MAY AFFECT MY WILLINGNESS TO CONTINUE IN THIS RESEARCH PROJECT WILL 
BE GIVEN TO ME AS IT BECOMES AVAILABLE. I UNDERSTAND THAT THIS CONSENT FORM WILL BE FILED IN AN 
AREA DESIGNATED BY THE HUMAN SUBJECTS COMMITTEE, WITH ACCESS RESTRICTED TO THE PRINCIPAL 
INVESTIGATOR, SUSAN L. COOLEDGE, OR AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OF THE INTERDISCIPLINARY PHD 
PROGRAM IN SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION AND TEACHING, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA. I UNDERSTAND 
THAT I DO NOT GIVE UP ANY OF MY LEGAL RIGHTS BY SIGNING THIS FORM. A COPY OF THIS SIGNED CONSENT 
FORM WILL BE GIVEN TO ME. 

Subject's Signature Date 

Investigator's Affidavit 
I have carefully explained to the subject the nature of the above project. I hereby certify that to the best of my knowledge the person 
who is signing this consent form understands clearly the nature, demands, benefits, and risks involved in his/her participation and 
his/her signature is legally valid. A medial problem or language or educational barrier has not precluded this understanding. 

Signature of Principal Investigator Date 
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APPENDIX G: CODE BOOK 

ID reader ID number (grouped in hundreds by course section) 
FCAPE DATA(foreign language placement test score) 
Fcape proficiency' score (FCAPE computered foreign language 

placement exam) 
LOGFILE DATA 
•adjusted to account for the 2 seconds needed for technology to display the FR gloss, in contrast to the immediate 
display of the EN gloss information 

TProgrTime total time in seconds engaged in reading project 
FRTime time in seconds accessing/referring to FR glosses 
aFRTime* time in seconds in FR glosses minus 2 seconds per FR access 
FRNum number of FR glosses accessed 
ENTime time in seconds accessing/referring to EN glosses 
ENNum number of Eng glosses accessed 
NIATime time in seconds accessing glosses with no info available 
NIANum number of No Info available glosses accessed; includes a few 

repeats of NIA items 
RpeatsNum number of repeated annos; mostly FR; times not isolated/ 

included in FR gloss & EN gloss time variables 
FROnlyNum number of FR only glosses accessed; no subsequent English 

glosses & no repeats 
FROnlyTime time in seconds accessing FR only glosses 
aFROnlyTime* adjusted time in seconds accessing FR only glosses minus 2 

sees per gloss accessed 
TGlsNum total number of ALL glosses accessed (NIA + FR + EN + 

repeats) 
TGlsTime total time in seconds accessing/referring to all glosses (FR + 

EN + NIA + repeats) 
aTGlsTime* adjusted time in seconds accessing/reading glosses (FR + EN + 

NIA + repeats); minus 2 seconds per FR access 
TFR/ENNum total number of FR & EN glosses accessed 
TFR/ENTime total time in seconds accessing FR & EN glosses 
aTFR/ENTime* total time in seconds adjusted minus 2 seconds per FR access 
TReadingTime total reading time in seconds; excludes total time spent 

accessing glosses 
DV dummy variables: 0=no access; l=FROnly; 2=FRthen EN 
CFS comprehension factor score 
MULTIPLE CHOICE DATA 
MCl/CI complex inference item; O=incorrect & l=correct 
MC2/D detail item; O=incorrect & l=correct 
MC3/SI simple inference item; O=incorrect & l=correct 
MC4/D detail item; O=incorrect & l=correct 
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MC5/CI complex inference item; O=incorrect & l=correct 
MC6/SI simple inference item; O^^incorrect & l=correct 
MC7/SI simple inference item; O=incorrect & l=correct 
MC8/D detail item; O=incorrect & l=correct 
MC9/CI complex inference item; O=incorrect & l=correct 
MCtotal score for multiple choice comprehension items (0-8pts) 
MCdetail score for detail items (#s 2, 4 & 8; 0-3pts) 
MCsimple score for simple inferential items (#s 3 & 6; 0-2pts) 
MCcomplex score for complex inferential items (#s 1, 5 & 9; 0-3pts) 
RECALL DATA 
Rwords words in recall 
Rideas ideas in recall 
Rmatch matching ideas (recall-text) 
Rinfer inferences 
Rsum summary ideas 
Rmis mismatching ideas 
Rmeta metacomments 
RQideas matching, inferences & summary ideas 
EA20 score for "very important" episodic nodes (0-20pts) 
PRE-READING QUESTIONNAIRE DATA 
Gender 1 = Male 2 = Female 
Nationality 1=USA 2 =Mexico 3=Swedish 4= Canadian 
NativeLang l=English 2=Spanish 3=Swedish 4= Russian 
Major l=blank (no response on questionnaire) 

2=undecided/undeclared 
3=College of Agric. & Life Sciences 
4=College of Architecture, Ping & Landscape Architecture 
5=College of Bus. & Pub Admin (nb: crim. Justice;economics) 
6=College of Education 
7=College of Engineering & Mines 
8=College of Fine Arts (media arts) 
9=College of Humanities 
10=College of Science 
ll=College of Social Science & Behavorial Science (polsci, 
journalism, psych, comm., anthro) 
12=University College (e.g.,Int'l Studies majors) 

Minor O=not French/FL l=French 2=anotherFL 
FrSem O=none reported # = number of semesters 
FrHS O=none reported lyr 2yrs 3yrs 4yrs 5yrs 

6=l/2yr 
FLother O=none reported l=Spanish 2=German 3=Chinese 

4=Japanese 5=Latin 6=Hebrew 7=English 8=Russian 
FLyears O=none reported lyr 2yr 3yr 4yr 
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WhyFrenl 0=no reason given; l=required course to graduate/requirement; 
2=minor; 3=desire to be fluent; 4= for/its fun; 5=maj. course 
reqmt; 6=make progress/improve French/oral prof; 7= I 
like/enjoy it; 8=interested; 9=leam another language; 10=plan 
to live in Fr-spkg country; 1 l=favorite authors French & want 
to read original works; 12=replace incomplete; 13=roniantic; 
14=use for profession/wk;15=desire to improve all French 
skills; 16=to continue studying French; 17==easy to 
me;18=review (Fr major); 19=personal reasons;20=love 
French; 21=why not; 22=safety precaution (in case of change 
of maj/then reqd; 23=personal fulfillment; 24=for ballet; 
26=expand knowledge of Fr language & culture 

WhyFrenl second reason provided (see above) 
Skills assessment 
FLL foreign language skills 

0=no response l(poor) -2-3-4-5 - 6(excellent) 
RDGFR french reading skills 

0=no response l(poor) -2-3-4-5 - 6(excellent) 
RDGNL reading skills in the native language 

0=no response l(poor) -2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6(excellent) 
COMPSK computer skills 

0=no response l(poor) -2-3-4-5 - 6(excellent) 
POST-READING QUESTIONNAIRE DATA 
Likert scale: l=strongly disagree; 2=disagree; 3=somewhat disagree; 4=somewhat agree; 5=agree; 
6=strongly disagree 
° = items with inverse relationship 

General 
1) FLL/enjoy enjoy FL learning; 0=no resp /1-2-3-4-5-6 
2) BU/impt word focus; 0=no resp /1-2-3-4-5-6 
3) RdFR/enjoy° enjoy rdg in FR; 0=no resp / 1-2-3-4-5-6 
4) FLL/impt FLL is impt; 0=no resp /1-2-3-4-5-6 
5) RdFR/impt° Rdg in FR is impt; 0=no resp /1-2-3-4-5-6 
6) BU/use word focus; O^o resp / 1-2-3-4-5-6 
7) RdNL/en joy enjoy rdg in NL; 0=no resp /1-2-3-4-5-6 
8) BU/use° guessing words; 0=no resp /1-2-3-4-5-6 
9) TD/impt focus on main ideas; 0=no resp /1-2-3-4-5-6 
10) RdFR/impt° Rdg in FR impt; 0=no resp / 1-2-3-4-5-6 
11) RdNL/enjoy° enjoy rdg in NL; O=noresp/ 1-2-3-4-5-6 
12) TD/use skimming; 0=no resp /1-2-3-4-5-6 
13) FLL/impt FL learning impt; 0=no resp / 1-2-3-4-5-6 
14) TD/use use of background/topic knowledge; 0=no resp / 1-2-3-4-5-6 
15) RdNL/enjoy enjoy rdg in NL; 0=no resp / 1-2-3-4-5-6 
FLL score/attitude toward FL learning (#sl, 4,13; 0-18pts) 
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RdgNL score/attitude toward NL reading (#s7,l 1°,15; 0-18pts) 
RdgFR score/attitude toward PR reading (#s 3°, 5°,10°; 0-18pts) 
B/U score/importance-usage of B/U strategies (#s 2, 6, 8°;0-18pts) 
T/D score/importance-usage of T/D strategies (#s 9,12,14;0-18pts) 
Hypertext 
1) FRgloss/giil° FR glosses in general; 0=no resp / I-2-3-4-5-6 
2) SitaEna text selection; 0=no resp / 1-2-3-4-5-6 
3) compLL computers & language learning: 0=no resp /1-2-3-4-5-6 
4) SitaEna° text selection; 0=no resp /1-2-3-4-5-6 
5) ENgloss/pref EN gloss preference: 0=no resp /1-2-3-4-5-6 
6) FLRes/proi° attitude toward reading project: 0=tio resp /1-2-3-4-5-6 
7) FRgloss/pref FR gloss preference: 0=no resp /1-2-3-4-5-6 
8) compLL° computers & language learning: 0=no resp /1-2-3-4-5-6 
9) FLRes/gnl attitude toward reading project: 0=no resp / 1-2-3-4-5-6 
10) ENgloss/SE usefulness of SE EN glosses: 0=no resp /1-2-3-4-5-6 
11) ENgloss/gnl EN glosses in general:0=no resp /1-2-3-4-5-6 
12) FRgIoss/SE° usefulness of SE FR glosses: 0=no resp /1-2-3-4-5-6 
FLRes score for attitude toward FL research (#6°& #9; 0-12pts) 
SitaEna score for attitude toward text selection (#2 & #4°; 0-12pts) 
compLL score for opinion of the usefulness of computers & language 

learning: (#3 & #8°; 0-12pts) 
FRgIs score for FR gloss preference/genl (#1° & #7; 0-12pts) 
ENgIs score for EN gloss preference/genl (#5 & #11; 0-12pts) 
textgls score for helpfulness of "Sita Ena" EN & FR glosses (#10, 

#12°; 0-12pts) 
Self-assessments for SE comprehension, SE vocabulary and follow-up activities 
Likert scale for follow-up self-assessments (1-6): poor=l-2-3-4-5-6=excellent 

SEcomp "Sita Ena"comprehension: O^noresp; 1-2-3-4-5-6 
SEvocab "Sita Ena" vocabulary knowledge : 0=no resp; 1-2-3-4-5-6 
disFR class discussion in FR of text: 0=no resp; 1-2-3-4-5-6 
disEN class discussion in EN; 0=no resp; 1-2-3-4-5-6 
wrcls in-class writing in FR about text; 0=no resp; 1-2-3-4-5-6 
wrhom take-home writing in FR about text; 0=no resp; 1-2-3-4-5-6 
total 0-36 pts: score for confidence rating for comprehension, 

vocabulary, and to participate in post-reading activities based 
on reading passage 
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APPENDIX H: EPISODIC VERISON OF "SITA ENA" 

Pre-story character description & background 
information 
A. 
atemporal/ 
spaciai & sensory 
recollections 

1 Je revois encore Sita Ena, assise dans im coin du salon, de la salle a 
manger ou de la cuisine. 

A. 
atemporal/ 
spaciai & sensory 
recollections 

2 Je Ventends encore rire aux eclats et frapper des mains en nous racontant 
des histoires assaisonnees 

A. 
atemporal/ 
spaciai & sensory 
recollections 

3 qui nous laissaient pantois des joumees entieres et don't elle seule avait le 
secret. 

A. 
atemporal/ 
spaciai & sensory 
recollections 

4 Je la revois aussi les apres-midi devant la maison, interpellant les voisines, 
taquinant quelqu'im 

A. 
atemporal/ 
spaciai & sensory 
recollections 

5 Je ressens meme encore la brulure de ses doigts sur mon cuir chevelu 
alors qu'elle me faisait des tresses. 

B. 
atemporal 
recollections 

6 Je ne me souviens pas de la premiere fois ou j'ai vu Sita Ena. B. 
atemporal 
recollections 

7 Elle arrivait toujours a I 'improviste. 
B. 
atemporal 
recollections 8 restait quelques mois, parfois meme toute I'annee, 

B. 
atemporal 
recollections 

9 puis im jour, apres une grande dispute, elle disparaissait. 

B. 
atemporal 
recollections 

10 emportant avec elle son rire, sa vitalite, ses histoires et ses reparties 
acerbes. 

B. 
atemporal 
recollections 

11 Un jour, elle revenait et se reinstallait comme si de rien n'etait. 

B. 
atemporal 
recollections 

12 et tout se passsait alors comme si elle n'etait jamais partie. 
C. 
TEMPORAL 
INTRO of 
protag 

CI 13 Elle etait la niece de mon pere. C. 
TEMPORAL 
INTRO of 
protag 

CI 
14 11 s'etait toujours occupe d'elle. 

C. 
TEMPORAL 
INTRO of 
protag 

CI 

15 Les parents de Sita Ena etaient morts tres jeunes. 

C. 
TEMPORAL 
INTRO of 
protag C2 16 Au bout de quelques annees d'ecole primaire, elle avait decrete qu'elle 

n'j'razYplus a I'ecole 

C. 
TEMPORAL 
INTRO of 
protag C2 

17 et qu'elle voulait plutot travailler. 

C. 
TEMPORAL 
INTRO of 
protag C2 

18 Les menaces de son oncle n 'y flrent rien, 

C. 
TEMPORAL 
INTRO of 
protag C2 

19 Sita Ena n'etait pas du type a se laisser demonter. 

C. 
TEMPORAL 
INTRO of 
protag 

C3 20 Un joiu" elle s 'en alia dans le Nord Quest du pays, zone anglophone, qui 
s'appelait alors Cameroun Oriental, pour travailler dans les plantations de 
the. 

C. 
TEMPORAL 
INTRO of 
protag 

C3 

21 Lorsqu 'elle en revint, elle parlait le pidgin anglais 

C. 
TEMPORAL 
INTRO of 
protag 

C3 

22 qu'elle essaya aussitot de nous apprendre. 

C. 
TEMPORAL 
INTRO of 
protag 

C3 

23 Nous etions aussi heureux que si elle nous avait appris I 'anglais -
d'ailleurs nous ne savions pas la difference. 

Story setting 
Set 
(embedding 
of 27) 

24 A im autre de ses voyages, elle alia travailler dans les grandes plantations 
d'hevea de Dizangue. 

Set 
(embedding 
of 27) 25 Comme d'habitude, elle en revenait avec de fascinantes histoires. 

Set 
(embedding 
of 27) 

26 telle I'histoire des deux hommes qu'elle avait rosses parce qu'ils 
essayaient de lui piquer son argent. 

Set 
(embedding 
of 27) 

27 ou encore I'histoire de la compression du personnel. 
Episode 1 
B 28 Apres une saison particulierement mauvaise. B 

29 les patrons des plantations d'hevea avaient decide de renvover la moitie de 
leurs ejfectifs. 

B 

30 Se trouvant parmi les demiers arrivants. Sita Ena s 'etait done retrouvee au 
chomaee. 

R 
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G 
A 31 Entrevue avec le chef du personnel, pleurs et cris 
O 32 n'y avaient rien fait, 

33 la decision etait irrevocable. 
E 
Episode 2 
B 34 Comme le bureau du grand patron donnait sur un petit pare a I'arriere du 

bdtiment, 
R 
A 35 Sita Ena decida d'aller I'y attendre pour iui parler. 

G 
O 36 Bien entendu, elle se fit chasser plus d'une fois. 
E 
Episode 3 
B 37 Apres une semaine de ce manege. B 

38 semaine pendant laquelle elle avait remarque que le pare etait mal 
entretenu. 

B 

39 que des feuilles mortes ionchaient le sol, 

B 

40 et que I'herbe atteienait oresque la hauteur des arbustes. 
R 41 elle decida de changer de plan d'attaque. 
G 
A 42 Elle arrivait done tres tot le matin, raclait. sarclait. couDait I'herbe, 

ramassait les feuilles mortes. 
43 et, au moment ou le grand patron Monsieur Essomba arrivait, elle 

s 'activait du cote ou il garait sa voiture. 
44 Elle ne manauait neanmoins jamais de lever son visage couvert de sueur 

et de poussiere, et de crier un "bonjour Monsieur" bien haut. 
O 45 11 faut dire que le pare avait pris un petit air coquet Plus de longues 

herbes touffues. plus de feuilles mortes. rien que des arbustes proprets et 
degages. 

E 
Episode 4 
B 
A 46 Le jour de la paie, elle se presenta au bureau du personnel 
R 
G 
O 47 ou on lui annonga gentiment que son nom ne figurait sur aucune liste 

d'aucun service. 
O 

48 "Mais j'ai travaille" protesta-t-elle, 

O 

49 rien n 'y fit. 
E 
Episode 5 
B 
R 50 Sachant qu'elle se ferait certainement renvoyer par les secretaires R 

51 si elle essayait de voir le grand patron immediatement. 
R 

52 elle attendit patiemment le lendemain matin. 
G 
A 53 Comme d'habitude, munie de sa houe et de son coupe-coupe, elle se mit a 

sarcler I'herbe en attendant que Mr. Essomba arrive. 
54 Des qu'il descendit de la voiture. elle seprecita aussitot vers lui en criant 

"monsieur, ils reflisent de me payer, j'ai travaille monsieur, regardez le 
pare." 
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55 Monsieur Essomba qui regardait probablement cette femme pour la 
premiere fois, meme s'il I'avait souvent apergue. 

56 jeta un regard circulaire autour de lui. 
57 "Pourquoi?" dit-il enfin, 
58 et Sita Ena repondit: "je ne sais pas." 

o 59 "Venez," //? Monsieur Essomba. 
E 
Episode 6 
B 60 lis se rendirent done tout droit dans le bureau du chef du personnel. 

61 "Vous savez, tout le monde me regardait, 
62 Mr. Essomba ouvrait la porte et me disait "entrez," 

R 63 et moi ie marehais la tite haute, les epaules bien droites. ignorant les 
regards etonnes des gens. 

G 
A/O 64 11 ouvrit le bureau du chef du personnel qui, surpris de la visite matinale 

du patron, se leva aussitot. 
A/O 

65 Monsieur Essomba dit alors au chef du persormel: "Bonjour Monsieur 
Lowat, veuillez vous occuper de Madame s'il vous plait." 

E 66 Et apres lui avoir demande des papiers concemant je ne sais quoi, il 
retouma a son bureau. 

Episode 7 
B 67 Les enfants, c'etait du 'venez-voir', ponctua Sita Ena, "11 fallait voir la tete 

de ce type; 
R 68 j'etais la, tres calme, assise dans le grand fauteuil ou il ne recevait que les 

gens importants, moi qu'il avait toujours refwe debout." 
G 
A 69 "Vous avez travaille combien d'heures?" demanda Monsieur Lowat d'un 

ton courrouce. 
A 

70 "Pas question d'heures, vous me payez comme les jardiniers." 

A 

71 "Mais avant vous etiez dans la plantation; vous n 'y etes plus. 

A 

72 et persorme ne vous a embauchee comme jardiniere. 

A 

73 Vous n'avez pas de fiche\" dit Monsieur Lowat. 

A 

74 "Pourquoi croyez-vous que le chef vous a demande de vous occuper de 
moi? Je suis responsable du pare qui se trouve derriere son bureau." 

A 

75 "Et je le regardais droit dans les yeux" poursuivit Sita Ena. 
O for E7 (a) 76 Excede, ce pauvre type qui ne voulait sans doute pas retoumer voir le 

patron, 
me fit une fiche. 

Ofor 
entire story (b) 

77 C'est ainsi que je devins jardiniere pendant plus de deux ans. Ofor 
entire story (b) 78 et comble de bonheur, le salaire des jardiniers etait presque le double de 

celui des employes de plantation! 
£ (with emptiasis) 79 En plus, le travail etait moins dur. £ (with emptiasis) 

80 et surtout j'etais mon propre patron." 
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APPENDIX I: RECALL ANALYSIS CODING INFORMATION 

# / matching idea 

Code idea with #. Ideas in recall can be matched with ideas in text. Gist of ideas should be 
coded with number. Use loose criterion coding, as suggested in Carrell (1984). In some cases, 
the parsing of reading recall into units may correspond to two or even three ideas expressed in the 
text rather succinctly. Items can be coded with more than one number. This is not ideal, but it is 
a solution. There are not too many cases of indivisible ideas. Misunderstandings which do not 
misconstrue essential meaning of idea unit will be marked mis. If essential accuracy is lacking, 
then code as mis - even for cases where the source of the idea is identifiable. No coding for #/-. 
If it's way off, then it's a mis. 

E70a 76/- so she did not get paid a gardener's wage. 
Tliis is tlie Outcome of £7, but tlie reader misunderstood that indeed she 
DID get paid. 

rhis would be coded as a mis. 
mis so she did not get paid a gardener's wage. 

inf / inference 

Idea is reasonable & plausible, and demonstrates comprehension of text-based ideas. Reader 
might, for example, further explain or characterize protagonist &/or her situation (e.g. Sita Ena 
liked her independence). The recall idea might include a generalization about her life, e.g. "Sita 
Ena traveled a lot." This is not stated in the text and it is broad, yet it does not summarize any 
particular ideas in the text (see below for coding as sum). Because this is a narrative, recall might 
include elements typically found in an episode which are missing from the story ~ goals and 
reactions are usually unstated, left for the reader to infer or impose. For example, in El, Sita 
Ena's reaction is that she is upset. This type of inference supports some research on the recall 
of narrative texts. Although you do not need to code for the episodic analysis, I wanted to clarify 
inf. We were coding inferences & summary ideas as e-inf & s-inf in the Samples. Inferences 
will be inf and summary ideas will be sum. There is some conceptual overlap between inference 
& summary - just use your best judgment. Any inferences that do not demonstrate 
comprehension should be coded as mis. 

sum / summary idea 

Idea in recall is a summary several ideas expressed in the passage. Idea cannot be parsed to 
match specific/individual text-based ideas. Idea demonstrates a gist understanding of an entire 
episode, "She tried to talk to someone" (reflects El & E 2 Attempts). A sum could refer to the 
main goal of the protagonist throughout the story, "she tried to get her job back" - with no 
reference to a particular episode or scene. It's actually an inference that is also a summary idea. 
A sum could also be so general & vague, yet indicate some an understanding, i.e. 'in dealing with 
the plantation owners.' Summarv ideas that do not demonstrate comprehension should be coded 
as mis. 
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mis / mismatching idea (incompatible with episodic analysis) 

Essentially erroneous/incompatible idea recalled AND the source of idea (#) cannot be identified. 
These ideas are generated from the reading experience, but cannot be identified as such. These 
could be inferences, too, which demonstrate a clear & essential lack of text-based comprehension. 

meta / metacomment 

These idea units are about the reader's experience with the text & NOT an idea expressed in the 
text itself. Reader refers to, for example, his/her comprehension of text or lack of clarity, a 
reading strategy he/she is using, the annotations, the project, and such. See Sample 2. 

MACROPROPOSITIONS 
Goals, Attempts & Outcomes (subsuming several propositions, explicit & implicit) 

Pre-story (1-23) 
A. atemporal sensory & spatial recollections of Sita Ena (1-5) 

- seeing, hearing & feeling Sita Ena 
B. atemporal recollections of Sita Ena in & out of her life (6-12) 
C. temporal recollections of Sita Ena's background (13-23) 

C1: how she came to live with narrator 
C2: quit school to work 
C3: work at a tea plantation - learned English & taught the narrator 

Story (24-80) 
Setting: working on plantation where there were lay-offs (24-27) embedded story (26) 

El Beginning/initiating event: protagonist in undesirable state of unemployment 
Goal (mg): to be gainfully employed again at the plantation 
SubGoal (sg); convince Personnel Director to reinstate her 
Attempt: reverse situation by screaming & crying to the PD 
Outcome(sg): unsuccessful in convincing PD to reinstate her 
Outcome(mg): unsuccessful in achieving main goal to be employed 

E2 Goal (sg): to convince him to reverse her employment situation 
Attempt: waits to talk to M. Essomba (one week passes) 
Outcome(sg): unsuccessful in talking to M. Essomba 
—Outcome (mg): unsuccessful 

E3 Goal (sg): manipulate system by employing herself & be noticed for her work 
Attempt: cleans up garden located near M. Essomba's office (& attracts his attention) 
Outcome (sg): successful/garden looks nice (& attracted his attention, 44) 
—Outcome (mg): unsuccessful because employment not gainful (E4) 

E4 Goal (sg): be paid for her self-appointed work in the garden 
Attempt: on payday, presents herself at the personnel office (to be paid) 
Outcome (sg): unsuccessful because she is not paid 
—Outcome (mg): unsuccessful 
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E5 Goal (sg): elicit help of M. Essomba / to be paid for her work in the garden 
Attempt: explains injustice of not being paid for her work 
Outcome (sg); successful in talking to M. Essomba & eliciting his help 
—Outcome (mg): unsuccessful 

E6 Goal (sg): to be helped in her plight for payment 
Attempt: M. Essomba escorts her to PD's office & directs him to "take care of her 
situation" 
(i.e. pay her for working) 
Outcome (sg); successful - implied because M. Essomba has greater authority than the 
PD 
—Outcome (mg): unsuccessful (somewhat assured at this point) 

E7 Goal (sg): to be paid as the gardeners are paid, at a higher wage 
Attempt: requests to be paid as a gardener & asserts her position as M. Essomba's 
gardener 
Outcome/a (sg): successful in being paid as a gardener & becomes gardener for two 
years 
Outcome/b (mg): successful in becoming employed again, & outcome exceeds original 
goal 
Emphatic Ending: less difficult work & her own boss 
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